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Abstract 

This study, based on data derived fro·m sources published in 

Russian, Italian, English, French, German, Polish, Czech, Slovak, 

Spanish and Ukrainian, is an attempt to present a comprehensive 

picture of the Italian lexical influence on Russian in a wide set-

ting of several European languages. Some two hundred borrowings 

from the Petrine period, classified by their semantic affinities, 

are subjected to thorough linguistic analyses in a Lexicon of 

Chapter II. References on another four hundred loan-words from 

pre-Petrine times to the present are found throughout the entire 

· work. An .individual entry of each borrowed word in the Lexicon pro-

vides foreign equivalents, definition, numerical evaluation of mean

ing(s), sources of documentation, etymology, dates of borrowing, 

routes of entrance, present usages, and other relevant information 

on the loan-word, together with clarifications of obscurities, re-

parted by lexicologists ~ The Italian borrowings are analysed in 

subsequent chapters from socio-cultural, lexical, phonetical, mor-

phological and semantic standpoints. The adopted approach is not 

only diachronic, but also critical, comparative and theoretical. 

The monograph may serve as a reference work for linguists and 

historians in Russian and other languages. 

Department of Russian and Slavic Studies 
McGill University 

October 1979 
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IMPACT LEXICAL DE L'ITALIEN SUR ,LA LANGUE RUSSE STANDARD 
DE PIERRE LE GRAND A NOS JOURS 

par. 

Karen Zdenka von Kunes 

These presentee pour l'obtention du grade de 
DOCTEUR EN PHILOSOPHIE 

Resume 

Cette etude se fonde sur des donnees obtenues de sources publiees 

en russe, italien, anglais, franyais, allemand, polonais, tcheque, slo-

vaque, espagnol et ukrainien. Elle constitue une tentative de presenta

tion d'un tableau comprehensif de !'influence de la langue italienne 

sur la langue russe; et ce, dans le cadre de plusieurs langues europe

ennes. Quelques deux cents emprunts de l'epoque de Pierre 1er, classes 

par leurs affinites_semantiques, sont groupes en un Lexique et sont 

soumis a une analyse detaillee du point de vue linguistique. Des 

informations sur quatre cents autres mots empruntes a des periodes 

avant Pierre le Grand jusqu'a aujourd 'hui se trouvent a travers 

1' etude. Sui vant chaque mot inclus indi viduellement dans le Lexique, 

l'on trouve les equivalents en langues etrangeres, une definition, 

une evaluation numerale de sa signification, des sources de documenta-

tion, son etymologie, l'epoque de l'emprunt, des voies d'entree, 

l'usage actuel, et toute autre information pertinente sur le mot 

emprunte ' de meme que des clarification des ambiguites, qui ont ete 

rapportes par des lexicologues. Dans les chapitr~s qui suivent, 

l'emprunt italien est analyse a partir des points de vue socio-

cultural, lexical, phonetique, morphologique et semantique. L'approche 
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adoptee est tout a la fois diachronique, critique, comparative et 

theorique. Cette etude peut servir de travail de reference pour 

lingui.stes et historians de la langue russe et des autres langues 

evoquees a travers l'ouvrage. 

Departement d'Etudes Russes et Slaves 
Universite l1cGill 

Octobre 1979 
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PREFACE 

In the present study, the era of Peter the Great has been 

chosen as the point of departure, because of an intensive process 

of Westernization initiated by the Emperor. In order to present as 

complete a picture as possible of the lexical impact of Italian upon 

Russian, frequent references are made to earlier times. The "Outline 

of I talo-Russia.n Cultural Relations" covers all periods with the 

emphasis on Ivan III, Peter the Great, and the Empresses Anna 

Ioa.novna, Elizabeth Petrovna and Catherine II. Here, the inclusion 

of the pre-Petrine period is important for a better understanding 

of cultural events between the two countries in the following centu-

ries. Pre-Petrine lexical material has been excluded from the Lexicon, 

but is partly treated in the "Addenda to the Lexicon ... 

The system of transliteration employed in this work is System 

III of The Transliteration of Modern Russian for English-Language 

Publications by J. Thomas Shaw (Madison: The Wisconsin University 

Press, 1967). The only exceptions are Russian names already known in 

conventional English spelling (e.g. Catherine the Great). 

The Russian stress accent, indicated by an acute accent mark, 

is found only in words, which are stressed in the source of documenta

tion (e.g. lava in rec.ent dictionaries, but ~ in reference to. 18th 

iii 
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century lexicographical sources). The letter~' bearing the accent 

mark in transliteration, is indicated by a dot under the letter, if 

stresse& (e.g. infljuenca). The Italian stress is indicated by the 

acute accent, anc;l by the grave accent on open .2,'s and !_'s, in accor

dance w1 th modern Italian dictionary pra~tice (particularly F, 

Palazzi's Novissimo dizionario della lingua italiana, Milan, 1953). 

In the Lexicon the stress is indicated on Italian words in the 1st 

column only. The Italian affricate Ld;l is marked by a dot under the 

letter A (e.g. me~~atinta) also in the 1st column~ 

A word underlined in any quotation is to accentuate the bor

rowing under discussion. The italics do not appear in original texts, 

except for quotations from M, Praz's article "The Italian Element in 

English," and T.E. Hope's Lexical Borrowing in the Romance Languages. 

The term Avtoreferat refers to the published abstract of 20-30 

pages, compulsory in the Soviet Union for any Kandidat and Doctoral 

dissertation. A Kandidat thesis is required for the degree of Kandidat 

filologi~eskix nauk, which is considered to be higher than the North 

American M,A. degree, but lower than the Ph.D. 

Abbreviations used in this study are listed in two separate 

sectionsi "Abbreviations in the Lexicon" and "General Abbreviations." 

The section of the Lexicon Abbreviations includes a short title of 

sources, number of volumes, place and date of publishing. A complete 

title, publisher and editions (if known) are given in the "Bibli

ography. •• 

iv 
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Writing is a long, exhaustive battle, 
Writing in a language, which one does not master, 
is an endless struggle of hope and despair of a crippled child; 
it is a painful cry for one's unknown identity and, 
a hollow yearning for recognition in the world of competition. 
Writing in a language, which one has never been taught, 
is an accomplishment. • • And a sparkling light 
for the future, arduous fight: 

Karen von Kunes 
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INTRODUCTION 

a) Topic of Italian Loan-words in Russian 

A comprehensive study of the Italian lexical impact on Russian 

has been long overdue in the field of comparative lexicology. Begin

ning with the Middle Ages, at any phase of her a:I;:duous history, Russia 

had effective cultural contacts with Italy, which have obviously been. 

reflected in the lexical sphere. Although it is a well known fact 

among specialists of Russian linguistics and philology, that the field 

of loan-words has been little investigated, it is still surprising 

that the domain of Italianisms has been virtually ignored by both 

Slavic and Western scholars. 1 

It has been generally claimed by a number of investigators of 

foreign influences {Ogienko, Sanskij, .Christiani, Leeming, and others) 

that Italian words, as a rule, were disseminated into Russian through 

intermediaries of other languages, particularly Polish and French, The 

importance of Poland in transmitting Italian words, both orally and 

through translations, during the 16-l?th centuries, should certainly 

not be denied, but neither should it. be exaggerated. Poland herself, 

strongly influenced by Italian culture from the 14th until the 19th 

centuries, and displaying a high degree of Italo-Polish bilingualism 

under Sigismund I ( 1506-48), adopted many Italian words into the vo-
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cabulary. Acting as a mediator between Western Europe and Russia, she 

partially diffused Italian lexical material into Russian. However, at 

the same time, through direct contacts of the Russian population With 

Italian traders, architects, seamen, and other specialists, whose ac

tivities were significant in Russia even before Peter the Great, Ital

ian words penetrated in~o the spoken language. Furthermore, a number 

of them occurred in ambassadorial reports from Ita~. French was un

questionably the most notable source through which Russian borrowed 

2 

many Italianisms, particularly in the second part of the 18th and through

out the 19th centuries. Having very intensive contacts with Italy at all 

levels of culture from early ages, ~:ranee saturated the vocabulary with 

a large number of Italian elements, which were later disseminated into 

many countries, including the Russian Empire. A certain role in trans-

mitting the Italian lexical component into Russian was played by Ger

man, especially in the Petrine era, while the participation of other 

languages (Dutch, English, Spanish) was minimal. 

Notwithstanding the importance of international mediators, 2 it 

should be emphasized that from the 14th century onward Italian has 

always exerted a direct, though irregular, influence on the Russian 

vocabulary. A careful study of Italo-Russian cultural history discloses 

such a strong Italian impact on the industrial and artistic life of 

Russia,J that the assertion of the non-existence of an immediate lexical 

influx on Russian would be contradictory to historical facts. It is 

rather the international framework of Italian borrowings which is con-
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fusing in the present topic. Our research· indicates that a high number 

of Italianisms, found in Russian, is current in other languages. f.lany 

loan-words entered Russian directly from Italian, and (simultaneously) 

through other European languages. For instance, the borrowing ~ 

was documented in the early 18th century in the Italian form grotta, 

as well as in the French and Dutch variants~· The surviving form 

~ is probably a Gallicism, .rather than a Dutch loan, since French 

exerted on Russian such a great force during the so-called 'Gallomania' , 

that a number of Italian borrowings, previously established in Russian, 

were Gallicized.4 In some instances it is very difficult to discern the 

real source of a borrowed word, despite a careful examination of its 

graphical, phonetical and semantic structure. Words like bora, gabbro, 

impressario exist in many languages in the model Italian form; hence, 

they can be easily taken for a borrowing from: French, German, English, 

or any other tongue, which has previously adopted it. 

These examples show that for a number of Italian loans in Russian, 

there is no straightforward solution; however, to conclude categorical-

ly that Russian adopted Italian lexical elements through intermediaries 

of other languages, is an erroneous answer to the problem. As a matter 

of fact, during the past thirty years, some scholars ( Margar jan, V al'

kova, H~ttl-Worth) have raised their voices against this proposition, 

and called for a re-examination of the borrowings, considered up to 

the present indirect Italian loan-words. 

3 
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b) Previous Investigations · 

The topic of the lexical impact of Italian upon Russian has been 

treated so far in two studies. One of them is a ten-page article, print

ed in the Slavonic Section of the Annali (IX, 1966). Its author, Profes-

sor H. Leeming, while researching on Polish-Latin borrowings in pre-

Petrine Russian, came accross some Italian loan-words, observations 

on which he published as a separate topic. His monograph "Italian words 

in prepetrine sources .. is unfortunately limited to an older period with 

the emphasis on the introduction of Italian loans into Russian through 

Polish translations. His very fine piece of work, clarifying some ob-

scure points of the treated subject, is critically analyzed in the part 

"Italianisms in Russian before Peter the Great" of · Chapter III. 

The second study is a recent unpublished Kandidat dissertation 

"Semanti~eskoe osvoenie russkim jazykom terminov izobrazitel'nogo i 

prikladnogo ~skusstva, arxitektury i muzyki ital'janskogo proisxo~de

nija11 {Moscow State University, 1974), written by a Soviet student E. 
V. Arkad'eva, This work, recognized by Professor N.H. ~anskij as one 

of the best theses submitted to his department, 5 again deals with our 

topic only partly; the concentration is on a semantic aspect of a 

specific group of Italian words of both direct and indirect entrance, 

The thesis is valuable because of material, partly collected from the 

mass-media (radio, T.V., journals), and, at instances, yet unrecorded 

in lexicographical sources. It is, however, regrettable that the 

topic is situated in a narrow context (no reference is made to par-

4 
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allel phenomena in other languages), and that scholarly works, pub-

lished outside the Soviet Union, is poorly represented, 

A modest amount of information on Italian borrowings is scattered 

in different publications. We divide them into the following: 

1) General works, dealing with foreign words in Russian and 

other.Slavonic languages. This category includes two noteworthy pub-

lications, which appeared early in the present century: W.A. Christi-

(J . 
ani's dissertation ber das Eindringen von Fremdw~rtern in die rus-

sische SchriftsPEache des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts (1906), and N.A. 

Smirnov's "Zapadnoe vlijanie na russkij jazyk V petrovskuju epoxu" 

(SORJAS, 1910). 

Christiani' s list of Italian loan-words, w1 th the emphasis on 

Polish and Dutch intermediaries, comprises some twenty items, treated 

in our study as direct or indirect borrowings. Smirnov's work, present-

ed in a dictionary form with a twenty-page preface, includes almost 

three thousand foreign words, collected from twenty nine.sources. 

Shortly after its print, the study was criticized by Sobolevski, 

Ogienko, Christian! (see "Bibliography") and others for its inclusion 

of loan-words, dating from much earlier periods than indicated in its 

title, as well as for frequent erroneous indications of sources of 

borrowings. Hany Italianisms in Smirnov, often treated as loans through 

Polish, are the so-called Kurakinisms (see Chapter I, p.44), which re

main confin~lto his work. The value of these two general publications; 

along with F. Miklosich's "Die Fremdw~rter in den slavischen Sprachen" 

5 
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( 1867), A. MatzE:mauer' s Ciz{ slova ve slova.nskych !=e~ech ( 1870), and 

A. I. Sobolevskij' s manuscript "Russkija zaimstvovannye slova" (1891), 

has been drastically reduced because of the appearance of more recent 

studies and etymological dictionaries, giving a solution to a number 

of problems in previous works. 

Among modern publtcations the most significant are: L. Gal'di's 

Slova romansko6o proisxo~denija v russkom jazyke (1958), G. H~ttl

Worth's Foreign Words in Russian (1963), and E.~. Bir~akova, L.A. Voj

nova and L.L. Kutina's Ogerki po istori~eskoj leksikologii russkogo 

jazyka XVIII veka (1972). One would expect a great deal from Slova 

romanskogo proisxo~denija v russkom jazyke, written by the Hungarian 

scholar Llszlo Galdi, but the book of some eighty pag~s is disap

pointing in the sense that Italianisms are treated as second-rate 

borrowings. References to them are very scarce, while the emphasis 

is on Gallicisms in Lermontov's, Gogol''s and Dostoevskij's writings. 

H~ttl-Worth's study of universal recognition unfortunately concerns 

loan-words, which occurred in selected sources between the second 

half of the 16th and the end of the 18th centuries. Her aim is to 

comment, clarify and correct data of Vasmer's Russisches etymologisches 

~rterbuch (1953-58), and to,furnish information, omitted by him. Her 

list of foreign words comprises several direct and indirect Italianisms, 

studied in the present manuscript. Both Gcildi and H~ttl-\iorth urge 

the need of producing comprehensive and competent works for borrowings 

from Italian and other languages. The most comprehensive work, so far 

6 
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published on foreign·words in Russian, belongs to three authors 

Bir~akova, Vojnova and Kutina. This study, supplying new information, 

particularly concerning dating and sources of borrowing, supersedes 

previously established data of other publications. It has a fairly 

exhaust! ve summary of socio-historical, cultural and linguistic 

contacts (with many substantial details on translations) of Russia 

with foreign countries in the 18th century, a semantically compiled 

dictionary, plus an alphabetical lexicon with references to semantic 

classification, Separate chapters analyse the borrowed vocabulary 

from phonetical, morphological and semantic standpoints. The alpabet

ical lexicon, which includes a number of our Italian loans, does not, 

unfortunately, supply any other information, except for dates and 

languages of borrowing. This book deals again with a g1 ven period of 

time (the 18th century) and, thus, a comprehensive work of this caliber 

for other periods is still in the future. 

2) \forks dealing with: a) specific borrowings in Russian; 

b) Italian loan-words in languages other than Russian, A nuniber of 

these sources were consulted, but only the most relevant to our 

topic are included in the "Bibliography," From the a) section note

worthy are S.C. Gardiner's German Loanwords in Russian, 1550-1690 

(1965), and A. Bond's German Loanwords in the Russian Language of the 

Petrine Period (1974). Both works are useful for supplementing our 

data, and for a critical revision of some Italian loans, considered . 

by the authors to be German borrowings. From the b) section B.H. Wind's 

7 
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Les mots italiens introduits en fran9ais au XVIe siecle (1926), a 

pioneering monograph on the subject, which has received much positive 

criticism in the field of comparative Romanc~ linguistics, and T.E. 

Hope's Lexical Borrowing in the Romance Languages: A Critical Study 

of Italianisms in French and Gallicisms in Italian from 1100 to 1900 

(1971) should be noted. Hope's work, an example of meticulous scholar

ship, human industry and patience, is probably the best study written 

on the subject of foreign borrowings. Presenting a comprehensive pic

ture of the lexical movement between Italy and France in the context 

of historico-cultural events, Professor Hope treats in detail some 

three thousand loan-words. His part on Italian elements in French 

is fruitful for our historical investigation on Italian words before 

their entrance in Russian; because of the consultation of his work, 

we are able to reveal some data, which have not reached Soviet scholar

ship yet. Hope's work overshadowed the previously praised monograph of 

Wind, to which neverthless frequent references are made in the present 

study. 

3) Various dictionaries. Many Russian, Italian, French, English, 

Czech and other dictionaries were examined. Here we mention only the 

most significant under the following classification: a) Russian dictio

naries of foreign words; b) etymological dictionaries of Russian and 

Italian; c) standard (general) Russian and Italian dictionaries. 

The best of the a) section of Russian dictionaries of foreign words 

is the 1964 edition of F.N. Petrov, I. V. L~xin and S.H. Lok~ina's 

8 
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Slovar' inostrannyx slov. Unfortunately, it does not include several 

current Italian loans (konfeta, pomid6r and others), and the useful 

short survey "Grammatika inostrannyx slov", found in its earlier edi-

tions. 

From the sub-group of the b) section of etymological dictionaries 

of Russian, N.V. Gorjae.v•s and A.G. Preobra~enskij's works are consider-

ed inadequate. Both authors are uncritical, and propose either un

substantiated etymologies (Gorjaev}, or leave the choice among sev

eral proposed alternatives (Preobra~enskij). 6 The Russisches etymolo

gisches WBrterbuch ( 1953-.58, and Russian edition 1964-73) of H. Vasmer, 

who ranks among the most prominent scholars of Indo-European and Slavic 

linguistics,? has reached incomparably higher standards than Gorjaev's 

and Preobra~enskij's dictionaries. 8 Vasmer's work has received numerous 

reviews, of which noteworthy are Jakobson's, Kiparskij's and H~ttl

Worth's commentaries, corrections and additions. 9 As concerns Italian 

borrowings, Vasmer has the tendency to attribute them to German, French 

and Polish. In this respect we find ttimologi~eskij slovar' russkogo 

jazyka ( 1963-), edited by N. 1-L ¥anskij, and so far printed in two 

volumes (or six installments) including the words beginning with the 

letter~. far more superior. 10 Not only does it include Italianisms, 

which have never been recorded in any other previous etymological 

dictionary of Russian, but, for the first time, it also pays attention 

to Italian as a source of the loan-words in question. G. Cyganenko' s 

Etimologib'eskij slovar' russkogo jazyka (1970) of about six hundred 

9 
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pages has somewhat the same level as N. ~I. §anskij, V. V. Ivanov and 

T.V. ~anskaja's KratkiJ etimologi~eskij slovar' russkogo jazyka (1971). 11 

They both provide some relevant information to our topic, but, 'unfortu-

nately, do not treat many words of our 11 Lexicon". 

As regards the sub-group, dealing with etymological sources of 

Italian, the interpret~tions of F. Zambaldi's Vocabolario etymologico· 

i taliano ( 1889), 0. Pianigiani' s Vocabolario etimologico della lin5ua 

italiana in two volumes (1907), and E. Levi's Vocabolario etimologico 

della lingua italiana (1914), frequently open to question, are seldom 

reflected in our work. Instead, regular references are made to the five 

volumes of C. Battisti and G. Alessio's Dizionario etimologico italiano 

(1950-57), very rich in scientific and technical terms, to one of the 

latest editions of A. Prati's Vocabolario etimolosico italiano (1970), 

as well as to less complete B. Migliorini and A. Duro's Prontuario 

etimologico della lingua italiana (1970) 12 and G. Devoto's Avviamento 

alla etimologia italiana. Dizionario etimologico (1966, 1967). All these 

are found competent, but less convenient is D. Olivieri's Dizionario 

etimologico italiano, concordato coi dialetti, le lingue straniere e 

la toponomastica (195J, 1961) because of the arrangement of words by 

roots, and of its large number of place and personal names. 

Our c) section of standard d1ctionaries1J of Russian and Italian 

contain many sources, most of which are recorded with. appropriate 

etymon in the 4th and 5th columns of each word entry in the "Lexicon". 

Different editions of the Slovar' Akademii RossiJskoj, and of the .Crusca 

10 
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14 have been consulted, The third, revised and substantially supplement-

ed edition of Tolkovyj slovar' ~ivogo velikorusskago jazyka Vladimira 

Dalja in four volumes (1903-09) of a straightforward alphabetical order 

has been found preferable to the previous editions of etymological group

ing. D.N. u¥akov' s ( ed,) Tolkovy.j slovar' russkogo jazyka in four volumes 

(1935-40), based on tha spoken Russian of· the educated class and on the 

literary language, includes more Italian loan-words than Dal' 's dictio-

nary. A word of scholarly respect goes to excellent s. Battaglia's 

Grande Dizionario della lingua italiana (1961-in progress) 15 which goes 

in many respects far beyond the Crusca, and N .. Tommaseo and B. Bellini's 

Dizionario della lingua italiana (18.58-79). 

Finally, a few words on sources dealing with historical and 

cultural relations of Italy and Russia. The eminent specialist is 

Ettore Lo Gatto, who has published an extensive range of literature on 

the subject. His daughter A. Maver and others (E. Damiani, the Russian 

scholars I.M. Grevs and A.N. Veselovskij) are specialists in comparati-

ve Italian and Russian 11 teratures, Giuseppe Berti, an expert in 

11 

comparative history of both countries, contributed significantly to 

scholarship with his Russia e stati italiani nel Risorgimento (Turin, 1957)!6 

S.M. Solov'ev's Istori.ja Rossii s drevnej~ix vrem~n (1962-66), v.o. 

Klju;revskij' s Istorija Rossii, published in both Russian and English 

(the latter in 1960), and other general books on history contain some 

pertinent data on mutual historical events of Italy and Russia. For 

our short study of Italo-Russian cultural relations, after a careful 
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selection, we have given a preference to works of Lo Gatto, Florinsky, 

Platonov, Clarkson, Mooser (an expert on Italian music in Russia) and 

several others (see Bi bllography, part Books, b) General Sources). 

c) 11ethods applied and Originality 

Our loan-word material has been collected from many different 

sources. The latest editions of F.N. Petrov's Slovar' inostran-

nlx slov (19.54, 1955, 1964), which include cUrrent vocabulary, have 

proven to be the most useful. Technical dictionaries ( Obuxov, Zubkova, 

Riman, Markov and many others), and general sources on Russian lexico

logy and on foreign words (Vinogradov, ~anskij, Sobolevskij, Ogienko, 

Gal'di, HUttl-Worth and others) have also been of a great help. The 

·initial list of direct and indirect Ital~an loan-words in Russian was 

about one thousand words. After establishing the criteria of selection 

(see the part "Lexical Observations" in the Chapter IV), more than three 

hundred loans have been analyzed in the Chapters II and III, "Lexicon 

of Direct Italianisms in Russian" and "Addenda to the Lexicon" respecti

vely, and frequent references to many others have been made in further 

chapters, which deal with cultural, lexical, phonetical, morphological 

and semantic aspects of borrowed material. 

The main body of the dissertation, the Lexicon, is divided into 

a series of groups, determined by their semantic affinities. Each word 

entry of the "Lexicon" {sometimes also referred to as the word-list) 

contains seven columns, furnished with the following information: 

12 
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1st column: The present-day form of .the Italian borrowing in 

Russian, transliterated and followed in parentheses by its Italian 

equivalent (i.e., its model). 

2nd column: French, English, German, Polish and Czech translation 

. equivalents respectively, set off by slashes. If omitted, the accurate 

equivalent has not been identified. Frequently other foreign counter-

parts are also given, and placed after the last equivalent of their 

linguistic group (cf. French, Spanish, English, German, Dutch, Polish, 

Czech, Ukrainian, Bulgarian, Serbocroatian). These data are helpful in 

evaluating the position of the borrowing on the scale of international 

loan-word material. 

)rd column: A definition of the loan-word, followed by one of 

the first five arabic numerals enclosed in parentheses. The numeral 

indicates the correspondence between the semantic content of the word 

in Italian and Russian: 

(1) The meaning(s) of the word is (are) 

almost identical in Italian and Russian 

(2) The meaning(s) of the word in Italian and 

Russian is (are) very close, but not iden

tical 

(J) The meanings of the word cover a larger 

semantic field in Italian than in Russian 

(4) The word contains fewer meanings in Ital

ian than in Russian 

(5) The meaning(s) of the word differ(s) in 

Italian and Russian 

lJ 



4th column: Abbreviations of Russian lexicographical sources, 

in which the borroWing is found. These are listed in a chronological 

order, but if a source consists of several volumes, published over 

an exended period of time, or if several different .editions of the 

same dictionary have been consulted, the sequential order is distorted 

(cf. KIR: 1845-46; BUR-MIX1:1866; BUR-MIX2:1880; BUR-IUXJ:190J; 

DUB1:1879: DUB2:1205; a-un:1894; and so on). An arable numeral 

immediately following certain abbreviations is to indicate the edition 

{cf. PET1 = .Petrov's Slovar' inostrannyx slov, 1937; PET5 = same dictio

nary, published in 1955). These numerals do not necessarily correspond 

to the real editions of the given source; they represent editions in 

a chronological order, available to our research. If the loan-word is 

found Without any modification in all editions, the abbreviation is 

printed Without a numeral (cf, BUR-MIX, DUB). Each abbreviation records 

a source of borrowing, if given in a dictionary under discussion (cf. 

BUR-MIXaitr DUB1a Frc:Lat; DUB2:Fr; but CUD). 

The 4th column is divided into three groupings, each separated from 

the other by a period. The individual lexicographical sources td. thin 

each.grouping are separated by a semicolon. The groupings are the 

following: 

a) Russian dictionaries of foreign words: 

14 

KIR: Kirilov, Nikolaj. Karmcy?JlYj slovar' inostran

nyx slov. 2 vols. St. Petersburg, 1845-46. 

BUR-MIX1: Burdon, I.F. and Mixel'son, A.D. ~

tolkovatel' 30,000 inostrannyx slov, vo-
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~ed~ix v sostav russk!!o Jazyka s ozna-

5eniem ix kornej. Moscow, 1866. 

BUR-MIX2: Burdon, !,F. and Mixel'son, A.D. Ob"ja§

nitel'nyj slovar' 60,000 inostrannyx slov. 

St. Petersburg, Moscow, 1880. 

BUR-MIX3: Burdon, I.F. and Mixel'son, A.D. Polnyj 

slovar' inostrannyx slov. Moscow, 1903. 

DUB1: 

DUB2: 
V 
CUD& 

Dubrovskij, N. Polnyj tolkovyj slovar' 
vv vsex obsce-upotrebitel'nyx inostrannyx slov, 

vo~ed~ix v russkij jazyk ukazaniem LSiQZ ix 

kornej. Hoscow, 1879. 

Ibid., 1905 
V 
Cudinov, A.N., ed. Slovar' inostrannyx slov, 

vo-~ed~ix v sostav russkago jazyka. St. Peter

sburg, 1894. 

15 

KAP: Kapel' zon, T. !1., ed. Slovar' inostrannyx slov, 

vo~ed~ix v russkij jaz;yk. l1oscow, 1933. 

PET1: 

PET2: 

PET): 

PET4: 

PET5: 

PET6: 

Petrov, F. N. , chief ed. Slovar' inostrannyx 

~· Moscow, 1937. 

Ibid., 1942. 

!ill·, 1949. 

Ibid., 1954. 

Ibid., 1955. 

Ibid., 1964. 

b) Standard dictionaries of the Russian language: 

SARl: Slovar' Akademii Rossijskoj. 7 vols. St. 

Petersburg, 1789-94. 
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SAR2c 

SRJ1: 

SRJ2: 

Slovar' Akademii Rossijskoj 1 po azbu~nomu 
por jadku raspolo-~ennyj. . 7 vols. St. Pe

tersburg, 1806-22. 

Slovar' russkago jaz;y;ka, sostavlellJlYJ Vtorym 

Otdeleniem Imperatorskoj Akademii NaUk. 8 vols. 

(A - Ne). St. Petersburg, 1891-1929 (not all 

volumes of this incomplete edition were avail

able for research). 

~., 15 vols. (A- 0), 1932-36 (not all 

volumes of this incomplete edition were avail

able for research). 

DALe Tolkovyj slovar' ~ivago velikorusskago jazyka 

Vladimira Dalja. 4 vols. St. Petersburg -

Moscow, 1903-09 (Jrd edition). 

U~akov, D.N., chief ed. Tolkovyj slovar' rus

skogo jaz;y;ka. 4 vols. Moscow, 1935-40. 

ANS: Akademija Nauk SSSR. Slovar' sovremennogo rus

skogo literaturnogo jazyka. 17 vols. Moscow -

Leningrad, 1950-65. 

OZG: O~egov, S.I. Slovar' russkogo jazyka. Moscow, 

1973, 1975 (10th and 11th editions). 

c) Other Russian lexicographical sources: 

IEKS: 

GELT: 

Leksikon rossijskij 1 francuzskij, v kotorom 

naxodjatsja po~ti vse slova Rossijskago alfa

vita. St. Petersburg, 1762 • 

. Rossijskij cellarius ili Etimologideskij ros

sijskij leksikon, izd. M.F. Geltergofom. 

· J.Ioscow, 1771. 

16 
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JAN: Novyj slovotolkovatel', raspolo~ennyj po alfavitu, 

izd, Janovskago, 3 vols. St. Petersburg, 1803-06~ 

REJ: 

BRK-EFR: 

Rejf, F. Russko-francuzskij slovar•, v kotorom 

russkija slova raspolo~eny po proisxo~deniju; ili 

etimologi~eskij leksikon russkago jazyka. 2 vols. 

St. Petersburg, 1835-36. 
\ V 

Brokgauz, F. A. and Efron, I. A. Enciklopediceskij 

slovar'. 41 vols. St. Petersburg, 1890-1904, 

5th column: Italian lexicographical sources (with the exception 

of Florio's dictionary, written in English but dealing with both Italian. 

and English) in the respective order (an arabic numeral, following an 

abbreviation, is to indicate editions): 

ALUN: 

FI.OR: 

CRUS1: 

CRUS2: 

CRUS3: 

CRUS4: 

CRUS5: 

Alunno da Ferrara, H. F. Le ricchezze della lingua 

vo1gare sopra il Boccaccio. Vinegia, 1557. 

Florio, J. A Worlde of Wordes, Or most copious, 

and exact Dictionarie in Italian and English. 

London, 1598. 

Vocabolario degli Accademici deila Crusca. 

Venice, 1612 (1st edition). 

Ibid., 1623 (2nd edition). 

Ibid., 3 vols. Florence, 1691 (Jrd edition). 

Ibid., 6 vols. Florence, 1729-38 (4th edition). 

Ibid., 10 vols. (A- ~lut, incomplete). Florence, 

1843-1910 (5th edition). 

CRUSVeron: Ibid., ? vols. Verona, 1806 (this dictionary is 

not a continuation of the above editions and, hence, 

is plac~d the last regardless 1 ts date of printing). 
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DIZ: 

PANL: 

FANF: 

BROG: 

'l'OMM: 

ACCAD: 

BATT: 

GRZ: 

Dizionario della lingua italiana. 7 vols. 

Padova, 182?-JO, 

Panlessico italiano, ossia Dizionario universale 

della Lingua italiana, lavoro compilato da uria 

societa di filoglotti e diretto da l1arco Bognolo. 

6 vols. Venice, 1839. 

Fanfani, P. Vocabolario della lingua i taliana. 

Florence, 1879. 

Broglio, E. Novo vocabolario della lingua 

italiana. · 4 vols. Rome, 1870-97. 

Tommaseo, N. Dizionario della lingua i taliana, 

2 vols. Turin, 1916-18. 

Re ale Accademia d' Italia. 

lingua italiana. 1 voi. 

Rome - ~1ilan, 1941. 

Vocabolario della 

(A- c, incomplete).' 

Battaglia, s. Grande Dizionario della lingua 

italiana. 10 vols. (A - Mot, in progress). 

Turin, 1961-. 

Dizionario Garzanti della lingua i taliana. fwli

lan, 1965 (1st edition). 

6th column: a) Material dealing with foreign influences on the 

Slavic and Romance vocabularies. Abbreviations consist of the last name 

of the authors, followed in parentheses by a page number which gives 

information on the borrowing. First is listed material concerning gener-

al and specific foreign words in the Slavonic languages, second are 

sources, dealing with the Italian influence on the Romance tongues. The 

order is chronological, separately for the Slavic and Romance part~: 

18 
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a1) Miklosich: 

19 

Miklosich, F. "Die FremdwBrter in den sla

vischen Sprachen." Denkschriften der Kaiser

lichen Akademie der WissenschaftenJ Philosoph•

Historische Classe. XV (Vienna, 1867), pp. 73-140. 

Matzenauer: Matzenauer, A. Cizi slova ve slovanskYch ~e~ech. 
Brno, 1870. 

/1 . 
Christiani: Christiani, W. A. Uber das Eindringen von Fremd-

Smirnov: 

wBrtern in die russische Schriftsprache des 17. 

und 18. Jahrhunderts. Berlin, 1906, 

Smirnov, N. A. "Zapadnoe vlijanie na russkij 

jazyk V petrovskuju epoxu." SORJAS, 88 (1910). 

H~ttl-Worth: ~ttl-Worth, G. Foreign Words in Russian, A 

Historical Sketch, 1520-1880. Berkeley and Los 

Gardiner: 

Kochmana 

Bir~akova: 

Arkad'eva: 

Bond: 

Angeles, 196). 

Gardiner, S. c. German Loanwords in Russian, 1550-

1690. Oxford, 1965. 

Kochman, s. Polsko -rosyjskie kontakty j~zykowe 

w zakresie s~ownictwa w XVII wieku, Warsaw, 1967. 
\ 

Bir~akova, E.E., Vojnova, L.A. and Kutina, L.L. 

O~erki po istoriceskoj leksikologii russkogo 

jazyka XVIII veka. Jazykoyye kontakty i zaimstvo

vanija, Leningrad, 1972. 

Arkad' eva, E. V. V "Semanticeskoe osvoenie russkim 

jazykom terminov izobrazitel'nogo 1 prikl&dnogo 

iskusstva, arxitektury i muzyki ital'janskogo 

proisxolfdenija," Unpublished Kandidat Diss., 

~toscow State University, 1974. 

Bond, A, German Loanwords in the Russian Language 

of the Pet:rine Period. Bern-Frankfurt/M., 1974. 
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a2) Sarauw: Sarauw, Ch. Die Italianismen in der franzBsischen 

Sprache des 16. Jahrhunderts. Leipzig, 1920. 

Wind: 

Hope: 

Wind, B. H. Les mots i taliens introdui ts en fran

xais au xvre siecle. Deventer, 1926 (offset re

print: Utrecht, 1973). 

Hope, T.E. Lexical Borrowing in the Romance Lan

fi:ua£es. A Critical Study of Italianisms in French 

and Gallicisms in Italian from 1100 to 1900. 2 vols. 

Oxford, 1971. 

b) This part of the 6th column, separated from the sub

division a) by a period, reports any other material pertinent to the loan-

word under review. It lists without any particular order additional lex

icographical material ( GEJ, Ram belli), technical sources (dictionaries 

of architecture, of mill tary and naval terms, medical dictionaries and 

so on), and general works (Ogienkc;>, Gal'di, Karamzin) printed, and deal-

ing with the given borrowing, in any language. All abbreviations of this 

sub-division are listed in the "Abbreviations of the Lexicon" (pp. vii-xix). 

If the columns 4,5 and 6 do not report some of the above sources, 

it means that the loan-word is unrecorded in the missing dictionaries. 

Very specific and relatively new borrowings may, for instance, be re-

ported in as little as two or three sources of the total of more than 

one hundred works, in which our loan material has been verified (cf. 

. tor. fermi j t mal' sekko) • 

7th column: This last coltimn summarizes and appraises the infor

mation gathered. Many additional sources have been consulted, in partic-
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ular etymological and general dictionaries of Russian, Italian, English, 

French, German, Polish, Czech, Slova.k, Spanish and Ukrainian. The column 

begins with data on the word in Italian, frequently reporting its ultimate 

origin, date of attestation, and graphical, semantic, dialectal, and 

other peculiarities, pertinent to its historical development. Further 

is reported informatioij on the borrowing in other languages, except Rus-

sian. Finally, the loan-word evaluation is given in Russian (first at-

testations and lexicographical documentations, route and time of pene-

tration, graphical, phonetical, morphological, semantic features, inter

relations with other languages and so forth). The column ends with ref-

erences to the most valuable sources, relevant to its content. 

In spite of consulting so many sources, a number of problems have 

arisen. Lexicographers (especially of the past) frequently draw infor-

mation from previous dictionaries, regardless the risk of perpetuating 

mistakes. 17 In this respect, the 4th column is significant; we may 

observe not only misleading etymology, but also a variety of alternatives, 

reported in dictionaries. The time of penetration is difficult to establish;bui 

sometimes we have been able to give dates as much earlier as a century 

than given by authorities of Russian lexicography (ANS, ~anskij and 

18 others). The routes of penetration constitute one of the most complex 

problem to resolve. Fortunately, our comparative approach of situating 

the topic in. a wide context of the Romance, Germanic and Slavonic lan-
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guages has been extremely helpful in resolving a number of these ob

scuri ties~ 19 

d) Adopted Linguistic Terminology 

Theoretical analyses of the lexical impact of one language on 

another have been of special attention to a number of eminent linguists 

of the synchronic approach (Einar Haugen, Uriel Weinreich, Leonard 

Bloomfield, Charles Hockett, R.W. Weiman, Hans Vogt, E. Richter, Andre 

Martinet, Louis Deroy, Antoine Meillet, Vittore Pisani, v.v. Akulenko 

and others) • 

Earlier attempts were to term the linguistic phenomenon of bor-

rowing a .mixture. This word, introduced from popular speech into lin-

guistics by Hermann Paul, was regularly employed by W.D. Whitney and 

H. Schuchardt. 20 Nixture, however, is an inexact term since it "implies 

the creation of an entirely new entity and the disappearance of both 

21 . constituents." Neither has received wide usage among linguists the 

anthropological term diffusion (and acculturation), suggesting the 

spread of the language itself rather than of its elements. 22 The term 

adoption would seem to be more precise, since the speaker does adopt 

elements from a foreign language into his own, but this word, convenient 

for the process 1 tself, is not sui table for the adopted word (an adopt

~?).23 Another term interference, initiated by the Prague School of 

structural linguistics., entered American usage with Weinreich. His 

interference phenomena, implying "the rearrangement of patterns that 

22 
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result from the introduction of foreign elements into the more highly 

structured domains of language, such. as the bulk of the phonemic sys-

tem, a large part of the morphology and syntax, and some areas of the 

vocabulary {kinship, color, weather, etc. )"24 is more specific than 

our present approach of lexical influence, for which we have adopted 

the term borrowing, defined by Haugen as "the attempted reproduction 

in one language of patterns previously found in another."25 However, 

the term borrowing, largely accepted in the linguistic usage, must be 

taken with some caution; it suggests that 'the borrowed' will be paid 

back, while the process of borrowing "takes place without the lender's 

consent or even awareness, and the borrower is under no obligation to 

repay the loan,"26 

According to ~loomfield's distinction of borrowing into dialect, 

cultural and intimate, our topic of Italianisms in Russian deals 

strictly with the cultural borrowing; that is, the borrowed features 

come from a foreign language. Some of the terminology of borrowing, 

· defined precisely by Haugen in his article "The 1\nalysis of Linguistic 

Borrowing" has been app]j,ed to our subject.Basing primarily on the 

relationship between morphemic and phonemic substitution, Haugen sets 

up three classes of loans: a) loan-words (imported w1 thout morpheme 

substitution); b) loanblends (imported with partial morphemic substi

tution); c) loanshifts (show complete morphemic substitution). The 

present study deals mostly with the class of loan-words, which under

went phonemic substitution, either partial (cf. b~~nja from the model 

23 
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bastla), or none {cf. a bene placito). 27 

The degree of phonemic substitution of loan-words depends on many 

factors. It has been generally assumed that early loans are 'the most 

distorted word' and, hence, show the highest degree of substitution. 

This principle is basically sound, but needs certain additions. Haugen 

offers further criteri~, which he sums up in a nut-shell: a) a bilin-

gual.speaker introduces a new loanword in a phonetic form as near that 

of the model language as he can; b)·if he has occasion to repeat it, or 

24 

if other speakers also take to using it, a further substitution of native 

elements Will take place; c) if monolinguals learn it, a total or pract

ically total substitution.Will be made. 28 Haugen's statement is ap

plicable to Italian loan-words in Russian of a high frequency only. Z9 

In other words, a number of Italian words are limited to their specific 

usage (music, architecture, physics), and despite their long existence 

in Russian, and despite being frequently repeated in specific circles 

by either .bilinguals or monolinguals, they do preserve their original 
. / 

forms (cf. libretto, tessitdra, rotonda), or show little of substitution 

{cf. p:t~ik6.to, ret;itativ, brek}{ija). 

Loanblends, the second division of Haugen' s loan-classes, are not 

largely represented in our topic. In this category, there is perhaps 

as little as batir§~ik (model battitore), teredor~6ik (model tiratore), 

zabastclvka (model basta), marin!'sta in the sense of 'a marine painter• 

. (model marina), bolbnka in the sense of 'a small dog' (model the city of 

BoloSQa) and several others, and then, of course, some blended derivatives 
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of the type grandioznyj (model grand.16so) and ~,Eernyj (model 6pera). 

Russian lexicologists (Sanskij and others) consider loanblends to be 

words of native Russian origin, since they emerged in Russian itself, 

despite the fact that they are derived from foreign stems.JO As concerns 

loanshifts, Gal'di mentions an indirect Italian loan translation {calque) 

ne;posredstvennost', taken through German Unmittelbarkeit (model immedia

tezza). Loan translations in Russian, however, are common from French 

rather than Italian (cf. ballet terminology: vo vtoroj or vtorcija po

zicija based on the model a la seconde; tanec &'est:! based on the model 

pas de six, and so forth). 

The traditional classification of borrowed material upon the degree 

of assimilation into Lehnwerter ('denizens' , or' emprunts proprement 

dits') and Fremdw~rter ('aliens', or 'peregrinismes ou xenisrnes')31 

initiated by a German School in 1859, may be easily applied to our 

Italian loan-words, which, fundamentally, either are naturalized ele

ments in Russian (cf. buffoncUia, butafor, komedi~t, maljar{ja, kanal'

~), or stay as aliens (cf. br6t to, alla prima, acctl:ro, bubn fresko, 

ostinato, senza replica). 

In our work further attention is paid to Italian loan-words from 

the viewpoint of international vocabulary. The topic of international 

elements has been studied in detail by Slavic lexicologists, in partic

ular Soviet (V. V. Akulenko, A. A. Beleckij, N.M. Makovskij, O.B. S'axraj) 
' 

and Czech (Vilem Fried, Otokar Vo~adlo, R. vav¥ich). The most compre-

hensive study of this concept is given by Akulenko in his Vo,Erosy 

25 
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internacionalizacii slovarnogo sostava jazyka (Xar'kov, 1972). Ac

cording to him, internationalisms are either borrowed or native ele

ments (morphemes, words, phrases), which exist in different languages 

of the globe (at least in three European languages of international 

standing of different Indo-European sub-divisions, such as in German, 

French and Russian), ~d have identical or near-identical meaning, 

graphical and phonetical structures. International words can be pure 

borrowings (cf. Ger. Faschismus, Fr. fascisme, Russ. faAlzm, all from 

Ital. fasc{smo), derivatives from Greek and Latin stems (cf. Eng. 

television, Fr. television, Russ. televlzija, Cz. televize) or native 

elements (cf. Ger. Bolschewik, Fr. bolcheviste, Russ. bol'~evik, all 

from Russ.). Soviet linguists also label this type of words evropejskie 

internacionalizmy or me~dunarodnye evropeizmy, while.some Western schol

ars (Haugen, Deroy) employ the term Internationalisms, and other.ssuggest 

Europeanisms (E. Peruzzi) or Pane'Uropeanisms ( Schiaffini) • Here, the 

term Europeanism has no geographical connotations; it implies also 

languages of the non-European continent. Throughout our work, both 

terms Internationalisms and Europeanisms are used identically. 

International Italian borrowings can be easily identified by read

ing the Romance, Germanic and Slavic counterparts of each loan-word in 

the 2nd column of our "Lexicon ... Further information may be found in 

the 7th column, and the theoretical premises are drawn up in the 

"Lexical Observations" of the Chapter IV. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 The neglect of the topic of borrowing is partially due to 
research, which presents many difficulties of a scholarly and technical 
nature. For instance,. the determination of the original source of words 
against the background of previous misleading information is a very 
complex task, requiring a constant consultation of many dictionaries, 
itself not only an extremely time-consuming process, but also a monot
onous mechanical course little inspiring the creative mind. If these 
unpleasant formalities are discouraging for potential investigators, 
it must be pointed out that at the advanced stages of research, when 
the gathered information is analyzed, combined with cultural aspects 
and compared with similar phenomena in other languages, this scholar
ly involvement becomes fascinating and rewarding for the previous 
painstaking labour. . 

2 By 'international mediators' we understand Western European 
languages, which, in our study, represent the so-called 'international 
vocabulary'.• 

3 Russia is much indebted to Italy for the foundation o·f 
her shipbuilding industry and the introduction of many spheres of 
arts •. 

4 A parallel trend may be observed in other languages (cf. 
the Italian loan grl>tto and the French variant~ in contemporary 
English). 

5 This statement was made by Professor Sanskij in person 
during the writer's study visit at Hoscow State University in the 
summer of 1978. 

6 Boris o. Unbegaun, A Bibliographical Guide to the Russian 
Language (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1953), pp. 49 and 50. 

7 · Nicholas Poppe, Jr., Studi.es of Turkic Loan Words in Russian 
(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1971), p. 43. 
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8 Roman Jakobson, "Max Vasmer, Russisches etymologisches 
werterbuch," Word, VII, 2 (1951), p. 188. 

9 See Jakobson, op. cit., pp. 187-~1; Valentin Kiparskij's 
review of Russisches et olo isches W"erterbuch by Max Vasmer in Voprosy 
jazlkoznanija, V (195 , pp. 130-38; and Gerta Hattl-Worth's Foreisn 
Words in Russian: A Historical Sketch 1 0-1800, Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 19 3, 

10 This dictionary is almost complete, but its printing is 
delayed because of slow bureaucratic procedures in the Soviet Union, 

11 Kratkij etimologi~eskij slovar' russkogo jazlka, first 
published in 1961, was intended as a handbook for teachers. Its ap
pearance, which provoked sharp criticism, was reported in Voprosl 
jazlkoznanija as a fiasco. The preparation of a new detailed dictio-· 
nary by ~anskij, with the assistance of a competent staff, is a result 
of the previous failure (taken from Poppe, op. cit., pp. 49-50), 

12 1 ' ( In his study Etlmologica Dictionaries Chicago and London: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1976, p, 11), Yakov Malkiel calls an 
etymological prontuario a "'compendium' or 'guide', which generally 
denotes and connotes a less energetic commitment or stakes out a more 
modest claim to originality ... 

l3 Unbegaun and other linguists term this type of dictionaries 
~eneral' (see Unbegaun, op. cit,, p. 124 and ff.), We retain in our 
study the term 'standard' , 

14 These dictionaries, subjectsto numerous critical reviews 
by specialists in Slavic and Romance lexicography, need little to be 
commented here, · 

l5 After the death of s. Battaglia in the early 1970's, the 
chief editor of the dictionary has been appointed Giorgio B. Squarotti. 

17 . 
T.E. Hope, Lexical Borrow~ns in the Romance lansu!Ses: A 

Critical St of Italianisms. in French and Gallicisms in Italian from 
1100 to 1900. Vol. I Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1971), p, 6. 
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18 We do not necessarily point out all these differences, since 
the aim of our work is different from a critical review of inaccurately 
established lexicographical data. 

19 If we know, for instance, that German ~ is a 19th centu
ry Gallicism, we may hardly agree with Ogienko's view tha~ kamej, doc
umented in Russian since the 18th century, is a German loan, 

20 Einar Haugen, .. The Analysis of Linguistic Borrowing," 
Lang~e, 26 (1950), p •. 210, 

21 Ibid., p. 211. 

22 Ibid. 

2.3 11>.!9:. 

24 Uriel Weinreich, Languages in Contact. Findings and Problems 
(The Hague: Mouton, 197.3), p. 1. 

25 Haugen, op. cit., p. 212. 

26 Ibid. , p. 211. 

·27 Complete phonemic substitution, which results in a new, 
almost completely unrecognizable to the speaker of the model language, 
form has been very seldom observed in our studied material. Perhaps 
some Italian lo.ans of the type ~eldak, entering Russian through a 
transmitter-language, can be classified into this category of substi
tution. 

29 I1any Italian loans, even of a high frequency (fabrika, 
gazeta, Opera), show a low degree of substitution. This is due to 
their relatively easy phonetical and morphological adaptation in Russian. 

28 Haugen, op. cit., p. 216. 

JO See N.M. Shanskii, Russian Lexicology New York: Pergamon 
Press, 1969), pp. 61-2. 
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3l The English terms are used by T.E. Hope, op. cit., vol. 2, 
p. 577, and the French terminology is suggested by Louis Deroy in his 
L' Emp;runt linguistigue (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1956), p. 224. 
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CHAPl'ER I 

OUTLINE OF ITALO-RUSSIAN CULTURAL RELATIONS 

(From Early Times to the Present) 

The cultural contacts between Italians and Russians have existed 

for centuries. Italians were among the first foreigners to 'discover' 

Russians while seeking routes to the Orient. According to Lo Gatto's 

investigations, early in the 11th century Emperor Enrico II received 

a notice from an Italian missionary Bruno about the existence of the 

1 Russian lands. In the following centuries, the territory inhabited by 

the Russian tribes was explored by the brothers Niccolo and Matteo Polo, 

Giovanni da Pian del Carpine, and other Italians.2 

After assuming the prestige of Venice in naval and commercial 

affairs and becoming the most powerful maritime force in Europe, Genoa 

established colonies in the Crimea.3 Her settlement on the Black Sea 

rapidly attained prosperity and wealth; there Italians built houses, 

churches, roads and fortresses. Genoese traders offered to the neigh-

bourlng Tatars and Russians merchandise from the Orient and Occident. 

By the middle of the 14th century when Novgorod was trading with German, 

Swedish, Norwegian and other Western merchants, Moscow established 

comme~cial ties with the Italian tradesmen from the Crimea. Muscovy 

received from them food products, silks, precious stones, silver and 
. 4 

golden articles, and other items in exchange for furs, fish or wax. 
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This was the initial period during which Russians heard Italian words 

in the sphere of trade, nautical and domestic affairs. 

The Library of San Marco in Venice preserves a significant manu-

script of the 15th century written by two Venetian diplomats, Barbaro 

and Contarini, about their journeys in Old Russia and Persia. Giuseppe 

Barbaro spent sixteen years (14.36-52) in the Venetian colonial town 

Tana of the Azov region as a merchant. In his memoirs, Viaggio del 

~fico messer Ipsaphat Barbaro, ambasciatore della illustrissima 

republica di Venetia alla Tana,5 the author.gives some details on 

relations of Tana•s population with Muscovy. Ambrogio Contarini, trav-

elling back from Persia to Italy through the Russian lands, stopped 

with a group of Russian and Tatar tradesmen in Moscow in 1476. He left 

interesting observations on Italians and other foreign nationals liv-
. . . 6 

ing in Moscow, or coming there to purchase furs and other articles. 

The exposure of Russians to I tall an culture until the third 

quarter of the 15th century was, however, sporadic and left very lit-

tle in the domain of language. It was only Ivan III who, with his 

marriage in 1472 to the Greek princess educated in Rome, Sophia Pa-

leologus, niece of the last Byzantine Emperor, opened the doors of 

Muscoyy to Italian brains, talents, skills and experience. In his 

desire to strenghten the position of Muscovite Russia, Ivan III began 

to engage in regular diplomatic relations with the Italian courts, the 

Teutonic and Livonian Orders of Knights, Sweden and other states of 

Western Europe. As a result of his continuous effort to modernize the 
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Muscovy State,· foreign masters of 'every craft' flowed into the country 

to teach Russians their methods of work. Among the foreign craftsmen 

were Italian architects, builders, painters, musicians, doctors: German 

merchants, miners, mercenaries; Hungarian engineers and technicians, 

and others. The influx of foreigners into Muscovy during the reign of 

!van Ill laid the foundations for Moscow's foreign colony, the so-called 

nemeckaja sloboda,7 and prepared the soil for Peter the Great's period 

of Westernization. 

Since Russians lacked the knowledge in building massive complexes, 

I van's interest was to invite skilful architects to l'luscovy. He turned 

with his request to Italy which had the greatest reputation in archi

tecture during the Middle Ages. Italian architects, builders and crafts

men were engaged by many European nations to beautify their cities with 

the magnificence of the Italian Renaissance. !van's invitation was ac

cepted by an architect of renown in Bologna, Fieravanti degli Uberti, 

later nicknamed 'Aristotle' by admiring Russians. Upon his arrival in 

Moscow in 1475, Fieravanti was entrusted with building of the Cathedral 

of the Assumption (UsEenskij sobor) within the Kremlin. Built upon 

model of the Vladimir Cathedral in the Byzantine style, Fieravanti's 

structure, decorating Moscow until the present day, was a creation of 

his own talent, and his Italian spirit and genre. Aside from this sig

nificant cathedral, Fieravanti erected other churches, was involved with 

the production of artillery material and with minting of coins, 8 and 

instructed Russian builders in making bricks and mortar. 9 His presence 
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in the Muscovite State initiated the architectural activities of 

Italians in the country; many of them were brought to Moscow in 

1490 by the brother of Sofia Paleologus. 

In the following decades Italian architects participated in re

building the Kremlin walls, towers and gates. The SEasskaja baAnja 

was raised in 1491 by a talented Italian, Pietro Antonio Solaria, 

a builder of .Hilan. The tower bears to the present an inscription of 

its creator. 10 Another Italian, Antonio, nicknamed 'Frjazin', initiated 

the reconstruction of the heavy brick walls of the Kremlin. The walls, 

originally erected at the orders of Dmi trij Donskoj, were partly 

ruined at the time of Ivan III, and hence could no longer serve as 

an efficient defence against the attacks from Tatars, and other foes 

of Russians. Antonio was joined in his building by other Italians, and 

they finally extended the Kremlin·territory by a third of its initial 

size, The Granovitaja Ealata was built between 1487 and 1491 by Sola-

rio in collaboration with Marco Ruffo. Its geometrical shape, resembling 

the diamond pattern, reflects the spirit of Italian palaces, such as 

the Palazzo dei diamanti in Ferrara. 11 The Cathedral of the Archangel 

Michael (Arxangel' skij sobor), a bUrial area of the rulers and princes 

from Ivan Kalita to Peter the Great, was reconstructed between 1505 

and 1509 by a Venetian master Alevisio, called 'Novyj'. The base of 

the Cathedral was built in Byzantine style, but its delicate details, 

such as the ornaments, show the Italian influence, An Italian architect, 

Marco Bono, completed in the Kremlln a bell-tower with a chapel inside. 
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Until recent times his work was wrongly attributed to a Russian master 

of Boris Godunov's reign. Another Italian, Petrok il Piccolo, had 

already suppliedin the 1530's Bono's tower with a famous bell, which 

eventually came to sound the beginning of the Bolschevik Revolution.12 

Piccolo's name has been also associated with the Kitajgorod, a massive 

stone wall fortress near. the Kremlin. 

These are just a few names and details to underline the significance 

of Italian art in Russia during the Middle Ages. Naturally, Russian 

architects.and builders working together With Italian masters became 

acquainted with foreign terminology. It may be suspected that some of the 

Italian architectural terms in contemporary Russian go back as far as 

the times of !van Ill but, unfortunately, they were seldom recorded in 

written form and, therefore, as a rule are attributed to a much later · 

period. 

If written evidence of Italian words in Russian has been lacking 

from the mediaeval period, the 16th and 17th centuries diplomatic reports 

and translations from Poland reveal a certain number of Italian loans. 

Poland-Lithuania played a special role in transmitting foreign words 

into Russian because of her location between the West and Russia. She 

had herself been strongly influenced by the Germans from Silesia and 

East Prussia region, 1J and by Italians since the Middle Ages. The Italian 

influence in Poland became particularly strong after the marriage of 

King Sigismund I to Bona Sforza, a descendant of the Milanese Ducal house, 

14 / I .J I in 1518. Italianisms like arkebuza, fabrika, spaga entered Russian 
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through Polish intermediary during this period. Some of these Italian 

words were subjected to the influence of both Polish and German. 

The geographical position of Poland-Lithuania was a physical bar-

rier for Russia's fruitful contacts with Western progress and enlight-

. 1.5 
ened ideas. S.C. Gardiner observed that: 

The only Russians to come into direct contact 
with the west were the ambassadors who were sent 
to England, Austria, Germany, Spain and Italy 
during the second half of the 16th and throughout 
the 17th century. But these ambassadors were 
intellectually and culturally so unprepared for 
their stay abroad, while they did not know any 
foreign languages, that they did not react at 
all, even passively, to their new surroundings, 
and this in spite of the fact that, unlike the 
Russians who kept foreign ambassadors in strict 
confinement, the west Europeans were willing to 
introduce the Russians to all their activities. 
The only things for which the Russians showed 
any interest or understanding were relics of 
saints and other things of religious interest, 
to which they seem to have had free access. 
They did not go so far to try to find a way of 
giving linguistic form to their impressions, 
because they were imDressed only by what they 
actually per9eived.1o 

Despite regular diplomatic visits to the West, and the presence 

of Italian, French, German, Dutch, Danish, English and other foreign 

specialists in Muscovy, Russians continued to be cut off technically, 

ideologically and linguistically from the Western world until the reign 

of Petert7 With Peter the Great's 'opening a window on Europe', a stream 

~f Western knowledge began to pour into Russia to destroy the barriers 

of her mediaeval seclusion sustained for centuries. Peter called.in 
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hundreds of skilled foreign workers and specialists whose task was 

to transmit to Russians their learning in the spheres of technology, 

industry, science, goverment, administration, education, art and 

ethics. 

Technical innovations introduced under the Tsar received their 

expression in a new lexical material. Around 1?00 the technical lan-

guage as well as_ everyday speech were saturated by a wave of foreign 

words frequently denoting entirely new concepts to a Russian man. The 

language abounded with German military and administrative words, Dutch 

and English maritime terms, and some French words ofo..general character. 

As regards Italian terminology in Russian of this period, naval and 

architectural words predominated. Explaining the introduction of Ita

lian maritime terms, B.L. Bogorodskij in his work "Star¥aja sistema 

morskoj terminologii v epoxu Petra I" suggests the theory that Peter's 

initial interest was centered around the Black Sea rather than in the 

Baltic region, and thus Italian naval words were introduced into Rus-
. 18 

sian before the great influx of Dutch and English terms. Indeed, the 

Italianisms dealing with the art of navigation and the shipbuilding 

industry were abundant, but many of them were doomed to disappear from. 

3? 

the language soon after the death of the Emperor. Among those words which 

have survived are the names of ships (feljuga, freg.it, galera) and of 

winds (bOra, maestro, lev.int, punent). Some of these Italian naval words 

were known in Russia long before Peter I. 

The ties between Venice and Russia were quite intensive in the 
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Petrine era. After the capture of Azov in 1696 from the Turks by the Tsar's 

new regular army, Peter sent young courtiers abroad to study navigation 

and other maritime subjects. The majority went to Venice while the others 

received instruction in Holland and England. At the same time, Peter the 

Great employed Venetian ship-craftsmen at the new established shipyard 

in Vorone~. The Arxlv Morskago Ministerstva of St. Petersburg preserves 

for the year 1699 some details about the construction of "velikago ga

liasa, jaxty i korablej"l9 by Venetian masters in Vorone~. A.M. Haupt . 

states that Venetian craftsmen and ship-building terms were not unfamil

iar in Vorone~ in the Petrine period since Russians made acquaintance 

with Venetian sailors early in the 16th century, and possibly learned 

20 from them "a good deal about galleys and oar-propelled vessels ... 

During the reign of Peter I many foreign maritime documents were 

translated into Russian. The translations were not solely from Dutch, 

English and Danish, but also from Italian. For instance, the instructions 

for the galley navy established in the Baltic Sea under the command of 

an Italian officer, Count I. Bocis, were translated from Italian and 

printed in 1714 in St. Petersburg under the title General'nye signaly, 

kotor~e ~ineny budut vo flote ego carskago velieestva vserossijskagQ 

Petra I. 21 Furthermore, a Russian manuscript of 1706 describing different 

types of Venetian ships and customs of Venetian sailors was translated 

from the Italian original, and accompanied by water-colour paintings of 

the ships in question to facilitate the comprehension of the matter for 

readers. 22 Since the Russian language lacked its own technical words, 
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these translations were full of Italian terminology; names of ships 

and their detailed parts were left in the original, written in the 

Latin script or in Russian letters. Only in some instances did the 

Russian translators give a short explanation, such as "marner, 111 
. 2J soldat," 

In number of translations, Italian ranked fourth after Latin, 

1 t 24 . German and French until the 770 s. Aside from the nautical field, 

translations of the Petrine period from Italian were significant in 

the realm of architecture. Barocci de Vignola's text on the principles 

of architecture translated into Russian as Pravilo o ~ati linax arxi-

tektury served as a manual for Russian students, and in ~eter' era alone 

was published three times (in 1709, 1712 and 1722).25 A number 

of the terms used in these early editions of Barocci de Vignola's 

translation gradually disappeared from Russian usage (cf. abako as 

'verxnjaja ~ast' kapiteli u stolpa'~It. 'abaca, arketi as 'malen'kaja 

arka'~ It. archetto, imposkapo as 'ni¥njaja ~st• kolonny'<: It, 

imJ??scapo, kolarino as 'pojas kapiteli' <.. It. colla.r!no, voluta as 

'ukra}3'enie na kapi teli' < It. voltita). Many ·terms in these transla-

tions were subjected to various spellings (cf. cokolo and cokol', arko 

and arka, and so on). Neverthless, as it acquired a more stable shape 

in Russian through its written medium, Italian terminology became a 

significant active component of the language of Russian specialists 

in architecture and its related subjects. 

In spite of a growing number of translations from Western European 
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tongues in the Petrine age, some Italian, Dutch, English, Swedish and 

German text-books of the Naval Academy and of other newly established 

institutions were available to Russian pupils only in the original 

languages. Obviously, neither students nor professors, who frequently 

were foreigners themselves, sought for. Russian equivalents and, there-

fore, foreign terms were easily accepted as a part of the Russian 

technical vocabulary. 

The tradition of inviting Italian architects and builders to 

Muscovy was carried on by Peter the Great. In 1703 an Italian archi

tect, Domenico T:rezzini, working at the time for the King of Denmark, 

arrived upon Tsar's invitation to design and build in the deserted 

region at the mouth of the Neva river a glorious capital of Emperor's 

dreams, St. Petersburg. During. his thirty years spent in the new city, 

T:rezzini constructed so many buildings that his successors would hardly 

26 reach the number in a hundred years. Among his greatest works were 

the Fortress and Cathedral of St. Peter and Paul, which has remained 

a symbol of today's Leningrad, the Twelve Colleges, an edifice of the 

first University in St. Petersburg, the imposing Third Winter Palace 

later transformed into the Hermitage Museum, and many others. 

Trezzini was followed in St. Petersburg by a number of Italian 

and other Western European architects of note. For instance, two promi-

nent architects, the Italian Giovanni Maria Fontana and the German 

Gottfried SchMdel, worked together on Men~ikov•s Palaces in St. Pe

tersburg and at Oranienbaum. Nicolo Michetti, an Italian with a special 
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gift as a decorator, was named the chief architect of the new capital 

after the death of the Frenchman Jean Leblond in 1719. Michetti's tal-

ented hands tastefully decorated many private rooms of Peter's resi-

dances, but his major works were the Strel'nyj Palace, reconstructed 

twice during the 18th and 19th centuries, and the Gaiden~ of the Pe-

terhof complex. Other Italian architects like Jacopo Gaspari, Galeazzo 

Quadro, Carlo Ferrara, Domenico Ruta, Gaetano Chiaveri or Pietro Trez

zini (a son of the distinguished Domenico Trezzini) were perhaps less 

known, but they neverthless contributed to the beauty and elegance of 

St. Petersburg. 

As concerned the arts o~ sculpture and decoration, the Tsar sent 

envoys all over l'taly in search of statues and other artistic objects. 
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The Summer Gardens were adorned by spirits of Baratta, Cabianca, Bonazza, 

Gropelli, Tagliapietra, Zorzoni and of other renowned Italian, in par-

ticular Venetian, masters of sculpture. One of the most talented Italian 

sculptors who worked at Emperor's court was Carlo Rastrelli, the father 

of the famous architect Bartolomeo Rastrelli. Italian painters were not 

a preference of Peter's. He liked very much Dutch and Flemish painters, 

especially those who excelled in naval topics and, therefore, acquired 

many paintings of these two schools, but few from Italy. 

It. became customary under Peter to send talented Russians abroad 

for training in various European languages and the highly developed 

arts and sciences of the West. Aside from the mentioned group of young 

gentlemen studying naval subjects in ·venice and other European cities, 
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in 1716 Peter the Great sent eight Russian architects to Italy, France 

and Holland. The knowledge and experience of these young artists in 

foreign educational systems later · facilitated the foundation of 
. 27 

regular architectural schools in Russia. Among the first Russian 

students of painting to receive their education in Italy was !van Ni-

kitin. Nikitin's training in the Italian schools left its traces in 

some appealing portraits of the Emperor. 28 

Russians who travelled abroad in the Petrine time were attentive 

observers of foreign cultures and progress. Some of them kept diaries 

{dnevniki) in which they noted their impressions of everyday life of 

the countries visited. Their memoirs narrated in emotional, animated 

and colourful tones differed greatly from the cumbersome, lifeless, 

official descriptions of previous visitors, travelling as a rule in 

the capacity of diplomatic missionaries, and writing reports of neces-

sary facts. The courtier Petr A. Tolstoj, Prince Boris Kurakin and the 

Boyar Borls ~eremetev were the leading figures who visited Italy during 

Peter's reign and left valuable recollections from their sojourns. 

P.A. Tblstoj undertook a trip to Western Europe with the intention 

of studying military and naval affairs. Tolstoj's visit to Italy between 

1697 and 1699 was mainly stimulated by his knowledge of the Italian lan

guage.29 In his diary the courtier vividly described his contacts with 

Italian people, nature, musical, theatrical and academic life, and no 

less attention paid to architectural structures of Venice, Naples, Rome 

and other cities. Frequently, in nalve astonishment, Tolstoj compared 
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the remarkable stone palaces of the Italian Renaissance with the ru-

dimentary wooden buildings of Muscovy. In addition, the courtier made 

some observations of a psychological nature; they usually concerned 

Italian women whom he found tall, attractive and intelligent but 

timid.JO His memoirs have been of great importance to investigators 

of Russian history, culture and historical lexicology. In his descrip-

tions, P.A. Tolstoj had recourse to a number of Italian words, many 
. V 

of which are still in contemporary Russian usage. The Putesestvie 

stol'nika P.A. Tolstago v Italiju v 169?-1699 gg. is one of the first 

documents in which some surviving Italianisms have been attested. 

If Tolstoj used Italian words moderately, .the-Emperor's brother-in

law, B.I. Kurakin, employed them too superfluously. Prince Kurakin, 

whose purpose of travel was learning the art of navigation, was more 

preoccupied by amusement than studies. His letters from Italy, contain-

ing information on balls, carnivals, dinners and other types of diver

sion, were written in a morphological and lexical mixture of many 

European languages with an abundance of Italian words and expressions. 

Kurakin's following sentence, comprising seven Italianisms spelled in 

both the Russian and Latin scripts, has been frequently quoted as a 

classical example of redundance of foreign words in Russian: 

V tu svoju bytnost' byl inamorat (v) slavnuju xoro
~estvom odnoju ~itadinku (goro~anku), nazyvalasja 
Signora Francesca Rota, 1 tak byl inamorato, ~to 
ne mog ni ~asu bez nee byti, 1 rasstalsja s veli
koju pla'6• ju 1 pel5al' ju, a'l£ do six por 1z se·rd.ca 
moego tot amor ne mo~et vydati i, ~aju, ne vydet, 
1 vzjal na-meffioriju ee personu 1 obe~eal k nej 
opjat• vozvrat1t'sja.31 
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The phenomenon of Kurakin's excessive usage of foreign words has 

been termed Kurakinism by the Hungarian philologist M. Fogarasi. 3Z Many of 

Kuraldn's expressions were incomprehensible to a Russian reader, and 

they entered neither special nor common usage. A number of I talianisms 

recorded in Smirnov's Zapadgoe vlijanie na russkij Jazyk v Petrovskuju 

epoxu are precisely Kur$kinisms and, thus, cannot be considered loans 

. in the real sense of word (cf. ~· armata, disperat, domestika, kam

biatura, malkontent, mizura, vesta di kamera). 

The diary of the Boyar Seremetev is rather of a formal nature 

since he visited Italy and Malta in the function of the Russian am

bassador, though he admitted that he also travelled "po svoej oxote ... 33 

Neverthless, his recollections are important documents on Italo-Russian 

relations of the time. 

It was chiefly through Russian travellers and missionaries that 

the knowledge of cultural events of the West penetrated into the Rus-

sian court in the form of new concepts and lexical material. Italian 

opera, which in the 17th century invaded Madrid, Paris, Salzburg, Vienna, 

Prague, and enjoyed great prestige in most of Western Europe, was still 

an unknown entertainment in Peter's Russia. The Tsar himself was not 

attracted by music,. except for church singing and performances on the 

drum.34 Musicians engaged for his service were mainly Germans, not 

Italians.35 In spite of Peter's little interest in music, Russia did 

not loose her contacts with the Italian musical life of the time. P.A. 

Tolstoj, who reached Venice when she blossomed in the resplendence of 
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talented composers, opera singers and rich theatrical decors, sent to 

St. Petersburg letters of admiration for Italian opera and theatre. The 

Russian court also received enthusiastic reports on the performances of 

Italian opera in Amsterdam, Paris and other European cities from B.I. 

Kurakin. But it was only in 1730 with the accession to the throne of 

Anna Ioanovna, a niece of Peter the Great, that Italian music conquered 

the Russian Empire as well as Russian hearts, and sustained the privi

leged position until 1?64 when French Comic opera appeared on the Moscow 

stage. 

The seeds of Italian culture were sown by !van Ill and watered by 

Peter the Great, but its fruits were gathered by the three Empresses, 

Anna Ioanovna, Elizabeth and Catherine II. Gera,l.d Seaman gives this 

brief account on the post-Petrine epoch: 

From the point of view of cultural development, 
the eighteenth century may well be regarded as 
the most remarkable in the whole of Russia's pre
Revolutionary history. In less than a hundred 
years, resulting from the measures inaugurated 
by Peter the Great (1682-1725), Russia was trans
formed in the hands of the Empresses Anna (1?30-40), 
Elizabeth (1741-62), and Catherine II (1762-96) 
from an underdeveloped feudal power into a highly 
civilized state, complete with universities, an 
Academy of Arts (founded in St. Petersburg in 
1757), theatres and concert halls. The Petersburg 
Court (particularly in the time of Catherine the 
Great) became the meeting point of some of Europe's 
most illustrious artists, sculptors, architects, 
composers and performers, and was famous through
out the West for its brilliance, opulence, and 
splendour, For much of the eighteenth century 
Russia was indebted to West-European (especially 
Italian) culture.36 . 
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By Russia's 18th century debt to Italy, G. Seaman has in mind 

music in particular. If Peter attached to musical and theatrical 

entertainment merely utilitarian importance (the function of both music 

and theatre was to improve the social conduct of Russian nobility), 

for his female successors this type of art "became indispensable to 

the life of the Court-· an embellishment and distraction."3? Since 

the Empresses wanted their court to . equal the grandeur of sovereigns' 

residences of the West, they indulged themselves in the imported 

luxury of music, ballet, theatre, games, and other kinds of social 

pleasure. 

The Russian society of Anna Ioanovna began to savour and ap-

preciate the genius of Italian music and theatre. In 1730 at the 

occasion of celeb+ation of Empress' coronation, the King of Poland 

and Saxony, Augustus II, sent to Moscow a company of Italian and 

French players, dancers and singers headed by Tommaso Ristorl. 3B 

Its repertoire consisted of minor operas, intermezzi, and elements 

of the Commedia dell'arte. Through Ristori's troupe the court became 

acquinted with Arlecchlno, Pantal6ne, Dottore, Colombina, Val~rio, 
/ 

Scaramuccio and other masks of the Italian Comedy• TWo years later, 

Johann HUbner, an· excellent German horn-player and violinist-conductor 

who arrived in Russia under Peter, brought from Venice three remarkable 

violinists ... Pietro Miro and the brothers Madonis. He also hired an 

Italian troupe which performed in St. Petersburg comedies and inter-

mezzi translated into Russian and, for foreign personages at the court 
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into German• At the departure of the troupe, the Empres~ turned to 

Italy with the idea of establishing a permanent theatrical company 

in St. Petersburg. 

In the summer of 1735 Miro recruited for Anna Ioanovna a group 

of highly gifted Italian performers under the direction of Francesco 

Araia, a Neapolitan maestro and composer who attained significant 

recognition in Florence. Among Araia 's company members were, for 

e~ample, the actor Carlo Bertinazzi (called 'Carlin') who, after leav

ing Russia, became the most famous Arlequin of the Commedia dell'arte 

in France; the prima ballerina Zanetta Casanova, mother of the re

nowed adventurer Giacomo Casanova; the decorator-painter Girolamo 

Bono who adorned theatrical $Cenes in such a manner that all Russian 

spectators were astounded; or the violinist and composer of note, Do-

menico dell'Oglio. 

The year 17}6, the debut of Araia's performances in St. Petersburg, 
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is memorable in the history of music in Russia; it was the year of the 

inauguration of a permanent scene, and of the appearance of OE!ra seria.39 

Araia opened the artistic activities with his own opera La forza dell' 

amore e dell'odio performed in Italian, but its printed libretto was 

translated by the poet Trediakovsky into Russian. During his twenty 

five years of residence in Russia, Araia produced about fifteen operas 

and ballets in the Italian style.40 His opera Cefal i Prokris was com-

posed to a Russian libretto by Sumarokov and produced with a cast of 

Russian singers. 
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In the early 1740's Araia imported to Russia an additional troupe 

of Italian talent, including Lorenzo Saletti, one of the best sopranos 
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41 of the epoch much appreciated in Rome, Venice and at the Spanish court. 

These gifted artists added to the luxury of the court dinners, balls, 

masquerades and diverse celebrations during which musical and theatrical 

performances were now a part of the Russian etiquette. 

The reign of Anna Ioanovna witnessed in 1738 the foundation of 

the first choreographic institution, ancestor of the Peterburg Theat

rical School established forty five years later. Its opening has been 

accredited to a French ballet-master, Jean-Baptiste Lande, who was 

invited with a group of dancers by the Empress to take charge of the 

development of the ballet in Russia. Lande maintained his prestige at 

the court despite the presence of the prominent Italian choreographer 

Antonio Rinaldi. When Lande died in 1745, the directorship of the ballet 

school was transferred to an Italian, Antonio Fusano, but after his de

parture in 1750 the position was held again by Fr.enchmen. 

During the 18th and 19th centuries the ballet in Russia remained 

under an exclusive influence of French masters. Consequently, the Rus

sian ballet terminology is primarily of French origin. French ballet 

terms entered Russian usage in three waves - in the late 1730's when 

the ballet was introduc~ by Lande, in the 1830's when the Russitn 

ballet was affected by the romantic movement flourishing at the time 

in French choreography, and finally during the 1860-70's when a number 

of French terms which had previously penetrated into Russian, underwent 
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a process of phonetical and grammatical assimilation. Due to the 

consistent usage of French among the upper classes from the 1760's, 

many French ballet expressions were accepted in their original forms 

until the present century.43 

The 17 50 • s mark the beginning of the so- called 'I talianomania • 

lasting among the Russian aristocra.Gy, according to Mooser, for almost 
44 . . 

a half of a centuryi Elizabeth Petrovna, herself a lover of music 

and ballet, was a genuine patroness of Italian opera., and a devoted 

admirer of French comedy. Her interests in ballet were divided between 

Lande's serious pieces and Rinaldo's dancing exhibitions of a grotesque 
45 . 

nature. In the late fifties her court ballet encountered competition 

from the Italian impressario Giovanni Locatelli, who imported talented 

dancers and also hired several brilliant Russian artists, such as 

Timofeeva..46 At the same time Loca.telli introduced to the Russians 

his troupe opera. buffa consisting of the best Italian musicians, actors, 

singers and dancers, whom he had collected during his successful. 

tournees in Europe, particularly in Leipzig, Dresden and Prague. De-

spite Loca.telli's triumphs in St. Petersburg and Moscow, the impressa.rio 

went bankrupt within three years and left the troupe.47 

The cultural life of Russia under Catherine II attained the im-

pressive level of the great European nations. Notwithstanding the 

fact that Catherine's society yielded to the language, etiquette, 

and intellectual and spiritual mind of France, the musical 'Italia-

nomania' continued to reign over the Empire. Music became a great 
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passion in the court circles; many affluent aristocrats possessed their 

own orchestras and theatres. The focus of the musical universe was on 

the Italian opera subsidized by sovereign's generous funds. Inspired 

by her desire for the cultural prestige of the Empire, as well as by 
. 48 . 

her lovers who were often experts in music, Catherine the Great 

again and again invited the most prominent Italian composers, instru-

mentalists, singers, dancers and other artists of her epoch. Among the 

best known Italians who accepted her invitation were the composer of 

operas-buffa, Ba.ldassare Galupi; the composer of the popular opera 

Il Barbiere di Siviglia., Giovanrti Pa.isiello; a. conductor and composer 

of operas and church music, Giuseppe Sa.rti; or one of the finest masters 

of Italian comic opera., Domenico Cima.r0sa, 

The extensive activities of the Italian musical world in 18th 

century Russia. left their marks in the terminology of music. Many of 

musical terms were recorded in the specialized journa.lsa.ppearing in 

the last quarter of the century, such as Muzykal'nye_uv~selenija., Ma-

ga.zin muzikal'nyx: uveselenij, Muzyka.l'nyj vestnik, or in publications 
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of general interest like Moskovskie vedomosti. Russians adopted Italian 

names of musical instruments (celesta, mandola., okarfna, vi6la da gimba),49 

of voices (~, barit6n, bas, kontral'to, me'cco-soprano, soprcu10, t~nor), 

of works (arija,kantita., 6pera, oper6tta., ora.torija,sonata, tarant~lla.), 

of groups (du2t, kva.rtet, trlo), of performers (balerlna, ma~stro, 

primadonna., solist, virtu6.z) and so forth~ A number of "terms were si

multaneously influenced by French and German (cf. al' to - ~, basso -
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bas, violon~elo- violon~el'- fiolon~el'). Musical terms of the Italian 

source introduced into Russian prior to Peter through Polish intermediary 

were now subjected to Italian and other Western European variations 

(cf. kifara- citara- gitara, kimval - cimbal -t'embalo). 

Music and theatre were not the only Italian luxury accessible to 

the Russian court during the 18th century. In addition, the Empresses 

benefited. from the services of the Italian architectural elite of the 

era. Rastrelli, Rinaldi, Quarenghi and other illustrious architects 

displayed their genius ~n St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiev, Tula and so on. 

Carlo Rastrelli became the favourite architect of Elizabeth, and the 

leading figure of the Russian Baroque. His style was a combinatioQ of 

typical characteristics of Western Baroque with traditional Russian 

architectural peculiarities. In St. Petersburg, the greatest buildings 

of the time were associated with Rastrelli (Smol'nyj Chapel and Convent, 

Peterhof Residence, Winter Palace). His frivolous rococo was alien to 

the intellectual taste of Catherine II, and she replaced him with 

Giacomo Quarenghi, a follower of Palladio's style. The activities of 

Italian architects ended with Rossi in the first half of the 19th cen-

tury. The son of an Italian ballerina who was frequently on tournees 

in St. Petersburg, Carlo Rossi was allegedly fathered by the Emperor 

Paul I.5° In architecture Rossi represented Neo-classicism, termed in 

Russia 'Alexandrian' after Alexander I. 

This sketch of the Italian domination of the artistic life of Russia 

under the three female rulers suggests an intensive introduction of !tal-
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ian linguistic elements into Russian. Indeed, an influx of new terms 

appeared in daily newspapers, periodicals (Zrelis~e prirody i xudotestv, 

published from 1?84), dictionaries (Slovar' Akademii RossijskoJ of 

1789-94) and translations. Numerous were translations of dramatical 

compositions (comedies, operatic libretti); fewer of Italian text 

dealing with architecture, sculpture, painting and decorative art. The 

Russian language of the late 18th century was in a process of formation, 

and translators1 searching for the proper equivalents and forms of for-

elgn words, struggled against many difficulties. For instance, Arxip 

Ivanov was in despair over complications while translating from Italian 

Ponjatie o sover~ennom ~ivopisce. He neverthless completed the transla

tion because of his awarness "skol' mnogo perevod seja knigi mozet slu ... 
V , . ~ 
zit' k pol'ze Rossijskix xudo~nikov." Moreover, Italian terminology 

of this period became assimilated into the active vocabulary of Teplov, 

~ubin and of ma.n.y other Russian musicians, sculptors, architects, paint-
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ers, as well as of pupils of the Conservatoire and Academy of Arts, study-

ing in Italy under the direction of highly qualified professors. Upon 

their return to homeland, their use of specific Italian words furthered 

the course of diffusion and incorporation of Italianisms into the pho-

netical and morphological systems of the Russian language. 

Under the rule of the enlightened Empress Catherine II the latest 

literary, social and political thoughts of Italy were imported to Rus-

sia. The Empress professed a deep attachment for humanitarian theories 

of Beccaria, and the principles of his famous study on crime and pun-
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ishment Dei de~itti e delle ~ene were, along with Montesquieu's views, 

embodied in her systematization of existing laws of Russia resulting 

in the Nakaz of 1766. 

Beginning with the late 18th century, new concepts from Italian 

society were imported to the Russian public in the form of literary 

works. Denis Fonvizin, the author of Brigadir and other comedies de 

moeurs, 1n which he sharply criticized the Russian gentry of his time 

for its absurd imitation of 'everything' French, introduced to Russian 

literature the figure of cavalier. servente, or so-called cicisbeo, a 

companion and lover of a married woman in Italy. The gallant cicisbeo 

in Fonvizin's writings did not naturally represent a positive charac

ter- quite the reverse - for the author of Fonvizin's rigorous moral 

judgement, the cavalier servente was a perfect example of perversion 

of the high-class Italian circles. 

The cultural bonds between Italy and Russia have been maintained 

throughout the following century until the present. In the early 19th 

century, the works of Dante, Petrarca, Tasso and Ariosto were published 

in Russian translations. Newspapers and journals {Vestn!k ~py, Ote

~estvennye zapiski, ImP!ratorskij Sankpeterburgskij vestnik) were 

imbued with information on the Italian language, writers, artists, 

scientific discoveries, political movements, economic ties between 

Italy and Russia; and so forth. The scientific activities of Italians 

in Russia were represented by Ottavio Colecchi, a matematician and 

philosopher who was named a corresponding member of the Russian Academy 
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of Sciences in 1818, by Professor 1. Brunetti whose discoveries in 

.anatomy found their applications in Russian science, and by other 

figures • .52 In the political field, the progressive ideas of the 

Carbonari penetrated into the Russian revolutionary groups which 

organized the putsch of the Decembrists in 1825. 

19th century Russia produced her own geniuses in the realms of 

arts, and hence, Italians, the teachers, were no longer of urgent need 

to her. She occasionally witnessed arrivals of celebrities, such as 

the opera singers Giuditta Pasta, Antonio and Salvatore Tamburini, and 

Adelina Patti, the ballerina Carlotta Grisi, or the actress Adelaide 

Ristori.53 Italy, the cradle of fine arts, persistently attracted Rus-

sian artists and writers. Verses of poets of romantic expression were 

permeated with nostalgia ~toska po Itali~) for the beauty and perfection 

of Italian art, as well as for the charms of Italian nature. Leading 

Russian painters (Ge, Serov, Levitan, Repin, Ajvazovskij), sculptors 

(Antokol'skij, Trubeckoj), architects (Efimov, Burnov), novelists (Go

gol', Turgenev), poets (Blok, Pasternak), and many other prominent 

personalities of artistic mind went to Italy to find inspiration for 

their work. This came to an abrupt end with the fatal upheaval of 191?. 

The traditions of commercial exchange which had originated between 

the two countries in the Middle Ages, flourished until 191?. Peter the 

Great concluded a commercial agreement with Venice in 1?13, but his 

closest trading partners were always Holland and England. From the 

late 18th century, the exchange of products between Italy and Russia 
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intensified. The Venetian Republic, Genoa, Tuscany, Naples, and other 

Italian states and cities exported to Russia food products (cheese, 

rice, salt, vinegar, citrus fruits, dry fruits, chocolate, olive oil,. 

sardines, poultry, spices, wines, liquors), fabrics (wool, silk), mu-

sical instruments, and several other items. Italian imports from Rus

sia consisted mainly of caviar, honey, wax, furs, metals (copper, 

lead) and wood for construction. 

For the investigator of lexicology, Russia's trading activities 

with Italy have been a noteworthy source of importation of Italian 
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words in the spheres of consuming industry and commercial and banking 

businesses (cf. marengo, sardlna, ink~sso, k£mbio, tr.itta, tiro). These 

words entered Russian in various periods directly from Italian or through 

German and other languages (cf. trassat, trassant, marasldn, marci.E!fu). 

Italo~Russian cultural relations of the present century have 

acquired distinct aspects from the past because of the October Revo

lution, two World Wars, other political and social events, resulting 

in a reorganization of the European states, and because of modern tech-

nological and industrial inventions (radio, television, film), which 

have facilitated rapid communication among peoples. The intercourse of 

Italy withRussia has been active in the field of politics, agriculture, 

economy, science and sport. However, Italian words which have filtered 

into Russian in the course of the 20th century have reached only 6% 

of the total amount of I talianisms in the language. They bear the in-

ternational character of political, scientific, technological and sport 
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terminology (cf. fa~{zm, nejtr{no, avtostrada, estafeta). A few of 

them concerning the agriculture industry have been documented only 

in the Russian language (cf. bunt t). Needless to say, in our day 

the supremacy of the spread of specific scientific, technological 

and also sport nomenclature goes to English. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Ettore Lo Gatto, In Russia (Rome: Societa nazionale 
Dante Alighieri, 19)8), p. 16. 

2 Ibid. 

3 The Genoese settlement in the Crimea came into life by 
the middle of the 13th century. 

4 'I' N. Aristov, Promyslennost' drevnej Rusi (St. Petersburg: 
Tipografija Koroleva, 1866), pp, 90-6. 

5 Giuseppe (Ipsaphat) Barbaro acquired his title 'ambasciatore' 
after his mission to Persia. In Tana Barbaro was a tradesman, not a 
diplomat, since· the Venetian Republic did not have any diplomatic 
representatives in its Azov's colony '(for more details, see AN SSSR, 
Barbaro i Kontarini o Rossii, Leningrad: Nauka, 1971), 

6 S. F; Platonov, I1oscow and the West (Hattiesburg, Miss.: 
Academic International, 1972), p. 2. 

7 The German suburb (nemeckaja sloboda) was not exclusively 
a settlement of the German nationals, but of any foreigners. It came 
into being in the 16th century, during the reign of Ivan IV, as a 
reaction.to anxiety, caused among the conservative Russian population 
by a progressive life style of foreigners. This settlement, established 
on the banks of the river Yauza, and consisting predominantly of Germans 
and Dutchmen, played a significant role in the process of Westernization 
of Russia (Anatole Bond, German Loanwords in the Russian Lan u e of 
the Petrine Period, Bern: Herbert Lang & Co,, 1974, p. 14. 

8 Platonov, op, cit., p. 2. 

9 S.C. Gardiner, German Loanwords in Russian, 1550-1690 
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1965), p. 31. 
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10 • k . b -v . The Spass aJa asnJa, on which still appears the name of 
17th century by an Englishman, Solario, was reconstructed in the 

Christopher GallOW8¥• 

11 Lo Gatto, op. cit., p. 4?. 

12 Ibid., p. 48. 

l3 Gardiner, op. cit., p. 42. 

14 . 
The King Sigismund I { 1506-48) was a man of an enlightened 

and progressive mind, who welcomed in his territory foreign intellectual 
and artistic activities. During his reign, Cracow, the·capital of the 
time, was dominated by the Italian spirit. The city was decorated by 
the splendour of palaces, built in the Italian Renaissance style. The 
Polish nobility adopted the refined manners of the Italians, and master
ed the Tuscan dialect as perfectly as Polish or Latin. Young noblemen 
were sent to study at university centres of Padua and Bologna, where 
many foreign nationals were gathered. This boom of Italian culture in 
Poland was preceded by no less important influence from Italy during 
the fUddle Ages. The most significant studies on the Italo-Polish 
mediaeval relations are accredited to K. Morawski and J. PtaSnik, the 
latter being briefly reviewed by R. Dyboski in The Slavonic Review 
(II, 1923-24, pp. 191-4). Roman Dyboski gives the following account 
on Italian influx, as exposed in Professor Pta£nik' s Kultura wl:'oska 
werkow srednich w Polsce (1922): 

With an interest which only a well-told story 
of adventure could i~spire, we trace the doings 
of Genoese bankers, who help to organise Poland's 
mining industries and her customs administration 
in the XIVth and XVth centuries, and we follow 
the wanderings of Genoese merchants through Poland 
on their route between Flanders and the Black Sea, 
and see their wares displayed. Then other figures 
appear on the .scene: clever Italians enter the dip
lomatic service of Polish kings in the XIVth and 
XVth centuries, and are particularly active in con
ducting negotiations with that dominant power in 
the Near Eastern affairs of the time - the Venetian 
Republic. The outstanding figure among them, Philip 
Callimach Buonacorsi, tutor to the royal princes and 
Polish envoy to Venice, to the Vatican and to the 
Ottoman Parte in succession, is a renowned early 
humanist writer and an important precursor of 
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Hachiavelli in the field of political theory. 
With him the intellectual influence of Italy 
sets in, after the services rendered in eco
nomic organisation and in politics. Intellec
tual influences are soon to be succeeded by a 
powerful current of Italian Renaissance art. 

During the reign of Stanislas II Auguste Poniatowski (1764-95) 
Poland succumbed to another major influx of Italian culture in the 
domain of archi tectu.re, sculpture~ painting, drama, law, and so forth. 
Although many of the g::r;eat Italian men ( Canova, Corazzi, Marconi), 
who glorifi~d the name of Poland of the Illuminismo period, did not 
have a chance to create in Russia, St. Petersburg occasionally re
ceived Italian artists from Cracow (the Commedia dell' arte, and so on). 

15 The backwardness of Russia was due not only to her dis
advantageous geographical position, but particularly to her historical 
development, retarded by the Tatar yoke during the l<liddle Ages, which 
enslaved Russians for about two centuries. 

16 Gardiner, op. cit., p. 44. 

17 The liberal-minded Tsar Aleksej Hixajlovic, surrounded 
by infiuential boyars oriented toward the Hest, wanted Russia to 
reach the standards of the developed European countries in the fields· 
of technology and arts. He made some steps in this direction, but the 
turning point in the process of Westernization came only with his son, 
Peter the Great. 
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CATEGORY A. HUMAN LIFE. 

Al Diseases and Cure, 

Al.l BELLADONNA (It. belladonna) 

/Fr. belladone; Sp, belladona; Eng. beliadonna): 

Ger. Belladonna; Pol. belladona; Cz. belladonna./ 

Medical extract of the leaves and roots of the venemous plant 

AtroEa Belladonna (1), 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB1:It; DUB2; ~UD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:It; 

DAL; USK: It; ANS: It; oZG. BRK-EFR. 

CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 

Wind (169, 205); Hope (I, 164-5). 

Skinner; P:raz' Annenkov. 

TOMM; 

BME; 
ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Jablonski; Ogienko; 

Ital. belladonna, referring to the plant and to a cosmetic product 

herba belladonna used by Venetians since the 16th cent., was at

tested in 1530. BATT, Bloch, Dauzat, OXF and other scholars are 

of the opinion that the word belladonna is a combination of bella, 

fern. of bello ('beautiful') and donna ('a lady'), so called in 

allusion to the cosmetic product once made from it. Migliorini, 

Olivieri, Devoto and Gamillscheg hold the opinion that bella

donna is a transformation of Gallic bladona, blandona attested 

in French glossaries. Evidently, the etymology of this term 

requires more clarification. Initially the Italian word entered 
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a number of languages as a calque (cf. Fr. belle dame, Rum. doamma 

~· Ger. schtlne Frau, Russ. k.rasavica). Today, the term appears 

in many languages in the original Italian form with minor graphemic 

and phonetic alternations(cf. Fr. belladone, Sp. belladona, Byelo

russ. beladonna, Pol. belladona, Slov. beladona). The word entered 

Russian as a direct borrowing from Italian in the second half of 

the 19th cent. According to the Kartoteka etimologi~esk?~ slovarja, 

the form beladona and the French calque bel'-dam were listed in 
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the Slovar' ru~noj natural 'noj istorii of 1788. The contemporary 

spelling belladonna first appeared in 1836 {~cik.l. leksikon). 

Ref.: BATr-ALES, Hope, Prati, ANS, ~anskij, BME. 

Al. 2 INFwutliCA (It. influenza) 

/Fr. influenza; Eng. influenza; Ger, Influenza; 

.Pol. influenca; Cz. chri£ka./ 

Acute contagious epidemic febrile disorder (3). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB1:It; DUB2; ~UD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. DAL:It; 

U~K<:.It; ANS: It. BRK-EFR: It. 

CRUS5; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOM:r-1; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 362). Arnaudov; Jablonski; Jernej; BME; Ogienko; 

Pazzini; Vidos (Prestito); Migliorini (Storia). 

In Italy, the word influenza with reference to diseases appeared 

at intervals since the 14th cent. It originally meant 'epidemic' 

in general, including the plague. The word influenza was, however, 

until the 17th cent. in popular use only. Pazzini claims that in 

the 16th cent. Leonardo Fio.ravanti1 mentioned the disease influenza 

catarrhalis, but it had not appeared yet in any medical document. 

Early opinions were that this disease was due to an unfavourable 

influence of the stars, and for that reason was called influenza. 

Recent scholars such as ~ligliorini, BATT-ALES, Skeat and others 

are convinced that the word has its origin in Med. Latin influentia 

( 'an influence' ) , The I tal. term entered French, English, German 

and Swedish usage after the great epidemi.c of 1743, which spread 

from Italy throughout Europe and caused the deaths of hundreds 

daily. Influenza penetrated into Russian either during the epidemic 

of 1782,which affected the world from China to Europe and America, 

or after 1833 when Moscow and Odessa were hit by another wave of 

this disease. Today, the word is found in many ~anguages (cf. Hung. 

influenza, Dutch influenza, Serbocr. influenca, Cz. obsolete influ

!!!£!)• Because of the spread of. the disease from one country to 
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another, different popular names were applied to it. In Italy 

the disease was called 'German disease', in Germany •Russian 

pest • , in England 'Spanish flu' , in Russia 'Chinese disease' , 2 

and so on, In modern Russian inflju~nca and its variations 

influ~nca, influ~ncija, infljuencija, all current until the 

1930's, are regarded as archaic forms. The French loan gripp, 

entering Russian usage in the 19th cent., has been employed 

instead (cf. Cz,· ch¥1Eka). Ref.: Hope, Prati, OXF, Skinner, 

Multanovsky, Valach, Vidos (Prestito). 

/ 
MALJARIJA (It, malaria) 

/Fr. malaria; Sp, malaria; Eng. malaria; Ger. Ma-

laria; Pol. malaria; Cz. mal{rie; Bulg, malarlja./ 

Infectious disease accompanied by chills and fever (J). 

BUR-MIX2,J:It; DUB:It; ~UD:It; KAP:It; PET1,2:It. SRJ2:It; 

uSK: It; ANS: It; OZG. BRK-EFR. 

CRUS5; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 447). Arnaudov; . B~; Jablonski; Jernej; Multa

novsky; Migliorini (Storia); Ogienko; Pazzini; Petkanov; 

Praz; Skinner; Sorokin. 

First recorded usage of the Ital, word malaria, describing one 

of the most ancient infectious diseases known to man, was made 

by Tatti in 1.571. Etymologically malaria is a compound word of 

~and aria ('a bad air'). This name was given to it because 

of the belief that the disease was caused by harmful exhalations 

from marshy regions. In 1718 F. Torti, an Ital. physician, used 

the term malaria in an article on the genus cinchona, but as a 

medical term it was accepted only in the early 19th cent. In 

England, malaria was first mentioned in 1740 by H. Walpole3 in 

reference to the disease in Italy in the summer which killed a 

large number of people. The word was, however, introduced as an 

Italian loan into English medicine in 1827 only. In French, ~-

00 
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laria was attested thirty years later, and in Russian in the 

second half of the 19th cent. Before the last century, the 

disease was known under various names related to marshy places, 

such as marsh miasma, marsh poison in English, fievres palueen

nes d'Italie in French, bolotnaja lixorAdka in Russian, and so 

forth. The word maljarija became very easily adapted in the Rus

sian morphological structure. Ref.: BATT-ALES, Devoto, Pazzini, 
V 

Blo eh, OXF, Skinner, San ski j, Cyganenko, ANS. 

/ 

PELLAGRA (It. pe llB.gra) 

/Fr. pell~e; Eng. pellagra; . Ger. Pellagra; Pol. 

pelae::a;; Cz. pelagra; Bulg. pel~a; Serbocr. 

pelagra./ 

Endemic skin disease causing nervous disorders (1). 
V 

BUR-MIX2:Gr; DUB1:Gr; DUB2; CUD:Gr; KAP:Lat-tGr; PET1-5:Lat+ 

Gr; PET6: It. ANS: It< Med.Lat. BRK-EFR. 

PANL; FANF; GROO; TOMM; GRZ. 

Arnaudov; BMfu; Jablonski; Jernej; Higliorini (Storia); Mul

tanovsky; Pazzini ; Praz ; Skinner; V alach. 

From the viewpoint of etymology, Ital. pellagra seems to be a 

hybrid word of Latin pellis ('the skin') and Greek -~a ('a 

seizure, trap'), as treated by a number of authorities (BATT

ALES, Oli vieri, Dauza t, Gamillscheg, OXF, PRNT) , rather than 

a compound I tal. word pelle agra ( 'the rough skin' ) as suggested 

by Skinner, ANS and BMt. It is difficult to establish for how 

many centuries pellagra has been known to man. This disease, caused 

by deficiency of a vitamin BJ of the B complex group, first 

mentioned in 1600, was in the middle of the 18th cent. describ-

ed under the name scorbuto alpino ('an Alpine scurvy') by G. A. 

Pujati, a scientist from Padua. In 1762 a Sp~sh physician G. 

Casal published an article on this disease and called it mal de 

la rosa ('a rose disease'). The term pellagra is accredited 
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to a ~lilanese doctor F. Frapolli, who in 1771 published a 

comprehensive work Anima.dversiones in morborwn, vulgo ;eellagram 

on this infection, and attributed a long existence to the 

disease after discovering it in medical material of 1578 under 

the name pellarella. During the 18th cent., scorbuto a.lpino, 

mal de la rosa and pellagra were considered to be different 

diseases, but after their identification early in the 19th 

cent., the term i2ell8.g!a. was taken up. Many languages derived 

the term directly from scientific Latin. English, according to 

OXF and Migliorini (Storia.), borrowed it from Italian by 1811. 

Serbocroa.tia.n documents the word as a 19th cent. direct Italia

nism. Pella5ra entered Russian by the mid-19th cent. either 

directly from Italy, which is considered a 'country of origin' 

of the disease due to its high prevalence particularly in the 

rice districts, or indirectly through another European. country. 

Besides Italy, the disease was widespread in Spain, France, the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire, Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey whence its 

possible access to Russia. Ref.: Pa.zzini, Valach. 

PETEXII (It. petecchie) 

/Fr. petechie; Port. Eetequias; Sp. Eeteq_uias; Eng. 

Eetechia.e; Ger. Peteschen; Pol. petechia; Cz. ~

teahiae; Ukr. petexiL/4 

Small haemorrhagia spots on the skin accompanying certain dis

eases and sever fevers (1) •. 

DUBl:Lat; DUB2;. CUD:Lat. JAN:Gr; BRK-EFR<Lat. 

CRUS4, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

M'r.l (275, 402); Hope (II, 364). Arnaudov; BME; Jablonski; 

Carpovich; Multa.novsky; Skinner; Valach. 

For the ultimate source of Ital. petecchia, G. Alessio suggests 
V V ( the hypothetical derivative *pet~cula from Lat. petr~o 'an 

eruption) by analogy lenticula from lent~go ('a lens'),5 how-
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ever, origin of the word, documented in Italian since the 15th 

cent,, still remains doubtful. This Italianism became an inter

national term in medicine; English and French document it from 

the 18th cent. Peterli entered Russian medical terminology pos

sibly through Polish during the great epidemic of petechial 

typhus, which hit first Italy in 1817, then the Russian-Turkish 

war in 1828, and afterwards spread over Poland, Russia and the 

Baltic countries·, moving. throughout Central Europe until 1847. 

In many languagesthe term is current in the plural; the Russian 

singular petexlja is documented in a few sources only ( Carpovich, 

Multanovsky). In Czech and Slovak, the word underwent dialectical 

variations accompanied by semantic shifts, such as petece ('the 

small-pox') in Chodsko, pe6et ('a blotch') in Southern Bohemia, 

or pe~etna, pelSiarka ('a blister') in Slovakia. Ref.: BATT-ALES, 

Migliorini, Hope, Gamillscheg, Dauzat, Machek, Matzenauer. 

A1.6 SKARLATINA (It, scarlatt{na) 

/Fr. scarlatina.; 

Pol. szkarlatyna; 

Eng. scarlatina; Ger. Scharlach; 

Cz. skarla tina./ 

Contagious childhood disease accompanied by high fever, rash and 

sorethroat ( 1). 

BUR-MIX:Mod.Lat; 

DAL; . u§K <It; 

DUBl: Lat; 
V 

ANS: It; OZG. 

DUB2; crm:Mod.Lat; 

BRK-EFR. 

DIZ; PANL: FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

' 

KAP:It; PET: It. 

Arnaudov; Carpovich; BI1E; Jablonski; Multanovskya Skinner; 

Valach. 

This disease was termed scarlattina by Lancelotti in 1537. He 

named it so because of the red colour of the skin during the 

infection. Etymologically Ital. scarlattina, fern. of scarlattino 

which is a diminutive of scarlatto ('scarlet'), is a derivation 

from Med, Latin febris scarlatina ('scarlet fever'), As a specific 

term, it entered Italian medicine in the 18th cent. English and 
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French took the word directly from Latin. German Scharlach is, 

according to Kluge, a corruption of Middle High German scharlat, 

which in turn was derived from Old French escarlate, i.e., 

ecarlate ('a scarlet stuff') in Modern French. The cont.emporary 

Czech form skarlatina was borrowed in the last century from 

French, but the colloquial variation ~arlach is of the German 

source. Skarlat!na is documented in Russian since 1847 (Slov. 

Akad.); easily·adapted in the new language, the word is current 

in speech despite the presence of the Slavic doublet krasnftxa. 

According to. ~anskij, the word skarlatfna entered Russian usage 

from Italian; Vasmer offers both options, from Italian and French. 

·Ref.: Prati, Devoto, BATT-ALES, Olivieri, Dauzat, Gamillscheg, 

OXF, Machek, Holub, B~, ANS. 

A2 Nutrition. 

/ 
A2.1 KONFETA (It. confetto) 

/Fr. dragee; Sp. confite; Eng. comfit; Ger. Konfekt; 

Pol. konfekt; Cz. konfekt./ 

Sweet confectionary product (3). 
V 

BUR-MIX1,2:It<La.t; DUB:It: CUD:Itc:::Lat; KAP:Ger. S.AR: DAL; 

USK:It; ANS:It,Ger,~led.Lat; oZG. JAN:Lat; REJ:rt....-::Lat; BRK

EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BAIT; GRZ, 

Smirnov (159):Ger; HUttl-Worth (79); Bond (139). Bruslons (Slo

~· ); GEJi Gherardini; Kochman (66); Rambelli. 

The 14th cent. Ital. word confetto has its ultimate origin in 

Lat. confectum, past part, of conficere ('to prepare, to put 

together • ) , but 1 t entered I tal. use through French confi t 

('fruit prepared by boiling with sugar•). Russ. konfeta was 

borro.wed from Italian during the 19th cent. The word, however, 

was documented as konfektl in Pamva Berynda's lexicon of 1627 
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under the key word sladkosti (~anskij, Etimolog. issled.), and 

in the Russian text translated from the Polish original Dworu 

cesarza tureckiego of the 17th cent. Smirnov andVasmer quote 

konfekta as a German loan-word of the Petrine era. In the mod

ern sense, Czech uses bonbOn, which is a Gallicism, but konfekt 

is also known, and was borrowed from l1ed. Latin in the sense of 
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'a pharmaceutical product'. Later it underwent semantic change 

(cf. Cz. konfek~ or konfet in the sense of 'a delicacy or jam'). 

Ref.: BATT-ALES, Devoto, Cyganenko, Kochman, Bond, Machek. 

/ 
A2.2 MAKARONY (It. maccher6ni) 

/Fr. macaroni: Eng. macaroni : Ger. Makkaroni ; 

Pol. makaron(y); Cz. makaronl; Ukr. makarony./ 

Long slender tubes made of fine wheaten flour (3). 

BUR-MIX!; BUR-~tiX2,3: It; DUB: It; CUD: It; KAP: It. SRJ2: Fr<.It; 

DAL; U~K:It; ANS:It; O~G. JAN:It; . REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS : DIZ ; PANL; F ANF; BROG; TOMM: BA TT; GRZ • 

Bir~akova (376); Arkad'eva (29); Wind (18, 44, 208); Hope 

(I, 291). GEJ; Migliorini (Storia); Kochman (Stosunki); 

Ogienko; Praz; Rambelli. 

The I tal. word maccherone, plur. maccheroni (initially maccaroni) , 

is of Neapolitan origin, and dates from the 14th cent. in the 

present meaning; as a surname, it was attested as early as 1041. 

Ultimate origin of the word goes back to Late Greek makaria ('a 

barley food'), a dish being served at funeral banquets. French 

macaroni was documented in the 17th cent. as an Italianism, but 

its wide usage began with the 18th cent. only (in the sense of 

the dish). In English, the Italian word is documented as macaroon 

from 1611; the present form macaroni dates from the 18th cent. 

About 1760 the word macaroni "designated in England a class of 

young men who had travelled on the Continent and affected con

tinental, chiefly Italian, tastes and fashions (from the ~~caroni 
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Club, probably indicating the preference of the members for 

foreign cookery) ... .5a.The I tal. word penetrated into German as 

~akarone in the 17th cent., and into Russian as makaroni in 
/ 1733. The present form makarony, attested in Russian one year 

V 
later, entered Russian, according to Sanskij, through French. 

Kochman, however, offers an alternative of a Polish loan. His 

statement is based on three premises: a) a number of dishes 

were borrowed by Russians from Poland; b) makarony were men

tioned in a cook-book translated from Polish into Russian 

in the second half of the 17th cent.; c) final -z of the word 

in Russian is identical .to the Polish plural maka.;;:ony (Polish 

borrowed it from Italian in the singular makaron, which later 

became a collective noun). Hence, it may be concluded that Ital. 

maccheroni entered directly and indirectly many languages, in

cluding Russian. Ref.: Pra ti, BA TT-ALES, Hope, Gamillscheg, 

Vasmer, Cyganenko, Bir¥akova. 

I' 
PASTA (It. pasta). 

/Fr. pite; Sp. pasta; Eng. ~ste; Ger. Teig; Pol. 

Ea:Sta; Bulg. ;easti; Serbocr. pa~ta./ 

Mixture of flour and water, kneaded and used for pastry ( 3) • 

BUR-MIX:It,Fr,Sp,Med,Lat; DUB:Fr; Cun:It<.Lat; KAP:It; 

PET:It. USK:It; ANS:It. oZG. 

FLOR: CRUS; DIZ; PANL: FANF; BROG; TOMM: · GRZ. 

Carena; Petkanov; Jernej; Rambelli, 

This term as a culinary product is found in many languages, but 

some of them (French, English) borrowed 1 t directly from Late 

Lat. pasta ('a paste'). Italian pasta of Latin origin penetrated 

into the Slavic tongues as a word of cookery (cf. Russ. pasta, 

Bulg, Pesti, Serbocr, pasta), or in a general sense (cf. Cz. 

pasta) during the 19th cent. In Russian as well as in other 

languages, the word also applies to various mixtures used in 
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cosmetics, painting, and so on (cf. Russ. zubmtja pasta, Cz. 

zubn! pasta, Ger. Zahnpasta; Russ, tomat~sta, polfroval'nye 

· ~). Due to its simple assimilation into the· grammatical 

system of the Russian language, and to its large semantic 

field, the word pasta is an Italianism of high occurrence in 
V 

·Russian. Ref.: Berneker, OXF, Vasmer, Sanskij, Machek. 

V/ 
VERMISEL' (It. vermicelli) 

/Fr. vermicelle; Eng. vermicelli; Ger. Fadennudeln; 

Pol. wermiszel; Cz. nudle; Ukr. vermi~el' ./ 
Paste prepared in long slender threads (2). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; ~:It; KAP:It; PET1,2:It. SRJ:It; 

DAL:It; U~K:It; ANS:It; ~G. REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BRK-EFR. 

Matzenauer (366); Arkad 'eva (29); Hope (I, 227). I1igliorini 

(Storia); Rambelli, Praz, 

Ital. vermicelli, plur. of vermicello, which is a diminutive of 

. verme ('a worm'), was attested in the sense of 'a dish' in 1585. 

The word entered French and English usage during the 17th cent. 

In Russian, the name of the dish was first documented in 1795 

(Slovar' J2RVarennyj) in the !tal. form vermiceli. The surviving 
'/ / Polish variation vermisel' possibly occurredlater; its documen-

' ta tion dates from 183 5 ( Encikl. leksikon) • Ref. : Pra ti, PRNT, 

Zambaldi, Bloch, OXF, Gor jaev, Sa.nski j, Vasmer. 

CA TEX}ORY B. HUMAN SOCII!.'TY. 

B1 

B1.1 

Social Status. 

/ 
ABBAT (It. ab(b}ate) 

/Fr. abbe; Sp. abate; Eng. abbot; Ger. Abt; Pol. 

abat; Cz. abbe; Ukr, abat./ 
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Head of a Catholic monastery (J). 
KIR; BUR-MIX: Itc::::.La.t; DUB!: It..:-:Lat; DUB2s 

V 
CUD:Itc::::Hebr; 

V 
KAP: La.t<Syr; 

ANS: La.t,Syr; 

PET: La.t<Syr. SRJ: It .c.:.Syr; DAL; USK.c::::...Syr; 
V 

OZG. LEKS; GELT; 

ALUN; FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; 

BATT; GRZ. 

JAN; 

FANF; 

REJ: It <Hebr; 

BROG; TOMM; 

BRK-EFR. 

ACCAD; 

HUttl-Worth (55): Bir¥akova (337). Kurakin; Ogienko; Sivkov. 

Italian, as other European languages, including Polish and 

Ukrainian, derived this word from Lat. ~. -atis ('an abbot', 

liter. 'a father'), which in turn is of the ultimate Syrian 

source. Czech abbe was borrowed through French; another form 

opat goes back to Old Bavarian apEat (now Abt). In Russian, 

the word is documented in a number of variations; the form 

obat appeared in Re~i~sla Cesareva of 1490, ~ dates from 

1698, the !tal. variation abbate was found in Kurakin in 1707, 
. v 
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avvat was attested in Istorija o ordinax Andriana Sxonbeka. of 1710, 
the French form abb{was documented in 1718, avat appeared in 

1719, and finally, the contemporary form abbcit dates from 1738. 
The above variations indicate that the route of penetration of 

the word into Russian and other Slavic languages was very com

plex (cf. Pol. abat, ~; Cz. abbe, opat). Russian borrowed it 

first from Latin, later on through Polish, Italian, French and 

other languages. As regards reference from Italy, Kurakin, talk

ing in his description of the court in Rome about an abbot Me

renda, employs the form abbate in the Cyrillic; and Zinov'ev, 

giving his impressions of the Chapel Sixtine uses the Italianism 

in the regular Russian dative plural abbatam. Abb~t in Russian 

has a number of derivations, such as abb,tskij, abbAtstvo, abb&

tik, abb~tovskij (cf. abbatfssa which is, according to Sanskij, 

a Med. Latin loan). Ref.: Skeat, Devoto, Br\lckner, Machek, Holub, 

Sanskij, Bir~akova, HUttl-Worth. 
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B1.2 BARONmsSA (It. baronessa) 

/Fr. baronne; Sp. baronesa; Eng. baroness; Ger. 

Baronesse; Pol. baronowa; Cz. baronesa./ 

Baron's wife or a lady who holds the.rank of baron in her own 

right (1). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; Cun:It; KAP:Ger. SRJ1:Fr; DAL; 

ANS; OOG. LEKS ; REJ. 

V 
USK:Fr; 

CRUS; DIZ; PAN'L; FANF; BROG; T0f1M; ACCAD; BAIT; GRZ. 

HUttl-Worth (62); Bir~akova (346); Hope (I, 82). 

Ital. baronessa was derived in the 14th cent. from barone ('a 

baron'), which aside from its meaning of 'a member of the lowest 

rank of nobility', was attested in a basic sense of 'a man, a 

husband, a worthy man' and so forth. The title of baron was 

introduced in Russia under Peter I, but the word itself occurred 

in Russian documents of 1600 in reference to three brothers from 
V 

Mora via. According to Sanskij, baron is a Gallicism in Russian, 

while baron€ssa was borrowed from Italian in the first third of 
V the 18th cent. Birzakova suggests the Italian and German sources; 

indeed, the presence of the final vowel -~, found in all consult

ed sources, speaks strongly for Italian and possibly German in

termediaries. DAL records the honorifics baronesa ('a baroness 

holding the title in her own right') and baron~a ('a wife of a 

baron'), the latter being a Russian derivation of bar6n. After 

the , Revolution of 1917, the honorifics barOn and baronessa 

lost their activities in the Russian vocabulary, and moved into a 

group of words designating a foreign reality. Ref.: Hope, HUttl

Worth. 

/ 

B1.3 DONNA (It. donna) 

/Fr. donne; Sp. dona; Eng. donna; Ger. Donna; Pol. 

~~ Cz. o.£.ma./ 
Courtesy title of Italian lady ( 3) • 
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BUR-MIX:Sp; 

PET4-6:It. 

ALUN; FLOR; 

GRZ. 

V 
DUB: It; CUD: Port<Lat; 

·v 
SRJ1:It~Lat; USK:It. 

KAP:It; PET1-J:It,Sp; 

BRK-EFR <It ,Sp. JAN. 

CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; 

Hllttl-Worth (71); Wind (77). GEJ:Sp. 

The !tal. word donna was docum.ented in Dante in the sense of 

femmina dell'uomo (•a female of the man•), Boccaccio and Ariosto 

used it with the meaning 'a spouse, a wife'; the signification 

'a maid' was also documented, and until the 14th cent. the word 

was employed to describe 'a lady' or 'a mistress'. Standing be

fore a personal name, the title donna denotes in Italian a person 

from a distinguished aristocratic stock, or a wife of a prominent 

statesman. According to Wind, French donne, attested in 1535, is 

of the Italian source, but Schmidt and other linguists classify 

it as a Spanish loan-word. English borrowed donna in the 17th 

cent. from Italian; it was a title of courtesy for an Italian, 

Spanish and Portuguese l~y. Russian recognizes don'ja, borrowed 

from Sp. dona1and documented twice in the Statejnyj spisok P.I. 

Potemkina of 1667, and donna taken up from I tal. donna and found 

first in JAN of 1803 in the form dona. Both !tal. and Sp. words 

are of Lat. origin domina, fem. of dominus (•a master•). The 

titles donna and don'ja are applied to Italian and Spanish con

texts respectively, Mado~, the !tal. name for the Virgin Mary, 

applied in. Russian above all to her artistic representation, 

dates in Italian from the 13th cent., and is compound of~ (an 

old unstressed form of mia, i.e., 'my') and donna. In the medi

aeval epoch, Mad6nna was also used as a title for a woman equiv-

. alent to donna,. and similarly, ~ applied to the Virgin l1ary. 

This Italianism entered usage of European languages as a honorific 

title, as a term of the fine arts (cf. Fr. Hadone, 1643; Eng. Ma

donna, 1644; Ger. Madonna; Pol. 11adonna). Russian records J1ad6nna 
V 

in a number of lexicographic sources (BUR-MIX, DUB, CUD, KAP, PET, 
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GEJ, USK, ANS, OO'c and others) as an Italian borrowing; its 

first documentation goes back to 1804 (JAN). Ref.: .BA'IT, Prati, 

Devoto, Htlttl-Worth, GRZ, Ogienko. 

B1.4 FAKINO (It. facchlno) 

/Fr. faquin; Eng. PQrter; Ger. (P~ck)tr;ger; Pol. 

tragarz; Cz. nosi~./ 

Porter who carries heavy items (2). 
·v 
CUD:It. ANS:It. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BA'IT; GRZ. 

Wind (4, 18, 38, 83-4, 191, 206, 207); Hope (I, 99-100); 

Sarauw · (.52). MIX; Laugierl. 
. . 6 

Origin of the I tal. word facchino remains obscure. As concerns 

the relation of Ital. facchino to French faquin, some lexicolo

gists (H. Estienne, Bloch, Hope) derive the Ital. word from 

French, others (Littre, Dauzat, Wind) hold the contrary opinion. 

Russian is plausibly the only from the Slavonic languages, which 

borrowed the word. Fakfno is documented in· the Ital form in ~. 
MIX, ~~S and in Gorkij's Skazki ob Italii; the French variation 

fakin is found in ANS and Herzen's Pis'ma iz Francii i Italli. 

The first lexicographical documentation of fak!no dates from 

1891 (MIX). The word is infrequent in Russian, and usually is 

associated with an Italian context. Ref.: BATT-ALES, BATT, ANS, 

/ 

B1.5 GETTO (It. ghetto) 

/Fr. ghetto; Sp. ghetto; Eng. ghetto; Ger. G(h)etto; 

Pol. getto; . Cz. ghetto; Ukr. getto; Byeloruss. geta./ 

Segragated (Jew's, Negro's) quarter in a city (3). 
V V 

BUR-MIX: It; DUB2: It; CUD: It; KAP: It; PET: It. ANS: It; OZG. 

BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS3-5, Veron.; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; 

GRZ. 
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B1.6 

Hope (I, 287~8). Migliorini (Storia); Praz. 

BATT-ALES states that the !tal. word ghetto (originally Venetian 

gheto), attested in 1516 in Martin Sanudo,7 is of an uncertain 

source. Hope, however, resumes that: "After protracted and var-

ied speculation about the origin of ghetto it is now clear that 
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a solution proposed by early dialectologists and supported among 

others by Nyrop in Lin~t~que et histoire des moeurs, 1934, pp. 

201-2, is the correct one, viz., that Ghetto (literally '(cannon) 

foundry': 14th cent. in this sense) was the name of an island in 

Venic.e to which Venetians of Jewish faith were confined in 1516."8 

This Italianism was attested in 1690 in French, but until the 

19th cent. its usage was limited, since it applied to an exotic 

reality, belonging to Venice and other parts of Italy; a similar 

development in usage may be observe.d in English and other Western 

European languages. Russian borrowed the word directly from Ital

ian, but relatively late; its first lexicographical documentation 

dates from 1863 (Toll'). Sanskij treats getto as an Italianism and, 

referring to Olivieri, adds. that the Venetian word gheto (initially 

'a foundry'), a derivative of ghetar ('to pour'), was applied to 

the Jewish quarter because of its location in the vicinity of the 

foundry in Venice. Though a current word in Russian and other 

Slavic languages, it is often use to describe the racial discrim

ination of Jews, Negros and other coloured races in Western so

cieties, a concept alien to the Eastern European countries, ac

cording to their own constitutions. In the Slavonic languages, 

as well as in the Western European, the word was frequent especial

ly during the Second World War because of the question of Jews, 

Ref. : Devoto, 011 vier!, ANS. 

/ 
KAMERISTKA (It. camerista) 

/Fr. cameriste; Sp. camarista; Eng. maid of honour; 

Ger. Hofkammerfrau; Pol. kamerystka; Cz. slu~ebna./ 
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Lady-in-waiting in a wealthy household (2), 

KIR; BUR-MIX:Sp; DUB:Sp; 6un:It; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:Fr. 
'>/ 

ANS:Fr; OZG. JAN. 

CRUS5; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

The Italians and Frenchmen borrowed this word in the 18th cent. 

from Sp, camarista, a derivation of camara ('a room•). In Spain, 

camarista was a maid of honour of princesses, but in Italy and 

France the word applied to lady's maid of any wealthy household. 

Russians borrowed the Hord from Italian in the late 18th cent. 

JAN (1804) and KIR (1845) list it in the Ital. form kamerista, 

and only in the second half of the 19th cent., the word was 

Russified to kameristka (cf. Pol. kamerystka). At present, the 

word is a historicism in both Russian and Polish. Ref.: BATT

ALES, Bloch, Polska Akademia. 

B1. 7 LACCARbNI (It. la9?!ar6ne) 

/Fr. lazarone; Eng. lazzarone; Ger. Lazarone; 

Pol. lazaroni; Oz. lazaron./ 

Poor Neapolitan whose living depends upon begging (2). 

KIR; BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; Cun:It; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:It; 
V 

USK; ANS: It<Sp, JAN; BRK-EFR. 

ORUS5; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 362). GEJ:It; Migliorini; Praz. 

!tal. lazzarone, 1azzerone (the latter variation, accordlng to 

Hope, was attested in 1612 in Neri) is derived from lazzaro, 

lazzero ( 'a person affeted with leprosy' or 'a poor man' ) of 

the Spanish source la'zaro in the sense of 'pOor, ragged' (cf. 

Lazarus the beggar in the parable of St. Luke, XVI, ZO) • The 

word lazzarone (plur. lazzaroni), referring to the lowest class 

of Naples, is in Italian use since the 17th cent., but its lex

-icographical documentation dates from the 19th cent. only. In 

1665 French documents lazares, in 1739 de Brosses uses the di-
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minutive lazarelli in the sense of Ital. lazzarone, in 1781 

lazzaron entered French usage, and since 1786 the present French 

form lazarone is in use. Aside from French, this Italianism 

penetrated into many languages in which, as a rule, it describes 

the Neapolitan or Italian poor, although some attempts were made 

to associate the word with the miserables of other countries (in 

this respect, Praz mentions Mrs. Charlotte Smith who spoke of 

'the lazzaroni of England' in 1792).9 The first lexicographical 

documentation of this Italianism in Russian was found in JAN of 

1804. Laccaroni is a depluralized noun in contemporary Russian 

{cf. Ital. plur. lazzaroni); JAN used it in the Russlan plural 

lazarony, laccarony. Many other variations are documented (cf. 
~ . . V 

lazaroni in CUD, lazzaroni in BUR-~liX, lacaroni in CUD and GEJ, 
V V 

ladzaroni in USK and PET, laczaroni in ANS). USK ·considers lad-

zarrini more correct than laccar6ni since the former variation 

is closer to the Tuscan pronunciation of lazzaroni. Czech laza

ron is applied to an Italian context, and ~ (from the bibli

cal name Lazar) is used in a general sense of 'miserable, pow~r

less, a wretch' in any situation (cf. Russ. lazar' as the poor 

of Kazan''), Ital. lazzaretto, literally 'a house to receive 

lazars ('lepers'), the firstplace for quarantine in Venice on 

the island of Santa }~ria di Nazaret in 1423, is from Venetian 

lazareto. From Italy the word spread into European languages, 

and reached Russia in the early 18th cent. via Ger. Lazarett, 

Pol. lazaret, and possibly Fr. lazaret. In present-day Russian, 

the word lazaret denotes a small military hospital (cf. Cz. 

lazaret in the same sense: it also implies a pejorative meaning 

of a place for diseased or the ~ed, where one is badly treated 

or condemned to death). Ref.: Prati, BA TT-ALES, Hope, ANS. 
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Ref. for lazaret: Hope (I, 205), Bir¥akova (374), Vasmer, 'Sanskij, 

Preobra"enskij, Kazanskij ( Priklud'enie slov). 
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B1.8 SIN'OR (It. signore) 

/Fr. signor; Eng. signor; Ger. Signore; Pol. ~~ 

Cz. signor( e)./ 

Italian title of respect, corresponding to the English Mr. 

or Sir (3). 
V 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; 
V 

ANS: It; OZG. BRK-EFR: It. 

KAP:It; PET: It. 
V 

USK:It; 

ALUN; FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

The !tal. word signore was documented in the 13th cent. in the 

sense of 'a man of authority or distinction'; Dante used it 

in place of padrOne ('a boss'), and also with the meaning of 

'God' and 'Jesus'. The word is of Latin origin (cf. sin'orlja, 

B2.5); senior was employed as a title of respect already in 

Late Latin, and later was used in reference to the nobility. 

Contemporary Italian employs signore when addressing to a man, 

signora when speaking to a married woman, and signorina is a 

title of address for a girl. If used with a personal name, the 

clipped form signor replaces signore. aussian and other foreign 

languages employ this title when referring to Italians. Accord

ing to Praz, the English use of Signor before a name was influ

enced by the corresponding use of French Monsieur; and the "fre

quent occurrence of the form with elision of the final -e (before 

a family name) has caused the word to be used in that form abroad 
. 10 

also when Italians would say signore." Russian lexicographical 

sources document sin'or and sin'ora since the last century; si

n'orfna appeared in the 1930's. Ref.: Devoto, Prati, ANS. 

B2 Political Institutions. 

B2.1 DoZ (It. doge) 
/Fr. doge; Eng. doge; Ger. Doge; Pol. do~a; Cz. do~e; 

Ukr. do>!../ 
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Chief magistrate of the Republics of Venice and Genoa (J). 
V 

KIR; BUR~ f1IX: It 4 La t; DUB: It; CUD: It <.La t ; 
V 

KAP:Fr...::::..La.t; 

oZG. JAN; PET: It< La.t. SRJ: It<Lat; USK: It; ANS: It.c:...La.t; 

BRK-EFR: It,La.t. 

ALUN; FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BR(X}; TmiM; BATT; 

GRZ. 

Bir¥akova (360); Hope (I, 284). GEJ:It<:Lat; Dupaty; Ku

rakin; ~11gliorihi (Storia); Praz. 

The 13th cent. !tal. word doge comes from Venetian dose (doxe) 

which in turn is of Latin origin ducem, i.e., the accusative 

case of dux ('a leader'). During the 14th and 15th cent., Ital

ian dpcumented the word in the forms dugie (Barberino), dogio 

(Villani, Sercambi) and d~io (Sercambi); dogio is a back

formation on the plural dogi. The Italianism was diffused into 

many European languages; French and English document it since 

the 16th cent. According to Birltakova, the !tal. _form do¥e first 

appeared in Russian in 1728; Kurakin, however, used it in the 

Latin script in his "Opisanie venecianskoj respubliky" of 1707 

(doge veneto). The variation do¥a of 1728 entered Russian via 

Polish doza, and the surviving French form dates also from 1728, 

but its lexicographical documentation is only from 1803 (JAN). 

!tal. dogaressa, denoting a wife of the doge, is a 16th cent. 

word which was borrowed by Russians early in the 19th cent. 

(used by Pu~kin in his poem 11 No~' svetla"). Dogaresse occurred 

in French only in 1815, plausibly because of the earlier French 

equivalent·dogesse (cf. French doge dates from 1555). In Europe

an languages both loans remain exoticisms and historicisms con• 

nected with Venice, though doge was occasionally applied to any 

leading officer. Ref.: Devote, BATT-ALES, Vasmer, Birtakova. 

/v " 
B2.2 DUCE (It. duce) 

/Fr. duce; Eng. duce; Ger. Duce; Pol. duce./ 
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Official title of Benito Mussolini when leader of the Fa

scist! (1). 

KAP: It; PET: It. 

BATT; GRZ. 

Ital. duce ('a leader, a master'), of the ultimate Latin source 

dux (see B2.1), was .assumed by B. Mussolini (1883-194.5) as his 

title of the Fascist head in 1922. In r.eference to Mussolini, 

duce is employed· in different languages. The word entered Rus

sian in the beginning of the 1930's, and was adapted to the 

phonetical system of Russian. Ref,: Prati, Sanskij. 
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B2,J F~IZM (It, fascismo) 

B2.4 

/Fr. fascisme; Eng. fascism; Ger. Faschismus; Pol. 

faszyzm; Cz. fa~ismus./ 
Political regime of centralized autocratic government headed 

by a dictatorial leader (1). · 

KAP: It; PET: It. USK:It<::.Lat; ANS: It; oZG. 

BATT; GRZ. 

Mikiti~; Krysin1 Praz, 

Ital. fascista ('a fascist') and fascismo were taken from the 

name of the Italian anti-bolshevist organization Fascio nazionale 

di combattimento ('National Fighting Force') formed by Mussolini 

in 1919; fascio (diverge) ('a bundle of rods') was a symbol of 

the party (originally, the symbol of autocratic power in the 

Roman Imperium) .• This Italianism became an international word 

by the twenties. In the Russian newspaper Pravda of 1921, the 

word was recorded as fa~izm, faiista; a few years later, !tal. 

,.2£- was changed into -~- as pronounced in Italian before -.!.-. 
Ref.: BATT, Prati, Olivieri, Mikiti~, Krysin. 

/ 
PODESTA (It. pqdesta) 

/Fr. podestat; Sp. podesta; Eng. podesta; Ger. 
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Bllrgermeister; Pol. podesta; Cz. podesta./ 

High magistrate of mediaeval Italian republics (1). 
V 

BUR-MIX: It<La.t; DUB: Itc:: Lat; CUD: Itc::::Lat; KAP: It..:=.La.t; 
v' 

PET: It<La.t. USK<La.t; ANS: It..c.La.t. JAN; BRK-EFR: La.t. 

ALUN; FLOR; 

Hind (199). 

CRUS ; DIZ ; P ANL; FANF ; BROG; TOMM; GRZ • 

~tlgliorini (Storia); Praz; Rambelli~ 

Ital. podesta was documented in Dante in the sense of 'potere 

autorevole' (•an· authoritative power'). The variations potesta, 

potestad.e were equally employed by the poet~ The source of 

these words is La.t. EOtestatem, potestas ('an authority, power, 

magistrate'). The Italianism entered English and French usage 

in the form podestat(e) in the 16th cent. Der¥avin and Lomono

sov used potest~t, and JAN recorded podesta in his Novyj slovo

tolkovatel' of 1806. The noun has no inflexions in Russian, and 

its stress is either on the ultimate syllable as in Italian (cf. 

podesta- podesta) or on the penultimate (podesta), which is 

more natural for a Russian masculine substantive in the singular. 

In Russian, as well as in other languages, this loan is referred 

to a historical context of Italy. Ref.: PRNT, Wind, BATT-ALES, 

Pra ti, Devoto, OXF, ANS. 

B2.5 SIN'ORIJA (It. signoria) 

/Fr. seigneurie; Eng. signory; Ger. Signorie; 

Pol. si~oria; Cz. signoria./ 

Governing body of Italian republics during the I1iddle Ages (3). 

PET2-6:It. ANS:It. BRK-EFR. 

ALUN; FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOi1I1; GRZ. 

Migliorini (Storia); Praz. 

Ital. signoria, earlier segnoria, is attested since the 13th 

cent. The word originally denoted a man of authority and power, 

but influenced by Sp. senoria, it extended its usage (for instance, 

Ariosto used it for courtesans). Signoria is derived from signore, 
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BJ.1 
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(cf. B1.8) of the ultimate Latin source senior ('older', hence 

'greater'). As a historicism, the term is employed by a number 

of tongues in reference to Italian history. Undergoing some pho

netical changes, sin'or{ja easily adapted to the morphological 

system of Russian (cf. Cz. signoria, pronounced ~inor!j~). Rus

sian documents the word since 1900 (BRK-EFR). Ref.: Prati, BATT

ALES, Migliorini (Storia). 

Collective Behaviour. 

/ 
GIBELLINY (It. Ghibelllni) 

/Fr. Gibelins; Eng. Ghibellines; Ger. Gibellinen; 

Pol. Gibellini; Cz. Ghibellini./ 

One of the anti-papal parties in mediaeval Italian politics (1). 

BUR-lUX; DUB; ~UD: It; KAP: It; PET: It. BRK-.EFR. 

ALUN; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; Tm1M; BATT; GRZ. 

Praz. 

This name is derived from German Waiblingen (the Hohenstaufen 

dukes of Swabia), first resounded as war cries H;ye. vlaiblingen: 

by adherents of the Hohenstaufen Emperor Conrad III at the bat

tle of Weinsberg in 1140. The name, first documented in the 

adjectival form ghibellino in 14th cent. Italian sources, en

tered historical usage of European languages. Czech uses also 

the adjective ghibel~inskY; Russian records the noun since 1866 

(BUR-MIX) in various spellings (cf. Gibbellny, Gebbeliny, Gi

beliny). Ref.: BATT-ALES, OXF, Chambers' Enc., Americana. 

I 
BJ.2 GVEL'FY (It. Guelfi) 

/Fr. Guelfes; Eng. Guel£hs; Ger. Guelfen; Pol. 

Gwelfy; Cz. Guelfi./ 

Mediaeval Italian party, supporting the Pope against the Ghibel

lines (J). 11 
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V 
BUR-MIX; DUB; CUD; KA.P:It<-Ger; PET1,2<.Ger. surname; 

PET)-6:It. BRK-EFR:It. 

ALUN; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Praz. 

The history of this Italian name is similar to Ghibellini. Used 

originally as a battle cry Hye vlelfs! by partisans of the Welfs 

family (Dukes of Bavaria) in a war against Ghibellines (see 

BJ.l), the name·was applied to a 13th cent. Italian party, the 

rivals of the Ghibellines. This term entered Russian and other 

languages along with the word Gibbel!ny. Ref.: BATT-ALES, OXF, 

Chambers' Enc., Americana. 

IRREDENTA (It. irred€mta) 

/Fr. irredentisme; Eng, irredenta; Ger. Irredenta; 

Pol. irredenta; Cz. iredenta; Serbocr. iredenta./ 

Territory historically and ethnically related to Italy, but in 

the 19th century a subject to Austria (J). 
\1 
CUD: It; KAP: It; PET: It. BRK-EFR: It. 

BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 446). Jernej; Migliorini (Storia); Praz. 

86 

This word was ironically used in 1877 by the Austrian press 

referring to a speech of Matteo R. Imbriani, an Italian poli

tician and writer, who, addressing to delegates from Trieste, 

spoke of the Italian territory, dominated by Austria, as~ 

irredente ('unredeemed lands'). The expression soon entered 

Italian usage as irredenta, irredentismo and irredentista, and 

in the eighties spread into other languages to describe the 

political agitation in Italy, as well as in other (Slavic) coun

tries (cf. Russ. irredentisty; Fr. irredentistes; Eng. irreden

tists, irredentism; Cz. iredentismus; Serbocr. iredentisti). The 

first lexicographical documentation of irredentisty in Russian 

appeared in Mixel'son's Ob"jasnitel'nyj slovar' inostrann.r,:: slov, 
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voredsix V upotreblenie V russkij jazyk of 1891. Irede''nta, spel

led with one -r- was recorded by KAP in 1933. Ref.: GRZ, PRNT, 
BATT-ALES, Hope, BRK-EFR. 

/ 

KARBONARII (It. carbonari) 

/Fr. carbonari; Eng. carbonari; Ger. Karbonari; 
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Pol. karbonarzy; Cz. ka:.rboni:l1i; Serbocr. karbonari./ 

Members of a secret republican society, formed in Italy in 1814 (3). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. ANS<It; OOG; 

SRJ; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS5; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMI1; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 443). GEJ; MIX; Gherardini; Misiano; Migliorini 

(Storia); Ogienko; Praz. 

This political sect derived its name from carbonaro ( 'a charcoal

burner') because the movement arose in the mountain regions of 

Abruzzi and Calabria, where charcoal was burnt (many members 

practised this occupation). In 1818, the movement spread to 

France, and already in 1820 Stendhal employed the term_carbonaro. 

The Russian press reported news on the activity of Italian 
V carbonari before 1820. Syn Otecestva published articles of Rus-

12 sians, who were in personal contacts with the Italian movement; 

hence, the term was well known to the Russian public in the early 

part of the 19th cent. Russian lexicographical sources report it 

only since 1864 (Toll'), The word Has current in two singular 

forms (karbon~, karbom(rij) and, consequently, in two plural 

variations (karbonari, karbonarii). The form karbon~ij has sur

vived until the present, but the sect itself is frequently refer

red to in the plural. The meeting place of carbonari was called 

v6ndita; the word vendita is in Italian use from 1814. Vendita 

used to be heard in Russia together with karbonarij, but its 

lexicographical documentation dates from 1933 (KAP). Vendita 

is not reported by standard dictionaries of Russian. Ref.: CRUS5, 

BA TT-ALES, Hope, Misiano. 
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B4 Unlawful Behaviour, 

r 
B4.1 BANDA (It, banda) 

/Fr. bande; Sp. banda; Eng. (armedl band; Ger. Bande; 

Pol. banda; Cz. banda; Ukr. banda; Serbocr. banda./ 

Gang of outlaws; killers, and so forth (J). 

KIR; BUR-lUX:Fr<Celt; DUB:It; ~UD:Fr<Celt; KAP:Ger; PET:It. 

SRJ1: Ger; DAL:F:r;,Ger: U~K: It; ANS: It; ~G. JAN: BRK-EFR:Ger. 

F:WR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Birtakova (:346); Hope (I, 28). Jernej; Kazanskij; Ogienko; 

Migliorini (Storia)' Rigras; Kurganov. 

According to Hope, BATT-ALES, Dauzat and others, the Z.Iiddle Ages 

Italian word banda penetrated into French; Bloch prefers Germanic 

origin. Ital. banda covers a large semantic field; the word entered 

European languages in the sense of 'robbers', as well as in other 

meanings. In the above signification, Russ. banda was probably 

taken directly from Italian. ~anskij, however, stands apart from 

this alternative, since he prefers German or French borrowings; 

Vasmer leaves the choice between German, French and Italian, while 

Gorjaev is strictly for German intermediary. It may be assumed 

that banda is a direct as well as indirect Italianism. Since Ger, 

Bande is, accol:ding to Kluge, a 17th cent. Gallicism, the route 

of penetration, in the case of German intermediary, is the fol

lowing: Italian - French - German - Russian. Blnda appeared in 

Russian documents in the first quarter of the 18th cent. Bandft, 

a gangster, documented in Russian since 1710, was borrowed from 

Ital. bandfto via Pol. bandyt and Ger. Bandit. Both words show 

various routes of penetration in other European languages (cf. 

Pol. banda<.:::Ger.<=Fr.; Cz. banda.c::::..Ger., but banditac:::It; Serbo

cr. banda<:Ger • ..:::Fr. c:::.It.). Ref.: Bir~akova, B:rUckner, Holub*' 

/ 
B4.2 BRAVO (It. bravo) 

/Fr. brave; Sp, bravo; Eng. bravo; Ger. Bravo; Pol. 
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bravo; Cz. ~./ · 

Hired assassin in 17-18th century Italy (3). 
BUR-MIX: It< Lat<Gr; DUB: It; C!un: It..:::: Lat; KAP: It; PET: It. 

BRK-EFR. 
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FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; 

Wind ( 184, 206); 

PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; 

Hope (I, JO, 167). MIX:It; 

ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Praz. 

The basic meaning of the !tal. word bravo is 'courageous, proud, 

haughty'; from the 15th cent. bravo is used to denote a (hired) 

bandit. French borrowed !tal. bravo irt the general sense in the 

16th cent.; the meaning 'an assassin, a reckless desperado' was 

acquired later. For the daring villain, English uses the 16th 

cent. Italian loan-word bravo; the form~ via French is very 

rare. In Russian, brcivo dates from the 19th cent. BRK-EFR records 

the word in the plural bravi in 1891. This exotism refers to a 

historical reality of Italy. Ref.: Bloch, Hope., Praz, BUR-MIX. 

/ 
INKOGNITO (It. incognito) 

/Fr. incognito; Sp. inc6gl!ito; Eng. incoem.ito; 

Ger. Incognito; Pol. incognito; · Cz. inkogni to./ 

Person acting under an assumed name or characte~ (3). 
V , 

BUR-MIX: It<Lat; DUB: Lat; CUD: It,Lat; KAP: Lat; PET: Lat. 

DAL<Lat; USK:It; ANS:It; oZG. JAN:It. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT;. GRZ. 

Christiani (53); Smirnov (120); HUttl-iforth (73); Wind (44); 

Hope (I, 202). GEJ:Lat; Gajnulina; Kurakin; MIX; Praz; 

Si vkov; Kurganov. 

Ital. incognito of the Latin source incog!!itus ('unknown') 

dates from the 14th cent. In 1581, the Italianism was attested 

in French, in 1652 incognito was documented in English, and 

in the 18th cent. it was acquired to the German vocabulary. 

H!lttl-l~orth suggests that ink6gpi to was borrowed via French 

because of its documentation in Karamzin; Kurakin, however, 
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already mentions katolickaja · inkogni to in his "Dnevnik i 

putevye zametki" of 1705, and in 1704, he used the word as 

a declinable substantive (s Polskim inkognitom, s tern in

ko@tom). In his Pis.'ma i bumagi of 1702, Peter the Great 

also used this word. Smirnov is for the Polish provenance 

of inkdgnito; his opinion is not convincing, since he does 

not provide any supporting details. Ref.: Devoto, Prati, Bloch, 

Christian!, Gajriulina. 

/ 

KA110RRA (It. camorra) 

/Fr. camorra; Sp. camorra; Eng. camorra; Ger. 

Kamorra; Pol. kamora; Serbocr. kamora./ 

Secret organization in Southern Italy (2). 

CUn; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:It; USK:It. BRK-EFR. 

BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Jernej; Migliorini (Storia); Praz. 

The jargonic word camorra, attested at Naples in the 18th cent., 

is of doubtful etymology. The name of this Neapolitan gang of 

thieves became familiar in many European countries, including 

Russia, in the 19th cent. In many languages, the word is refer

red to as a historicism pertaining to Italy; Russians also ap

plied it to their life, calling one of their political parties 

of 1906 Kam6rra nar6dnoj raspravy. Ref.: BATT, OXF, SRJ1. 

B4.5 KONTRABANDA (It. contrabbando) 

/Fr. contrebande; Sp. contrabanda; Eng. contraband; 

Ger. Konterbande; Pol. kontrabanda; Cz. kontra

band./ 

Illegal exportation or importation of goods; smuggled merchan

dise (2). 

BUR-MIX1:It,Fr; BUR-MIX2,J:Fr; 

KAP:Fr<Sp,It;. PET1-5:Fr<..Sp,It; 

V 
DUB:Lat; CUD:It,Fr; 

PET6:It. DAL; USK:It; 
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ANS:It; ~G. JAN:Fr; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS)-),Veron.; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; 

ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Smirnov (156); Sarauw (44); Wind (141, 199); Hope (141, 199). 

GEJ:It; Migliorini (Storia); Rigras; Samojlov; Trebbin. 

Ital. contrabbando, compound of contra ('against•) and bando 

(•a ban'), is, according to H. Estienne, a Venetian word. At

tested since the· 16th cent., the word Has originally spelled 

contrabando, controbando. French documents the Ital. loan-word 

contrebande as early as 1512; English had counterbande (influenced 

by French) and contrabanda (an Italianism) before the 17th cent.; 

the present form contraband appeared later, first as an adjective. 

In Russian, kontra~da is known since Peter the Great; it entered 

Russian directly from Italian, and indirectly via French (Vasmer, 

Smirnov). The French loan kontraband (JAN gives kontrebanda as 

a Gallicism) was documented in a few Russian sources, but was 
\ 

current until the turn of this century (cf. Cz. kontraband). 
. / 

Furthermore, kontrabanda was possibly borrowed through High Ger-

man Contrebande, as suggested by Trebbin (the gender of both 

words is identical). The derivations kontrabandlr (after Fr. 

) 
. , / 

contrebandier , kontraband~st and kontrabandnyj are recorded 

in Russian since REJ (1836). Ref.: BATT, BATT-ALES, Bloch, 

Sarauw, Gamillscheg, Holub, ANS, 

B4.6 KORSAR (It. corsaro) 

/Fr. corsaire; Sp. corsario; Eng. corsair; 

Korsar; Pol. korsarz; Cz. korz~r./ 

Pirate who robs merchant ships (2). 

KIR; BUR-MIX:Fr.c::.Lat; DUB: It; CUD: It<Lat; KAP: It; 

SRJ:It; DAL; · mK:It; ANS:It. JAN:Fr; REJ:Fr..::.It; 

ALUN; FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG;. TOI1M; 

BATT; GRZ. 

Ger. 

PET: It. 

BRK-EFR. 

ACCAD; 
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Smimov (164); Htlttl-Worth (80); Bir~akova 073); Hope (I, 35). 

Butakov; Gugjielmotti; Jal; Ku~elev; Laugieri; Praz; Sa

mojlov; Si~kov; Tolstoj; Vidos (J.1arin. ). 

The !tal. word corsaro (corsare, corsale) was attested in the 

14th cent.; corsarius in this sense existed in 12th cent, Low 

Latin of Italy. During the Middle Ages, corsaro penetrated 

from Italy into France in both naval senses (as distinguished 

by Vidos) 'a pirate' and 'a pirate ship'. The word was diffused 

into many European tongues; Sp. and Port. corsario, Pol, korsarz, 

Cz. korzar, Serbocr. kursar are direct Italianisms, Rum. corsaro, 

Russ. korser of 1710 are indirect Italian loan-words via French, 

and Russ. korzar of 1728 and korsar of 1760 were borrowed through 

German. As a direct Italian loan in Russian, the word was found 

in P.A. Tolstoj's d~ary of 1698 in the plural kursary. In Rus

sian, English and other languages, the word is a historicism. 

Ref.: Devoto, BATT-AI.J.iS, PRNT, Hope, OXF, Bemeker, Holub, Praz, 

Smimov, Htlttl-Worth, Binakova. 

/ 

B4. 7 MAFIJA (It, mafia), 

/Fr. maf(f)ia; Eng. ~; Ger. 1-lafia; Pol. mafia; 

Cz. mafie; Serbocr. mafija./ 

Secret organization among the population of Sicily, committing 

violent crimes (3). 
DUB2; KAP: It; PET: It. BRK-EFR. 

BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ • 

Hope (II, 447). Migliorini (Storia);, Jernej; Praz, 
\ 

The Ital •. word mafia, maffia, originally meaning miseria ('mis-

ery'), is of obscure origin. In the Sicilian dialect, the word 

was used in the sense of 'superiority, capability', and this 

meaning was taken as a name of the private society of strong 

meri, formed in the early part of the 19th cent. in Sicily. 13 

In his work Voci di ~rganti, vagabondi e malviventi studiate 
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nell'origine e nella storia (Pisa, 1940), Prati gives examples 

of mafia from 1868 and 1875, in which the word was still con

sidered to be a neologism. 14 The word appeared in French in 

1875, and about the same time in English. Its documentation 

in Russian goes back to 1896 (BRK-EFR). In Russia and other 

countries of the socialist block, the organization is an un

known reality, and hence, the word preserves its nuance as an 

~xotism, used primarily in descriptions of Italy and other Western coun

tries (cf. Eng. mafia as a current Hord for the organized inter

national body of criminals, active in the U.S.A. and other 

countries). Ref. Hope, PRNT, OXF. 

/ 
STILET (It. stiletto) 

/Fr. stylet; Sp. estilete; Eng. stiletto; Ger. 

Stilett; Pol. sztylet; Cz. stilet./ 

Murderer's instrument; a short thick-bladed dagger (2). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:Fr; CuD:Fr; KAP:Ger<Fr; PET:It. DAL:Fr; 

U~K:It; ANS:It; OZG. 
FLOR; CRUS; DIZ ; PANL; F A.NF; BROG; TOI11>1; GRZ. 

l'1atzenauer (338); Birzakova (216-7); Hope (I, 224); Sarauw 

(J7); Hind (132). Rambelli. 

Ital. stiletto, a diminutive of stilo ('a dagger'), was attested 

in Serdonati. 15 In French, the word was documented as stilet in 

1586; in his A Dictionnairie of French and English Tongues of 

1611, Cotgrave uses stiletto as "the small, and sharpe-pointed 

dagger, forbidden in many townes of Italie. 16 In German, Stilett 

was attested around 1600; in Russian, stilet dates from 1731 (in 

Weissmann's leksikon). Russian stil6t is possibly an Italian 

loan, borrowed via French; another variation stilet, documented 

in Vasmer~ Htlttl-\iorth and Bir~akova, was influenced by German 

Stilett and Polish sztylet. Ref.: Hope, BATI'-.ALES, Sarauw, 

HUttl-Worth, OXF. 
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VENDETTA (It. vendetta) 

/Fr. vendetta; Sp. vendetta; Eng. vendetta; Ger. 

Vendetta; Pol. wendeta; Cz, vendetta./ 

Blood-feud of injured family on the offender or his family 

(prevalent in Sicily and Corsica) (J). 
BUR-MIX: It<:Lat; 

U~K: It; ANS: It. 

DUB: It; 

BRK-EFR. 

V 
CUD: It<== Lat; KAP:It; PET: It. 

ALUN; FLOR; CRUS ; DIZ ; P ANL; F ANF; BROG; TOHM; GRZ • 

Hope (II, 451). Nigliorini (Storia); ~UX; Dupaty. 

The !tal. word vendetta, attested since the 13th cent., is of 

the Latin source vindicta ('a vengeance'). Through the Corsican 

dialects, the word entered French, in which attested as vendetta 

in 1788. The Gallicised form has not survived; it was replaced 

by vendetta since 1803. In English, the Italianism is documented 

since 1855· According to Sanskij, Russian borrowed vendetta from 

Italian in the second half of the 19th cent. This word, however, 

was already mentioned by Dupaty in his Pute~estvie v Italiju v 

1Z85 g., when describing the revengeful character of inhabitants 
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of Genoa, who did not consider this type of murder an illeg~l or 

immoral action, but rather a moral justice. The translator, Ivan 

Martynov, left the word in the Latin script (vendette), but felt he had 

to explain its meaning to Russian readers. The Italianized form 

vendetta is recorded by Russian lexicographical sources since 

1863 (Toll'); at instances, the word was spelled with one-~- (in 

DUB1), Ref.: BATT-ALES, Bloch, ANS, 

~ Commerce and Finances. 

/ 
B5.1 .AL'PARI (It. al(la) pari) 

/Fr. au pair; Eng. at par; Ger. al ~ri; Pol. 

a~ pari; Cz. al Eari; Serbocr. al pa~i./ 

Face amount of cheques and other certificates of the monetary 

value (3). 
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V 
BUR-MIX:It: CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:It; DAL:It; 

~K:It; ANS:It. JAN; BRK-EFR:It. 

PANL; FANF; BROG; TOt·m. 

Edler; Jernej; ~exmejster. 
The !tal. adverb al pari ('equally') has a long existence; as 

a term of commerce, al p~i is recorded in Italian lexicographical 

sources since the 19th cent. (Edler, however, reports that the 

term existed in·the form pari around 1580 in Florence). Russian 

dictionaries list the expression since 180). In his Novyj slovo

tolkovatel', JAN gives the spelling alpari, while BUR-f1IX and 

Cun record it in the Latin script al pari; the contemporary spel

ling al';eiri, a1'-£ari appeared 1dth DAL. This Italianism entered 

usage of the Slavic languages (cf. Pol. and Cz. al .:earl, pari; 

also Bulg. pari in the sense of 'money'), and of German. Some 

European languages use Lat. par ('equal') (cf. Eng. at par, Sp. 

a la par); French employes its own expression au ~air, or a par-

tial calque d'egal a egal, based on !tal, ~al~~~· Aside from 

al pari, Russian also uses pari (as a noun): veksel'noe pari 

('a par of exchange'), and so forth. Ref.: BATT-ALES, ANS. 

/ 

B5.2 AVIZ(~l (It. avv.(so 

/Fr. avis; Sp. aviso; Ger •. Avis( o); Pol. awiz; 

Ukr. avizo./ Cz, aviso, avizo; Serbocr. aviza; 

Formal notice of business transaction (3). 
BUR-I'1IX: Fr; DUB:Fr; ~UD: Fr; KAP: It; PET: It, SRJ2; DAL:It; 

ANS<It,Ger,Fr. JAN. 

DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TONM; ACCAD; BATT. 
V 

Frisone; Jernej; Kohls; Samojlov; Sexmejster. 

According to Prati, avviso in the above sense comes from the 

!tal. expression a viso_imio), a mio viso ('at my opinion'); 

he is against the alternative from Old French a vis, as proposed 

by BATT-ALES, Devoto and others. This Italianism is used by Ger-
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man merchants; Frenchmen and Englishmen have their own words, 

avis and advice respectively. Polish awiz, borrowed from French -- -
avis (of the ultimate Latin source), is not an Italianism, Czech 

aviso (avizo) is an indirect Italian loan via German. Serbocr. 

aviza is a 19th cent. direct Italianism; the feminine gender was 

formed by analogy of synonyms, such as opomena, objava (the Ital. 

form avizo is· seldom used). The term, documented in Russian since 

Peter I, is knoWn in the following variations: aviz (through 

French; listed in SRJ2, BUR-MIX: DUB; ~UD; DAL; ANS; JAN; 

Samojlov), adviz (possibly influenced by Eng. advice; recorded 
\ 

by JAN, Enc. leks.), a viso and avizo (both direct Ital. loans, 

the former found in ~exmejster, the latter in SRJ2, KUZ, PET). 17 
/ ' The derivations av1znxj and avizirovat' are current in contempo-

rary Russian. Ref.: Kohls. 

B5.J ~IO (It. ~gio) 
/Fr. agio; Sp. ~; Eng. ~; Ger. ~~ Pol. a!io; 

Cz. a~io; Serbocr. ~./ 

Difference in exchange rate and real value of currency (J). 
BUR-MIX:It; DUB1:It; DUB2; dun:It; KAP:Frc:::::It; PET:It. 

V 
SRJ:Fr< It; DAL; USK: It; ANS: It. JAN: It; REJ: It; BRK-EFR: It. 

PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Ma tzenauer ( 394); Hope (I, 27 5). Bum pas: Ed.ler; Bot tarelli; 

Frisoni; Jernej; Kohls; Migliorini (Storia); Ogienko.c:::..It; 
v' 

Rambelli; Sexmejster. 

Ital. ~gio (~) is of unknown origin; it was initially found 

in Siena in the form asi in 1281, and later, in Florence Medici's 

Manuscript of 15)6 as agio. During the 17-18th cent., ~gio en

tered usage of many languages and, hence, became an international 

word in commerce (Serbocr. records ~. ad~io, a~io, a~ija rela-
/ 

tively late, i.e., in the 19-20th cent.). A~io and its variation· 
v laz entered Russian directly from Italian early in the 18th cent. 

96 
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(cf. Pol. laza, Cz. l(~e); 18 their lexicographical documentation 

dates from 1803 (JAN). BUR-MIX, DUB and CUD list a~io-konto. 
V /V Aziotaz, a speculation in stocks, was borrowed by Russian from 

French agiotage, a derivation from~ (cf. Pol. aziotaz, Cz. 

a~iot~r, Slov. a:z'iota¥, Bulg. aZlota~, Sloven. a:iiota~a). !tal. 

aggiota~gio is a French loan, appearing during the Revolution 

of 1789, and used in propaganda against financial abuses of the 
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time. Russian atiot~¥ had a very frequent occurrence in the 1920's; 

it belonged among the most current foreign words of the period. 

A¥ioter, a speculator or a stockjobber, first appearing in Karamzin's 

Pis'ma russkago pute~estvennika, rras taken from French agioteur, 

another derivation from agio, dating in French since 1710. This 

French loan entered Italian as aggiotatore, but was not borrowed 

by the Germanic languages. The verbal form a~itfrovat' is a pure 

Russian derivation from a¥io. Diz£~io, a deduction made from a 

gross sum o.n any account, was acquired from 14th cent. Italian 

disagio, which is compound of~ and the prefix of negation 

dis-. Diza:rio, absent from JAN, REJ, BUR-HIX, DUB and CUD was 

borrowed a century later than ~~io; it was first recorded by Be-
\ ---- . 

rezin in his Enciklope£i~eskij slovar' of 1874. According to 

Kohls' Dictionary of International ~conomics, disagio is current 

in French, Spanish, English and German. Polish and Czech phoneti

cally adapted Ital. disagio as dyzazio and dis~tio respectively. 

In present-day Russian, ~tio and its foreign derivatives are re

ferred to as the terminology, belonging to the economic system 

of Western societies. Ref.: Edler, BATT-ALES, Hope, Bloch, HUttl

Worth, Devoto, Matzenauer, Holub, ANS, ~anskij. 

/ 
B5.4 BRUTTO (It. brfrtto) 

/Fr. brut; Sp. bruto; Eng. gross; Ger. Brutto; Pol. 

brutto; Cz. brutto; Slov. brutto; Ukr. brutto; 

Bulg• bruto; Serbocr. brute; Sloven. bruto./ 
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Total; without deductions 

DUB: It; 

USK: It; 

BUR-MIX: It< Lat; 

SRJ1:It; DAL:It; 

CRUS5; ACCAD; BATT. 

of the charges; gross weight (3). 

CuD: It<Lat; KAP: It; PET< It. 

ANS:It; OZG. BRK-EFR:It. 

V 
Frisoni; Jernej; Lazzioli; Ogienko<:It; Samojlov; Sex-

mejster; Zozulenko. 

Ital. brutto in the general sense of 'brute' is a 13th cent. 

word, recorded by ALUN and other lexicographical sources. 

Brutto, as a term of commerce has been acknowledged bY a few 

Italian dictionaries; it was referred to commerce during the 

Middle Ages, but was replaced by lordo from the 18th cent. 

Ital. brutto entered usage of German and some other languages 

during the 16th cent. German preserved brutto in the following 

centuries, and diffused it into the Slavonic tongues (cf. Russ. 

brutto, Ukr. brutto, Slov. brutto, Serbocr. bruto). Vasmer, 

Sanskij, Holub and other Slavic etymologists inaccurately 

treat brutto as a direct Italian loan. French brut is of direct· 

Latin origin, and English uses gross derived from Old French 

gros. Netto, free from all deductions (net weigh), was attested 

as a term of merchants in the form neto at Siena in 12621 !tal. 

dictionaries report it since 1691 (CRUS)). Netto entered German 

along with its antonym brutto; the Slavic languages, including 

Russian, acquired this term through German intermediary during 

the 19th cent. Sanskij considers n~tto a direct Italianism, 

dating in Russian since the present century; the word is, how

ever, already reported by 19th cent. Russian dictionaries of 

foreign words (BUR-MIX, DUB, CUn and others). Russian frequently 

uses n~tto in compound words (netto-balans, netto-summa). English 

net is a French loan, dating from the 15th cent.; French net was 

derived directly from Latin nitidus ('clean, clear, neat'). Ref.: 

Edler, Samojlov, Devoto, Prati, OXF, Jernej. 
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B.5.5 FIRMA (It. flrma) 

/Fr. firme; Sp. firma; Eng. fiEJl; Ger .• Firma: Pol. 

firma; Cz. firma; Slov. firma; Serbocr. firma./ 

Signature; also partnership of two or more persons carrying on 

a business (J). 
V 

BUR-MIX: It< Lat; DUB: It; CUD: It<Lat; KAP: Ger<:.It; PET1,2: 
V 

Ger<It; PETJ-6<It. DAL:Ger<:.It; USK:It; ANS:It; oZG. 
JAN:Lat; REJ:It; BRK-EFR, 

CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOr1N; BATT; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva (29). Bumpas; Frisoni; Jernej; Kohls; Lazzioli; 

MIX; Ragazzini; ~exmejster; Zozulenko. 

Ital. firma in the original meaning of 'a signature' entered 

many languages during the 18th cent. or earlier. Russian lexi

cographical sources document this sense since JAN (1806). Eng. 

firm, originally borrowed from Spanish, and later from Ital-

ian, developed the meaning of 'a commercial house or. business' 

in the 18th cent.; a similar semantic evolution is seen in Ger-

German in 18)6; the word increased its occurrence since 184.5 

(frequent examples found in ~. Havl!dek). Serbocr. firma in the 

latter sense was also borrowed from German during the 19th cent. 

French firme, attested since 1877, is a English or German loan. 

As regards Russian, the meaning of 'a commercial enterprise' is 

documented since the middle of the 19th cent. Gorjaev and Vasmer, 

the only authors who included the word into etymological dictio

naries of Russian, are for an Italian, Polish, German or English 

provenance of ffrma; they do not, however, distinguish between . 

the two meanings. Our present investigations indicate that f{rma 

in the sense of 'a signature' is a direct Italianism, while the 

meaning of 'a commercial house' is accredited. to the Germanic 

languages. Ref.: BATr-ALES, Machek, Holub, OXF, Weekley, Bloch, 

Dauzat, Lyer, Jernej. 
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/ 
FRANKO (It. franco) 

/Fr. franco; Eng. franco; Ger. franko; Pol. franko; 

Cz. franko./ 

Free from tax; also, privilege to send mail without charge (J). 
BUR-l1IX: It; DUB: It; Clm: It; KAP: It; PET: It. ANS.c::: It. 

BRK-EFR: It. 

FLOR; CRUS),4,5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; 

GRZ. 
Hope (II, )61). Bumpas; Frisoni; Kohls; Laugieri; Lazzioli; 

MIX; Samojlov; Sexmejster; Zozulenko. 

Edler gives 1403 as the date of attestation of Ital. franco in 

the sense of 'frank, free from taxes'. According to Hope, French 

franco is an ellipsis of 17th cent. Ital. porto franco, nowadays 
19 

current in the forms franco di J2£rto, or simply franco. English 

uses frank from Old French franc, which in turn is of the Med. 

Lat. source francus ('free'), as well as Ital. franco, current 

in business English. Russian documents franko as a direct Ital. 

loan-word since 1864 (Toll'); the term is used either independent

ly, or in compounds (frfutko-valjU'ta, fr<inko-vag6n). Frankfrovat', 

to prepay (letter, etc.), listed in a number of Russian lexicogra

phical sources, is a Russian derivation from German frankieren 

(cf, Cz. frankovat). Ref.: BATT-ALES, OXF, ANS, PANL. 

/ 

INKASSO (It. incasso) 

/Fr. encaissement; Eng. encashment; 

Pol, inkaso; Cz, inkasso; Serbocr. 

Cash received for an endorsed cheque (J). 
DUB2; KAP:Ger<::.It; PET:It. U~K:It; ANS:It; 

CRUS5; BROG; TOM.t>1; BATT; GRZ. 

Ger. Inkasso; 

inkaso.o/ 

BRK-EFR. 

Bernardoni; Frisoni; Jernej; Kohls; Lazzioli; Ragazzini; 

Sexmejster:It; Zozulenko. 

Ital. incasso is a 19th cent. derivation from incassare ('to cash, 
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to collect'). The Italian term entered German banking usage. in 

the 19th cent. The word became a part of the Czech commercial 

vocabulary through German intermediary. Serbocr. inkaso was bor

rowed via German during the past century, and the Ital. form in

casso was recorded in the 1940's. Polish inkaso and Russian in

kasso were taken either directly from Italian, or indirectly 

through German. Inkasso, documented in Russian since 1894 (BRK

EFR), became common during the present century. Its loanblends 

inkassitor (cf. Ital. incassatore) and inkass{rovat' are also 

current. Ref.: BATT-ALES, Devoto, Holub, ANS, Jernej. 

/ 

B5.8 KAMBIO (It, cambio) 

/Fr. chan~e; Eng. (ex)change; Ger. Kambio; Pol. 

kurs; Oz. kurs./ 

Bill of exchange; also, acknowledgement of debt (in Russian) (3). 
BUR-JUX: It ..::tat; DUB: It; 

JAN: Lat; REJ: Lat. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; 

GRZ, 

v' 
CUD:It; KAP:It; PET<It. SRJ'1:It. 

FANF; BROG; T011J>l; ACCAD; BATT; 

l1.atzenauer ( 191): It. Edler; Frisoni; GEJ: It<: Lat; Lazzioli; 

Rambelli. 
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Ital. cambio, attested in 1209 atBologna, is derived from cambiare 

('to exchange'). It entered the German banking vocabulary, and 

from German, it spread into Russian. Russ. k~mbio is possibly also 

a direct Italian loan-word; other languages did not borrow 

this Italianism - they use their own terms (including Sp. and 

Port. cambio). Kambija, recorded by JAN, REJ and Matzenauer, is 

a Latinism. Rekambio ('a re-exchange'), listed in JAN, BRK-EFR, 

DAL, ANS and dictionaries of foreign words (except PET), is, 

along with rekambija, obsolete in present-day Russian. The Ital. 

prefix ri- of ricambio was in some instances documented in Rus

sian during the 19th cent. (cf. Ger. Rikambio); the prefix~-
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is somewhat more familiar in Russian due to the influence of 

Frencha hence, later, rekambio. Kamb!'st, a bill-broker, is 

from Ital. cambista; this Italianism entereQEnglish as cambist, 

and French as cambiste, but is unknown in German (cf. Ger. 

Wechsler). All the above terms are first documented in JAN of 

1805-6. Ref.: Edler, BATT, BATT-ALES, ANS. 

/ 

B5.9 KASSA (It. cassa) 

/Fr. caisse; Eng. cash; Ger. Kasse; Pol. kasa; Cz. 

kasa; Serbocr. kasa./ 

Money box; ready money (3). 
V . 

KIR; BUR-MIX:It<Lat; DUB:It; CUD:It<::Lat; 

SRJ1:It,Ger; DAL:It<:: Lat; USK:It; ANS:It; 

REJ:Ger; BRK-EFR: It. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOHN; 

GRZ. 

KAP:It; PET1,2:It. 
\1 

OZG, JAN:Ger; 

ACCAD; BATT; 

Smimov ( 136): Pol; Gardiner ( 120); Bir~akova ( 368); Bond ( 110, 

113). Gajnullina; GEJ:It; Edler; Jernej; Kohls; Lazzioli; 

Polikarpov; Rambelli; Sexmejster:It; Zozulenko, 

Middle Ages !tal. cassa and French caisse are of Latin origin 

capsa ('a case'). English cash, dating from the 16th cent,, is 

taken from Italian or French. Polish kasa, according to Polish .--
lexicographical sources, was borrowed directly from Italian. 

German Kasse (Kassa in Austrian German), an Italianism itself, 

is the source of Cz. kasa and.Serbocr. kasa, and possibly of 

Russ. kassa. Etymologists of Russian suggest that kassa is of 

the direct Italian provenance (Vasmer), or of indirect through 
. V 

Polish (Smirnov, Vasmer, Cyganenko) and German (Vasmer, Sanskij, 

Cyganenko, Bir~akova). Kassa is found in Pis' ma i bumagi Petra 

Velik~o under the year 1710; an earlier documentation in the 

form kassia is in Polikarpov's Leksikon tr~azy~nyj of 1704. 

Bond records kassir from Ger. Kassier (also obsolete kasirer 
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from Ger. Kassierer), and its deri va ti ves kass!rova t • , kass!

rovat 'sj,a, kassirskij and kassirsa. Ref.: Prati, Bloch, ANS. 

/ . ~ 

B5.10 KONTO(KORRENT) (It. conto I corrEmte/) 

/Fr. compte (courant); Sp. cuenta (corriente); 

Ger. Konto(korrent); Pol. kou_to (.Q.bi~ovy, bie

zacy); Cz. konto(korent); Serbocr. conto 

. corrente, kontokorent./ 

Statement of business dealings, as purchases and payments, be

tween the parties to the transaction; record of money in a bank 

(3). 
BUR-MIX: It; DUB2: It; 

ANS:It. 

V v 
CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. USK:It; 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 
V 

Edler; Frisoni; GEJ:It; Jernej; Lazzioli; · Rambelli; Sex-

mejster:It. 
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Conto was attested in this sense at Florence in 1372 in the form 

chonto, and at Pisa in 1496 in the present form conto, As a term 

of banking, conto corrente appeared in 1723. The term entered 

commercial usage of German and the Slavic languages directly from 

Italian. Russian documents it since 1866 (BUR-MIX) as the direct 

Italianism ~nto-kor(r)ento; this form was in use until the 1930's 

when its spelling was Russified into kontokorrent. Another form, 

kontokurent, shows the influence of French (comEte) courant. Rus-
/ I I / .' _. 

sian has many compounds of konto: konto-loro, konto-m~o, konto-

. nO'stro, k6nto-me'to, konto-se;earAto, kdnto-suo, a-konto, and so on 

(~exmejster). As a rule, they are direct Italian loan-words writ

ten in the Cyrillic alphabet, and their occurrence is relatively 

low, since they hardly reach the audience outside the business 

world. On the other hand, disk6nt, denoting a deduction made from 

a gross sum on any account, is quite a current terni, recorded in 
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V 
a number of standard dictionaries of Russian (DAL, USK, ANS 

and others). It entered Russian from Italian somewhat earlier 

than k~nto; the word is already listed in REJ of 18)5. Disk6nt 

has a number of Russian derivations: diskontlrovat', diskontl

rovanie, diskontlrovat'sja, disk6~tnyj, diskbntskij, diskont~r. 

Sk6nto, a synonyme of diskont, appears in Russian since the 

1930's (cf. Pol. skonto, Cz. escont). Ref.: E<iler, -ANS, DAL, 
V • SexmeJster. 

/ 

MANKO (It. (a) ~nco) 

/Fr. manque; Sp. deficit; Eng. deficit; Ger. ~'lanko; 

Pol. manko; Cz. manko; Serbocr. manko./ 

Lack of funds to balance accounts; short weight of goods (J). 
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BUR-MIX: It; CuD: It<Lat; PET: It. SRJ1: It,Ger; USK: It; ANS: It. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 
v 

E<iler; Jernej; Kohls; Lazzioli; Sexmejster:It. 

Manco is not pointed out in Italian dictionaries as a specific 

term of commerce; it is given in its general sense of 'a shortage, 

deficiency, minor quantity, measure or value', and only technical 

glossaries include manco as a word of commerce. This Italianism, 

which, according to Edler, was documented in the adverbial form 

a manco in 1586 as a commercial term, entered French in 1594 as 

manque, German in 1712 as l'Ianko, and the Slavonic languages in 

the 19th cent. as manko. The word is documented in Russian lexi

cographical sources since 1866 (BUR-MIX); it first appeared in 

the Latin script a manco, In contemporary Russian, minko is re

placed by deficit of Latin origin. A similar trend, due possibly 

to the influence of Eng. deficit, is observed in another languages 

(cf. Fr. deficit, Sp. deficit, Ger. Defizit, Cz. deficit). Ref.: 

GRZ, BATT, Lazzioli. 

B5.12 PDRTO (It. pOrto) 

/Fr. ~; Sp. pcirte; Eng. postage; Ger. Porto; Pol. 

• 
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porto; Cz. porto./ 

Amount charged for the conveyance of letters and merchandise 

by post, and paid by the customer (3). 
DUB2; dun; KAP: It; PET: It. U~K: It: ANS: It. 

FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Lazzioli; Ragazzini; V • SexmeJster:It. 

Porto, documented in this sense in Italian dictionaries of the 

past and present centuries, entered commercial usage of German 

and the Slavic languages (possibly via German) by the mid-1850's. 

The first lexicographical documentation of pqrto in Russian goes 

' back to Berezin's Enc. slovar' of 1878. Ref.: ANS. 

B5.13 RESKONTRO (It. risc6ntro) 

/Ger. Riskontro./ 

Book-keeper record of personal accounts (5). 
. v 

DUB2; KAP:It; PET:It. USK:It; A.NS..:::.It. BRK-EFR. 

DIZ; GRZ. 
V . 

Lazzioli; Rambelli; SexmeJster:It: Palazzi; Colombo. 

DIZ lists the expression riscontro di cassa in the sense of 

'checking the cash amount with the accounting book', GRZ gives 

a more general meaning of 'a letter of reply, or of receipt', 

as well as the banking sense of 'an office in charge for dis

persment of funds to clients'. The equivalent of this term is 

not identified in other languages, except German. Serbocroatian 

skontro, borrowed through German Skontro during the 19th cent., 

has a larger semantic field than Ital. riscontro. Russian do

cuments reskontro since 1878 (Berezin's Bnc. slovar') only in 

the meaning of 'a book of personal accounts'. In the early 20th 

cent., the term was also spelled in the Ita1. form riskontro. 

Ref.: ANS. ~exmejster. 

I 
B5.14 RIMESSA (It. rimessa) 

/Fr. remise; Sp. remesa; Eng. remittance; Ger. 

10.5 
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Rimesse; Pol. ~e~a; Cz. rimesa./ 

Transfer of funds from one place to another; act of remitting 

money, cheques in payment for goods; cash for a cheque (3). 

DUB2; Cun:It; KAP:It; PET:It. DAL:It; USK:It. BRK-EFR. 

CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOHM; GRZ. 

Edler; Frlsoni; Kohls; Laugieri; Ragazzini; Rambelli; 

Sexmejster:It. 

Ital. rimessa as a term of finances was documented in the form 

rimesa at Siena as early as 1283; morphologically, rimessa is 

the past participle in the feminine form of rimettere ('to re

turn, to remit') (cf. Fr. remise, a derivation from remettre). 

The term entered German and the Slavic languages; Russian bor

rowed it directly from Italian in the second part of the 19th 

cent. At instances, the word is spelled in Russian with one 

Ref.: Devoto, Edler, DAL. 

/ 
B5 .15 . SAL I DO (It. saldo) 

/Fr. solde; Sp. sald~_; 'Eng. balance; Ger. Saldo; 

Pol. saldo; Cz. saldo; Serbocr. saldo./ 

Balance between.the credit and debit of an account (3). 
V' 

BUR-IUX2,3: It<La.t; DUB1: It; DUB2; CUD: It; KAP: It; FETe:::. It. 

UifK:It; ANS:It; ~G. BRK-EFR< Lat. 

DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOf1N; GRZ. 

Hope (I, 303). Edler; Frisoni; Jernej; Kohls; Laugieri; 
V 

Lazzioli; Ragazzini; Sexmejster:It; Zozulenko. 

!tal. saldo, a derivation from the financial term saldare, at

tested in Petrarch, is current from the 15th cent., when salda

mento, so far replacing saldo, disappeared. This Italianism 

entered French usage in the 17th cent. as solde (Fr. solde in 

the sense of 'soldiers'pay' is a different Italian loan, bor

rowed from~ during the Middle Ages). German and the Slavic 

languages document this Italianism somewhat later. Russian 
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lexicographical sources do not record it before 1880; its 

derivation sal'dfrovat' appeared in the 1890's. Serbocr. 

saldo was borrowed through German intermediary (of the 

Austrian region) in the 19th cent. Russian sal'do belongs 

among undeclined nouns. Ref. : BAIT-ALES, Hope, Edler, ANS. 

/ 
B _5.16 TARA (It. tara) 

/Fr. tarer Eng. tare; Ger. Tara; Pol. tara; 

Cz. tara; Ukr. tara./ 

Weight of the wrapping of goods ()). 
V 

BUR-MIX:Sp,Fr< Arab;. DUB!: It; DUB2; CUD: It,Sp; KAP: It.C::: 
V 

Arab; PET: It<Arab. SAR; DAL: It,Ger<Arab; USK: It<::.Arab; 
V 

ANS: It~ Arab; OZG. REJ: It; BRK-EFR, 

FLOR; · FANF; GRZ. 

Miklosich; f1atzenauer (343); Hope (I, 51). Beljaev; Bumpas; 

Edler; Frisoni; Kohls; Laugieri; Lazzioli; Migliorini 

(Storia); Samojlov; ~exmejster:It; Zozulenko. 

!tal. tara, attested in 1332 at Perugia in the sense of 'a 

reduction in weight', is of the ultimate Arabic source tarha 

('a deduction'}. During the t<iiddle Ages, !tal. tara entered 

French in this sense, and in the 15th cent. French developed 

a new meaning ('a Vice, defect, blemish'), which returned to 

Italian as a 19th cent. semantic loan. English tare in the 

commercial sense, attested since the 15th cent., was borrowed 

via French, German Tara is a direct Italian loan-word. The 

Slavic languages possibly borrowed the term through German 
/ . 

intermediary. Russian tara is documented since 1794; its corn-
/ / pound uzo-tara, denoting an allowance of the wrapping given in 

fixed measurements, dates from the present century (KAP, PET). 

Ref. : BA 'IT-ALES, Hope, OXF, ANS. 

/ 
B5.17 TRATTA (It. tratta) 

/Fr. traite; Eng. draft; Ger. Tratte; Pol. trata; 
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Cz. trata; Serbocr •. trata./ 

Written order (in a form of cheque) for the payment of 

money (3). 

BUR-MIX3:It; DUB1:It; DUB2; Cun:It;. KAP:It; PET:It. 

tmK~It; ANS:It; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS; DIZ ; PANL; FANF ; BROG; TOI-iM; GRZ • 

Frisoni; Edler; Jernej; Kohls; Lazzioli; Ragazzini; 

Rambelli; · SamoJ~ov; ~exmejster:It; Zozulenko. 

In the 16th cent., Ital. tratta replaced previous lettera di 

cambio, used in this sense. Horphologically, tratta is the 

past participle in the feminine form of the verb trarre ('to 

withdraw'). As a banking term, I tal. tratta entered German (in 

the 16th cent.) and the Slavic languages (possibly through Ger

man intermediary). Tratta appeared in Russian about 1866 to 

replace earlier per~vidnyj (trasslr£vannyj) v~~sei•. Ref.: 

Ed.ler, Devoto, ANS. 

/ 
B5.18 VALJUTA (It. valJta) 

/Fr. valeur monetaire; Sp. valuta; Eng. foreign 

currency; Ger. Valuta; Pol. waluta; Cz. valuta; 

Ukr. ve,ljt,!~a; Bulg. valuta; Serbocr. valuta./ 

Foreign (Western) currency (3). 
V 

BUR-MIX: It<= La.t; DUB: It; CUD: It <.::.Lat; KAP: It; PET: It. 
V V 

SRJ1:It; USK:It: ANS:It; OZG. JAN; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

ALUN; FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TON11; GRZ. 

Frisoni; Jernej; Kohls; Lazzioli; Ragazzini; Zozulenko. 

The 13th cent. Italian word valuta is recorded by Italian dicti

onaries in the sense of 'a value, price, cost, currency'; the 

meaning of 'foreign currency' is listed in GRZ. Vasmer and San

skij consider Russ. valjuta a direct Italian loan-tmrd, while 

Bir¥akova is for the German provenance. Valju'ta is documented. 
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in Russian as early as 1729. J. Lundqvist in his Fremde Wendungen 
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in der Russischen Gesch~ftssprache (Helsinki, 1917) gives 

phraseological expressions of valjuta, based upon the German 

pattern; hence, the influence of German is evident: valjuta 
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v nas samix (cf. Valuta in uns selbst), valjuta v stete (cf. 

Valuta in Re_szhnung), valjuta 1 oktjabrja (cf. Valuta L Okto

ber), valjuta uravnena {cf. Valuta verglichen), ponizit' valjutu 

(cf. die Valuta herabsetzen). The meaning of 'a (strong) foreign 

currency' developed in Russian, Czech, Slovak, and other languages 

of the Eastern block, during the 1930-50's. Valjtita and its 

derivations valjtitnyj, valjutfrovanie are frequent in Russian 

(cf. Cz. valutov], Serbocr. valutara.n). BATI'-ALES, Prati, PET, 

Jernej. 

V/ 
B5.19 ZIRO (It. glro) 

/Fr. endossement; Sp. giro; Eng. endorsement; Ger. 

Giro; Pol. ~~ Cz. ~iro; Serbocr. ~iro 
Name or a note written on the back of a cheque (or a bill of 

exchange)to transfer it (J). 
v 

BUR-MIX: It; DUB: It; KAP:Ger< It; PET: It. SRJt: It; USK: It; 

ANS:It. 

CRUS5; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Frisoni; GEJ:Fr; Jernej; Kohls; La.zzioli; ~exmejster: It; · 

Zozulenko. 

The I tal. word giro in the basic sense of 'a circle, turn' 

dates from the 14th cent.; as a term of banking, giro is 

recorded by 19-20th cent. Italian dictionaries with the mean-

ing 'a circulation of money; transferring an account'. German 

Giro (pronounced /J.iri/) is a direct Italianism; the term entered 

Russian and other Slavic languages in the 19th cent., possibly 

through German (cf. Serbocr. ~iro, ~irant were orally transmitted 

via German). Today, English, French, Finnish, Swedish and other 

languages of Western Europe use giro to denote an (inter)national 
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system for making payments directly into an account (usually 

through the post office). Furthermore, Russian has the Italia

nisms ~irant ('the person who marks the name of endorsee'), 

fir£t ('the person in whose favor an endorsement is made'), 

both borrowed through Ger. Girant, Girat (cf. Cz. ~irant, :ti

rat), and the verb ~irlrovat' formed upon Ger. girieren (cf. 

Pol. ~yrowac, Serbocr. ¥irirati). Ref.: CRUS5, Tmn-t, BATT, 

BA TT-ALES, PET, .J ernej, ~sl. Akademie, 

B6 Leisure and Play, 

B6 .1 ALLE'cRI (It. lot ter!a) 

/Fr. loterie; Eng. lottery; Ger. Lotterie; Pol. 

(b!Yska~czna] loteria; Cz. loterie./ 

Masquerade lottery in which the winner is known immediately 

after the purchase of the ticket (5). 
V 

BUR-f1IX:It; DUB:It: CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:It; 

DAL:It; USKc:::.It; ANS<..It. 

Ogienko. 

Ital, alle&ri is the imperative in the polite form of the 

verb allegrare ('to cheer, to gladden'). According to Russian 

sources, the word allegri (for a lottery) is taken from the 

slogan allegri! ('cheer up!'), printed on the blank lottery 

ticket in Italy. Italians, however, do not use this word to 

denote the lottery itself. Alle~i, documented in Russian 

lexicographical sources since 1866, is usually current in 

the compound lotereja-alle~i, The word lotereja entered 

Russian along with allegri directly from Italian, as well 

as from French, where loterie is a Dutch loan. Ref.: BUR-MIX, 

DAL, ANS, PET, Bloch. 

B6.2 £.r.mA (It. ambo) 
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/Fr. ambe; Eng. ambo; Ger. Ambe; Pol. ambo; Cz, ambo./ 
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Two numbers drawn at a lottery (J). 

BUR-MIX); DUB:Lat; OOD. SRJ:Lat; DAL:Lat. 

PANL; BROG; TO~tl<l; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 
. V 

Hope (II, 355). Sanskij (V mire slov). 

Ital. ambo, derived from Lat. ambo, ('both'), entered French 
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usage in the above sense in 1762. Evidently, English, Polish and 

Czech borrowed this lottery term from Italian, while German Ambe 

indicates the French source. Russ. ~mba is a direct Italianism; · 

its unstressed final -~, according to ~anskij (v mire slov), ap

peared by analogy with b£sta, which was introduced lnto Russian 

first as a term of games and gambling (cf. b~sta, F1.1). The term 

is documented in Russian dictionaries from 1879 (DUB1) in both 

forms~ and amba (the latter prevails), but is absent from 

modern Russian lexicographical sources because of its restricted 

and unfrequent usage. Ref.: Pianigiani, Hope, Holub. 

B6.J CI~ER6NE (It. cicero'ne) 

/Fr. cicerone; Eng. cicerone; Ger. Cicerone; Pol. 

cicerone; Cz. ciceron(e)./ 

Guide showing and explaining antiquities to turists (J). 
V ~ 

BUR-t-tiX: It; DUB: It; CUD: It; KAP: It; PET: It. U::>K: It.C:::Lat; 

ANS:It<Lat. BRK-ElFR. 

CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TONN; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 358); lUnd (208). f1IX:It; Vasiljevskaja (Joo). 

Cicerone, the name of a guide to ancient monuments, was drawn 

in the 18th cent. from the great Roman orator, Marcus Tullius 

Cicero, in ironical allusion to the guide's eloquence. In 1739 

French attests this Italianism in the plural ciceroni; during 

the 1750's the word was pronounced as ~iseron~. Italian ci

cerone rapidly enter.ed usage of many European tongues, preserving 

in most of them the phonetical and graphical features of the 

model word (cf. Polish and Czech pronunciation /Ji'deroni/). 
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In Russian, cicerone is a 18th cent. direct Italianism, used 

by Radittev in his "Zap. pute~. iz Sibiri," and by Karamzin 

.in his Pis'ma russ. pute~estvennika in the Italian plural form 

.~i~eroni~ treated by the author as the singular. During the 19th 

century, the word was current in the colloquial form ~i~eron (cf. 

Cz. ciceron). In modern Russian, the Italianism is replaced by 

provodnik of the Slavic source, artd the Gallicism gid (cf. Fr. 

guide). Ref.: PRNT, Hope, ANS, Vasilevskaja. 

V V. / 
CIC!SBEJ (It. cicisbeo) 

/Fr. sigisbee; Eng. cicisbeo; Ger. Cicisbeo; Pol. 

galant; Cz •. z'letnfk./ 

Recognized gallant of a married woman in 18th cent. Italy (3}. 
BUR-l.UX:It; DUB:It; Cuo:!t; KAP:!t; PET:It. USK:It; ANS:It. 

JAN; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS4, 5, Veron; DIZ ; PAUL; F ANF ; BROG; TOMI-1; A CCAD; BA TT; 

GRZ. 
Bir~akova (40)); Hope (II, 365). MIX; Dupaty; Kiparsky; 

Migliorini (Storia); Praz; Vasilevskaja. 

!tal. cicisbeo, attested in 1761, was formed on the onomatopoeic 

sound ci, ci, which, in Italian, symbolizes the sound of whisper

ing (i.e., an indication of confidentiality and close companion

ship). During the 18th cent., the !talianism entered usage of 

many languages to describe the recognized cavalier servente, an 

attendant upon a lady. 'In 18th cent. Italy, it was considered 

to be of a bad taste that a husband would accompany his wife to a 

socia~ gathering; the custom (to a certain extent) was accepted 

by other European cultures. Due to a relatively high frequency 

of the word, some languages assimilated Ital. cicisbeo into their 

phonetical and morphological systems (cf. Fr. sigisbee, Sp. 

chichisbeo, Russ. ti~isbej). The custom of .cicisbeism was popular 

in Russia of the second part of the 18th cent.; JAN alone reports 
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the forms ~i~isbeo (a direct loan from Italian), si~isbej 

(influenced by French) and ~i~isbej (a Russian adaptation) 

in his dictionary of 1806. The first documentation of 6icisbej 

in Russian dates frOm 1784: the variation cicizbej appeared in 

1803. Ci~isbej was introduced into Russian literature by Fon

vizin, who gave a critical image of the gallant, as well as of 

Italy in general. On the other hand, in his Pute~estvie v Italiju 

v 1785, Dupaty talks about ~i~isbeizm with enhusiasm, and with 

the same respect as people of Genoa showed for the cavalier. Ref,: 

Devoto, BATT-ALES, Hope, Bir~akova, Kiparsky. 

/ 
INKVARTATA (It. ingua~ata) 

/Fr. incartade; Bulg. inkvartata./ 

Rapid defensive movemen-$-n fencing by making a quarter-turn to 

the right side of adversary (1). 

PETJ- 6:'I t. 

TOf.fM; BATT; GRZ • 

Hope (I, 289). Petkanov. 

!tal. ing,uartata as a term of sport (fencing) appeared in the 

16th cent.; it is derived from ~ar~a ('a quarter', i.e., 'a 

quarter of turn'). In 1612, the Italianism was attested in French 

as incartade in the above sense; during the 17th cent., French 

incartade began to develop a figurative sense of 'thoughtless 

outburst of temper' • Russian and Bulearian document inkvarta ta 

as a relatively recent Italian loan-word (in Russian the term 

dates from the 1930's). This loan is not identified in any other 
20 language. Ref.: BATT, Prati, Hope, Petkanov. 

/ 
KONFETTI (It. confetti ) 

/Fr. confetti; Eng. confetti; Ger. Konfetti; Pol. 

kon~etti; Cz. konfet(a)./ 

Small disks of coloured paper, thrown during a carnival (J). 
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BUR-MIX: It <La.t; · DUB1: It<Lat; DUB2:Lat; KAP:It; PET: It. 
V " DAL:It; USK:It; ANS:It; OZG. BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FAUF; BROG; TOMI-1; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 

Hope (II., 444). GEJ; Ogienko; Praz. 

Ital. confetti is the plural of confetto (see A2.1); the paper. 

disks were named confetti because of the Italian custom of throw

ing sweets at masquerades, balls,. weddings, and other (public) 

occasions. In France, the word became popularized by the carnival 

of 1873 at Nice; in Paris, rolls of paper ribbon thrown instead 
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of sugar toffee, were called confetti parisie~s. During the 19th 

cent., Ital. confetti entered usage of English, Russian and other 

European languages. Russ. konfetti was exposed to depluralization 

(cf. Ger. Konfetti, Pol. konfetti). Ref.: Hope, Prati, OXF, Vasmer, 

Cyganenko. 

/ 
OSTERIJA (It. oster{a) 

/Fr. hostiere; Eng. hostelri; Ger. Osteria; 

osteria; Cz. osterie./ 

Inn or a tavern in Italy (2). 
V ~ 

BUR-~1IX: It; DUB: It; CUD: It; KAP: It; PET: It. · U::>K: It; 

Pol. 

ANS:It. 

FLOR; CRUS; 

Smirnov (214); 

DIZ; PANL; 

Wind (152); 

F ANF; BROG; TOMI>l; GRZ • 

Hope (I, 201). Gal'di; Sivkov; 

Tolstoj. 

The 14th cent. Italian word osteria was derived from oste ('an 

innkeeper'), which in turn is of the Latin source hospitem, nomin. 

of hospes ('a host'). French documents hostiaire and hostiere in 

Rabelais ( 1534); both are derivations from !tal. osteria. English 

hostelry was borrowed from Old French (h)ostelerie (in modern 

French, hotellerie) in the 14th cent., while German Osteria is 

a direct Italian loan-word. Pol. austerja, documented since 1607, 

was taken, along with osteria, from Italian and, according to 
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Gal'di, gave birth to Russ. avsterija. The word is al~o found 

in Dnevnik i putevye zametki kn. B. I. Kurak,ina. of 170.5 in the 

form austerija, and in reference to Rotterdam; hence, the prove

nance from different languages should be considered. Smirnov 

records o~terija from 1704, but P.A. Tolstoj used ostarija. al

ready in 1698, when describing his lodging place in an Italian 

town. Present-day Russian uses oster{ja primarily in reference 

to Italy. Ref.: ·Wind, Prati, BATT-ALES, BrUckner, OXF. 

B6.8 PRESTIDIZIT£TOR (It. Erestidi~itatbre) 
/Fr. prestidigitateur; Eng. prestid!g!tator; 

Ger. Schwarzk«nstler; Pol. pre~tidigitator; 
Cz. kouzelnfk./ 

Conjuror showing tricks, based on fast movements of hands (1). 

BUR-HIXJ:Fr; DUB2:Fr; Cuo:Fr+La.t; KAP: It; PET: It. U~K:Fr; 
A.N'S:Fr. 

FLOR; CRUS4; PANL; BROG; TOHH; GRZ. 

Hope (II, .516). 

According to Hope, the word prestidigitatore, dating in Italian 

since 1829, was borrowed from French prestidis!tayeur, which in 

turn was formed on the French adjective Ereste ('quick') of Ital. 

origin, and Latin digitHs ('a finger'). Before this Ga.llicism 

was introduced into Italian, prestigiatore, a 17th cent. Ital. 

word of Latin origin (documented in FLOR, CRUS4 and BROG), was 

employed instead. English borrowed prestidigitator from French, 

and also German sometime uses the Gallicism Prestidigitateur. 

Prestidi~it{tor, documented in Russian from 1864 (Toll'), is 

either a Gallicism, or a Polonism, since prestidigitatore is 

an unfrequent word in Italian, and the !tal. variation presti

giatore has not been attested in Russian. Ref.: Devoto, Bloch, 

Polska Akademia, Cassell, ANS. 

11.5 
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. SAL'TO (-MORTALE) (It. salto LI!!ort'ale/) 

/Fr. saut (perilleux); Eng. somersault; Ger. 

Salto (mortale); Pol. salto (mortale); Cz. 

salto (mortale); Serbocr. salto(mortale)./ 

Leap in which a person turns head over heels in the air, and 

lands on feet (2). 

BUR-HIX:It,Lat; DUB:It; 6TJD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. t$K:It; 

ANS:It. 

ALUN; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; GROG; TOMI-t; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva (13). Jernej; MIX; Petkanov; Rambellt. 
Ital. salto in its general meaning of 'a jump' dates from Dante. 

Salto mortale appeared as a term of sport in 19th cent. Italian 

dictionaries. This Italianism penetrated into a number of lan

guages (cf. Sp. salto mortal, Bulg. saltomortale), but French 

and English dictionaries do not record it. Russian borrowed 

sAl'to-mortcile as a circus term from Italian in the mid-1850's; 

some. fifty years later, the Italian circus in Sofia introduced 

the word into Bulgarian. The word, spelled in Russian also 

sal'tomortale, has a derivation sal'tomortalfst ('a specialist 

in this particular kind of jump'). Russ. s~l'to is an abbrevia

tion of sal'tomortale (not a separate !tal. loan), it is used 

in the present-day Russian circus terminology instead of sal'to-
~ / mortale. Serbocr. saltomortale has frequent figurative usage. 

. V 

Ref.: Prati, BATT-ALES, Petkanov, Sanskij, Arkad'eva, Jernej. 

/' 
B6.10 TAVERNA (It. taverna) 

/Fr. taverne; Eng. tavern; Ger. Taverne; Pol. 

tawerna; Cz. taverna./ 

Place for the sale of drink (2). 

BUR-MIX:Fr,Ger,Lat; DUB1:Lat; 
V 

PET: It< Lat. USK: It; ANS: It; 

ALUN; FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; 

V 
DUB2:Fr; CUD:Lat,Fr; KAP:It; 

O~G. JAN:Fr,Eng..o::::Lat. 

FANF; BROG;- TONN; GRZ. 
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HUttl-Worth (109). 

Ital. taverna, dating from the Middle Ages, is of the Latin 

etymon taberna ('a hut'). The word is frequently employed as 

a toponymic name (cf. Taverna in Calabria, Taverne, a town 

near Lugano, also Fr. Tavernes in Provence, Eng. Taverner 

Bay in Northwest Territories). The Slavic tongues borrowed 

the word from Italian, while Western European languages de

rived it, as a rule, directly from Latin (cf. Sp. taberna, 
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Fr. tavern). Eng. tavern was, however, borrowed from Old French 

in the 13th cent. Russian documents the Ital. form taverna in 

Ka.ramzin' s Pis 'ma russkago pute-~estvennika. of 1792. The French 

variation tavern appeared in JAN of 1806, who also suggests an 

English provenance. Contemporary Russian uses taverna in reference 

to a public place in Italy or other countries. Ref.: Prati, Bloch, 

Weekley, HUttl-Worth, BATT-A.LES. 

B6.11 TERC (It. teria) 

/Fr. tierce: Eng. tierce; Ger. Terz; Cz. terce./ 

Sequence of three playing cards (J), 

BUR-MIX: It<Lat; Cun: It..cLat. USK: It; ANS: It. JAN. DAL. 

TOMM, 

Ital. terza in the above sense is found only in TOMM, who refers 

to it as terza reale; other dictionaries list its basic meaning 

'third' (in the femin. form), as well as its specific usage in 

the field of music, sports (fencing), and so on. Etymologically, 

Ital. terza goes back, along with Fr. tierce, Eng. tierce and 

Ger. ~~ to- Lat. tertius ('third'). Russian lexicogTa.phical 

sources, recording~. are for an Italian provenance. This 

opinion should be carefully reviewed, since Russ. terc dates 

from 1806 (JAN), while Ital. terza as a term of a cards-game 

is not recorded in dictionaries before 1918. Furthermore, the 

· omission of the final -~ in the Russian equivalent is in fa.vor 
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of Ger. Terz, rather than of Ital. terza, Czech terce, and less 

common tercie, are treated by Czech authorities as an Italianism. 
V 

PRNT, BATT-ALES, Skeat, Csl. Akademie. 

B6.12 TOMBOLA (It. tO'mbola) 

/Fr. tombola; Eng. tombola; Ger. Tombola; Pol. 

tombola; Cz. tombola; Serbocr. tombola./ 

Game of chance,.resembing lotto (2). 

BUR-MIX:Sp; DUB1: It Lat; ~UD: It. ANS: It. BRK-EFR: It. 

PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMJ>i; GRZ. 

Wind (208); Hope (II, 450). niX; Jernej. 

Ital. tombola, a derivation of tombolare ('to turn a somersault, 

to tumble'), is attest~ in d'Alberti since 1805. Within a.short 
period of time, the word was brought to France from Italy by 

soldiers to design a sort of lottery game, in which a winner 

receives goods. English and German borrowed it directly from 

Italian, or indirectly through French, during the 19th cent. 

In the Slavic languages, tombola is a 19th cent. direct Italian 

loan-word (Serbocr. took it from Italian and through German). In 

contemporary Russian usage tombolti is replaced by loto, a 18th 

cent. Italianism, borrowed possibly through French intermediary, 

Czech and Polish tombola is a current word, along with loto. 
V -

Ref.: BATT-.A.LES, Dauzat, Hope, Vasmer, Sanskij, OXford, Holub, 

Polska Akademia, '6sl. Akademie, Jernej. 

CATEGORY C. ARTS. 

Cl Literature. 

/ 
C1.1 ABBREVIATURA (It. abbreviat~ra) 

/Fr. abreviature; Sp. abreviatura; Eng. abbre

viature; Ger. Abbreviatur; Pol. abrewiatura; 

Cz. abreviatura./ 
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Act of abridging or contracting (2). 

KAP: La.t; PET1 ,2:Lat; PET)-6: It<Lat. SRJ: It<-Lat; DAL: Lat; 

U~K:Fr; ANS: Lat; oZG. JAN: Lat; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 

Ital. abbreviatura, a derivative of abbreviare ('to shorten'), 
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has its origin in Lat. abbreviare ('to shorten'), This word is 

found in many languages, but most of them borrowed it directly 

from Latin (cf. French abreviature, Eng. abbreviature, Ger. Abbre

viatur), or in some cases, possibly from Italian as a musi~al 

term (cf. Czech abreviatura). Russ. abbreviatfrra was taken from 

the Italian musical terminology during the 18th cent., and later 

applied to other fields, while abbreviicija, documented in JAN 

of 180), was derived directly from Latin. Lomonosov used abbre

viatura in the sense of 'a shortened form of a written word'; 

from the early 20th cent. the word is employed with the meaning 
, V 

of 'an acronym'. Ref.: BATT:...ALES, PRNT, Prati, Littre, Sanskij, 
\1 
Csl. Akademie, 

/ 
01,2 IMPROVIZACIJA (It. improvv!sazio;,_e) 

/Fr. improvisation; Eng. improvisation; Ger. 

ImPE?visation; Pol. improwiz,acja; Cz. im;ero

vizace./ 

Literary, musical or other performance without a preparation {J). 
KIR; BUR-MIX2,): It; DUB2: Lat; ~:It; KAP: It<Lat; PET: 

It£:.Lat. DAL: It,Ger; uSK; ANS:Fr; ~G. 
TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

GEJ; Migliorini (Storia). 
The Italian verb improvvisare ('to improvise') in the theatrical 

use dates from the 16th cent., while its derivative improvvisa

zione is documented from the past centuri only. The Italian verbal 

form entered French about 1642, German by 1800, and English during 
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the 19th cent. The Russ. verb improvizirovat' is formed on the 

Latin stem improvis- and the Russ. suffix -irovat'. Ital. improv

visatore, an 18th cent. word, was borrowed by French about 1765; 

German around 1787, English by 1795, and Russian at the end of 

the same century. Improvizlcija, documented in Russian lexico

graphical sources since 1845, is a Polonism; not an Italianism. 

Ital. imErovvisazione, missing in dictionaries until 1916, used 

to be replaced by earlier all' improviso. Ref. : BATT, BATT-A.LES, 

Bloch, Dauzat. 

Cl.) KANCONA (It. canzo'ne) 

/Fr. canzone; ·Sp. canci6n; Eng. canzone; Ger. 

Kanzone; Pol. kancona; Cz. kancona; Serbocr. 

kanco'na./ 

Mediaeval Italian or Proven9al lyric poem (2). 
V 

KIR: It; BUR-MIX: Itc::::.Lat; DUB: It; CUD: It<La.t; KAP: It; 
V 

PET: It. SRJ: It; USK:It; ANS: It. BRK-EFR ..:::.La.t. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROO; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 
GEJ; Jernej. 

This kind of. poetry was produced by 13-14th cent. poets (Dante, 

Petrarca and others). The word itself, canzone, is of Latin 

origin cantionem, accus. of cantio ('a song•), it entered English 

(in the 16th cent.) and several other tongues as a term of poetry 

and music. Spanish cancion is a direct Latinism, but canzonetta, 

dating from 1780, is an Italian loan. The Italian word entered 

Russian with other musical terminology in the 18th cent.; the 

literary sense became current in the following century. Kanco-, . 

netta in the sense of_ 'a short light song' is documented in Rus-

sian and other languages (cf. Eng. canzonet, Serbocr. kanconeta). 

Ref.: BATT, BATT-ALES, Bloch, Dauzat, Jernej, Corominas. 
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V/ 

KVATROCENTO (It. quattrocento) 

/Fr. quattrocento; Eng. quattrocento; Ger. 

Quattrocento; Cz, quattrocento; Serbocr. 

kvatro~ento ./ 

Distinctive Italian period of literature and art of the 15th 

cent. (3). 
V 
CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. 

PANL: FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Jernej; Obuxov; Praz. 
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Ital. quattrocento (literary '400') denotes the 15th cent., i.e., 

the century beginning with 1400; this particular usage is recorded 

by 19-20th cent. Italian dictionaries. The method of indicating 

centuries by omitting mille ('thousand') is common in Italian 

for the period from the 13th cent. until the present: duecento, 

trecento and so on (literary '200', ')00' 1 etc.). Serbocroatian 

also records the periods from due~ento until nove~ento, while 

English and some other European vocabularies adopted only those 

terms designing the most prominent epoch of the Italian art and 

culture (cf. Eng. trecento, quattrocento, cirtquecento). Russian 

uses frequently kvatrol3e'nto and ~inkve~e'nto · (the 15th and 16th 

centuries). Artists of this periods are called kvatro~ent!sty and 

~ink!e~nt!sty (cf. Eng. quattrocentist, cinquecentist).
48 

Ref.: 

BATT-ALES, Obuxov, OXF, Jernej. 

;I' 

C1 • .5 MOTTO (It, motto) 

/Fr. mot; Sp. mote; Eng. motto; Ger, Motto; Pol. 

motto; Cz, moto./ 

Quotation prefixed to a book or a chapter (J). 
v 

KIR; BUR-MI.Xl:Fr<Lat; BUR-MIX2,3: It; DUB: It; CUD: It; 
v' 

KAP:It; PET:It. USK:It; ANS:It, BRK-EFR, 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOI-lM; GRZ. 

Hope (I, 111). 
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According to Hope and OXF, Ital. motto, dating from the Middle 

Ages, goes back to Old Fr• mot ('a word'); it was first attested 

as mutto in the sense of 'a witty reply', This term entered 

English about 1.589, German by 1761, and many other languages, 

including, the Slavonic group, directly from Italian (Sp. mote 

is, however, a Gallicism). Motto, undeclined in Russian, was 

first recorded by Kirilov in 1846 as a synonym of a previous 

Greek loan, eRfg:raf. Ref.: Diez, P:rati, BA TT-ALES, ANS. 

C1.6 NOVELLA (It. novella) 

/Fr. nouvelle; Sp. novela; Eng. novel; Ger. Novelle; 

Pol. nowela; Cz. novela./ 

Shorter fictitious narrative in prose (3). 
V 

KIR; BUR-MIX: It< La.t; DUB: It; CUD: It; KAP: It; PET: It. 

~K: It; ANS: It; oZG. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Smirnov (205); Bir~ova (176, 294, 381); Hope (I, 46). 

Ital. novella of the Latin source novellus, a diminutive of 

novus ('new'), is documented in the sense of 'a short tale' 

from the Middle Ages (cf. novella, a short story of Boccaccio's 

Decamerone). Beginning with the 15th cent,, the Italianism 

entered usage of many European tongues. Russian documents it as 

early as the first quarter of the 18th cent. in Prokopovic's 

Slova i re(h' at the same time, a Gallicised form nu vel' was 

attested. Furthermore, Russian and other tongues use the Ital

ianisms noveletta ('a short novel, usually of a sentimental 

nature') and novell!st ('the author of novels') (cf. Eng. ~

elette, novelist; Fr, nouvelliste; Cz. noveletta). Ref.: Hope, 

" BATT-ALES, OXF, Weekley, Gamillscheg, Cyga.nenko, Birza.k.ova. 

Cl. 7 TERClNA (It. terz{na) 

/Fr. tercet; Eng. terza rima; Ger. Terzine; Pol. 

tercyna; Cz. tercina./ 
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Italian form of verse of Dante's .Divina Commedia (J). 

DUB2: It; &m: It<:: Lat; KAP: It; PET: It~ OOKc It; ANS:It; OZG. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOHN; GRZ. 

Ital. tercina was documented in Varchi21 in the 16th cent.; 

this type of verse was also named terzetto, ternario, and 

colloquially terza rima (cf. Eng. terza rima). French bor

rowed the Italian word in the form tercet early in the 16th 

cent.; it soon entered English usage as tercet. Russian and 

other Slavic languages became familiar with Ital. terzina through 

the translations of Dante's works. The term terclna was 

known in Russia in the early part of the 19th cent.; its 

lexicographical documentation dates from 1864 (Toll'). Ref.: 

Prati, Bloch, ANS, 

C2 Theatre, 

I' 

02.1 BUFFONADA (It. buffonata) 

/Fr. bouffonnerie; 

renstreich; Pol. 

Comic theatrical show (2). 

Eng. buffoonery; Ger. Nar

bufonada; Cz. bufonarla./ 

V 
BUR-MIX:It; DUB1; DUB2:It; CUD:It; PET1-5:Fr.c:::.It; PET6:It. 

V V 
SRJ; USK:Fr; ANS:It,Fr; OZG. 

CRUS5; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 
Arkad'eva (40). Bulaxovskij; Sivkov; Praz; Sorokin, 

!tal. buffonata dates only from the 19th cent., while buffone 

(•a buffoon') is attested since the 13th cent. Ital. buffone 

entered usage of several European languages, including the 

Slavonic division, with the comic opera: Fr. bouffon, Eng. 

buffoon, buf£o, Russ. buffone, buffo, buffon (via French, 

1738), bufon, and so forth. ~anskij and Arkad'eva treat Russ. 

buffonada, documented in Karamzin's Pis'ma of 1792, as a direct 

Italian loan-word. Their statement is inaccurate because !tal. 

buffonata was not in use at that time; hence, buffon~a is a Rus-
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sian derivation from buffon by analogy with kaval'kMa (cf. 

Fr. buffonnerie derived from Fr. buffon· of !tal. origin), 

Other derivations formed in Russian are documented (cf. buff6n

~~ buffonit', buffonskij), A Gallicism buf(f) ('comic', 'a 

comic play' or 'an actor playing a clown') is current in the 

compounds kom6'dija-buff, 6pera-buff, operetta-buff (cf. Fr. 

opera-buffe). Ref.: BATT-ALES, Bloch, ANS. 

/ 
C2.2 BUTAFOR (It, buttafuori) 

/Fr. avertisseur: Eng. call~boy; Ger. Spielwart; 

Pol. rekwizytor; Ukr. butafor; Bulg. butafor~ik./ 

Originally, a boy who called actors on the stage; in modern 

Russian, a person responsible for the arrangement of a perfor

mance (J). 

BUR-MIX:Fr; DUB:Fr; bun:Fr; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:It; 

DAL:It; USK; ANS:It; O~G. BRK-EFR:It. 

CRUS5; PANL; FANF; BROG; TONM; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Bir~akova ( 349) ; Arkad' eva ( 17 6-81) , Petkanov. 

The theatrical sense of buttafuori is documented in 19th cent. 

Italian lexicographical sources, but the word was in use much 

earlier, It entered Russian usage w1 th performances of .Italian 

opera and theatre in St. Petersburg and Moscow during the 18th 

cent. The initial meaning of 'a call-boy' developed in Russian 
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to 'a person, who conducts the affairs of a scene, except the 

decoration' (cf. Bulg. butafor6ik, a late 19th cent, direct Ital

ianism, used. in the sense of Fr. arrangeur), Butaf6rija ('theat

rical properties' ) is considered by KAP, ANS and others an Italian 

loan-word; it is, however, a loanblend formed in Russian on 

butafbr, along with butaf6rnaja ('a place for preserving theat

rical properties'), butaf6rskij (an adjective of butaf6r) and 

butaf6rny j (an adjective of butafbrnaja) , and replacing previous 
, 'V 

butaf6rskie v6Sci. So far, buttafuori is documented as an Ital. 
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loan in the East and South Slavonic languages only. Ref.: Prati, 
V . 

Devoto, BATT, Birzakova, Petkanov. 

/ 

C2. 3 FIASKO (It. /far/ fiAsco) 

/Fr. fiasco; Eng. fiasco; Ger. Fiasko; Pol. fiasko; 

Cz. fiasko; Serbocr. fijasko./ 

Complete failure (originally in dramatic performances) (3). 

BUR-MIX: It; Cuo:It; KAP: It; PET: It. U~K: It; ANS<It; OZG. 

CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; . FANF; BROG; TOl1M; ACCAD; B.I\TT; GRZ. 

Wind (84-5); Hope (II, 445). Gherardini; Jernej; Migliorini 

(Storia). 
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Ital. fiasco of Germanic origin is attested in its general sense 

of 'a bottle' since the Middle Ages. The semantic shift from •a 
bottle' to •a failure' is interpreted differently; for instance, 

Ital. sources for the most part prefer the anecdote of the 17th 

cent. harlequin Domenico Biancolelli, who once appeared on the 

scene with a bottle hanging around his neck. His show was a 

failure, and was called fiasco (of Biancolelli). The Italian word 

entered usage of many languages; French documents it since 1841, 

German from 1837, Russian from the 1850's, Serboc.roa.tian since -the 

end of the 19th cent. and so on. Russ. fi~sko has a bookish (the

atrical) nuance; its synonyms neuspix, neudit~a are more current 

(cf. usage of Cz. fiasko, Eng. fiasco, etc.). Ref.: PRNT, Zambaldi, 
Hope, ANS. 

I 
C2.4 FORA (It. fora) 

/Fr. bis; Eng. encore; Ger. bis; Pol. bis; Cz. bis./ 

Call for a repetition of a performance (3). 
v ~ 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB1:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. DAL:It; USK:It; 
1/ 

ANS; OZG. REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS 5; BATT. 

Petrocchi; Palazzi. 
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C2.6 

Ital. fora (fuora, fuori) in the theatrical use isdocumented 
I in a few dictionaries. Russ. fora, an early 19th cent. Ital. 

loan-word, is today obsolete, and replaced by bis, a Gallicism 

of Latin origin, dating in Russian since the 1850's (cf. usage 

of~ in Italian and other tongues). Ref.:'Petrocchi, ANS, 

Cyganenko. 

/ 

IMPRESARIO (It• impresario) · 

/Fr. impresa~io; 

Pol. impresario; 

sario./ 

Eng. impresario; 

Cz. imJ2res~io; 

Ger. Impresario; 

Serbocr. impre-

Projector or manager of theatrical performances and other public 

entertainment (J), 

BUR-MIX: It; DUB: It; Cun:It; KAP:It; PET: It. U~K: It; 

ANS:It; olG, BRK-EFR. 

CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ, 

Arka.d' eva (29, 158-60); Hope (II, 446). GEJ; Jernej; Ogienko; 

Migliorini (Storia). 

Ital. impresario in the general use of 'an entrepreneur' is a 

16th cent. word, while the contemporary meaning dates from the 

17th cent. Russian attests the Italian term in the form imprezario 

in Voroncov's Arxiv of 1757 in reference to Giovanni Locatelli. 

The variations impressario and impresa.rij (Russified) appeared . 

later. In German ImJ2resario dates from 1771, in French from 

Stendhal (1824), inSerbocroatian from the 19th cent., while 
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in Bohemia imJ2resArio was known in the early 1750's with Lo

catelli's troupe, Impresario is an exotism in the Slavic languages, 

since it denotes a concept alien to their contemporary cultures. 

Ref.: Hope, Arka.d'eva, Ogienko, Jernej, 

/ 
KOMEDIANT (It. commediante) 

/Fr, comedian; Eng. comedian; Ger. Kom6diant; 
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Pol. komediant: Cz. komediant; Serbocr. komedijant./ 

Actor who plays comic roles (2). 

KIR; BUR-MIXltFr<Gr; 
v· 

BUR-MIX2,J<Gr; DUB:Fr; CUD:Fr; 
V V 

KAP:It; PET:It. SAR; DAL; USK:It; ANS:It; OZG. LEKS; , 

JAN; REJ. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 

Smimov (147); Wind (122-2)), GEJ; Jeme.j. 

The 16th cent. Italian word commediante is derived from commedia, 

which, in turn, is from Lat, c~moedia ('a comedy') of the ultimate 

Greek source. Fr. comedien is a 16th cent. Italian loan; Eng. 

comedian is a 17th cent. Gallicism, Russian komediant was docu

mented as early as 1737 in Weissmann's dictionary as .an indirect 

Italianism via German. The word entered Russian possibly under 

Aleksej Mixajlovi~ (1645-76), who invited German comedians to Rus

sia, Furthermore, the word entered usage directly from Italian 

with Italian opera and theatre in St. Petersburg. In Italian, 

Russian, Czech and other languages, the ~ord is now obsolete, 

and is mainly used in its figurative meaning of 'a pretender or 

hypocrite'. Ref.: Bloch, Wind, GRZ, ANS. 

PAJAC (It. P%Sli~ccio) 
/Fr. paillasse; Sp. payaso; Eng. clown; 

Pol. pajac; Cz. pa}j.~ca./ 
Theatrical or circus clown (J), 

BUR-MIX: It; DUB: It; 'elm: It; KAP: It; PET: It. 
v 

ANS< It; OZG. JAN: It; BRK-EFR. 

DIZ ; F ANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ • 

Matzenaur (182); Bir~akova (385); Wind (44). 

Ger. Bajazzo; 

" DAL: It; USK: It; 

P~llaccio, one of the characters of the Commedia dell'arte, 

acquired his name in the 18th cent. after his grey gown of 

canvas resembliz)g a straw mattress (in Italian J>at5liacc1o, 
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pagliericcio). The name of the clown became familiar on the 

European theatrical stage during the 18th cent. with Italian 

actors, In 1773-74, Russian used.the Italian forms pal'ja~io, 

:e<!Ja~i(o), and in the 1790's appeared the Gallicisms pal'jas, 

~Jas, as well as pajacgo, borrowed through Ger. Pajazzo, Ba

jazzo. The present form pajc(c, documented in Russian from the 

19th cent., is possibly a Polonism, The word is current in the 
. . . 

figurative sense· of 'a person who acts as a clown'. (cf. Cz. 

paticf'ca), Ref.: Prati, Gamillscheg, Gorjaev, Vasmer, Preobra

~enskij, ~anskij, Bi~akova. 

V / 
C2.8 POLISINEL' (It, Pulcinella) 

/Fr. Polichinelle; Eng. Punch(inello); Ger. 

Pulcinell./ 

Originally, one of the masks of the Commedia dell'arte; later, 

a character in the popular French, English, German and other 

puppet-show (2). 

BUR-MIX: It,Fr; DUB: It; DUB2:Fr; Cun:Fr< It; KAP:Fr<It; 

PET:Fr< It. DAL:It,Fr; USK:Fr<It; ANS:Frcit; oZG. 

CRUS4, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Bir~akova (387); Hope (I, 299). Praz. 

The puppet Pulcinella was invented by Silvio Fiorillo about 

1620, i.e., later than other masks of the Commedia dell'arte. 

Some etymologists (Diez, Galiani) derive the name Pulcinella 

from the personal name Puccio d 'Aniello, a cunning countryman 

from Acerra, who first played the role of the puppet, but recent 

investigations indicate that its origin is in Neapolitan Pull!

c@nella, Polecenella from Lat. pullicenus ('.a chicken') (the 

mask has a weak, deficient character h Prati suggests Neapolitan 

:E2lece ( 'a flea' ) • France and England know the puppet from the 

17th century, Russia from the 1730's, The Italian form Poli~inell 

(Poli~inella) was in the Russian theatrical use until 1764, when 
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French comic opera arrived in Moscow.· 19-20th cent. Russian 
V 

dictionaries (CUD, KAP, PET) record both forms, I tal. Pul'-

~inella and French Poli~inel', Several languages document 

figurative usage (cf. in Italian 'a dull person', in Russian. 

'a funny person', in English a general appellation for'a short 

and thicl<. person', and so on). Ref.: Hope, Dauzat, GRZ, Praz, ANS. 

/ 

C2.9 SCENARIJ (It. scenario) 

/Fr. scenario; Eng. scenario; Ger. Scenarium; 

Pol. scenariusz; Cz. scenario, scenar./ 

Complete plot of a (theatre, film) play (2). 
V 

KAP:La.t<Gr; PET1,2:La.t<Gr; PETJ-6:It. USK:It; ANS:It<.La.t; 
V 

OZG. 

CRUS4, Veron J DIZ; 

Arkad' eva ( 184); 

Reau. 

PANL; FANF; 

Hope (II, 365). 

BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Migliorini (Storia); Praz; 

Ital. scenario, attested in the 17th cent. as 'stage directions 

for actors•, comes from Late Latin scaenarium (•a space where 

scenes are depicted'); from the 18th cent. it is used in the 

contemporary meaning. In 1764, Ital. scenario was documented 

in French in the sense of 'a canvas, a scheme of a theatre play'; 

English borrowed it around the same time directly from Italian, 

and Anglicized the form as scenary, which remained in use until 

the 19th cent. Czech borrowed scenario via English, but scen~f, 

an adaptation to the Czech phonetical system, is more common. 

German Scenarium and Polish scenariusz are direct loans from 
V 

Latin. Sanskij considers Russ. scenarij a 20th cent. Italianism; 

the term, however, penetrated into Russian much earlier. ANS 

quotes an example from Rimski-Korsakov: "Scenarij opery /Knjaz' 

Igor'/ byl nabrosan V.V. Stasovrm," (Letopis' moej muz~. ~izni). 
/ . . . . 

Scenarium, an obsolete La.tinism in present-day ~ssian, is doc-

umented in BUR-MIX of 1880 and 1903 as "sbornik pravil o yYXode 
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akterov na scenu. 11 Scenarist, an author of a movie screenplay, 

is a loanblend, derived from scen~rij (cf. Fr. scenariste)• Ref.: 

Devoto, BA TT-ALES, Hope, OXF, Praz, Holub, ANS • 

.£) Dance and Ballet, 

CJ.1 BALERINA (It. ballerina) 

/Fr. ballerine; Eng. ballerina; Ger. Ballerina; 

Pol. ba.leryna.; Cz. baler!na; · Ukr. balerina; 

Serbocr. balerina./ 

Female ballet dancer ( J). 

BUR-MIX); DUB2:Fr; Cun:Fr; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:It; USK:Fr; 
V 

ANS< It; OZG. BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG.: TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ, 

Arkad 'eva (1.5?-8); Hope {II, 442). Jemej; Ogienko; Praz. 

The I tal. word ballerina, femin. of ballerina ('a dancing-master1
), 

dates in the above meaning from the 15th cent. The Italianism 

acquired an international standing much later, despite the fact 

that ballerina was familiar in 17-18th cent. Europe, owing to 

the popularity of Itcilian opera. English adopted the word in the 

18th cent., French and Russian in the 1850's, and Serbocroatian 

in the late 19th cent. via German Ballerina, Ballerine. Since 

women had the leading part in the 18-19th cent. Russian ballet, 

only the Italian feminine form was adopted (cf. Eng. ballerina, 

Ger. Ballerina); later, there were attempts to form the masculine 

gender, such as balerun in popular speech. Before baler!na 

entered Russian usage, bal~t~ica, a derivative from the Gal

licism of Ital. origin, bal~t, and tancorka were common. Prfma

balerfna is a 20th cent. Italian loan in Russian, referred to 

a chief balet-dancer of foreign companies. In the Soviet Union, 

the concept of pr!ma-balerfna is denoted by sol!stka bal~ta. 

Ref.: Hope, OXF, Jernej, Kovalevskaja, Arkad'eva. 

1:30 
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/ 

CJ.2 PASSAKAL'JA (It. E¥>sac~lia) 

CJ,J 

/Fr. passacaille; Sp. P!sacalle; Eng. I>S:SSaC!tilia; 

Ger. ~sac~lia./ 

Old dance of Spanish origin (1). 

~:It,Lat; PET)-6:It,Sp. ANS:It. JAN:Sp; BRK-EFR:It,Fr. 

DIZ; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Limenta; Apel; Baker. 

Ital. I>S:Ssagaglia is of Spanish origin. Spaniards called the 

dance P!Sacalle because of its performance in the streets (ini

tially, pasacalle meant a balloon, which was played with while 

passing through the streets) (cf. Sp. l?§l=sar, 'to pass' , and 

calle, •a street'). Russians borrowed the dance and its name 

from Italy during the 18th cent. in the following forms: P!S!!!,a

kal'o (cf. It. passaga.glio, passega.!lo), passakalija and J?aSsa

kal' ,ja. Aside from the dance, passakhl.' ja denotes an instrumental 

composition, similar to ciaccona ('chacone'). Prati, GRZ, BATT

A.I.E3, Baker. 

/ 
.ROMA.N.ESKA (It. romanesca) 

/Fr. romanesque; Eng. romanesca; Ger. Romanesca./ 

Old Italian rustic dance (1). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; ~D:It. USK:It; ANS:It. BRK-EFR:It. 

TOMM; GRZ. 

Apel; BakerJ Praz; Cappuccini. 

The rustic dance, originally called ga.gliarda, was so named 

because coming from Rome. Although dating from the 17th cent., 

the word romanesca is missing in Italian lexicographical sources 

until the .1910's. !tal. romanesca 1 gaglia:rda as well as berga

masca (a rustic dance, imitating the people of Bergamo) entered 

the musical terminology of European tongues during the 18th cent. 

or earlier (cf. 18th cent. Russ. galliarda, bergamaska; 16th cent. 

Calliard via French; Eng. bergamask in Shakespeare's Midsummer-

1.31 
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Nisht's Dream). Russian dictionaries record the names of 

dances relatively late (cf. roma.neska. in Toll' of 1864). 

Ref.: Pra.ti, BATT-ALES, BRK-EFR, Baker, Apel, Pra.z • 

1.32 

.' 

CJ.4 TARANTELLA (It. tarantella) 

C4 

C4.1 

/Fr. ta.rantelle; Eng. tarantella.; · Ger. Tarantella; 

Pol. ta.rantela; Cz. tara.ntela./ 

Vivacious Neapolitan folk dance (J). 
V V 

BUR-l1IX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. USK:It; 

ANS: It; OOG. BRK-EFR: It. 

PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Hope (II, )65). Apel• Baker; Pra.z. 

18th cent, Ita.l. tarantella. is derived from ta.ra.ntola., a large 

black spider of South Europe, The dance was so called either 

because of a. popUlar belief that tarantism, a. disease of nervous 

disorder caused by the spider bite, was curable by this rapid 

whirling dance, or, because of the movements of the dance, similar 
. . 

to.the effects of the malady, characterized by hysterical, violent, 

irregular convulsions of body. European countries became acquainted 

with the dance, popular in the South of Italy since the Middle 

Ages, during the 18-19th cent., as a. result of an awakened interest 

in Italian rustic life. 22 Russian dictionaries record tarant~lla. 
from the 1860's, Ref.: Pianigiani, Zambaldi, Pra.ti, Hope, ANS. 

Architecture. 

"' ARKA (It. arco) 

/Fr. arc; 

Cz. arka; 

Sp. aico; 

Ukr. a.rka; 

Eng. arch; Ger, Bogen: Pol. a.rka; 

Bulg. arka./ 

Curved overhanging structure, serving as an ornament or a. 

support (J). 

KIR; BUR-MIX: Fr <Lat; 
V 

DUB: Lat; CUD:Fr<Lat; KAP: It; PET: It. 
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DAL:Lat; SRJ: It<Lat; USK~ Lat; ANS: It,Fr..c:::Lat; oZG. 

REJ:Lat; JAN:Lat; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ ; PANL; F ANF ;· BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 

HUttl-Worth (59); Bir~akova (343). Pei; Penguin; R~au; 
Zboitfski. 

Ital. arco of Latin origin arcus (•a bow') is attested as 

a term~ architecture since G. Villani. 23 Ital. arco is 

found only in the Slavic languages; the Romance and Germanic 

tongues derive the word directly from Latin, or use different 

terminology (cf. Dutch boog, Dan. bue, Ger. Bo~en). Russian 

documents~. arka in Vignola's translation of architecture 

of 1709; the Gallicized form ark appeared in 1737. Czech and 

Polish arka were known earlier through Itali~ architects, work

ing in Prague and Cracow. Russ. arkMa ( 'an arched passage • ) is 

an 18th cent. Italianism via Fr. arcade (cf. Eng. arcade, Cz •. 

ark~a). Ref. : BATT-ALES, ~anskij, Bir~akova, ANS. 

/ 
BALJUSTRADA (It, balaust~ta) 

/Fr. balustrade; Sp. balaustrada; Eng. balustrade; 

Ger. Balustrade; Pol. balustrada; Cz. balustrad:a; 

Ukr, baljustrada; Bulg. balustrada; Serbocr. 

balustrada./ 

Range of balusters, supporting a coping or rail, and serving as a 

protection or ornament (2). 
V 

BUR-MIX<.:.It; DUB1: It; CUD< It; KAP:It; PET: It. SAR; DAL: It; 
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SRJ:It; USK:It; ANS:Pol,Fr<::.Lat; oZG. JAN:Fr; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS ; DIZ ; PANL; F ANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ • 

Matzenauer; Christiani (45); Smirnov (55); HUttl-Worth (62); 

Kochman ( 48) ; Bi~akova (346); Arkad 1 eva ( 46) ; Sarauw ( 19); 

Wind (57); Hope (I, 160), Gnone; Guedy; J ernej; . Penguin; 

Petkanov; Pra.z; Ram belli; Reau; Ware. 
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Ital. balaustrata is derived from 16th cent. bala~stro ('a 

baluster') of the Latin source balaustium ('the grenadine 

fiower'); .the pillar was so named because of its similarity 

to the calyx of the flower. The term entered architectural 

usage of many European languages (between the 16th and 19th 

cent.) directly from Italian, or through an intermediary of 

another tongue (cf. 17th cent. Eng. balustrade via French, 

19th cent. Serbocr. balustrada via German, and so forth). 

Early in the 18th cent., Russian documented the Ital. form 

'b!ljustrata; from the 1760's the word is known as baljustrMa 

(under the influence of French). According to Kochman, who 

refers to Rozysknye de la o Fed ore Saklovi tom i jego soo b'l3~e
nijax (St. Petersburg, 1888), Ital. balaustro was attested in 

Russian in 1689 in the Polish form balasl ( to~enye). Ref,: 

Prati, PRNT, Hope, Wind, Bloch, Vasmer, B:rU.ckner, ~anskij. 

I 
BAROKKO (It. ba.r0cco) 

/Fr. baroque; Sp. barroco; Eng. baroque; Ger. 

Barock; Pol. barok; Cz. barok, barok(k)o; 

barok; Ukr. barokko./ 

Heavy and extravagant style of ornament24 (3). 

KIR:It; BUR-MIX:Port; DUBl:Port; ~:Port; KAP:It; 

Port; PE'I4-6:It. SRJ:Port; DAL:It; USK:It; ANS:It; 

BRK-EFR. 

Slov. 

PET1-3<. 
V 

OZG. 

CRUSS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BA'IT; GRZ. 

Wind (58). Bosc; Gnone; Guedy; Obuxov; Pei; Penguin; 

1.34 

. V 
Ra.rnbelli; Reau; Runge; Wallrath; Ware; Zboirtski; Zitomirskij. 

The etymology of I taL barocco remains to be investigated. 25 Ac

cording to BATT-ALES, ·the Italian word entered French in the 

architectural sense; 26 Wind considers French baroque a 16th cent. 

Spanish loan.· The Italianism was brought to Bohemia with the 

baroque style by Pierroni, Spezza, ~tarini, and other Italian 
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architects early in the 17th cent. The style was introduced 

to Moscow via Poland, Byeloruss1a and the Ukraine shortly be-
. . . I 

fore Peter; the word barOkko, however, became current with 

Rastrelli's building in St. Petersburg under Elizabeth Petrovna. 
\ 

·Its lexicographical documentation is known since 1835 (Encikl. 

leksikon). At present, the Russian colloquial form bar6k is 

widespread (cf. Pol. barok, Cz. barok). Ref. Obuxov, Sanskij, 

ANS, Plicka. 

/ 
BAZAMENT (It. basamento) 

/Fr. base; Eng. base; Ger. Sookel; Pol. ~stawa 

piedesta.lu ./· 

Lower part of a column (in the sense of the fundamental part 

of a structure, the translation equivalents are: Fr. soubassement; 

Eng. basement; Ger. Unterbau) (2). 
V 

BUR-MIX:It<Ger; DUB1:It; DUB2; CUD:It.c:.Ger; KAP&It; 

PET1,2:It. SRJ:It; ANS:It. 

FLOR; CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 
Smimov (52); .Arkad' eva ( 44). Gnone. 

I tal. basamento, a derivative of basare ( 'to base, to found' ) , 

is attested as a term of architecture since the 16th cent. Rus

sian first documents it in Vignola's translation of 1709 in the 

form basamento. The variation bazamento was common during the 

18th cent.; bazament appeared in JAN of 1803. A current synonym 

~za of Latin origin entered Russian as a military term via 

Italian, French and German base under Peter the Great (cf. Cz. 

baze, Eng. base). Ref. BATT-.A.IE3, Smimov, Bir.takova. 

/ 

BEL'VEDER (It. belvedere) 

/Fr. belvedere; Eng. belvedere; Ger. Belvedere; 

Pol. belweder; Cz. belveder; Slov. belveder; 
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Ukr. bel'veder; Bulg, belved.er; Serbocr. belvedere./ 

Building commanding a view (J). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; Clm:It; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:It; 

DAL:It; USK:It; ANS:It; oZG. JAN:It; REJ:It; BRK-EFR:It. 

FLOR; CRUSS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOriM; ACCAD; BAT!'; 

GRZ, 

Arkad'eva (40); Sarauw (20); Wind (120-21): Hope (I, 1r#). 

Bosc; Gnone; Guedy; Jernej; Pei; Penguin; Reau; Wallrath; 
/ V 

Zboinski; Zi tomirskij. 

16th cent. !tal. belvedere (liter. 'fair sight') is a compound 

from bello ('beautiful') and vedere ('to see'), The word entered 

French before 1512 as a proper name of the Pope~ Palace in Rome. 

!tal. belvedere reached many European languages between the 16th 

and 19th cent.; Eng. belvedere is a 16th cent. partial Gallicism, 

Serbocr. belvedere was borrowed in the last century via German, 

1)6 

The buildings were known in Old Russia as vy~ki, ~erdaki, teremy, 

The term bel'veder was brought to 18th cent. Russian by Italian 

and French architects with the European style of this construction. 

Its first documentation is already found in P.A. Tolstoj's diary 

of 1697-99 in the Italian form bel'ved.ere. Ref.: BATI'-ALES, Hope, 
V . 

Wind, BRK-EFR, Sanskij, 

/ 

COKOL' (It. z3ccolo) 
/Fr. socle; Sp. zocalo; Eng, ~; Ger. Sockel; 

Pol. cokoi; Bulg. cokal./ 

Plain low block serving as a pedestal for a statue (J). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; ~:It; KAP:It; PET:It. SAR; DAL:It, 

Ger, La t; USK: It; ANS : It; O~G. REJ; JAN. 

CRUSJ,4, Veron; DIZ; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; GRZ. 

Matzenauer (133); Miklosich (142); Smirnov (323); Arkad' eva 

(J2); Hope (I, 30J), Penguin; Petkanov; Rambelli; Reau; 

Runge; Zboi~ski. 
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14th cent. Ital. zoccolo of the ultimate Latin source became 

an international term in architecture; it entered German as 

Zochel in 1423, French as socle in 1639, English as socle through 

French intermediary in the 18th cent., Bulgarian as cokal after 

· 1920, and so on. Russian documents the word sine~ 1709 (Vignola's 

translation) in the forms cokolo and cokol', In the general sense 

Ital. zoccolo means rozza calzatura (•a wooden shoe') (cf. Old 

Slavonic cokla in the same sense). Ref.: BA'IT-ALES, Hope, OXF, 

Smirnov, Gorjaev, Preobra'tenskij, 

/ 

C4. 7 FONTAN (It. fontana) 

/Fr. fontaine; · Sp. fuente; Eng. fountain; Ger. 

Fontane; Pol. fontanna; Cz. fontana; Bulg. fontan./ 

Decorative structure from which an ornamental jet of water 

rises (3). 

BUR-MIX:Fr<La.t; DUB:Fr; CuD: Fr ..:::::La.t; KAPtFr..:::..La.t; PET2-6: It, 

OOK: La.t; 
V 

SAR:Fr; DAL:FrJ ANS: It.c:::La.t; OZG, JAN:Fr; REJ:Pol' 

La.t; BRK-EFR, 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Smirnov (311): Polc::::Fr; Arkad 'eva (29, 47-53). Guedy; Gaj-

nullina; Petkanov; Reau; Sivkov; Tolstoj, 

14th cent. Ital, fontana originates in Late La.t, fontana ('wa.ter'). 

French fontaine is a direct derivation from Latin dating since the 

Middle Ages; Eng. fountain was borrowed from French as 'a spring 

of water' in the 15th cent., and as 'an artificially formed jet 

of water (for decoration)' in the following century. Polish 

fontana, Cz. fontana and Bulg. fontan are direct Italianisms 

borrowed as terms of architecture. In Russian first references 

to the decorative structure are from Italy, P.A. Tolstoj writes 

in his ~ary of 1697-99: " ••• videl izrjadnuju fontanu, kotoraja 

sdelana iz kremnej 1 iz rakovin morskix predivnoju rabotoju," 

Lixa~ev, who visited Florence in 1658-59, gives a detailed de-
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scription of fountains, but does not uses the word itself yet. 

The term soon ceased to be an exotism, since under Peter Ital

ian architects built a number of fountains in Russia. Peter 

himself records in his Pis'ma i bumagi the forms fontan (1705) 

and fontanna (1706). The Russko-gollandskij leksikon of 1717 

lists fontan with the Russian equivalents klju~, isto~nik,

rodnik, studenec, but SAR of 1789 re.cords it as an assimilated 

word in Russian •. In the first quarter of the 18th cent., the 

term was already known as an adjective; Catherine I wrote to 

Kurakin .. dlja otpravienija fontannogo mastera ••• ". The ef-

forts of the Slavophils to replace fontan by Russ. vodomet 

have not been successful. Ref.: Devoto, Prati, OXF, BrUckner, 

Holub, Arkad • eva, Gajnulina, Si vkov, Petkanov. 

C4,8 FUST (It. ffisto) 

/Fr. ftit; Sp. fuste; Eng. fust; Ger. Schaft; Pol. 
I , , I srodkowa sz~sc kolumnl• 

Shaft of a column (J), 

PET4-6:It, BRK-EFR:Lat. 

CRUS4,5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Arkad 'eva (44 ). Gnone; Guedy; Reau; Ware; Zboiftski. 

!tal, fusto ('a trunk, frame') originates in Lat. fustis ('a 

stick'); as a term of architecture, it is recorded from the 

18th cent. French flit is a direct Latinism: Eng. fust is a 

possible Italian. loan. Russian lexicographical sources do not 

record fust before 190J, but the term is plausibly an earlier 

loan-word direct from Italian. Fust, infrequent in Russian, is 

replaced by sterzefi' kolonnl and stvol kolonny, Ref.: BA TT-ALES. 

C4.9 GALEREJA (It. gallerla) 

/Fr. galerie; · Sp. galeria; · Eng. galle::g; Ger. 

Galerie; Pol. galeria; Oz. galerie; Ukr. galerija; 

Serbocr. galerija./ 

1)8 
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Colonnade, balcony (theatr.: highest balcony) (J). 
1/ 

KIR; BUR-MIX:Fr; DUB:It; CUD:Fr; KAP:It; PET1,2:It; 
V v 

PETJ-6:Fr. SAR:Fr; SRJ; USK:It; ANS:It; OZG. REJ:It; 

JAN:Fr; BRK-EFR. 

· CRUS3-5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROO; TOMM; BAT!'; GRZ • 

Christiani (45): Smirnov (78); Worth (65); Bir~akova (352); 

Arkad'eva (47, 75-81); Hope (I, 40). Gnone; Guedy; Obuxov; 

Pei; Penguin; · Reau; ~itomirskij' Kovalevskaja (Materialy). 

Ital. galleria, dating since the Middle Ages, is a possible 

borrowing in French. 27 Sp. galeria, Ger. Galerie and Eng. 

gallery are 16th cent. direct or indirect (via French) Ital

ianisms. The word entered Rus.sian usage through several lan

guages; P.A. Tolstoj uses galereja in his diary of the late 

17th cent., galerija via French appears in 1708, galdareja 

through Dutch eialderl in 1703, and so on. The surviving form 

is possibly a direct Italian loan, which was frequently spel

led gallereja during the 18-19th centuries. Serbocr. galerija 

is a 19th cent. Italianism borrowed through German intermediary. 

Ref.: Hope, OXF, Bi~akova, Jernej. 

/ 
~.10 IMPOST (It. imposta) 

/Fr. imposte; Sp. imposta; Eng. impost; Ger. Impgst; 

Pol. im.PQst ; Cz. im,E?st./ 

Upper part of a pillar, carrying an arch (3). 

DUB2; PETJ-6:It. JAN:It; BRK-EFR:It. 

FLOR; CRUS5; PANL; FANF; BR(X}; TOMM; BATT; GRZ, 

Smirnov (118); Arkad 'eva (44); Sarauw (21); Wind (120-21); 

Hope (I, 202). 

Runge; Ware; 

Gnone: Guedy; 
/ 

Zboinski. 

Penguin; Rambelli; .Reau; 

. Ital. imposta, attested in the architectural sense in A. Fi-
28 ' 

renzuola, entered Fre.nch by 1545, English in the 17th cent., 

Spanish, and several other languages. Russian documents the word 
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in Vignola's translatiQn of 1709 as imE?sta ~el' arko. The· 
/ 

present fom imE?St is possibly influenced by Fr. imJ20ste or 

Ger. Impqst. Contemporary Russian replaces the Italian tern 

by pjata arki. Ref.: BATT-A.LES, Hope, Wind, Smirnov. 

/ 
04.11 KA11PANILA (It. camPMlle) 

/Fr. camP§!Jlile; Eng. campcglile; Ger. KamJ2anile; 

PoL kampcglila; Cz. kam;eeni:la./ 

Bell-tower, usually detached from a church (3). 

PET6: It. BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (I, 149, 173). Bosc: Gnone; Guedy; Penguin; Reau; 

Runge; Wallrath; Ware; Zboihski. 

14th cent. Ital. campanile is derived from campana (•a bell'), 

The word entered French architectural usage in the 16th cent., 

the German vocabulary in the following century, and Slavic 

building terminology in the 18-19th cent. Russian lexicographical 

sources document the word since 1895 in the forms kampanula and 

kampan{la; it was possibly borrowed during the 18th cent. with 

other Italian terminology of building. Ref.: BATT-ALES, Hope. 

/ 
04.12 KARNIZ (It. cornice) 

/Fr. corniche; Sp. cornisa; Eng. cornice; Ger. 

Karnies; Pol. ~ZX,!!!SI Cz. karnys./ 

Moulded horizontal projection on a wall, pillar, building (3). 

KIR; BUR-MIX1:Fr,Ger,La.t< Gr; BUR-MIX2,3<Gr; DUB!: Ger; 

DUB2; CuD:Ger<.Gr; KAP:Ger..:::Gr. SAR; SRJ; DAL:Ger,Fr,It, 
V V 

Gr; USK:Ger,Gr; ANS:Ger.c::It; OZG, GELT; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ, 

Smirnov (162):It; Bir¥akova (367 ): It,Ger,Fr; Arkad 'eva (45-6); 

Hope (I, 183)1 Wind (121, 195). Gnone; Guedy; Penguin; 
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Reau; Runge; Ware; Zboin'ski; Kovalevskaja ( Ma terialy). 

14th cent. Ital. cornice of possible Greek origin is attested 

in G. Villani, and others of his period. The word penetrated 

into French· as corniche in 1.528; cornice and cornisse were 

also documented in the same century. English·cornice and 

cornish were borrowed through French intermediary during the 

16th cent. In Russian, the Italian forms korni~e, kornice, and 

the German variant karnis appeared in 1709; the French form 

korni¥ is documented since 1737. The present variant karn{z 

is known since Karamzin. Ref.: BA TT-ALES, Hope, OXF, Bir~akova, 

Vasmer, ~anskij, Preobra~enskij, Kovalevskaja. 

/ 

C4.1J KOLIZEJ (It. coliseo) 

/Fr. colisee; Eng. coliseum, colosseum; Ger. Kolos-

seum; Pol. kolizeum; Cz. koloseum./ 

Amphitheatre built in Rome by Vespasiari (3). 

KIR:It; nUR-MIX:Lat; ~UD:Lat; KAP:It-<:::Lat; PET:It. JAN; 

REJ: It; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS 5, V eron; DIZ ; PANL; F ANF; BROG; TOl11-1; BATT; 

GRZ. 
Guedy; GEJ; Reau. 

Ital. coliseo, colosseo is the name of the Flavian amphitheatre, 

built in Rome by the Emperors Vespasian and Titus in the second 

half of the 1st cent. A.D. The structure acquired this name 

because of a large statue of Nero, placed at its entrance some 

fifty years later (cf. Lat. colosseus, 'colossal, gigantic'). 

The name of the amphitheatre is known in many languages; Rus

sian travellers to Italy referred to it as koloseo, and since 

1800 the French form kolizej,. first found in Dupaty's translation 

Pute~estvie v Italiju v 1785, is in use. Ref.: OXF, Americana, 

Dupaty. 
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04.14 KOPOL (It. c~pola) 
/Fr. couEQle; Sp. cuEula; Eng. cupola; Ger. Ku£Eel; 

Pol. koEuia; Cz. kJ.lpOle; Bulg. kupol(a)./ 

Small round dome (3). 
V 

BUR-MIX.::::-Lat; DUB:Fr<Lat; CUD:It; 

DAL: It,Fr,Ger; U~K: It; ANS:Fr< Lat; 

BRK-EFR: It •. 

KAP: Fr; PET; It. SAR; 

OZG. JAN:It; REJ:It; 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOI>IM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 

Bir~akova (373); Arkad'eva (45); Hope (I, 282). Bosc; Gnone; 

Guedy; Penguin; Rambelli; Petkanov; Reau; Runge; Ware. 

14th cent. Ital. cuE2la of Latin origin cupula ('a little cask'), 

which in turn is a diminutive of cu;ea ('a tub' ) , is documented 

as a term of architecture since M. Villani. 29 The Italian word 

entered Spanish by 1604, French in 1666 (Thevenot's Divers 

voya5es curi.eux qui n'ont_point este publi.es), English, German, 

Polish, Czech, Bulgarian and other tongues (cf. a metathesis 

142 

in Pol. k~Eula, and in colloquial Czech koEule). Russian documents 

the word in Italian, French, German and other variants: kuEela, 

kupel' (1734), kupula (1739), kupolo (1747), ku~la (1748), 

kupol (1766). The present form k~pol shows the influence of 

French. Ref.: BA TT-ALES, Hope, Corominas, Hope, Kluge, Sanskij, 

Cyganenko, V a.smer, Machek. 

04.15 L6DZIJA (It. loggia) 

/Fr. loggia; Eng. loggia; Ger. Loggie; Pol. lo,gg~§l: 

Cz. lod~ie; Serbocr. lo<ta./ 

Open gallery or arcade along the front of a building (J). 

BUR-MIX: It; DUBlz It; 'fuJD: It; KAP: It; PET: It. U~K:It; 
ANS: It; OOG. 
FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMH; BATT; GRZ. 

Miklosich; Matzenauer; Arkad'eva (26,45); Hope (II, 446-47). 
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Penguin; Petkanov; Reau; Runge; Wallrath; Ware. 

Ital. loggia in the above sense was documented in Boccaccio; 

in his time, the word was primarily related to ecclesiastical 

architecture. Loggia is of the Old French source loge {'lodg

ings'); in the 19th cent.,. the Ital. term returned to French 

as a semantic {architectural) loan. Ital. loggia became an 

international term of architecture (cf. Dutch loggia, Dan. 

loggia, Turk. lod~a, and so on). Eng. logg~! is a 17th cent. 

direct Italianism, Russ •. lodrija is an Ital. borrowing, dating 

possibly from the 18th cent. despite its lexicographical 

record.from 1866, and Serbocr. loda is a 19th cent. loan, 

Ref.: Hope, Vidos {Prestito). 

c4.16 1·1EZON:fN (It. mezzanfno) 

/Fr. mezzanine; Eng. mezzanine; Ger. Mezzanin; 

Pol. mezonin; Cz. mezanin; Serbocr. mezanint 

Bulg. mezzanino./ 

Low storey between two others (3). 
V 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. DAL:It; 

U~K:Itr ANS:It; OZG. JAN:It; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

Matzenauer (322); Bir~akova { 378); Arkad' eva ( 45); Hope 

(I, 292). · Guedy; Jernej; Penguin; Petkanov; Runge; 

Ware; Zboinski; Ogienko. 

Ital. mezzanino, a diminutive of mezzano ('middle'), was 

attested in F. Bald1nucci3° in 1681. About the same time, 

French borrowed the term from Italian, and a century later, 

English took- it through French int·ermediary. From the early 

18th cent. Russian documents the !tal. form medzanin (cf. 

mezanina in thesense of 'a small window in a low storey' 

in JAN), and the French variant mezanin. The present form 

mezon!n, dating from the last century, is possibly influenced 

by Pol. mezonin. Ref.: BATT-ALES, Hope, Bir~akova, Vasmer. 
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C4.17 PALACCO (It. P!!azzo) 

/Fr. 12alais; Sp. EalacioJ Eng. palace; Ger. Palais; 

Pol. Ealac; Cz. Eala'c./ 

Splendid spacious mansion (2). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; ~UD:It<Lat; K.APait; PET:It. DAL:It; 
V V 

USK:It; ANS:It<Lat; OZG. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROO; TOl•ll1; GRZ. 

Christiani ( 45): HUttl-Worth ( 94); Arkad' eva ( 45). Gnone; 

Guedy; Reau; Runge; Migliorini (Storia). 

Italian derived Ealazzo from Late Lat. palatium, which original

ly was the name of one of the hills at Rome, and then of the abode 

of Augustus Caesar, erected on the hill. Western European lan

guages borrowed the word directly from Latin, while Polish, 

Czech and other Slavic languages took it from Italian. In 

Lavrentij Zizanij' s Leksis sire~' relS'enija of 1556, Russian 

documented the form Ealac via Polish. Palac is today obsolete, 

and used colloquially. The Ital. form pal~cco, documented in 

19th cent. Russian dictionaries, was borrowed as an architec

tural term possibly in the 18th cent. Ref.: Christian!, ~anskij, 
Vasmer, BrU.ckner, H\1ttl-Worth. 

/ 
C4.18 PIWASTRA (It. pilastro) 

/Fr •. Eilastre; Sp. Eilastra; Eng. pilaster; 
Ger. Pilaster; Pol. Eilaster; Cz. Eilastr; 

Ukr. pil'astra./ 

Square column engaged in a wall ( J) • 

BUR-MIX1,2: Fr<Lat; DUB:Frc: It; 

PET1,2aFr.c:Lat; PETJ-6: Fr<: It. 

OZG. JAN:It; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

V . 
CUD:Fr<::.Lat; KAP:Frc::::.It; 

DAL:It,Fr; U~K:It; ANS:It; 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOI1l1; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva (45); Sarauw (21); Wind (122); Hope (I, 216). 

Guedy; Gnone; Penguin; Reau; Rambelli; Runge; Ware; 
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Zboifiski; Matzenauer (402). 

14th cent. I tal, pilastro was derived from ,Lat. p!la {'a 

pillar'). The word entered French in 1545, and from there 

it spread into several E\ll'Opean languages ( cf, Eng. pilaster, 

1575; Ger. Pilaster; Sp. pilastra; Pol. pilaster). Czech 

pilastr is a direct Italian loan-word, as well as Russ. piljast

E• documented in JCratkoe rukovodstvo k gra¥danskoj arxi tekture 

of 1789. Early in the 19th cent., Russian documents the French 

variant pilastr. Ref.: Hope, OXF, Vasmer, Kubi~ta, UKR. 

/ 

d4.19 RIZALIT (It, risuto) 

/Fr. avant-COEPSJ Eng. projection; Ger. Risalit; 

Pol. ryzalit; Cz. rizalit./ 

Projecting part of a building ( 3). 
BUR-MIX: It; PET6<=It. ANS <.:.It. JAN. 

CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMl-1; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva {45). Borelli; Bottarelli; Rambelli. 

!tal. risalto is a derivative from risaltare ('to overlap'), 

which in turn is composed from the prefix re:.. and saltare ('to 

jump'). The !tal. term entered architectural usage of some 

European languages. Russian borrowed it possibly through Pol

ish or German intermediaries; the feminine form rizalita, docu

mented in JAN of 1806, may be a direct Italianism. Ref.: Devoto, 
. \ . 

PRNT, BSE, ANS. 

c4.20 · ROWNDA (It. rot6nda) 

/Fr. rotonde; Sp. rotonda; Eng. rotunda; Ger. Ro-

tunda; Pol. rotundaj cz. rotunda./ 

Circular building with a doJile ( 3) • 

BUR-HIX:Fr.:::::..Lat; DUB: Fr<Lat; bun: Fr.4. Lat; KAP:It; PET.c::.It. 

DAL:Fr; utK:Lat; ANS:It..::::.Latf OZG. BRK-EFR. 

DIZ; PANL; FANF·; BROG; TOf1M; GRZ. 
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H~ttl-Worth (103); Arkad'eva (41, 45); Sarauw (21); Hope 

(I, .301). Guedy; Gherardini; Gnone; Penguin; Reau; Run

ge; Ware; Zboi.J:l'ski. 

Ital, rotonda was used as a term of fine arts by B. Cellini.3l 

in the 16th cent. The word, corresponding to Roman Ri tonna, 

was originally the propre Ital. name of the Pantheon, English 

and French document the Italianism since the late 17th cent.; 

it soon became .an international term in the sphere of archi

tecture. ~anskij dates Russ. rotbnda from the 19th cent.; the 

word was borrowed, however, in the 18th cent. directly from 

Italian. Furthermore, the word entered Russian through French 

intermediary (a translation from French of Dupaty's Pute¥estvie 

v Italiju v 1785, Karamzin's Pis'ma russkago pute~estvennika 
of 1792), but preserved its feminine form rot6nda. BATT-ALES, 

Hope, Bloch, Arkad'eva, H~ttl-Worth. 

c4.21 SK.AL'OLA (It. scagli( u)bla) 

/Fr. scagliola; Eng. scagliola; Ger. Scagliola; 
V Pol. ~~ Cz, skajola. / 

Hard, polished plaster imitating stone (J). 
V 

BUR-MIX2,):It; CUD:It. 

CRUS4; Veron; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'IDM11; GRZ. 

Matzenauer (32.3). Penguin; Ware; Zboinski. 

14th cent. !tal. scagliola, a diminutive of scaglia ( • a lime

stone of the Ital. Alps'), entered the Romance, Germanic and 

Slavic vocabularies of builders during the 17th and 18th cent. 
. , 
In modern Russian, skal' ola is replaced with the loan ~ of 

the Greek source (cf. Cz. ~via Ger. Gips). Ref.: BATT-ALES, 

Matzenauer. 

/ 
C4.22 SOFFIT (It. soff{tto) 

/Fr. soffite; Sp. sofita; Eng. soffit; Ger. Soffitte; 

Pol. sufi t./ 
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Under-surface of an architrave, arch, balcony, etc. (J). 
BUR-I1IX1,2:It; KAP:It; PET<It. USK:Itc ANS<.It. JAN:It; 

BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'IOI1H; GRZ. 

Matzenaur (411); Arkad'eva (45-6); Hope (I, JOJ). Carena; 

Gherardini; Gnone; Gued.y; Penguin; Runge; Ware. 

!tal. soffitto (soffitta), attested in Scamozzi,32 entered 

English as soffit in 1613, French as soffite about 1676, and 

other European tongues. Russian borrowed this building term 

directly from Italian, and possibly through French, during the 

18th cent. Its tirst lexicographical documentation dates from 

JAN of 1806. in the form sofit. Ref.: Hope, QED. 

c4.23 VlLLA (It. vflla) 

/Fr. villa; Sp. vilia; 

Pol. willa; Cz. vila; 

Splendid suburban house ( 3) • 

Eng. villa; Ger. Villa; 

Ukr. villa; Byeloruss. vila./ 

KIR; BUR-f1IX:Lat; DUB1:It; DUB2:Lat; fiuD.c:::Lat; KAP:Lat; 

PET:Lat. SRJ:It; USK:It; ANS:Lat; O~G. BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'IOl1N; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva'(26); Wind (208); Hope (II, 366). Ogienko:It; 

Migliorini {Storia); Praz. 

14th cent. !tal. villa is of Latin origin villa ('a country 

residence'). The Italianism appeared unchanged in French in 

1743, in English in 1755, and in many other languages. Russian 

' dictionaries document the word since 1835 (Encikl. leksikon) 

as an Italian loan; .Vasmer is for German intermediary. Rud

nic'kij derives Ukr. villa directly from Latin; Cz. vila is 

an Italianism. Cz. vila is a widespread word, while Russian 
• .1. . uses osobnJak in a general sense, and reserves villa for Ital-

ian or other foreign residences. Ref.: Hope, Olivieri, Holub, 
\1 
Sanski.j. 
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Q2 Sculpture, Paintin5 and Decorative Arts. 

I 
C5.1 (AL')FRESKO (It. (aflfresco) 

C5.2 

/Fr. (a) fresque; Sp. (al) fresco; Eng. (in) 

fresco; Ger. Fresko; Pol. fresk(o); Cz. freska; 

Bulg. fresko; Serbocr. (al) fresco, freska./ 

Painting in wate~colour on a wall before the plaster dries (J), 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; ~UD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ:It; 
\1 

DAL:It; U§K:It; ANS:It; OZG. JAN; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOM111; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Smirnov ( 124) ; Bir¥akova ( 401) ; Arkad' eva ( 44) ; Hope (I, 287) • 

Jernej; Migliorini (Storia); Petkanov; Praz; Sergeev; Wolf. 

Ital. (af)fresco, (al)fresco, literally 'on the fresh (plaster)', 

appeared in 1437 as a term of decorative arts. The method and 

name of painting was known in France by 1669; English used the 

Ital. term fresco as early as 1548, and German attested a fresco 

malen in 1697 (cf. Ger. F.reske via French). As a term of arts, 

Ital. fresco entered a number of languages (cf. Dutch fresco, 

Dan. fresko, Hung. freskO, Bulg. fresko, Serbocr. fresco), but 

some languages borrowed it in the basic sense of 'fresh' (cf. 

Eng. alfresco, Alban. fresco), others as a nautical term (cf. 

Serbocr. of Istria fri¥ko). Russian records the word only in 

the decorative sense: fresco (1722), in-fre~ka (Kurakin), al'

fresko (1750), freska (1759), afresko (1776), al' fresko, ~ 
fresko ( Obuxov). The antonym a se'kko ( 'painting on dry plaster' ) 

is current in Russian and several other tongues (cf. Eng. ~· 

Bulg. alseko). Ref.: OXF, Skeat. Weekley, Vidos, Petkanov, Ho

pe, Bir~akova. 

ARABE'sK(A) (It. arabesco) 

/Fr. arabesque; 

Ger. Arabeske; 

Sp. arabesco; 

Pol. arabesk; 

Eng. arabesgue; 

Cz. arabeska; 
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Slov. arabeska; Ukr. arabeska; Bulg. arabeska; 

Serbocr. arabeska./ 

Surface decoration representing a complexed ornament (J). 
. V 

KIR; BUR-MIX:It; DUB:Fr; CUD:It; KAP:Sp; PET1-5:Fr<Sp; 
''i V 

PET6:Fr<.It. SRJ1; DAL; UsK:Fr; ANS:Fr<It; OZG. BRK-EFR. 

CRUS4,5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 

Arkad' eva ( 46) ;· 

(I, 155). Pei; 

( ~1a terialy) • 

Sarauw (22); Hind (45, 120, 151, 195); 

Penguin; Wolf; 
/ 

Zboinski; Kovalevskaja 

Hope 

Ital. arabesco in the sense of 'a mural design' (of Arabian 

style) is attested since Ariosto; arabesco, an adjective 

pertaining to Arabia, dates from Boccaccio. Florio and the 
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CRUS!-) list only the adjectival meaning 'Arabic', which also 

appeared in 16th cent. French, but became obsolete the following 

century. French arabesque as a term of fine arts is an Italianism, 

dating from Rabelais; English arabesque was taken in the 18th 

cent. via French. Russian documents arabesk through French in

termediary since Der~avin; the !tal. form arabeska (though Vas

mer is for German intermediary) was current in the 19th cent. 

In contemporary Russian, both variants are accepted, but the 

plural arabeski is more common. Russian and other European lan..,. 

guages extended the meaning of the term to music ('passage 

or composition, suggesting this kind of decoration' ) (cf. the 

first musical arabesques are accredited to Schumann and Debus

sy) , ballet (a special posture), and 11 tera ture (cf. Arabeski 

by Gogol'). Ref.: Hope, OXF, ~anskij, Arkad'eva. 

/ 
C5.) INTARSIJA {It. intarsio) 

/Fr. marguetrie; Sp. taracea; Eng. intarsia; 

Ger. Intarsia; Pol. intarsja; Cz. intarzie./ 

Mosaic inlaid wood (3). 
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v . 
DUB2:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. ANS:It. BBK-EFR. 

CRUS5; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATI'; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva {44). Guedy; Gnone; Penguin; Reau; Ware; 

Zboinski; Obuxov; Doria. 

This form of mosaic was popular in 15-16th cent. Italy as 

a decoration of palaces and churches; the name tarsia of 

Arabic origin was applied to i. t until the 19th cent. In 

France, the craft flourished under Louis XIV, and was termed 

marqueterie; in English writings of the 17th cent. the process 

of decoration was frequently mentioned under the name tarsia. 
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The art was known in Old Russia as ~tu6naja rabota. The term 

intarsio, which became. current in 19th cent. Italian rapidly 

spread into European tongues (cf. Eng. intarsia, Ger. ,Intarsia, 

Cz. intarzie). The Russian form intarsija was possibly influenced 

by Pol. intarsja. Ref.: BATT-ALES, Praz, BRK-EFR. 

, / 
K.ARIKATURA (It. caricatura) 

/Fr. caricature; Sp. caricatura; Eng. caricature; 

Ger. Karikatur: Pol. karJkatura; 

Drawing of grotesqueness (3) •. 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. 

Cz. karikatura./ 

SRJ:Fr,It; 

DAL:Fr; USK:It; ANS:It; o:ZC. JAN:It; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS4,5,Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOHM; ACCAD; 

BATT; GRZ. 

Ire.ttl-Worth (76); Bir¥akova (367); Arkad' eva (32, 41, 64-9); 

Hope (I:J:, 357). GEJ; Higliorini (Profili); I1igliorini 

(storia); Ogienko; Pei; Praz; Reau; Wolf. 

I tal. caricatura is a derivative from caricare ('to load, to 

burden') of Late Lat. ·origin carricare ('to load a car'). The 

name caricatura in the sense of 'a distortion of persons or 

things by exaggeration of characteristic traits' is attributed 

to a prominent Bolognese painter of the 17th cent., Annibale 

... 
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Carracci, who called it so because a satirical picture is 

exaggerated (i.e., 'overloaded'). The Italian word entered 

French in 1740, and many other languages. Russian documents 

it since Karamzin. In his Pis'ma russkago pute~estvennika, 

the author uses karikatura in the present sense, and also with 

the figurative meaning of 'a man provoking laughter by his 

physical appearance'. The word is an Italian loan; Vasmer' s 

and Cyganenko's· alternative of German borrowing seems unlike, 

because of the presence of the final -~ in Russian, and be-

cause of the late documentation of Ger. Karikatur (the end 

of the 18th cent.). Karikattll:a is entirely assimilated in 

Russian; its usage is current in painting, literature, poetry, 
journalism and other fields.J~ef.: BATT-ALES, PRNT~ Blf>ch, . . .. 

Gamillscheg, Diez, Skeat, Arkad'eva. 

KOLORIT (It. colorito) 

/Fr. coloris; Sp. colorido; 

Kolorit; Dutch koloriet;. 

ri t; Bulg. kolori t./ 

Eng. colouring; Ger. 

Pol. kolo:ryt; Cz. kolo-

Effect produced by applying and combining colours (2). 

KIR; BUR-MIX1:F.r<Lat; BUR-H!X2,3:Lat; DUB1:It,Lat; DUB2: 

Lat; CUD: It, Lat; KAP:It; PET: It<:Lat. DAL: F.r,Pol<:.Lat; 
V V 

USK-<:..Lat; ANS:It<::Lat; OZG. JAN; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TO~m; ACCAD; BA'IT; GRZ. 

Bir¥akova (370); Arkad'eva (47, 88-93); Hope (I, 281). 

GEJ; Margival; Obu.x.ov; Petkanov; Sorokin; Wolf1 Reau, 

14th cent. Ital. colorito entered French with substitution of 

the suffix early in the 17th cent. German, Czech and Bulgarian 

kolorit are direct Itallanisms, while Eng. colouring is of the 

Old French source, and Pol. koloryt, according to Br~ckner, is 

a Latinism. Kolorit appeared in Russian as a direct !tal. loan 

in the 18th cent. V.I. Zinov'ev, a messenger in Venice in 1774, 
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wrote in his "Vospominanija•• about Correggio' s work: uKolori t 

ego vo vsex kartinax ves.'ma prijaten; spravedllv ll on ili 

net- ob onom ne xo~u sudit'; teni v kartinax ego otmenno 

xoro~i ..... J4The variant koloris under the French influence 

was documented in 1786)5 Ref. : Hope, Bir!'akova, Arkad' e~a, 
Jmttl-Worth • 

. / 
MARINA (It. marina) 

/F.r. marine; Sp. marina; Eng. marina; Ger, Marine; 

Pol. marina; Cz. marina./ 

Picture representing a seascape (J). 
·./ 

DUB2; KAP:It; PET:It~ SRJ2:It; USK<.Lat; ANS:Itc::::.Lat. 

BRK-EFR:F.r. 

CRUS5; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'roUH; BA'IT; GRZ. 

Obuxov; Reau; Sergeev. 

As a term of arts, Ital. marina was attested in Baldinucci's 

Notizie dei Professor! del Disegno da Cimabue in gua in the 

17th cent. The term entered the painting vocabulary of European 

languages; English documents it since 1805, Russian from the 

end of the 18th cent. Russ. marinlst i~ a loanblend formed in 

the earlY 19th cent.36 Ref.: CRUS5, Obuxov, Sergeev. 

C5. 7 r1Ecco-TIN'ID (it. me~~o-t{nto) 
/Fr. mezzo-tinto; Eng. mezzotint; Ger. Mezzotinto; 

Pol. mezzotinta, mecotinta; Cz. mecotinta./ 

Manner of engraving a metal plate for printing (J). 
BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. USK:It; 

ANS<It, JAN:It; BRK-EFR. 

DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'IDMH; BA'IT; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva (44): Hope (II, J6J). Obuxov; Sergeev; Wolf. 

Standard Italian dictionaries reco:rd meji~o-tinto, me~~atinta 

from the 1820's; the term, however, was attested as early as 
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the 17th cent. English has first examples of !tal. mezzotint 

from 1660, French from 1762. The word entered Russian Usage 

directly from Italian in the 18th cent.; before this date, 

the process of engraving was called ~ernaja manera • .37 JAN 

of 1805 records the term as mezotinto, Toll' of 1864 as 

mecco-tinta. Ref.: BATT-ALES, Hope, Obuxov, ANS. 

/ . 

MINIATJURA (It. miniatUra) 

/Fr. miniature; Sp. miniatura; Eng. miniature; 

Small-sized painting, especially a portrait on ivory and 

vellum (2). Ger. f11niatur; Pol. miniatura; Cz. miniatura./ 
V 

KIR; BUR-MIX:Fr; DUB1:It; . DUB2:Fr; CUD:Fr; KAP:Frc::..It; 

PET1-4:Fr<=-It; PET5,6:It<'Lat. DAL:Lat; USK:Lat; ANS:It\ 
V 

Lat; OZG. JAN:Lat; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 
V 

Birzakova (165, 176, )80); Arkad'eva (47, 82-6); Hope 

(I, 292-J). Bruslons; Dupaty; Margival; Migliorini 

(Storia); Obuxov; Pei: Penguin; Praz; Reau; Wolf; 

~itomirskij; Kurganov. 

16th cent. !tal. miniatura is of Latin origin minium ('red 

lead'). Initially the word had no relation to a size; FLOR 

of 1598 uses it in the sense of "a limning, a painting with 

vermilion." In 166o, Moll~re Uses the Italianism, spelled 

mignature by analogy with mignon. 38 English documents minia

ture as early as 1586; Russian borrowed it from Italian at 

the end of the 17th cent. In some sources of 1713, Weissmann's 

leksikon of 1731, and Kurganov's Pis'movnik of 1790, the word 

is spelled miniatura. The form miniatjfrra, probably influenced 

by French miniature, prevails from the 1750's. Ref.: Hope, 

Bloch, Dauzat, Praz, Skeat, OXF, Obuxov, Bir~akova, Arkad'eva, 

Migliorini (Storia). 
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/ 
C5.9 MOZAIKA (It. mos~co) 

/Fr. mosa!f.q.uer Sp. mosaico; Eng. mosaic; Ger. 

l1osaik; Pol. mozaika; Cz. mozaika; Bulg.' mozajka./ 

Pattern formed of small coloured pieces of stone, glass and 

other material (2). 

KIR:It; BUR-HIX:It, Fr,Gr; DUB:Gr: ~UD:Gr; KAP: Frclt; 

PET:li'r<::It. SAR; DAL:Fr.c::..Gr; U~K:It; ANS:It; o'ZG. 

FI.OR; CRUS; D;I:Z; PANL; FANF; BROG; '.IDJiiM; GRZ. 

Matzenauer (260); Bir~akova (JBO); Arkad'eva (47, 60-1): 

Wind (117, 195); Hope (I, 44, 149). Gnone; Guedy; Penguin; 

Runge; . Ware; ZboinskiJ Obuxov. 

I tal. mosaico of Med. Latin origin mosaicus, mtisaicus ('a 

mosaic work') was documented in G. Villani. In reference to 
\ 

the St~ Mark Cathedral in Venice, French has a late 15th cent: 

example, written musa!f.cg. English became familiar with the 

Italian word during the 16th cent. Czech mozaika was borrowe~ 

through German intermediary, while Bulg. mozajka was introduced 

directly from Italian by a Society of the mosaic work, founded 

in Sofia by Pietro Pampuri and other Italians after the First 

World War. The technique of mosaic work was brought to Kiev 

in 1083 by Greek merchants, and was called musija. The word 

mozilka is an Italianism, dating in Russian since Peter the 

Great. In 1707, Kurakin uses muzaika, since 1752 mozaika is 

documented in Russian sources. The French variant mozaik ap

peared frequently in the second part of the 18th cent. The 

art of mosaic became popular in Russia due to Lonionosov. Ref. : 

BA TT-ALES, Hope, OXF, Holub, Petkanov, Arkad' eva, Aristov • 

. C5.10 {S)GRAFFITO (It. (s)&!:affLto) 

1.54 

/Fr. S&!:affit.e; Sp. esf2::afiado; Eng. ( s)graffi to; 

Ger. Sgraffi to; Pol. sgrafi to: Cz. sgraffto. / 

Decoration by means of drawings or writing scratched on walls (2). 
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BUR-MIX2,3:It; DUB2:It; CUD:It; PET:It. BRK-EFR:It. 

CRUS.5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Arkad' eva ( 44). Obuxov; Ram belli; Doria. 

16th cent. Ital. graffito is derived from graffio ('a scratch'). 

The term entered usage of European languages during the 19th 

cent. Russian documents {s)graffito since 1893· The word~

fiti (the plural of !tal. graffito) is used by archeologist 

to name ancient scribblings in Pompeii, Rome and other parts 

of the world. Graffiti is an international archaeological term, 

documented in Russian since the 1950's. Ref.: Devoto, BATT, 

OXF, Obuxov, BRK-EFR. 

C.5.11 SKIC (It. sch!zzo) 

/Fr. esguisse; 

Pol. szkic; 

Rough drawing (3). 

Sp. esquicio; Eng. sketch; 

Cz. skica; Bulg. skica./ 

V 

Ger. Skizze; 

BUR-HIX:It,Fr,Ger; DUB:Ger; CUD:It; KUZ:Ger<It; PET:Ger<.. 

Gr. U~K<It; ANS<It. JAN:Ger,Fr; REJ:Ger....::..rt. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMl1; GRZ. 

Bir¥'akova (217, 394, 404); Sarauw (18); Wind (38, 117): 

Hope (I, 192). Margival; Pe1; Petkanov; Sergeev. 

16th cent. Ital. schizzo of the ultimate Greek source was 

attested in 1.567 in French as esguiche. The Italian word was 

borrowed directly or indirectly by many European languages as 

a term of painting. In 174), Russian documets the word in the 

Ital. and Pol. forms skitco, skitc; skic appeared in 1764, 

and finally skic in 1798. JAN of 1806 and DUB of 190.5 record 

the French variants eskiss and eskiz respectively. Contemporary 

Russian replaces skic by French eskiz and etjud, and by Russian 

nabro'sok. Bulg. ~ is a 20th cent. direct Italian loan-word. 

Ref.: Hope, ANS, Bir~akova, Petkanov. 
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"' C5.12 SMAL'TA (It. smalto) 

/F.r• smalt; Sp. esmalte; Eng. smalto; Ger. Smalte; 

Pol. smalta; Cz. smalt./ 

Coloured glass or enamel used in the mosaic work (2). 
V 

DUB2; CUD <F.r; KUZ:Ger<:It; PET1-J:Ger.c::It; PET4-6:It. 

DAL:It; U~K:It; ANS:Ger; O~G. BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL;. FANF; BROG; TOMM;. GRZ. 

Arkad'eva {44);. Wind (146, 200); Hope (I, 222). Ca.rena; 

Guedy; Rambelli; Runge; Praz. 

Ital. smalto in this sense was first documented in Dante. 

Beginning with the 16th cent., the I tal. word penetrated 

into French, English and other European tongues. Russian 

borrowed smal'ta directly from Italian in the sense of 'a 

glass product' and of 'a deep-blue colour'. The variant 
V 
smal'ta indicates the influence of German Schmalte, Schmelz. 

This particular production was originated in.Russia by Lomo

nosov in the 1750's. Ref.: Hope, BATT-ALES, Gamillscheg, PET. 

I' 

C5.1J STEKA (It. stecca) 

/Fr. ebauchoir; Eng. modelling spatula; Ger. 

f.Iodellierholz; Pol. patyk; Bulg. steka; Cz. hiDa./ 

~Yodelling toll used by sculptors (3). 
V 

BUR-J.tiXJ; DUB2; KAPtit; PET:It. DAL; USK:It; ANS:It. 

REJ:It. BRK-EFR:It. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOM11; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva (44). Borelli; Bottarelli; Carena; Obuxov; 

Petkanov; Rambelli. 

I tal. stecca has a wide use in its general sense of 'a stick, 

a picket'; in the field of fine arts, the instrument is usual

ly referred to as stecca dello scultore. PANL and Rambelli name 

it stecco. The Italian term entered usage of some Slavic lan

guages; Bulgarian documents it since the 1920's as a term of 
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/ fine arts and sport. Russ. steka dates possibly from the 18th 

cent.; its first lexicographical documentation goes back to 

REJ of 1836. Ref. Petkanov, PET. 

C5.14 STUDIJA (It. stUdio) 

/Fr. studio; Eng. studio; Ger. Studio; Pol. 

studio; Cz •. studio./ 

Sculptor's or painter's workroom (3). 

BUR-MIX:Lat; DUB:Lat; ~UD:Lat; KAP:It; PET:It. 
V 

ANS:It; OZG. 

TOMM; GRZ. 
Arkad' eva ( 4?). Cappuccini; Palazzi. 

\1 
USK:LatJ 

15? 

Ital. studio in this sense is documented from the late 19th 

cent.; the general meaning of • a room for studying' is known 

much earlier. By 1820, Ital. studio in the basic sense penetrated 

into English, where it acquired the meaning of 'artist's work-
. / 

shop' , which spread into other European languages. Russ. stUdija, 

dating from the 1860's, is an Italian loan, possibly through 

English intermediary. It covers a large semantic field (cf. 

Russ. kinost~dija, bal~tnaja studija, 6pernaja stUdlja, drama

tf~eskaja sttidija; Cz. filmove studio). Ref.: BATT-ALES, Zambaldi, 

OXF, ANS. 

/ 
C,5.1.5 TEMPERA . (It. tempera) 

/Fr. detrempe; Eng. tempera; Ger. Tempera; Pol. 

tempera; Cz. tempera./ 

Painting in distemper ( 3). 
V V 

BUR-MIX:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. USK:It; ANS:It; 

BRK-EFR:It • 

. CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TO.t>'J1.1; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva (44). Carena; Obuxov; Rambelli; Reau; ~lolf. 

16th cent. Ital, tempera, tempra, attested in B, Varchi, was 
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initially frequently documented in the expression dipingere a 

tempera ('to paint in tempera'), Fr. detrempe is derived from 

Latin; the Germanic and Slavonic languages took tempera from 

Italian. It entered English, Czech and Russian usage in the 
V . 

19th cent. CUD records atempera and tempera al secco ('paint-

ing in distemper on a dry wall'); the first documentation of 

tempera dates in Russian from 1864 (Toll'). Ref.: BATT-ALES, 

OXF, ANS, 

C5.16 .Iflli§ (It. t6rso) 

/Fr. torse; Sp. ~; Eng. torso; Ger. Torso; Pol. 

tors; Cz. torzo; Bulg. tors./ 

Trunk of a human statue without the head and limbs (3). 

.BUR-MIX: Sp, Port, It,O, F.r...::.Lat<:::.Gr; 
V V 

DAL:It,Fr; USK:It; ANS:It; OZG, 

CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 

Hope (I, )04-5). · Guedy; Penguin; 

Wolf; Praz. 

v 
DUB:It; CUD:It; PET:It. 

BRK-EFR, 

'IOMN; GRZ. 

Petkanov; Obuxov; 

Ital. torso was first used in this sense by Luigi Pulci39 as -
a jocular extension of the original meaning 'a stem, a stalk' 

of certain plants. 40 The Ital. word acquired an international 

·standing in the fine arts; tlestern European languages borrowed 
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it in the 17-18th cent.; Bulgarian documents it since the 1920's, 

Russian lexicographical sources record tors from 1847 ( Slov. 

~.). Gorjaev, Obuxov, PET, ANS and others agree on the Ital. 

provenance, Vasmer suggests the Ital, and French sources. The 

word was possibly heard from Italian sculptors in Peter's Rus

sia, and later was borrowed through French intermediary. Ref. : 

OXF, Partridge, PRNT, Bloch, Petkanov, 

/ 
C5.17 TRAFARET (It. traforetto) 

/Fr. point a jour; Eng. stencil; Ger, Durbruch

arbeit; Pol. wzornik; Ukr. trafaret./ 
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Perforated plate for producing a pattern (J), 
• I 

BUR-IUXait; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. DAL:It; 
V V 

USK:It; ANS:It; OZG. REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS4, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FA;NF; BROG; TOMl1; GRZ. 

Arkad' eva ( 47, 97-9). Obuxov. 

!tal. traforetto, a diminutive of traforo ('piercing'), is a 

16th cent. word. Despite its first lexicographical documenta

tion in 18)6, the Itallanism penetrated into Russian in 

the 18th cent. During the 19th cent., the term frequently ap

peared as trofaret, traforet; -~- in the second unstressed 

syllable of the present form trafaret is a result of akan' e. 

Trafaret developed its semantic field independently from Ital

ian; its usage, for instance, is recorded in stylistics and 

11 terature. The current synonyms of Russ. trafaret are ~ab16n 
and ~tamp, both German loans (cf. Ger. Schablone<.F.r. echantil

lon, and Ger, Stampe<.It. stampa), Ref.: BATT-ALES, Pianigiani, 

REJ, Arkad' eva. 

CATEGORY D. TECHNOLOGY. 

D1 Technolotg of Tools.· Handicraft. 

/ 
D1.1 AKVATINTA (It. acguatinta) 

/F.r. 8;9.uatinte; Eng. aquatint; Ger. Aquatinta; 

Pol. akwatynta; Cz. akvatinta./ 

Design produced by etching on copper with nitric acid (1). 
V . 

KIR; BUR-:~1IX:It; DUB:Lat; CUD:It; KAP:It; PETsit. 

SRJ:It; DAL; ANS:It...C:.Lat. BRK-EFR:Lat. 

FANF; TOMr1; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva {44); Hope (II, 442). Obuxov; Ogienko; Sergeev; 

Wolf. 

The early 19th cent. Italian word acguatinta ( 11 terally 'dyed 
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water' ) became 

the fine arts. 

in the 1830's, 

within a few years an international term in 

The !tal. name of engraving entered Russian 
'1. 

and already in 18.35 was recorded by Encikl. 

leksikon. Ref.: BATT-ALES, Obuxov, Arkad'eva, Sergeev. 

/ 
BRONZA (It. bronzo) 

/Fr. bronze; Eng. bronze; Ger. Bronze; 

Cz. bronz; Slov. bronzi Bulg. bronz; 

Brown alloy chiefly of cooper and tin ( J) • 

Pol~ briz; 

Ukr. bronza./ 

BUR-MIX1:Fr~It; BUR-NIX2,):It; DUB:Fr; KAP:Fr; PET:Fr. 

SRJ; DAL:Fr; u¥K:It; ANS:It,Fr; O~G. JAN; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'roMM; ACCAD; BA'IT; 

GRZ. 

Im.ttl-Worth (64); 

Hope (I, 168). 

·-t Birzakova ( 349) ; Sarauw ( 49) ; Wind (143-4); 

The ultimate source of 13th cent. !tal. bronzo is still unclear. 

The two suggested alternatives: a) from Persian birinj, pirinj 

('cooper') and b) from Med. Lat. aes brundisium ('a brass of 

Brindisi • ), documented in Pliny, 41 who claims that the alloy 

was made in Brindisi, present phonetical difficulties. Though 

origin of bronzo remains uncertain, it is agreed upon the fact 

that the manufacture spread of the alloy came to Europe from 

the Orient via Italy (Genoa and Venice) during the 13-14th cent. 

French attested the word in 1511 in the form bronce; other lan

guages borrowed it somewhat later, directly from Italian or in

directly through another tongue. Russian documents the French 

variants bronz and bronsa in 1708 and 1737 respectively, and 

the !tal. form br6nza since 1777. The forms, missing the final 

vowel, are frequent in sources dealing w1 th French and German 

{Rossijskij s nemeckim 1 francuzskim perevodami slovar' so~i

nennx.j Ivanom Nordstetom of 1780-82, Novyj rossijsko-francuzskij

nemeckij slovar', so~inennyj po slovarju Rossijskoj Akademii 
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Ivanom Gejmom of 1799-1801); hence, both intermediaries must 

be borne in mind. Ref.: BATI', BATI'-ALES, Hope, OXF, Skeat, , 

~ttl-Worth, Sarauw, Preobra~enskij, Vasmer, ~anskij, Cyganenko. 

/ 
D1.J FILIGRAN' (It. filigrana) 

DL4 

/Fr. fili5I'ane; Eng •. filigree; Ger. Filie;ran; 

Pol. filig:r;:an; Cz. fili5I'an; Serbo.cr. filigran./ 

Ornamental work of fine wire of gold, silver or copper, ap

plied chiefly to gold and silver surfaces (J). 

BUR-MIX:Lat; DUB:Lat-; ~UD:Lat,Gr; KAP:Fr<It; PET:Fr.o::::::.It. 

DAL:It,Fr; USK:It; ANS:It; O~G. JAN; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; · '!OHM; BATI'; GRZ. 

Arkad' eva ( 104-6); Hope (I, 286). Jernej; Praz; Kornilovich. 

17th cent. Ital. filigrana, fil~ana is composed from filo 

('a thread') and e;rano ('a grain', 'a texture'). The jewel 

work is called filig:r;:ana because 1 ts main texture is wrought 

in a wire. French attested the Ital. word in the 17th cent. 

as filig:r;:ane, filigramme; English .and German borrowed it via 

French {filig;ane was in the English use until the 19th cent., 

when replaced by filigreen, filigree). Czech and Serbocroatian 

took the word in the 19th cent. through German intermediary. 

Russia knows the ornamental work for many centuries; it was 

called skan' until the 18th cent. , when Italian, French and 

German jewel special1~t invited to decorate the Russian court, 
I 

brought the word filig:r;:an'. The forms filegran, filigran, fi-

logran were frequent during the 19th cent. Ref.; Hope, Bloch,. 

OXF, Skeat, Jernej, Holub, Arkad'eva. 

/ 

GRAF!N (It. cararfa) 

/Fr. carafe; Eng. carafe; Ger. Karaffe; Pol. ka

rafka; Cz. karaf(k)a./ . 

Glass bottle for water or wine (2). 
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BUR-MIX1sSp<Ar; BUR-MIX2< Ar; 

Ar. SAR:Fr; SRJ:It; DALait; 

JAN:Fr; REJ:It. 

V 
DUB:It; CUD:Sp<Ar; KAP:It< . 
V V 

USK&It; ANSaFr<It; OZG. 

FLOR; CRUSJ,4, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'roMM; ACCAD; 

BATI'; GRZ. 

Smirnov (1]4); Wind (47); Hope (I, 149, 174). Kobjakov (108). 

Prati considers the Middle Ages Ital. word caraffa a Hispanism 

of Arabic origin, but the probability is that Sp. garrafa was 

borrowed from Italian, due to its 16th cent. documentation, 

while the !tal. word was taken ~rectly from Arabic qaraba 

('a water-vessel') (cf. Russ. korabl'}. The word spread di

rectly from Italian, and through Spanish, French and German, 

into many languages, The !tal, form garafa appeared in Kniga 
. \ 

zemledelatel'na.ja, translated from the Ital. original,· written 

by a monk from Crete, Agapij, and printed in Novgorod in 1705. 

Russ. karafln, grafln appeared later under the influence of 

the German and French diminutives Karaffine and carafine. Rus

sian lexicographical sources first document grafin, and its 

diminutive grafin5'ik, in 1790 (SAR), Ref.: Devote, BATI'-ALES, 

Hope, Holub, Jernej, Gorjaev, Preobra~enskij, ~anskij. 

/ 
Dl,) INTALIJA (It. intaglio) 

/Fr. intaille; Eng. intaglio; Ger. Intaglio; Pol. 

intaglio: Cz. int~lie./ 

Engraving or incised figure in stone (2). 
V 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; . CUD:It; KAP:It; PET<It. BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOI1M; BATI'; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva (44); Hope (II~ 362). GEJ; Obuxov; Gnone; Runge. 

14th cent. !tal. intaglio is a derivative from int~liare ('to 

cut into'). 17th cent. English, German and Polish borrowed the 

Ital. term in the model form intaglio; 18th cent. French adapted 

it into intaille. Russ. intal'o was documented in the 1860's, 
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the form intalija was subjected to akan'e. The plural intalii, 

intai'i predominates in contemporary Russian; the expression 

intal'o d'akva forte, denoting a figure incised with the ni

tric acid, is also in use. Ref.: Hope, OXF, GEJ, Obuxov, 

Holub, Arkad' eva, Praz • 

.I 
KA11EJ A (It. cammeo) 

/Fr. camee; Sp. camea; Eng. cameo; Ger. ~; 

Pol. kamea; Cz. kamej./ 

Precious stone having two layers, the upper of which is carved 

in relief (1). 
V 

KIR; ])UB: It; CUD: Fr<Lat; KAP~ Fr<:.It; 

SRJ:Fr; DAL:Frc::::Gr; U~K:It;. ANS:Fr<::..It; 

BRK-EFR. 

PET:Fr...::::..It. SAR; 

OZG. REJ:It; 

CRUS5; DIZ; FANF; BROG; TOMH; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 357). Zylka. 

Ital. cammeo, attested in Rome in 1295 as cameo (in B. Cellini 

as cammeo), corresponded to 13th cent. French cama!eu, both 

being of the same ultimate source, possibly Oriental. In de 

Brosses' Lettres of 1740, Fr. cama!eu appeared in the Italia

nized form camee, but cama!eu was still frequent until the 

end of the century. Eng. cameo is a direct Ital. loan, while 

Ger. Kamee, Pol. kamea and Cz. kamej are borrowed through French 

intermediary (cf. Cz. kamejka, a plant, seeds of which are hard 

as stones). Russian documents the French form kamej from the late 

18th cent. (in Tolstoj's War and Peace is found kame); the pres

ent I tal. form kamtja appeared in the 19th cent. Ref.: Prati, 

BATT-ALES, Hope, ANS, Gorjaev, Polska Akademia, Holub, J.tachek. 

D1. 7 MAJ6LIKA (It. maiolika) 

/Fr. majoligue; Eng. maiolica, majolica; Ger. 
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Najolika; Pol.. majolika; Cz. majolika./ 

Fine enamelled Italian pottery {1). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. SRJ2:It; 

DAL; ANS:It<Lat. BRK-EFR:It. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; B'ROG; 'roi-111; .BATT; GRZ. 

Miklosich (107); Matzenauer (255); Arkad'eva (45); Sarauw 

(24); Wind (145, 200); Hope (I, 207). GEJ; Kazanskij; 

Migliorini (Storia); Obuxov; Praz. 

The Renaissance Italian earthenware, decorated on the glaze 

before firing, is named maiolica after the .Balearic island 

Najorca, formerly l·iajolica; the technique was brought from 

the island to Italiancities, Faenza and Urbino, in the 15th 

cent. The !tal. word entered French and English in the 16th 

century, and German in the following century. This technique 

of firing pottery, which rapidly expanded all over Europe, 

was named in Russia cenina or texnika ceninnogo dela until the 

18th cent., when the Italian word entered Russian usage. Lex

icographical sources record mg.jOlika (also rnaiolika) from the 

1860's only. Ref.: Prati, Devoto, Hope, Gamillscheg, GEJ, 

.BRK -EFR, Obuxov. 

/ 

D1.8 NIELLO (It. niello) 

/Fr. nielle; Eng. niello; Ger, Niello; Pol. 

niello; Cz. nielo; Slov. nielo./ 
Picture engraved on gold or silver, and filled with a black 

alloy (1). 
V 

BUR-MIX:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. 

CRUS4,Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOl11<I; GRZ. 

Arkad' eva ( 44). Praz; Rambelli. 

This kind of goldsmith art is known in Italy since the 12th 

cent.; the term niello, first attested in 1460, is of Lat. 

origin nigellus, a diminutive of ni~er ('black'). BATr-ALE:S 
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states that the Ital. ·term niello was known in. Poland as early 

as the 14-16th cent.·, while in France and England only in the 

19th cent. Russian documents ni~llo as a direct Italian loan 

from the 1860's. The art was known in Old Russia, but in the 

19th cent., l'loscow became the main European ceter in niello-

.ed goldsmiths' work. Ref.: DIZ, OXF, Arkad'eva, Kornilovich. 

/v 
RASKET (It. fraschtHta) 

/Fr. frisguette; Sp. frasgueta; Eng. frisket; 

Ger. Ges12erre; Pol. gaig.zka./ 

Iron frame, keeping a sheet of paper in a position while 

printing (3). 

BUR-MIX:It,Fr; DUB1:It; DUB2; PET3-5; PET6:It. JAN; 

REJ:It. 

FLOR; CRUS5; D!Z; PANL; 

Matzenauer (321). Carena; 

FANF; BROG; 

Ram belli. 

'IO~Jlvl;. BATT: GRZ. 

Ital. fraschetta, a diminutive of frasca ('a branch, a stick'), 

is often used in the figurative sense for a flighty woman; as 

a typographical term, the word is found in FLOR, but is missing 

in CRUS until 1889. As regards the source of Russ. r~ket, Matze

nauer suggests Sp. rasgueta ('a wall scraper') and Vasmer !tal. 

raschietto ('a scraper'); their opinions are not convincing 

because of the semantic differences• It is most likely Ital. 

fraschetta which gave birth to Russ. rasket, with significant 

morphemic substitution of the model word. RA~ket is documented 

in 1805 in JAN. Ref.: OXF, Prati. 

I' 
D1.10 TERRAKOTA (It. terracotta) 

/Fr. terre cui te; Eng. terracotta; Ger. Terrakotta; 

Pol. terakota; Cz. terakota; Bulg. terakota./ 

Unglazed brownish-red pottery ( 1). 

BUR-MIX: It: DUB1:Lat; ~UD:Lat; KAP:It; PET: It. USK:It; 
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V 
ANS:It; OZG. BRK-EFR:It. 

CRUS3,4, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; T0~1J.'l; GRZ •. 

Arkad'eva (45). Obuxov; Petkanov; Praz. 

This kind o·f art was already known in antiquity; it acquired 

the name ten a cot ta, terracot ta ( literally ' baked earth' ) in 

the Middle Ages, when the art began to flourish in (Northern) 

Italy. The I tal. term spread throughout Europe; English records 

it in 1722, French adopted the calque terre cuite, Russian 

borrowed it in the 1850's or earlier, and Bulgarian took it 

after the First World War. The Ital. loan is easily adapted 
. I 

to the Slavonic morphological systems. Russ. terrakota is 

widely known in its adjectival form terrak6tovyj,. which exists 
/ aside from the invariable adjective terrakot. Ref.: BA TT-ALES, 

\ 
Prati, OXF, Petkanov, BSE. 

Technology of Communication. 

, 
AVTOSTRADA (It. autostr~da) 

/Fr. autostrade; Eng. autostrada; Ger. Autostra6e; 

Pol. autostrada; Cz. autostrada; Bulg. avto

strada, autostrada; Serbocr. autostrada./ 

Road specially constructed for a fast motor traffic ( 1). 

PET1,2:GerHt; PETJ-6: It. ANS: It. O~G. 
BATT.; GRZ, 

Jernej; Petkanov. Palazzi; Colombo; Cappuccini. 

Ital. autostrada represents the composition from auto (the ab

breviation· of automobile, 'a car') and strada ('a road'), This 

kind of road was first inaugurated from l-iilan to the Major Lake 

in 1925; the word itself dates from 1924. Ger. Autostra.Be is a 

calque formed upon the Ital. word autostrada; French uses the 

Gallicized form autoroute, which becomes more and more replaced 

by autostrade. British English uses motorw51 and American English 
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has hi~w51, but autostrada is employed in reference to Ital. 

roads, and autoroute to French motorways. The Slavic languages 

use autostrada for their own motor roads. The !tal. word pene

trated into European languages in the 1920-1930' s. Russian 

lexicographical sources record avtostr4da since 1937 (PET1); 

the Greek prefix ~- is rendered in Russian avto-, hence, 

avtostrMa (cf. Bulg. avtostrada). Ref.: Prati, BA TT-ALES, 

Bloch, BAT!', ~anskij. 

GAZETA (It. gat;;:etta) 

/Fr. gazette; Eng. gazette; Ger. Gazette; Pol. 

gazeta; Cz. novigy; Ukr. gazeta; Bulg. gazeta./ 

Periodical containing news and issued daily (3). 
y 

BUR-f1IX:.Fr..c::::.It; DUB:Fr; CUD:Fr<.It; KAP:It. SRJ1:It; DAL; 

U~K:It; ANS:It; O~G. JAN; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS3-5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; F.ANF; BROG; 'IOMH; BATT; 

GRZ. 
l1iklosich {89); Matzenauer ( 165); Smirnov (?8):It; v Birza-

kova(352); Arkad'eva (11, 29); Wind (142, 148, 200-1); 

Hope (I, 198).. Kurakin; f1IX:Eng; Ogienko. 

!tal. ga~zetta originates in Venetian gazeta de la novita, 

a news-sheet first issued at Venice about 1563, and sold for 

one gazeta (or rather paid for the privilege of reading the 

hand written news). Gazeta was a Venetian coin of a very small 

value, first minted in 1539 (its circulation was prohibited in 

the Republic of Florence). The. word entered French as gazette 

around 1600; in his A Dictionarie of the French and English 

Tongues (London, 1611), Cotgrave explains both meanings of 

gazette into detail •. FLOR of 1598 gives just the meaning of 

. "the daily newes or intelligence written from Italie, tales, 

running newes." Russian borrowed gaz6ta from Italian during 

Peter I; the word was documented in his Pis'ma i bumagi·of 
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1707. A ye.ar later, the plural gazet;l was attested, which, 

according to Bir~akova, was taken from Pol. gazet~, but ~anskij 
is of the opinion that Pol. sazeta is a Russian loan. The French 

form gazet, attested in 1728, did not survived in Russian. The 

word vedomosti (also the title of a newspaper, appearing in Rus

sia since 1703) competed for a long time with gazeta; finally, 
/ vedomosti became used in a more general sense of 'proceedings, 

transactions, news•. Russ. gazeta has the derivations gazet~ik,· 

gazet~ica ('a publisher of the nelispaper, a sale person of the 

gazette') (cf. It. gazzetiere, Fr. gazettier, Eng. gazetteer), 

and gazetni~at', used in the figurative sense of 'gossiping'. 

Czech gazeta is an arc:haism of Italian origin; recently, the 

168 

word appeared in Czech from Russ. stengazeta ( • a wall newspaper'). 

Ukr, and Bulg. gazeta were possibly taken through Russian inter

mediary. Ref.: BATT, Prati, Pianigiani, Wind, Bir~akova, ~anskij, 
C Arkad'eva, Vasmer, Cyganenko, Preobra~enskij,. Holub, Csl. Akademie. 

0 

Jll Technology of I1ilita.ry Affairs. 

/ 

DJ.1 BERSAL'ER (It, bersagliere) 

/Fr. bersalier: Eng. bers~liere; Ger. Bersagliere; 

Pol. bersalier; Cz. bersalier, Serbocr.bersaljeri./ 

Member of the highly trained Italian infantry. {2). 

DUB2; KAP:It; PET:It. B.RK-EFR<It. 

CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BRcx;; 'ID~1M; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Rambelli; · Jernej; Praz. 

Ital. bersagliere is derived from bersaglio ('a target'). 

Bersaglio is a 12th cent. loan from Old French bersa11, derived 

from berser ('to hunt especially with a bow') of the ultimate 

Celtic source. The name bersaglieri (pl.) was given to an elite 

corpus of !tal, rifle regiment by A. la Mormora in 18)6. The 

term is employed by a number of languages in reference to the 
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Italian mili ta.ry setting. Russian lexicographical sources 

record bersal'er since 1891 (BRK-EFR). Ref.: BATT, Prati, ACCAD. 

/ 

DJ.2 INFANTERIJA (It. infanterla) 

/Fr. infanterie; Sp. infanteria; Eng. infantry; 

169 

Ger. Infanterie; Pol. infanteria; 

Soldiers equipped to fight on foot (1). 

Cz. infanterie./ 

KIR; BUR-HIX:~t,Sp,Fr<Lat; DUB:Sp; ~UD:It,Sp,Fr; 
PET:It. SAR2:Fr; DAL:Fr; 

REJ:Fr<It; BRK-EFR. 

V 
USK:It; ANS:It. LEKS; 

KAP:It; 

JAN:Fr; 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'IDHI'1; BATT; GRZ. 

Christiani (33); Smirnov (123); Bir~akova (364); Bond (52); 

Sarauw (36); Wind (53, 130); Hope (I, 202). Ferguson; 

GEJ:Lat; Gajnullina; Kurakin; Leksikon Vokab. novym; Praz; 

Rambelli; Sivkov, Kurganov. 

Infanteria, dating from the Niddle Ages, is used in mode::rn Ital

ian in the form fanteria. The Ital. word entered French in the 

16th cent., first as a calque enfenterye, and in 1.547 as infante

rie. Eng. infantry, documented since the 16th cent., was bor

rowed from Italian and through French. Spanish infanteria wa.S 

taken directly from Italian; Ger. Infanterie is also an Ital

ianism, attested in 1616. As concerns Russ. infanterija, Vasmer 

is for an Italian or Spanish loan, possibly via Polish, while 

Smirnov is for the French source. Bond rejects both views be

cause of "the strong German influence on·Russia in the military 

field"; hence, he concludes that the word entered Russian fro:n 

German. The history of loan--words is not as strict as it might 

be seen by Bond; the fact is that infanterija is found in Russian 

documents coming from Warsaw (infontarija, 1701), in "Opisanie 

poezdki gr. A. A. Hatveeva v Pari~ v 1705 godu" ( infanterija, 

1705), and in Kurakin's letters from Italy (infontorija, 1705 

and 1707). Peter the Great's Pis'ma i bumagi record the follow-
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ing variants: infanterija (1707), infontareja ( 1708), infanta

rija (1711) and invontareja (1711). The popular form lixvante

rija was, according to Vasmer, influenced by lixoj. Modern 

Russian replaces infanterija with Eexota. Ref.: Wind, Hope, 
. ·\/ ' 

GaJilulllna, Birzakova, Christiani. 

/ 
DJ.3 KAZARMA (It. caserma) 

/Fr .. caserne; Sp. caserna; Eng. casern( e); Ger. 

Kaserne; Pol. kasarnia; cz. kasaxna./ 

Housing for soldiers (2). 
V 

KIR; BUR-~ITX:It,Ger-<-Fr; DUB:Ger; CUD:O.Ger; 

SAR; SRJl:O.Ger; 

JAN:Fr; REJ:It; 

V 
DAL; USK:It; ANS: Fr<It; 

BRK-EFR. 

KAP: It. 
V 

OZG; LEKS; 

CRUS5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOHH; ACCAD; BA'IT; 

GRZ •. 

Matzenauer (198); Smirnov (126):Pol<-Fr; Bir~akova (365); 

Hope (I, 331). Ferguson; Gajnullina; Leksikon Vokab. noyYm; 

Ogienko, 
42 . 

Ital, caserma, attested in L. Iiagalotti in the 17th cent., 

was borrowed from French cas erne, derived from Prov. cazernar--..,. 
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of the ultimate Latin source quaternus ('every fourth', i.e., 

originally the barracks were intended for four soldiers). Casa 

~· an Ital. adaptation of Sp. casa yerma ('an isolated house') 

appeared in a lUlanese dispatch of Spanish. governors in the 

years 1635-43 in relation to fortifications. Russian borrowed 

kaz~ma from several languages during Peter I. Smirnov and 

Ogienko are for Polish intermediary, Bir~akova for the German 

source. There is a strong possibility of the direct Italian 

loan because of the presence of -~- in the Russian. equivalents: 

kazaxma ( 1703), kazarmy ( Leksikon Vokab. noyYm), kazarmy ( LEKS, 

1762), and so on. The form kazerna was documented in 1719. The 
. V / 

Italian provenance is confirmed by Sanskij. Czech kasarna is a 
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German loan; the change of German medial and final -e into -!! 

was produced in Czech by analogy with kav~na ('a coffee-house'). 

Ref.: BATT, Prati, Devoto, Hope, Gamillscheg, Gajnullina, I1achek. 

/ 
KONDOT'ER (It. condottiere) 

/Fr. condottiere; Eng. condottiere; Ger. Kondot-

tiere; Pol. kondotier; Cz. kondotier./ 

Leader of mercenary troop ( 2) • 

KIR; BUR-NIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It: .U~K; 
ANS:It; OZG. BRK-EFR:It. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATI'; 

GRZ. 

Hope (II, J59). Praz. 

Ital. condottiere, a derivative from condotta. (di soldati) ('a 

commandant. of soldiers'), was attested in G. Villani in the 

first part of the 14th cent.; a variant condottiero is in 

contemporary Italian Use. During the 18th cent., the word 

entered French, English and German in its model form; some 

languages document it with minor phonetical substitution (cf. 

1?1 

Pol. kondotier, Cz. kondotier). Russian records the Italianism---~ 

since 1845 (KIR) in the Ital. plural kondot'eri (BUR-MIX of 

1866 gives kondot'erri); later sources (DUB2, ANS, O~G) list 

the singular kondot' er With a regular formatio.n of the Russian 

plural kondot'ery. Ref.:Devoto, Hope. 

D4 Technology of Naval and Sea Affairs. 

D4.1 AVARIJA (It. avar!a) 

/Fr. avarie; Sp. averia; Eng. average; Ger. Havarie; 

h / • 1 I Pol. awaria; Cz. avar~e; S ov. havaria; Ukr. 

avarija; Bulg. avarija; Serbocr. avarija./ 

Loss arising from damage to ship at the sea (3). 
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BUR-MIX:F.r<Celt; DUB1:Fr; DUB2; ~UD:It<Celt; KAP:It; 

PET: It. SRJ:It< Arab; DAL:Dutch; USK:It; ANS:Jtled.Lat 
V 

Arab; OZG. JAN:Fr; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOHM; ACCAD; 

Birlakova (3J8):It; Sarauw (43); Wind (1)4); 

BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (I, 28, 

149). Jernej; Laugieri; Lundqvist; Rigras; Samojlov; 
V 1/ 
Siskov; Vidos {marin.). 

!tal. avaria, averia of ultimate Arabic origin awar ('a damage 

at sea, a loss') is documeted in 1'1. Villani in the 14th cent.; 

Vidos quotes 12th cent.Low Latin examples from the Republic of 

Genoa. French documents frequent examples of the Italianism 

from 1200 onwards in the Gallicized form avarie. Eng. average 

and Ger. Havarie are borrowed through French intermediary, 
/ Pol. awaria is a direct Italian loan, and Czech havarie and 

Slov. havaria were subjected to the influence of French and 

German. The Gallicism avarija is used in Serbia, the variant 

havarija is current in Croatia. Russ. avarija, first documented 

in Opisanie morexognyx sudov of the early 18th cent., was taken 

from Italian in the above sense, but the !tal. meaning of 'a 

charge or payment of a due' also appeared in Russian. Variants 

such as averia (1795, 1803), gavareja (1835) indicate other 

routes of penetration than Italian (cf. Sp. averia, Ger. Ha

varie); Vasmer and Gorjaev suggest French and German interme

diary. In the 1930's Ruas. av!rija extended its meaning to an 

accident of car,plane and other vehicules (cf. Cz. havarie). 
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The derivatives avar{jgyj and avar{jnost' are current in present

day Russian. Ref.: Prati, Hope, Devoto, Holub, ~anskij, Jernej, 

Vidos (marin. }. 

D4.2 Av{zo (It. avvlso) 

/Fr. aviso; Sp. (barca de) aviso; Eng. aviso; Ger, 



0 
Avisoboot; Pol. awizo; Cz. aviso; Ukr. avizo./ 

Small war vessel used for exploration and escort ( 3). 

BUR-MIX1:It,Fr; BUR-MIX2,3<It; DUB1:It~ DUB2; <1UD:It,Fr; 

KAP:It; PET6:It •. SRJ1:It; SRJ2:Sp; DAL; ANS:It...::.Sp; 

JAN; BRK-EFR:It. 

DIZ; B.ROG; ACCAD; BAIT; GRZ. 

Guglielmotti; Laugieri; Samojlov; Si~kov; Rigras; · Vidos 

(marin.). 

BATT-ALES, Prati, Devoto and other Italian etymologists agree 

that avviso is a Spanish loan from barca de aviso ('a small 

boat serving for exploration purposes'). During the 18-19th 

cent., the term entered usage of many European languages 

directly from Spanish and through Italian intermediary. The 

word av!zo was brought to Russia by Italian ship-builders 

during Peter or earlier. The variant aviz-jaxt is documented 

~ since 1720. Ref.: Vidos (marin.), k~S. 

0 

I' 

D4. 3 BORA (It. bora) 

/Fr. bora; Eng. bora; Ger. bora; 
/ 

Pol. bora; Cz. 

bora; Slov. bora; Ukr. bora; Bulg. bora; ~erbocr. 

bora./ 

Strong, cold dry north-east wind, blowing in the east shore 

of the Black Sea and in the upper Adriatic (3). 
V 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB; CUD:It; KAP:It<Gr; PET:It<Gr; SRJ:It< 
V 

Gr; DAL; USK.c::Gr; ANS:Gr. JAlf; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOHN; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 442). Corazzini; Jal; Rambelli; Rigras; Samojlov. 

Venetian bora comes from Lat. boreas ('a nord-east wind') of 

ultimate Greek origin. Italian seamen spread the name of the 

wind around Europe; despite the 19th cent. lexicographical 
/ 

record, bOra was known in Petrine Russia or earlier in the 

Black Sea region. Vasmer's and Sanskij's alternative of Turk-
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ish intermediary seems unlike. Russ. and Ukr. b6rii have an 

unsteady stress, falling either on the medial or final vowel. 

Ref.: Devoto, Prati, PRNT, BATT-ALES. 

D4.4 BRIGANTINA (It. brigantino) 

D4.5 

/Fr. brigantine: Eng. brigantine; Ger. Brigantine; 

Pol. brygantyna; Cz. brigantina; Ukr. brigantina; 

Bulg. brigantina; Serbocr. brigantina, brigentin./ 

Two-masted square-rigged vessel (1). ,..., 
BUR-MIX:It; DUB; CUD: It; KAP: Fr< It; PET1-5:F.r<It; PET6:It. 

SAR2:F.r; DAL; USK:It; ANS:It,F.r; OZG. JAN; BRK-EFR:It. 

Smirnov (66); Bir~akova (349); Hope (I, 31). ~utakov; 

Guglielmotti; Ku~elev; Praz; Samojlov; Vidos (marin.). 

The small ship was invented in 14th cent. Italy for hunting 

pirates. The vessel and its name soon became known on French, 

Proven~al, Spanish and Portuguese water territories, and from 

there it spread all over Europe. Russian documents the loan in 

several forms: brigantir (1698), bregantin (1699), brigantin 

(17'03), braj5antin (1703), brjas5antin (1704), bregantir (1706), 

briganter (1711), bregantina (1717), and so on, The present 

form brigantina is documented since 1772, but it probably pen

etrated into Russian directly from Italian under Peter I or 

earlier. Vasmer considers brigantina an Italianism, and ~anskij 
a Gallicism; the word, however, entered Russian usage through 

the intermediary of several other languages, such as Dutch, 

English, German and Swedish. Ref.: Hope, Vidos (marin.), 

Bir~akova. 

/ / 

FATA-MORGANA (It. fata morgana) 

/Fr. fata morgana; Eng, fata .morgana; Ger. 

Fata Morgana; Pol. fatamorgana; Cz. fata 

morgana; Serbocr. fatamorgana./ 

1?4 
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D4.6 

~tirage seen on the Calabrian coast (2) •. 

BUR-MIX:It,Med.Lat; DUB:Lat; 6UD:It; KAP:ItJ PET:Med.Lat. 

USK<' It; ANS< It. BRK-EFR. 

CRUS5; PANL; BROG; TOHM; BATT; GRZ. 

Jernej; Migliorini (Parole); Praz; Samojlov. 

The mirage fata morgana, originally associated with the Strait 

of Messina, where particularly frequent and striking, was named 

so, in the 18th, cent., after a legendary witch Fata Horgana 

( 'Horgan le Fay') from the fairy-tale "All Baba and the Forty 

Thieves" of the Arabic cycle Thousand and One Nights. According 

to popular belief, the fairy l.ived at the bottom of the sea, and 

lifted splendid castle.s from the waters to mislead visitors. 

Similarly, this natural mirage, due to the optical refraction 

of sun beams in particular atmospherical conditions, causes 

the distortion of objects of the opposite sea cliff, and pro

jects spectral houses and other items on the horizon, In the 

sense of 'a mirage in the desert' , fa ta morgana was documented 

as early as the 13th cent. in Wolfram von Eschenbach's narrative 

poem Parzi val in the form Famurgan. In 1 ts model form, !tal. 

fata mor~ana entered a number of languages during the 19th cent. 

Russian lexicographical sources document the word from 1864 

{Toll'). Ref.: BATT, BATT-ALES, Americana. 

/ 
FELJUGA (It, felllca) 

/Fr. felougue; Sp. faluca; Eng. felucca; Ger. 

Feluke; Pol. feluka; Cz. felUka./ 

Narrow fast lateen-rigged sailing boat, chiefly of the Medi

terranean, Black and Caspian Seas ( 3). 

BUR-MIXz It,Fr< Ar; 

Ar; PET6:It. DAL; 

REJ :Eng; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; 

v 
DUB:It; CUD: It, Fr; 

V 
USK:It; ANS:It<: Ar; 

PANL; FANF; BROG; 

KAP:It..C:.Ar; 

o'tG. JAN; 

BATT; 

PET1-5< 

GRZ. 
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Miklosich (88). Beljaev; Jal; Ku~elev; Praz; Rambelli; 

Rigras; Samojlov; Si~kov~ Tolstoj; Butakov; Guglielmotti. 

!tal. filuca, feluca is a Hispanism of Arabic origin. French 

felouque was borrowed in the early 17th cent". directly from 

Spanish faluca; English felucca and German Feluke were taken 

through Italian intermediary. Russian documents .the word since 

Peter the Great in the forms feluka, feljuka, feljuk, felik; 
V . 

in his Putesestvie v Italiju of 1697-99, P.A. Tolstoj uses 

filjuga (cf. obsolete !tal. filuca). The present form felj4a 

is documented since 1909 (DAL). The word was borrowed directly 

from Italian, and through English, French and other intermedi

aries. Ref.1 Prati, Vasmer, Bloch. 

/ 
FREGAT (It. fregata) 

/Fr. fregate; Sp. fregata; Eng. frigate; Ger. 

Fregatte; Pol. fre&ata; Cz. fregata./ 

Light swift vessel, originally propelled by oars, later by 

sails (2). 

BUR-MIX:It,Fr,Sp; DUBl:Fr; DUB2; 

PET:Fr< It. SAR:Fr; DAL; U~K:It; 
REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

CUD: Fr; KAP ,Ger, Fr<.It; 

ANS:It; O~G. JAN:Fr; 

ALUN; FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'rot•!J·1; BA'IT; 

GRZ. 
Christiani (38); Smirnov (J16); Sarauw (44); Wind (1J5, 197), 

Hope (I, 197). Beljaev; Gajnullina; Ferguson; Jal; Ku

$elev; Langieri; Leksikon Vokab. novxm; I11gliorini (Storia); 

Praz; Rambelli; Rigras; Samojlov; Smorgonskij; Tolstoj; 

Vidos (Prestito); Vidos (marin.); Butakov; Guglielmotti. 

In 1350, Boccaccio referred to a Sicilian boat named fregata. 

There are several hypotheses on the etymon of !tal. fregata; 

Hope, Vidos and others are for the Greek source (the word enter

ed Italy from Greece via Sicily). French documents fregate as 
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an Italian loan of 1.52.5; English frigate is a 16th cent. 

Gallicism. Venetian ship-builders on the Baltic coast dif

fused the word into Polish between 1.570-72 in the form fra

gada; Czech fregcita is an Italian loan of the same .period. 

The construction of this ship in Russia was initiated under 

Peter by Italian, Dutch and English ship-:-builders; the word 

itself was attested in 1694. Chtistiani, Smirnov, Haupt, 

Vasmer and others are primarily for Dutch, German and French 
~ sources of Russ. fregat; the word, however, was borrowed from 

/ Italian in the form fregata, and also through Dutch fregatte, 

and possibly French fregate. The word kurveta (possibly bor

rowed from Eng. or Fr. corvette) denoted a very small model 

of this vessel. From the 1890's fregat is replaced by kr~jser 

and bronenosec. Ref.: Vidos (marin.), Vidos (Prestito), Hope, 

Bloch, Pratl, Wind, Praz, OXF, Ku~elev, Gorjaev, Holub. 

I' 

D4.8 LAGUNA (It, laepiDa) 

/Fr. lagune; · Sp. laguna; Eng. lagoon; Ger. ~une; 

Pol. laguna; Cz. laguna; Serbocr. laguna./ 

Shallow lake, separated from the sea by a low sandbank (J). 
BUR-MIX:It,Lat; 6uD:It, Lat; DUB:It; KAP:It; PET: It. 

"" './ SRJ:It; DAL:It; UoK:It; &~S:It; OZG. BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; · BROG; TOf1M; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (149, I, 203-4). GEJ; Jernej; Ogienko; Rambelli; 

Rigras; Samojlov; ~h~ov; Vidos (marin.). 

Ital. laguna is a Venetian word, dating from the Middle Ages; 

its ultimate origin is Lat. lactina ('a pool'). Venet. laguna 

entered French in the 16th cent; Eng, lagoon was borrowed from 

Italian in ~he 17th cent., and Ger. Lamme was taken via French 

about 1784. Russ. la.ellna is an Italian loan, dating from the 
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l~on with the Russian translation: 11 Nebol'~oj zalivec morja 

s naxodja~6'imisja na nem pes~anymi ostrovkami;" hence, the 

word was still unknown in 18th cent. Russia. Serbocr. lag'l,lila. 

is a relatively recent direct Italianism. Ref.: Vidos (marin.), 

Hope, Samojlov, Jernej, Sanskij. 

/ 
D4.9 LIOO (It. lido) 

/Fr.lido;. Eng. lido; Ger. Lido; Pol. Lido ( weneckie); 

Cz. lido./ 

Sand bars (mainly in the northern part of the Italian coast of 

the Adriatic sea), which separate bays from the sea, thereby 

forming lagoons (2). 

PET<. It. BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'IOf1J.1; BATT; GRZ •. 

Ram belli; Rigras ; Corazzini. 

14th cent. Venetian lido, equivalent to lito, lio of Dante's 

and Boccaccio's literary Italian, is derived from Lat, litus 

('a shore'). The above sense of lido is only found in Italian, 

Czech and Russian; French, English, German and Polish lido 

denotes the Venetian bathing-beach. The word entered usage of 

European languages directly from Italian, probably beginning 

with the 19th cent. Russian lexicographical sources record the 

word from 1896 (BRK-EFR). Ref.: Prati, PRNT, BATT-ALES. 

/ 
D4,10 MAREI1HA (It. maremma) 

/Fr. maremme; Eng. marernma; Ger. Naremme; Pol. 

maremma; Cz. maremma./ 

Low marshy unhealthy land by the (Tyrrhenian) sea-shore (1). 

BUR-HIX:It; DUR:It; ~UD:It; KAP:It; PET6:It. SRJ2:It; 

USK:It; ANS:It. BRK-EFR:It<Lat. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BRCG; TOf1I1; BATT; GRZ. 

J al; Praz ; Corazzini. 
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Ital. maremma was first documented in G. Villani; its variant 

maretima was current in the 1J-14th cent. The Ital, word is 

of Latin origin maritima ('a sea shore'). As a direct Ital

ianism, maremma penetrated into French, English, German, 

Polish, Czech, Russian and other European tongues during the 

19th cent. Russian dictionaries document it since 1864 (Toll'); 

the word is employed in reference to marshy regions in Italy. 

Ref.a Prati, P~T, Devoto, Olivieri, OXF, ANS. · 

D4.11 !1Q1 (It. malo) 

/Fr. mole; Sp. muelle; Eng. mole; Ger. Mole; Pol. 

molo; Cz. !!2!Q.;. Ukr. mol./ 

Massive stone structure, laid in the sea as a breakwater ( 1). 

BUR-MIX:It-c:::.Lat; DUB:Fr; CUD:It; KAP:It,Fr; PET:Fr<:.Lat. 

DAL:It,Fr; USK<Lat; ANS:It<:::Lat; OZG. JANaLat. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Matzenauer (J98); Arkad'eva (45); Wind (122); Hope (I, 210). 

Butakov; Guglielmotti; Jal; Laugieri; Ogienko; Rambelli; 

Samojlov; Sitkov; Migliorini (Storia). 
/ 

14th cent. Ital, molo is of the Greek source molos ('a mole'); 

179 

the word entered Italian usage through Venice and Genoa. French 

mole is a 16th cent. Italian loan, first documented in Rabelais 

as moule; a French variant mouelle, attested about 1500, is pos

sibly a Hispanism. Ger, l'lole is a 17th cent, Italianism, first 

documented as Molo; Eng. mole is a Gallicism. Czech and Polish 

molo are direct Italian loans, and, according to Vidos, Dan. 

mole and Serbocr. muo are also taken from Italian. Russ. mol -- -- --
is an 18th cent. Italian loan-word, documented as~ (Si~ov, 
1795); JAN of 1805 gives mula, as well as the contemporary vari

ant mol, borrowed through French. f.tatzenauer, Vasmer and Preobra

tenskij give only the Italian provenance; ANS documents mol only 

from DAL. Ref.: Olivieri, Hope, Vidos {marin.), Wind. 
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/ 
D4.12 REGATA (It. regata) 

/Fr. regate; Sp. regata; Eng. regatta; Ger. Regatta; 

Pol. regaty; Cz. regata; Serbocr. regata./ 

Boat-race, originally held on the Grand Canal in Venice ( 1). 

BUR-MIXJ:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. DAL:It; 

U~K:It; ANS:It; OZG. JAN; BBK-EFR:It. 

FLOB; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'rof.1M; GBZ. 

Hope (I, J00-1).. Beljaev; Guglielmotti; Jal; · Laugieri; 

Migliorini (Storia); Praz; Bambelli; Rigras; Samojlov; 

Vidos (marin.). 

The custom of holding a spectacle of boat-races (especially 

gondolas) belonged to 1J-14th cent, Venice; the word itself 

originates in Ven&t. Latin regatta. Venetian regata entered 

. Genoese during the 1J-14th cent., and It;u_ian in the 16th 

cent. In 1642, the word occurred in English, and in 1679 in 

French in the form regatte.; German and Russian borrowed the 

Italian word in the 18th cent.; the first lexicographical 

documentation of Buss. rega'ta is from 1806 (JAN). During 

the 19th cent., the word was also spelled regatta, which, 

according to Vasmer, is an evidence of German intermediary. 

Polish uses the word in the plural regaty (cf. Buss. regaty 

in JAN). The Italianism is an international term, denoting 

a race-meeting at which boats and yachts contend for prizes. 
Ref.: BATT-ALES, Hope, Prati, Devoto, Vidos (marin,), ANS. 

D4.1J TBOl>tB (It. trcS'mba) 

/Fr. trombe; Sp. tromba; Eng. waterspout; Ger. 

Wasserhose; Pol. trtba; Cz. tromba; Ukr. tromb./ 

Gyrating column of water, torn up by the whirling winds 

from the surface of a sea (J). 
V 

BUB-MIX:F.r,Sp; KAP:It; PET:It. USK:Gr; ANS:It. 

DIZ; FANF; BBOG; 'roMM. 
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Guglielmotti; Samojlov. 

Ital. tromba in this sense dates from the late 18th cent. The. 

word is absent from the Germanic languages; hence, it cannot 

be treated as an internationalism. French, Spanish, Polish and 

Czech borrowed the term directly from Italian. Russian docu-
/ 

ments the Italian form tromba in BUR-MIX, KAP and PET1-J; the 

French variant tromb is listed in JAN, u~, PET4-6, ANS and 

Samojlov. The word occurred in early 19th cent. Russian; trom

b(a) is frequently replaced by smer~ of Slavic origin. Ref.: 
V 

DIZ, Bloch, BRK-EFR, Csl. Akademie. 

CATEGORY E. SCIENCE. 

El Physical Science. 

/ 

E1.1 :FERHIJ (It. fermio) 

/Fr. fermium; Eng. fermium; Ger. Fermi; cz. fermium./ 

Radio-active chemical element of the atomic number 100 (1). 

PET6<: It. proper name. 

BATT; GRZ. 

The artificial radioactive element, discovered among products 

of the first nuclear explosion, was named in honour of E. 

Fermi (1901-54), an Italian scientist, who conducted success

ful research on the production of radioactive elements. Fermio 

became immediately an international term in chemistry. Russian 

lexicographical sources record it in the form fermij since 
\ 

19.56 (BSE). Ref.: BATT, PET6, Chambers' Enc. 

E1.2 GAL'VAN£ZM (It, galvanfsmo) 

/Fr. galvanisme; Eng. galvanism; Ger. Galvanismus; 

Pol. galwanizm; Cz. galvanismus; Ukr. gal' va

nizm./ 
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Electricity produced by chemical action (1). 

"' KIR; BUR-MIX<It.proper name; DUB; CUD<.It.proper name; 
V 

KAP<It.proper name; PET<It.proper name. SRJ; DAL; USK; 

ANS<:::It.proper name; OZG. JAN; REJ:It,Fr; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS5; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMl-1; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 361). Kazanskij. 

!tal. galvanismo is derived from the surname of Luigi Galvani. 

(1737-98), the.Italian physicist, who discovered the galvanic 

phenomenon in 1780. Within a short period of time, galvanismo 

became an international term in physics. Russ. gal'vanizm was 

taken directly from Italian at the end of the 18th cent.; the 

Ital. suffix -ismo is .alternated into -izm, according to the 

Russian scientific terminology (cf. kritic!zm, mexanlzm, and 

so on). Russian has several derivatives: gal'vanizacija, gal'

vanizlrovat', and others (cf. Fr. galvanisation, galvaniser; 

Eng. galvanization, galvanizer, galvanograph). Ref.: Prati, 

OXF, Bloch, ANS, ~anskij. 

/ 
KARDAN (It. cardano) 

43 /Fr. cardan; Eng. cardan; Ger. Kardan; Pol. 

kardan; Cz. kardan; Ukr. kardan./ 

Device used for·suspending an object, by which it ~ay move 

freely in any direction ( 1). 
'v' 

BUR-MIX< proper name; DUB; CUD.cproper name; KAP:It. 

proper name; PET<It.proper name. ANSc:::It.proper name. 

BATT; GRZ. 

PalazziJ P.anzini. 

This Ital. term was first known as the adjective (giunto) 

cardanico {'a cardan joint'), called so in honour of its 

assumed inventor Gerolamo Cardano (1501-76). The substantive 

cardano is a 20th cent. technical neologism. Russian records 

the term in the adjectival form kardanovo pravilo from the 
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1860's; the noun appeared in 1905 in the feminine form ka.rdana 

. / 
(DUB2). The present form kardan is documented since 1933 (KAP). 

The Ita.lia.nism is of the international standing. Ref. : BATT, 

BATT-AIES. 

E1.4 NEJTRINO (It. neutrfno) 

E1.5 

/Fr. neutrino; Eng. neutrino; Ger. neutrino; 

Cz. _neutrino; Ukr. nejtrino./ 

Sub-atomic particle with almost zero ma.ss, zero electric 

charge, but specified spin (1). 

PET4,5; PET6:It. 

GRZ. 

Palazzi. 

The sub-atomic particle was named neutrino by an Italian 

physicist, E. Fermi ( 1901-54) •. Etymologically, neutrino is 

a diminutive of neutro ('neutral') of Latin origin neuter 

{'either of two•). Neutrino became a part of the internation

al scientific terminology. Russian documents it from the 

1940's; the vowel J! in neutrino is adapted to Russ. j by 

analogy with the Latin simples stem neutr-, translated into 

Russian as nejtr- (cf. nejtra.lizicija, nejtralitet, nejtr6n). 

Ref.s BATT-AIES. 

/ 
PATINA (It. patin~) 

/Fr. patine; Eng. patina; Ger. Patyna; Pol. 

patrna; Cz. patina; Ukr. patina./ 
Green incrustation on the surface of old bronze, copper, 

brass, and other metals (3). 

BUR-MIX:Lat; DUB:Lat; CUD:Lat; KAP:Fr; PET1-5:Fr; PET6:It. 

USK:It; ANS:It. BRK-EFR:It,Lat. 

DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 

Hope {II, 364). Obuxov; 

TOMH; 

~yika. 

GRZ. 
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Ital. patina, attested in F. Baldinucci since 1681, is of 

Latin origin patina ('a dish, a content of a dish'; cf. this 

substance, Used in the fine arts, was initially prepared in 

a vessel). The term occurred in 18th cent. English and French; 

the Slavic languages document 1 t from the 19th cent. Russian 

dictionaries record patina since 1864 (Toll'); the word easily 

adapted. to the phonetical and morphological system of Russian 

(and other Slavic languages), but the stress remains unsteady:· 

p~tfna (cf. Ukr. pcit;{na}. The stress on the penultimate syl

lable maj' be influenced by Fr. patine. Ref.: BATT-ALES, PRNT, 

Devoto, Hope, OXF, Weekley, ANS. 

/ 
STOPIN (It. stopp{no) 

/Fr. stoupin; Eng. ~; Ger. Stoppine; Pol. sto-

pina; Cz. stopina; Ukr. stopin./ 

Piece of fibrous material, by which a flame is kept supplied 

with wax, hence, serving for fast transmission of light (J). 

BUR-MIX2,3:It; ~UD:It; PET:It. DAL; U~K:It; ANS:It. 

BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; 

Matzenatier (411); 

PANL; FANF: BROG; TOf-IM; 

Wind { 106, 146). Rambelli. 

GRZ. 

!tal. stoppino, attested at Verona in 1319, is of ultimate 

Greek origin. The word entered French in the 16th cent.; in 

his DictioiUlaire francais-i talien et i talien-francais (Paris, 
1640), A. Oud.in gives the Gallicized form etoupin. German and 

Russian borrowed the term as a word of artillery directly from 

Italian during the first part of the 19th cent. , or earlier. 

Russian lexicographical sources first document stopin in 1847 

(Slovar' Akad.); 19th cent. Russ. dictionaries of foreign 

words still record the Ital. form stopino, stopina. Vasmer and 

DAL list stop!n, taken through German intermediary. Ref.: Prati, 

BATT-ALES, Devoto, ANS, Matzenauer. 
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El. 7 1Q1! (It. tor, torr) 

/Fr. torr; Eng. torr; Ger. 12E.; Pol. tor; Cz. 

tor(r); Ukr. tor./. 

Unit of pressure in measuring vacuum, equal to 1/760 of 

physical atmosphere (1). 

PET6..::::.It.proper name. 

GRZ. 

Ital. tor,r) is known since t~e present century; it has 

received its name after the distinguished !tal, physicist 

and mathematician E. Torricelli, who lived between 1608 and 

1647. The Italianism belongs to the international physical 

nomenclature. Russian dictionaries record~ since the 196o's. 

Ref. & BATT-ALES, GRZ. 

E1.8 VOL'T (It. volt) 

/Fr. volt; Eng. volt; Ger, Volt; Pol. ~; Cz. 

volt; Ukr. vol't./ 

Unit of electromotive force { 1) • 

KIR; DUB2; KAP <It. proper name; PET< It. proper name. 
V ' 

SRJ:It; DAL; USK<It.proper name; ANS<It.proper name; 
V 

OZG. BRK-EFR. 

TOMM; GRZ. 

Palazzi; Kazanskij; Panzini. Hope (II, 451). 
By an 1nternat1onal agreement at the Congres d'Electricite 
in Paris in 1881, the unit o£ electromotive force acquired 

the name volt after the Italian physicist, Alessandro Volta 

{1745-1827), who discovered the constant-current electricity, 

Ital. sources document volt since 1895; Panzini records volta 

in his Dizionario moderno of 1905. ~anskij considers Russian 

vol't a Gallicisrn; vol't is recorded from 1891 (Slov. Akad.), 

The adjective vol'tov (stolb) appeared in Russian·as early as 

1838 (~ncikl. leksikon; also in KIR of 1845). Ref.: Hope, ANS. 
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~ Earth Science. 

E2.1 BREKCIJA (It. breccia) 

/Fr. breche; Sp. brecha; 

Breccie; Pol. brekcja; 

brek6ija./ 

Eng. breccia; Ger. 

Cz. brekcie; Ukr. 

Rock composed of angular fragments, cemented by lime (J). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; 6UD:It; KAP:It; PET:It •. SRJ1:It<Ger; 

DAL:It; ANSsit. BRK-EFR:It. 

CRUS5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; 'IDMM; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (I, 25J). Gherard1n1; Zylka; Rambelll. 

BATT-ALES, Prati, Hope and others agree that !tal. breccia as 

a fortification term, i.e., a breach in a wall, is of the Old Fr. 
source breche ('a gap'); the general sense of 'a gap, a rupture' 

is already recorded by FI.OR in 1598. As a term of geology, 

breccia is documented in Soderini44 and Cellini respectively, 

and comes from Germanic *breka ('a breach'). The name of the 

calcareous rock, which is found in northern Italy, particularly · 

in the Alpine region, entered English, Geman and the Slavic 

languages, beginning with the 18th cent., directly from !tal~ 

ian. Russ. brek~ija, documented also as bre~~ia, appeared in 

1847 (Slov. Akad.). Ref.: P&~T, OXF, ANS. 

/· 

E2.2 FUNAROLA (It. fumarola) 

/Fr. fumerolle; Eng. fumarole; Ger. Fumarole; 

Pol. fumarola; Cz. fumarola; Ukr. fumarola./ 

Hot gases and vapors issued from a hole in a volcanic region ( 1). 

DUB:It<=Lat; CUD:It<::Lat; KAP:It; PET:It. ANS:It. BRK-EFR. 

DIZ; PANL; FANF; T0!<1M; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 446); Wind (44). tylka. 

N ea poll tan fumarole ( pl. fumaroli), corresponding to Tuscan 

fumai(u)olo, dates :from the 19th cent.; its first usage referred 
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to the volcanic activity of Vesuvius. The Italianism entered 

a number of European' languages; in 1811 it occurred in English, 

and in 1818 in French. Russian dictionaries record the term 

since 18~ (Toll'); in present-day Russian, the word is often 

employed in the plural fumar6ly. Ref.: BAT!', Hope, ANS. 

/ 

E2.J GABBRO (It. gabbro) 

/Fr. gabbro; Eng. gabbro; Ger. Gabbro; Pol. gabro; 

Cz. gabro; Ukr. gabro./ 

Dark coloured granual rock of crystalline texture ( 1). 

DUB2; ~UD:Fr; KAP:It; PET:It. BRK-EFR. 

CRUS.5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; TOl1M; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Gherardini: Zylk:a, 

Tuscan gabbro is possibly derived from Latin glaber ('smooth') 

(cf. Ital. glabro in the sense 'smooth'). This rock, found in 

different parts of Tuscany, is sometimes termed after the 

finding place-name (cf. Montegabro). I tal. gabbro became an 

international term in geology in the 19th cent. Russian lexi

cographical sources record g~bbro since 1892 (BRK-EFR); the 
/. V 

spelling gabro appeared in the 1930's. CUD of 1894 lists 

gabroni tin the same sense (cf. Ukr. gabroni t, an Italian 

loanblend). Russ. gabbro is an undeclinable noun, while Czech 

gabro is declined as a regular neuter noun. Ref.: Prati, De

voto, '6sl. Akad.emie, Rudnic' kij. 

E2.4 QEQI (It. grotta) 

/Fr. ·s;otte; Sp. ~uta; Eng. ~ot(to); Ger, Grotte; 

Pol. g;ota; Cz. jeskyn~; Ukr, ~./ 

Picturesque natural or artificial cave (J). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; ~UD:It; KAP:Fr.::::.It; PET:Fr<:It. SRJ; 

DAL; U~bit; ANS:Fr<Lat; O~G. JAN :It; . BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMI>I; BATT; GRZ. 
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~ttl-Worth (67); Birtakova (356); Arkad'eva (26, 39); 

Wind (39, 4), 149); Hope (I, 201). · Gal'di; Migliorini 

(Storia); Praz; Tolstoj; Val'kova. 

I tal. grotta (earlier eg;opta, grutta) is a 13th cent. word 

of the ultimate Greek source krupte (•a vault, a crypt'). 

In the 16th cent., the Ital. loan grotte replaced previous 

Old French croute; later, this Italianism entered usage of 

other European .tongues. Czech uses~' a loan-word from 

Dutch~. only in the sense of 'a tip, a point, an edge' 

{a technical slang word) (cf. Cz. hrot). Russian first 

d.ocuments ~in P.A. Tolstoj's diary from the late 17th 

cent.; the Ital. form grotta died out during the 19th cent. 

The present variant~ is either a Galllcism, or a Dutch 

loan, taken from the Kniga Leksikon ili sobranie re~ej po 

alfavitu s 5ollandskago na Rossijskij jazyk (St. Petersburg, 
\( V 1717). Ref.c BATT, Hope, Wind, Vasmer, ~anskij, Birzakova, 

Csl. Akademie. 

/ 

'Y:J!: (It. lava) 

/F.r. lave; Sp. lava; Eng. lava; Ger. Lava; Pol. 

lawa; Cz. l~va; Ukr. lava; Serbocr. ~./ 

Molten matter flowing from a volcano; solid substance, 

resulting from the cooling of this ( 1) • 

KIR; BUR-MIX:It; DUB1:It; DUB2; ~UD:Sp; KAP:It; PET:It. 

SAR; SRJ:Ger<.It; DAL; USK:It; ANS:It; OZG. JAN; 

REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOM11; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (I, 290). GEJ:It~Lat; Zyika; Migliorini (Storia); 

Jernej; Praz. 

Ital. lava is a Neapolitan word of the general meaning • a 

stream' (cf. lava in the sense of 'a gullet or stream sudden

ly caused by rain' in FLOR). As a term of natural sciences, 
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lava occurred in L. Magalotti in the 17th cent. Lave ap

peared in French in 1651, but de Brosses in 1739 still 

explains its meaning to his readers. In English lava be-

came current after.the famous eruption of Vesuvius in 1760. 

Polish lawa, Czech lava and Serbocr. lava are direct Ital

ianisms. Russian dictionaries record lava from 1789 (SAR1); 

Vasmer's, Preobra~enskij's and Sanskij's opinions that lava 

is a German and French loan seem unlike, since its first 

examples referred to Naples (Batju~kov' s "Pis' mo A. I. Turge

nevu," and other instances) • Gor jaev and Cyganenko agree that 
/ . 

lava is a direct Italian loan-word. Ref.: Hope, Prat1, OXF, 

Praz, Holub, Polska Akademia, Jernej. 

/ 
PUCCOLAN(A) (It. pozzolana) 

/Fr. pouzzolane; Eng. pozz(u)olana; Ger. 

Puzzolan; Pol. pozzolan, pucolana; Cz. 

puzzolan(a), pucolan(a), pucol~a./ 
Volcanic ash, used for making high quality cement ( 1). 

V . 
BUR-MIX< It. place name; DUB: It; CUD; KAP:It; PET:It. 

place name. DAL:It; ANS:It. BRK-EFR • 

.FWR; CRUS4, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOl•IM; GRZ. 

Hope {I, 299-300). 2ylka; Carena; Praz. 

!tal. pozz(u)olana {colloquially puzzolana) is derived from 

Pozzuoli, a town near Naples, in the neighbourhood of Vesuvius, 

where this dust is found. Pozzolana was attested in Italian 

documents of the 15th cent., but its Latin equivalent puteolana 

terra ( • earth of Pozzuoli') was known the century before. The 

Italianism occurred in Colbert' s Lettres of 1670 as pouzzolana; 

later, French documents it as pouzzolane. The Italian word 

entered English about 1700 in a variety of spellings, some 

were affected by French pouzzolane. German, Polish and Czech 

record the term as an Italianism. Russian borrowed it directly 
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from Italian, and possibly through German or French inter

mediaries. The word, recorded in Russian dictionaries since 

1847, is common in the plural puccolaAy and in the adjectival 

form puccolanskij (cement). Ref.: Devoto, Hope, Prati, Praz, 

Grimm, ANS. 

E2. 7 SOL'FATARA (It. solfatara) 

E2.8 

/Fr.· solfatarer Eng. solfatara; Ger. Solfatare; 

Pol. solfatara; cz. solfatara; Ukr. sol'fatara; 

Serbocr. solfatara./ 

Volcanic vent emitting sulphurous gases (1). 

" BUR-MIX:It; DUB2; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. BRK-EFR. 

PANL; BROG; TOMM; GRZ, 

Hope (II, 365). Dupaty; Praz. 

Solfatara was originally a name of. a sulphurous volcano vapours 

between Pozzuoli and Naples; as a term of geology, it occurred 

in Magalotti in the form zolfatara. The Ital. form appeared in 

French of 1664, the Galllcized variant solfatare is known since 

1757. English documents solfatara from the 18th cent.; in some 

instances the word was spelt solfa terra. German, Polish and 

Czech solfatara are possibly 18th cent. Italian loans, while 

Serbocr. solfatara dates from 1937. Russian lexicographical 

soUrces document sol' fatara since 1866 -(BUR-riTX1), but the 

word occurred in 1800 in the translation from French Dupaty's 

Pute~estvie v Italiju v 1785 g. The term is current in the 

plural sol' fata'ry (cf. solfanarii of the same meaning in 'C'un 
and BUR-MIX). Ref.: Prati, Hope, Praz, Jernej. 

/ 
TRA VERTIN (It, travert{no) 

/Fr. travertin; Eng. travertin(e); Ger. Travertin; 

Pol. trawertyn; Cz. travertin; Ukr. travertin./ 

Light-coloured calcareous rock deposited from springs, and 
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used as a decoration and for building ( 1). 

DUB2; ~UD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. DAL:It; ANS:It. BRK-EFR~ 
Sarauw (49); Wind (111, 146, 200); Hope (I, 305). 2yika. 

Ital. travertino is a modern form of tivertino (recorded by 

FLOR), tebertino, tiburtino (recorded by CRUS, beside traverti

,!!2.), trevertino (attested in 1805, listed in FANF), and 

tevertino (an adjective, found in Petrocchi of 1891), In Pliny, 

this limestone .is attested as laJ:!iS Tiburtinus ('a stone of 

Ttbur, i.e., Tivoli, where it was originally found). French 

documents the Italian loan in Cotgrave's A Dictionarie of 

191 

the French and English Tongues of 1611 in the form trevertin; 

Eng, travertine dates from the 18th cent. German, Polish, Czech, 

and other languages document the word as a direct Italianism. 

During the 19th cent,, Russian used travertin (possibly influ

enced by German or Polish), and the Ital. form travertino. The 

loan occurred in Russian dictionaries since 1864 (Toll'), but 

it was probably borrowed earlier. Ref•: Prati, BATT-ALES, OXF, 

Hope, Wind, ANS. 

~ Biological Science. 

E3.1 AGR6~1Y (It. agrumi) 

/Fr. agrumes; Eng, citrus fruits; Ger. Agrumen; 

Pol. owoce cytrusowe; Cz. agrumy; Serbocr. agrumi./ 

General term for the citrus fruits (2), · 
\1 

BUR-MIX:Lat; DUB1:Lat; CUD:Lat; PET.o::::.It. SRJ2:It; 

BRK-EFR:Lat, 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; ACCAD; BATT; 

GRZ. 

Hope (II, 355). Jernej; Rambelli. 

The Italian collective noun agrumi is attested since the 14th 

cent. French first documented the Ital, form ~umi in Charles 
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. de Brosses' Lettres familieres sur l'Italie of 1739, later 

appeared ag:r;ume(s). Serbocroatian. borrowed Ital. ag:r;umi as 

a term of agriculture in the 1930's; Czech documents the 

word in some instances since the 1950's. The word occurred 

much earlier in Russian; its first lexicographical documenta

tion dates from 1866 (BUR··f1IX1) in the Russ. plural agrumy. 

The Ital. variant agrumi was common in the 19th cent.; at 

present, the a.Q.jective agrumovyj is current ( cf~ a.g:rmnovye 

m~sla in the sense of 'oils extracted from the peel of 

oranges and lemons• in PET). Ref.: Hope, Jernej, Rosendorf-
.t V 

sJtY, CUD. 

/ 
BERGA110T (It. bergamotta) 

/Fr. bergamote; Sp. bergamota; Eng. bergamot; 

Ger. Bergamotte; Pol. bergamota; Cz. bergamot

ka; Slov. bergamotka; Ukr. bergamot./ 

Juicy kind of fine pear; citrus tree (1). 
V 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It.:::::.Tur; KAP:It; PET1-5:It; 

PET6<Tur. SAR:Tur; SRJ1:It<.Tur; DAL; 
V 

USK:Tur: ANS: 
V 

Tur,Pers; OZG. REJ: Tur; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUSJ-5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOtiM; 

ACCAD; BA'IT; GRZ. 

Matzenauer (103); Bir~akova (347); Sarauw (27); Wind 

(169, 205); Hope (I, 164-5). Bruslons; Praz; Rambelli. 

Ital. bergamotta, attested in B. Varchi in the 16th cent., 

is named after the bergamot citrus tree, bearing aromatic 

fruits (the pear itself is delicately perfumed). The word 

is of the ultimate Turkish source beg-armndi ('a prince 

pear'), but popularly is derived from Bergamo, a town in 

Lombardy. French bergamote is a 16th cent. Italian loan; 

Eng. bergamot is a 17th cent. Gallicism. The !tal. word 

spread directly or indirectly into a number of European 
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languages (cf. Dutch bergamot, Swed. bergamott, Pol. berga

mota and bergamuta, Cz. bergamuta and bergamota). Russian 

documents the Ital. and French variants, bergamota and berga

mot respectively, in Zapiski Bolotova of 1738-95. The deriva

tions bergam6toyyj and bergam6tnyj are current in contemporary 

Russian. Ref.: Devoto, Hope, OXF, Ogienko, Vasmer, Sanskij, 

Bir~akova, Matzenauer, Holub, Kubi~ta, Annenkov. 

/ 

E3. 3 BROKKOLI (It. broccoli) 

E3.4 

/Fr. brocoli; Sp. brocull; Eng. broccoli; Ger. 

Brokkoli; Pol. brokuly./ 

Hardy variety of cauliflower ( 3). 
\/ 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It. PET:It. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 'IDMM; ACCAD; BAT!'; 

GRZ. 
Wind (148, 201, 205); Hope (I, 168). Praz. 

Ital. broccolo occurred in G. Soderini in the sense of 'the 

cabbage sprout or shoot, and other vegetables'; the plural 

broccoli dates from the 17th cent. Brocoli appeared in French 

in 1560, but the Italianism became common since the 17th cent.; 

English documents Broccoli from Naples from the same period. 

The word is known in several languages, but is still missing 

in Czech and Ukrainian lexicographical sources. Russian dic

tionaries record it since the 1860's in the forms brokkoli, 

brokkol' and br(a)unkol' (cf. Pol. broku~). Br6kkoli is fre

quently replaced with sp~~evaja kapU:sta (cf. Cz. r~li~kov~ 
kapusta); the variant br(a)unkol' is a colloqualism. Ref.: 

\ 
Hope, OXF, Praz, BSE. 

/ 

CEDRAT (It. cedrato) 

/Fr. cedrat; Eng. citron (tree); Ger. Zitronen 

(baum); Pol. cedrat; Cz. cedr,t./ 
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Citrus medica tree, and its fruit, ovate like a lemon, 

but larger and less acid (J). 

BUR•MIX:It; DUB:It; ~UD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. BRK-EF.R. 

FI.OR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOivtM; · ACCAD; 

BATT; GRZ • 
. Bir~akova ( 173, 402). 

14th cent. !tal. cedrato is a derivative from cedro ('a 

citron tree') of ultimate Latin origin citrus (•a citron 

tree'). The tree, originally from India, is cultivated in 

Italy since the Roman epoch. The !tal. word entered French 

in 1666, and later spread into the Slavonic languages. Rus

sian dictionaries record cedr~t since 1866 (BUR-MIXl). Cedra, 

a finely-chopped and dried orange or lemon peel, used as 

flavouring, is documented in Russian lexicographical sources 

as an Italian loan-word ( cf, Ukr. cedra); its attestation 

dates from 1714. In his study nzapadnoe vlijanie na russkij 

jazyk V Petrovskuju epoxu, n Smirnov confuses the meanings 

of cedra (limonnaja) and of cedar.(tree) (cf, Fr. cedre, Eng. 

cedrat borrowed from Latin cedrus). Ref.: BATT-ALES, BATT, 

Bloch, PET, ANS, Sobolevskij. 

/ 
EJ.5 LAVANDA (It. lavanda) 

/Fr. lavande; Eng. lavender; Ger. Lavendel; Pol. 

lawenda; Cz. levandule; Ukr. lavanda./ 

Fragrant plant with lilac or purple flowers, cultivated for 

its oil used in perfumery (J). 
. y 

BUR-MIX:Fr1 Lat; DUB; CUD; KAP:Hed.Lat; PET1-5:Med. Lat; 

PET6:rt. SAR; · SRJ1:Fr; DAL; U~K:Lat; ANS:Med.Lat; OZG. 
REJ:Lat; BRK-EFR. 

FI.OR; CRUS5; DIZ; PANL; FANF; 

Gardiner (141, 294); Kochman (67); 

Davydov; GEJcFr,Lat; Rambelli. 

TONM; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (I, 42). Bruslons; 
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EJ.6 

Ital. lavanda, dating from the Middle Ages, is missing in 

Italian dicM .. onaries until the 16th cent. The Itallanism 

occurred in French in the form lavende as early as 1379. 

The history of Eng. lavender has not been sufficiently worked 

out; OXF, Hope ·and others suggest the Anglo-Norman source · 

lavendre. Kluge derives Ger. Lavendel directly' fro~ Med, Latin 

lavendula; Cz. levandule and Slov. levandul' a are also Latin 

loans. PoL lavandula, lavendula is a 16th cent. Latinism, 

while lawanda, lewandals an Italian loan-word. As regards 

Russ. lavanda, Gardiner gives lavendalova trava as a German 

loan in reference to I.E. Zabelin's Doma~nij byt russkix caric 

v XVI i XVII st. (f1oscow, 1901). Koch.man considers lavendalova 

trava a Polish loan from 1689, and lavenda a pre-Petrine Polo

nism. Leeming quotes lavendula, lavendulja, ljavendulja, la

vencova vodka, lavendulova cvetu, lavendul'noe maslo as pre

Petrine Polish/Latin loan~words. The form lavendel•, possibly 

through German intermediary, is found in the Russian translation 

of Savar,y des Bruslons' Dictionnaire universe de commerce of 

19.5 

. I 
1789. The present foFm lavanda is an 18th cent. Italianism. Ref.: 

Prati, PRNT, Devoto, Berneker, Hachek, BRK-EFR. 

/ 
MADREPORA (It. madrepOra) 

/Fr. madrepore; 

Ger. Madre pore; 

Perforated coral ( 1). 

Sp. madrepora; Eng. madrept?re; 

Pol. madrepora; Cz~ v¥tv1~nfk./ 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB1: Fr; DUB2; CUD: Fr<It; KAP:It; PET:It. 

SRJ21 Fr,It; DAL. BRK-EFR. 

Hope (I, 29.1). Bruslons; GEJ; f.Jigliorini (Storia); Praz. 

The word madrepora was created by Ferrante Imperato in his 

Historia Naturalls of 1599. It is formed by the analogy of 

madreJ2erla {'mother-of pearl'); madre ( • mother') is perhaps 

in allusion to the fertile growth of the polyp, and .J2E!2 from 
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Greek poros ( 'a calcareous stone' ) in allusion to channels 

of communication in the cells of the coral. French documents 

the Italian term since 1671; English, German and other Eu

ropean languages from the 18th cent. Czech and Slovak dicti

onaries do not record this loan. The French form madrepor 

occurred in Russian in 1789 (Bruslons), and was in use until 
; 

the early 20th cent.; the Italian variant madrepora is docu-

mented since the 1890's. At present, the loan is current in 
/ ( ' ). v the plural niadrepog cf. Fr. madrepores • BUR-MIX, DUB, CUD 

and SRJ2 list a loanblend madrepori t in the sense of ' a 

calcareous rock of columnar madrepore structure' (cf. Eng. 

madrepcrite, madreporid), and the derivatives madrepOrovyj, 

madreporovl4nyj. Ref.: Devoto, BATT-ALES, Skeat. 

/ 

E3. 7 HAKKIJA (It. macchia) 

/Fr. maguis; Eng. maguis; Ger. Maguis; Pol.makia; 

Cz. macchie./ 

Variety of evergreen bush of Mediterranean shores, especially 

of Corsica (3). 

PET3-6:It. ANS. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZr PANL; FANF; BROG.; TOMM; BATT; GRZ. 

Hope (II, 363). 

I tal. macchia { 11 terally 'a stain' ) first occurred in this 

sense in Boccaccio; the semantic extension of the initial 

Corsican word macchia is due to the appearance of patches 

of scrub on a mountain side as in spots. The sense of • the 

evergreen bush' entered .French in the 18th cent. as mackis, 

later maquis. The French word penetrated into English and 

German first in its basic sense, later in the figurative 

meaning of 'an underground patriotic movement, resisting the 

Gez:man invader of France during the Second World War' ; the 

figurative meaning also entered Italian usage, Czech as ~ 
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kista, and so forth. The Slavic l~guages borrowed Ital, 

macchia in reference to the bush in Corsica, and other parts 

of Italy. Russian lexicographical sources record the I tal, 

form makkija and the F.rench variant m~vis since the 1930's. 

Ref.: Hope, BATT-ALES, Bloch, ~sl. Akademie, ANS, PET. 

/ 

EJ.8 MAL'SEKKO (It. mal secco) 

/Bulg. mal seko./ 

Fungal disease of citrus trees {especially of the lemon), 

affecting the wood, fruit and seeds, and causing the de

struction of the plant {1). 

PET6:It. 

BATT. 

Petkanov. 

Ital. mal secco in the sense of 'a citrus tree disease' is 

recorded in BATT since 1975. Although rare in the Balkan 

Peninsula, where citrus fruits are cultivated in green-houses, 

Bulgarian borrowed the Italianism as a term of agriculture. 

Both, Russian and Bulgarian document the word as a recent 

loan, Ref.: BATT, PET, Petkanov. 

EJ.9 MATTIOLA (It. mattiola) 

/F.r. mathiole./ 

Plant with aromatic blossoms, similar to those of the 

gillyflower (1). 
'\( 

BUR-MIX:Lat; CUD<.It.proper name. ANS <It. proper name. 

PANL; BATT. 

The plant was so named in the 19th cent, in honour of the 

Ital:!an botanist Pierandrea Mattioll ( 1500-1578), The term 

became a part of the Russian scientific terminology by the 

middle of the 19th cent, The word is not found in other 

Slavic languages. Ref.: BATT-ALES, ANS. 
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/ 

EJ.10 PINIOLY (It. pignioli) 

/Fr. pigno~s; Eng. pine-seeds; Ger. Pin1ensamen; 

Cz. pignolky./ 

Edible pine-seeds (J). 
V 

DUB2:It; CUD: It; KAP: It; PET: It. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ;. PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

The I tal. singular :pign( u)olo, pi(g)nolo (pinocchio in the 

Florentine dialect) is derived from pigna ('a pine-cone'); 

the word was attested at Modena in 1277 in the form pignolo. 

FLOR of 1598 calls pignolo "a kinde of meate of pineapples." 

The word is found in Russian and Czech as an Italian loan; 

both languages borrowed it in the second part of the 19th 

cent. Russian dictionaries record the word in the forms 

pin' 6'11 and pinioly since 1894. French pignon and Sp. pirY'O"n 

are taken directly from Latin. Ref.: Devoto, BA'IT-ALES, Bloch, 

DUB, ~UD. 

/ 
EJ.11 POMIDOR (It. pomidoro) 

/Fr. tomate; Sp. tomate; 

Tomate; Pol. pomidor; 

Ukr. pomidor. / 

Red pulpy edible fruit (2). 

Eng. tomato; Ger. 

cz. rajske jablfcko; 

V V 
BUR..;MIX2,J:Fr; 

V 
ANS<It; OZG. 

DUB 1: Fr; DUB2 ; 

BRK-EFR. 

CUD: Fr; KAP:It; USK; 

DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Feller; Migliorini (Storia). 

Pomidoro, recorded by 19th cent. Italian lexicographical 

sources (pomodoro was documented earlier), literally means 

'a golden apple' (cf. It. pomo d'oro, plur. pomi d'oro). In 

the 16th cent., the fruit was called pomo d'amore ('a love 

·apple') due to its red colour {cf. Fr. pomme d'amour, re

corded as a loan in Russian by BUR-I1IX and DUB) • Russian 
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peasants used to call the fruit bo&ovoe jablo~ko or rajskoe 

jablotko (cf. Cz. rajske jabl!~ko), associating its colour 

with positive spiritual values (love for God, or Heaven) in 

contrast with ~~iOvye jabloka or kartofel', symbolizing inner 

dirtiness (hell). Since this vegetable, imported in the 16th 

cent. to Europe from Peru, became a favourite in Russian, it 

acquired several names and variations in spelling (cf. raj-
/ 45 . 

ka suedobnaja, .tomat, pomedor, pomador, and so forth). The 
/ 

!tal. loan pomidor is documented in Russian dictionaries 

since the 1860's. Ref.: Prati, BATT-ALES, Vasmer, Preobra-
v k1 • C nk V ski . 11 zens Jr ygane o, San J, Fe er. 

/ 

EJ.12 SARDINA (It. sard{na) 

/Fr. sardine; Sp. sardina; Eng, sardine; Ger. 

Sardine; Pol, sa.rdynka; cz. sardinka; Ukr. 

sgn(k)a./ 

Small fish of the herring family, preserved in oil (2), 

BUR-MIX::Fr,Sp,Lat<.Gr; DUB:It; ~UD:It; KAP:It; PETl:It. 

DAL; USK:It; ANS:It; OZG. BRK-EFR. 

FWR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; '1'0111-1; GRZ. 

Bruslons. 

!tal. sardina, dating from the Middle Ages, is of ultimate 

Latin origin sardina ('a sardine'), possibly connected with 

the name of the island Sardinia. French, Spanisn, German and 

Polish borrowed the word directly from Latin. Eng. sardine 

is a Gallicism; Russ. Ukr. and Cz. sardin(k)a are Italian 

loans. Russian first documented the word in Bruslons' Slovar' 

kommer~eskij of 1790 in the French form sardin; the !tal, 

variant was recorded in 1866 by BUR-MIX:1. The word is frequent 

in its diminutive sarMnka (cf. sardel' ka from sardel' , 46 pos

sibly an English loan). Ref, Olivieri, Skeat, Kluge, Bloch, 

Gamillscheg, Vasmer, Gorjaev, Cyganenko, Sanskij. 
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/ 
EJ.13 SKORCONERA (It. scorzonera) 

/Fr. scorsonere; Sp. escorzonera; Eng •. scorzo

~; Ger. Skorzonere; Pol. skorzonera; Ukr. 

skorzonera; Bulg. skorconera./ 

Plant of the genus so named (some species of scorzonera are 

used as vegetables) (1). 
V 

BUR-MIX2,):It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET:It. ANS:It. BRK-EFR. 

FWR; CRUSVeron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; T0~1l>1:; GRZ. 

l-ligliorini (Storia); Petkanov; Praz. 

17th cent. !tal, scorzonera, according to Prati, Devoto and 

other etymologists, was borrowed from Sp. escorzonera; in Spain 

this plant was used as· an antidote against the snake-bite (cf. 

Catalan escurzo in the sense of 'a poisonous snake'). The 

scientific name scorzonera lanciniata dates from 1735. Begin

ning with the 17th cent., the Italian term entered usage of 

many languages. Russian documents skorcon~ra since 1880; the 

French variant skorconer appeared in 1900. Bulg. skorconera 

is a recent loan; Czech uses had!mor (the loan is still mis-
v 

sing in Csl. Akademie of 1966. Ref.: BATT-ALES, Dauzat, 

Weekley, BUR-MIX, Corominas. 

/ 

E).14 SORGO (It. sdr~o) 
/Fr. sorgho; Sp. sorgo; Eng. sorghum; Ger. SorsQum; 
Pol. sorgo; Ukr. sorgo; Bulg. sorgo./ 

Tropical plant of the genus Sorghum (such as durra), much 

cultivated in South countries (J). 

. BUR-t-IIX:Lat; 
PET4,5:Lat. 

DUBl; 
V 

USK:It; 

FWR; PANL; GRZ. 

DUB2:Lat; 

ANS:It. 

V 
CUD:Lat; KAP:It. 
V 

OZG. BRK-EFR:Pers. 
PET1-J,6:It. 

Migliorini {Storia); Petkanov; Praz; Tommaseo; Annenkov. 

Ital. sorgo was attested in the 13th cent. in the Latinized 

forms surgum, surcum and suricum. This Italianism occurred in 
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French in 1542 as sorgue, and in 1553 as sorgho. English 

and German took the term from Lat. sorg11W!I of the same 

sense; Spanish, Russian, Ukrainian and Polish document it 
/ 

as an Italian loan, Sorgo dates in Russian since the 1850's, 

while in Bulgarian from the present century. The word is un

declined in Russian, and in some other Slavic languages. Ref.: 

Hope, Bloch, ANS, Petkanov, 

/V 
EJ.15 SfARZA (It. sparagio) 

/Fr. asperge; Sp. esl?arrago; Eng. asl?aragus; Ger. 

SI?ar~el; Pol. SZI?arag; Cz. asi?.iragus; Ukr. spar'ta./ 

Culinary plant, cultivated for its shoots (also used in 

medicine) (2). 

BUR-MIX:Fr,Lat<Gr.c:::.Ar; DUB:It; 
V . 
CUD: Itc::::.Gr; KAP: Fr<:Gr; 

v 
PET: Ji'l:.'< Gr. SAR; DAL; USK <:La t; . ANS: Itc:::.Gr; O~G. LEKS. 

REJ:ItcGr<Ar; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Miklosich (130); Matzenauer (310); ~ttl-Worth (107); 

Bir¥akova {217, 394). Davydov; Jablonskij. 

14th cent, I tal. SI?aragio, (a) SI?arago is taken from Latin 

asparagus of the identical meaning; the ultimate source is 
/ 

Greek asparagos. Since the 19th cent., Italian also uses 

the word in the figurative sense of 'a tall and thin young

ster' by the similitude of the stiffness of the plant. Fr. 

asl?er~e, Sp. esi?lrrago, Eng. asi?aragus, Ger. Spargel and Cz. 

asi?aragus are borrowed directly from Latin. Russ. asl?arag, 

documented in Weissmann's dictionary of 1731, is also a 

Latinism. Czech colloquial ~I?argl, Slov. 'tl?argel, ~I?argl' a, 

and Pol. szl?ara.g show German intermediary. Another Slovak 

variant ~I?arga is an Italian loan via Hung. SI?aXga •. Russian 

SI?ar~a is documented in Nordstet's Slovar' of 1782; the form 

SI?ar¥i appeared in LEKS of 1762. SI?ar¥a is an Italianism, pos-
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sibly influenced by the 17th cent. French variant spar5e (cf. 

Eng. sparage during the 15-17th cent.), This plant, whose 

roots contain asparagine and certain acids used as a diureti·c, 
#' V/ / • 

is known in medicine as sparza lekarstvennaJa. Ref.: Olivieri, 

Prati, BA'IT-AIES, Mig4.iorini, Kluge, Oxford, Gamillscheg, 

Machek, Preobra~enskij, Vasmer, Imttl-Worth, ANS. 

/ 

EJ,16 TACET (It. tazzetta) 

/Fr. narcisse; Eng, narcissus; Ger. Narzisse; Pol. 

narczxs; Cz. narcis(ka); Ukr. tacet./ 

Variety of ornamental bulbous plant of the genus N.arcissus (J). 
V 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB2:It; . CUD:It; PET6:It. ANS<::It. BRK-EFR. 

CRUS4, Veron; DIZ; FANF; TO~m. 

Migliorini (Storia). 
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(Narcissus) tazzetta is a diminutive of tazza ('a cup'); the 

plant acquired this name because of the shape of its flowers 

resembling cups. Russian dictionaries first document this 

Italianism in BUR-11IX1 of 1866 in the form taceta; the variant 

tacet appeared about 1900 (the change of gender could have been 

influenced by its synonym narciss of the German source). The 

Italian loan is common in Ukrainian, Ref.: BATT-ALES, Prati, ANS, 

/ 

EJ.17 TARANTUL (It, tarantola) 

/Fr. tarentule; Sp. tarantula; Eng. taratula; 

Pol. tarantula; Cz. tarantula; Ukr. tarantul./ 

Large black, venemous spider of South Europe (3). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB1:It; DUB2;. ~UD:It; KAP:Ger<It; PET:It. 
V V 

DAL; USK:It; ANS:It; OZG. BRK-EFR<It. 

DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Matzenauer (344); Sarauw (48); Wind (150, 201): Hope (I, 224). 

Gherardini; Kurganov; Praz. 

Ital, tarantola appeared in P. Mattioll47 in. 1544; the form 
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taranta was attested as early as 1064 in reference to the 

hill mons Tarantarum (near Palermo), which was infested by . 

the spider. PRNT, Skeat and other etymologists derive 

tarantola from Taranto, a city in Apulia, but BATI'-A.LE:S 

rejects this hypothesis because of the 16th cent. docu

mentation of Taranto. Beginning with the 16th cent., this 

Italianism entered French, Spanish, English, German, and 

other languages (cf. tarantella, CJ.4). Russian documents 

the form tarantul • in Kurganov' s Pis • movnik of 1796; the 
/ . 

present variant tarantul appeared in the 19th cent. The 

word was borrowed from Italian, possibly via French; Vas

mer's suggestion of German intermediary lacks phonetical 

and morphological evidence• Ref.: Hope, ANS. 

CATEGORY F. MISCELLANEOUS. 

F1.1 
/ 

BASTA (It. basta) 

Ger. basta; Pol. basta; 

Ukr. basta; Bulg. basta; 

/Fr. baste; Eng. enough; 

Cz. basta; Slov. basta; 

Ser boor. bas ta. / 

Sufficiently, tolerably, fully (J), 

BUR-l4IX1:It..::::Med.Lat; BUR-MIX2, J.c:.Hed,Lat; DUB:It; 
V 
CUD:It<Med.Lat; KAP:It; PETsit. SRJ1:It: DAL:It; 

u"S'K:It: ANS:It; OZG. JAN:Fr; BRK-EFR:It. 

ALUN; F!J.)R; 

ACCAD; BATT; 

Wind ( 171); 

CRUS; DIZ; 

GRZ. 
Hope (I, 162), 

Petkanov; Praz. 

PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; 

Laugieri; Migliorini (Storia); 

!tal. basta!, used as an exclamation from the 16th cent., is 

the imperative of bastare ('to suffice'), a 14th cent, word, 

French uses the Italianism in the Galllcized form baste since 

Rabelais. The loan is current in many European languages in 
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the Italian model form. Russian borrowed basta in the 18th 

cent. as a term of cards (cf. amba, B6. 2); this sense is 

recorded by JAN of 180J. As an interjection, basta is found 

in Russian dictio~aries of the mid-19th cent. (Za)bastovat' 

is a loanblend, first listed in DAL; its original meaning 

'to break off' applied to gambling games, and the contempo

rary sense 'to strike, to go on strike' developed in the 

last two decenniads of the 19th cent. Zabastovka appeared 

about the same time. Ref.: Devote, Hope, Cyganenko, Vasmer, 

~anskij. 

/ 

F1.2 BAUL (It. baUle) 
/ 

/Fr. bahut; Sp. baul; Eng. trunk; Ger. Koffer; 

Pol. kuf'er; Cz. ~; Ukr. baul; Byeloruss. 

baul; Bulg. baul./ 

Oblong travelling box (2). 
V 

. BUR-MIX:Fr; DUB:Ger; CUD:Fr; KAP:It; PET1-5:It. SRJ:It; 

DAL:It; U~K:It; ANS:It; O~G. LEKS; GELT; REJ:It. 

CRUS4,5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOIDl; ACCAD; 

BAIT; GRZ. 

Smirnov (58). Kurganov; Migliorini (Storia). 

14th cent. !tal. baule is a Hispanism of unknown origin. 

The !tal. word penetrated into the East and South groups 

of the Slavonic languages. Russian uses baul since Peter 

the Great; the word was first recorded in LEKS of 1762. 

· DAL lists the diminutive baul'~ik, ba6lec. Ref.: Prati, 
V 

Devote, Vasmer, Sanskij, DAL, UKR. 

/ 
F1.J BRAVO (It. bravo) 

/Fr. bravo; Sp. bravo; Eng. bravo; Ger. bravo; 

Pol. brawo; Cz. bravo; Slov. bravo; Ukr. bravo; 

B·ulg. bravo; Serbocr. bravo./ 
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Cry of approval (frequently used in applauding a performance) 

(J). 

BUR-MIX:It; DUB:It; CUD:It; KAP:It; PET<.It. SRJ:It; 
V V 

DAL:It; USK:It; ANS:It; OZG. BRK-EFR:It. 

CRUS; DIZ; PANL; 

HUttl-Worth (6J); 

FANF; BROG; 'rol-111; ACCAD; BATT; GRZ. 

Arkad'eva (41); Hope (II, 357). Ogienko:It; 

Migliorini (Storia); MIX. 

Ital. bravo is of uncertain origin. As an exclamation of cheer 

(initially at artistic performances), bravo was introduced 

into European languages during the 18th cent. with Italian 

opera. HUttl-Worth finds an example of bravo in Karamzin's 
. V . 

Pis'ma russkago pute§etvennika of 1791-92; Sanskij gives 

only the first part of the 19th cent. In contemporary Russian, 

br~vo is current outside the field of performing arts. Bravissi-

. E!.2. (the I tal. superlative}, brav~.a (cf. Fr. bravade, It. bra

~. Eng. bravado), and other derivatives, formed in Russian 

itself or borrowed through other languages, are. frequent. Ref.: 

Prati, HUttl-Worth, Arkad' eva, Preobra~enskij, Vasmer, Sanskij 

(V mire slov). 

F1. 4 KANAL' JA (It. can!e;lla) 

/Fr. canaille; Sp. canalla; Eng, canaille; Ger. 
/. Kanaille; Pol. kanalja; Cz. kancilie; Ukr. 

kanalija,f 

Swindler, scoundrel {a humorous swearword); originally 

rabble (J), 
v 

DUB:Fr; CUD:It<Lat; BUR-MIX!: It, Fr< Lat; BUR-MIX2<Lat; 

KAP:Fr<:It. SRJ1sit,Fr,Pol; DAL:Fr; 

FWR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; 

BATT; GRZ. 

U~K:It; ANS:It; OZG. 

'roMM; ACCAD; 

Smirnov ( 129) : PoLi::::: Fr; Biriakova ( 366) ; Sarauw (52); 

Wind (16J, 190); Hope (I, J2). Gajnullina; GEJ:It; 

20.5 
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Kurganov; MIX; Vinogradov (57). 

1)-14th cent. Ital. canaglla was initially strongly pejorative; 

the word is derived from cane ('a dog' ) by adding the collec

tive suffix -~lia, expressing scorn (cf. pleb~lia, 'a rabble, 

mob). The Italianism entered French usage about 1470 as canail

le, and replaced Old French chiennaille. Eng. canaille and Ger. 

Kanaille are 17th cent. Gallicims; Pol. kanalja, attested in 

1670, and Sp. canalla are direct Italian loans. Czech kanc(lle 

. was borrowed through German intermediary. Russ. kanc{}.' ja is an 

Italianism, first found in Peter's letters of 1709 in the form 

kanall.ja. Kanal' ja appeared in 1717 in the pejorative and hu

morous senses. The present form kanal'ja was influenced by the 

Polish equivalent (Smirnov and Sanskij inaccurately treat Pol. 

kanalja as a Gallicism). German intermediary, suggested by 

Vasmer, and the French source, proposed by Bir¥akova, Gorjaev, 

Vasmer and Preobra~enskij, are less convincing. Kanal'ja is 

first recorded in Nordstet's Slovar' of 1780. Ref.: Devoto, 

BATT-ALES, Bloch, Hope, Gamillscheg, ANS, Br\ickner. 

/ 

F1.5 KATAFALK (It. catafalco) 

/Fr. catafalgue; 

Ger. Katafalk; 

Ukr. katafalk; 

Sp. catafalco; Eng. catafalque; 

Pol. katafalk; Cz. katafalk; 

Serbocr. katafalk./ 

Ornamental.structure in a church for the coffin of a 

deceased person ()). 

KIR; BUR-MIX:Fr; DUB1:Fr; DUB2:It; 

PET:Fr<It. SAR:Fr; SRJ1:Fr; DAL; 
V 

OZG. JANz!t; REJ:It; BRK-EFR. 

V 
CUD:Fr; 
v 

USK:It; 

F.WR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TONM; 

BATT; GRZ. 

KAP:Fr; 

ANS:It,Fr; 

ACCAD; 

Bir~akova ( )68) ; Hope {I, 280). Jernej; Ogienko. 

Ital. catafalco is attested since the 16th cent. in the general 
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sense of • a stage for performances' , and in the above meaning. 

French documented the Italian loan in 1690 in the sense of.' a 

support, show stage, grand-stand at executions' and so forth. 

English documented some examples of !tal. catafalco; the pre

sent catafalque is a 17th cent. French loan. German Katafalk 

is a Gallicism; Czech and Serbocr. katafalk are borrowed 

through German intermediary. The !tal. form katafalko occurred 

in Russian in 1'708; the contemporary form katafalk dates from 

1'70'7, and was possibly taken through French or Polish (Vasmer 

is for the German provenance). Ref.: Hope, BATT-ALES, Holub, 

Gorjaev, Bir!akova, Jernej, Grimm. 

F1.6 KATAKOI•lBA (It. catacomba) 

/Fr. catacombe; Sp. catacumba; Eng. catacomb; 

Ger. Katakombe; Pol. katakumba; Cz. katakomba; 

Ukr. katakomba./ 

Subterranean cemetery ( 3) • 
V 

KIR; BUR-MIX: Fr,Lat-<.:Gr; DUB..:::.Cr; CUD:Gr; KAP: It<:.Gr; 
V 

PETait<Ned.Lat. SRJ1:It,Med.Lat...::..Gr; DAL; USK:It...::Gr; 
V 

ANS:It<Gr# OZG. JAN:Lat; REJ:Lat; BRK-EFR. 

CRUSJ-5, Veron; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TO:t-1H; ACCAD; 

BATT; GRZ. 

Cozens; GEJ:Fr Gr; MIX; Praz; Wallrath. 

· 16th cent. Ital. catacomba is derived from Late Lat. ~

cumbas, a name given in the 4th cent. to a sepulchral vault 

of St. Sebastian in the Appian Wa:y in Rome. In reference to 

the Roman subterranean galleries with recesses, excavated 

in sides for tombs, the word is used by many languages in 

20'7 

the plural. Originally, Lat. catacumbas was invariable, and 

only later was treated as a plural form, from which the sin

gular catacumba was derived. A number of languages, including 

Polish, borrowed the term directly from Latin. English catacomb 



is a 17th cent. Gallicism, used by some authors (w. Scott) 

in a general sense, such as 'a cellar with recesses for 

storing wine'; Czech katakomba is an Italian borrowing. 
. I 

Russian katakomba was probably taken from Italian in the 

late part of the 18th cent.; first examples refer to bury

ing_.places in Italy. Its first lexicographical documentation 

goes back to JAN of 1804. The word also denotes the subter

ranean cemetry of the Kievo-Pe~erski j monastery, · and other 

places in Russia, Ref.: PRNT, BATT-ALES, OXF, Praz, Skeat, 

' Holub, BSE. 

/ 

F1. 7 l<IARENGO (It. maremgo). 

/Fr. marengo; Eng, greyish black; Ger. Narengo; 

Pol. mare~o; Cz. marengo; Ukr. marengo./ 

Black fabric, flecked with white or grey (J). 

SRJ2:F.r; U§K~It; ANS:It; O~G. 
BATT. 

Migliorini (Storia). 

Ital. marengo is mainly known as a numismatic.term, denoting 

a gold coin minted after Napoleon's victory over the Austrians 

at l1arengo, a town in Northern Italy. The fabric is named 

marengo because its production was initiated in this town. 

The Ital. word entered usage of several European languages 

(also in the numismatic sense) in its model form. In Russian 

and some other Slavic languages, marengo is undeclined. Rus

sian lexicographical sources record it since 1864 (Toll' ) • 

The semantic extension from a fabric to a greyish black 

colour occurred in Russian and Ukrainian. Ref.: BATT, Prati, 
V • 

PRNT, Sanski J, 

FL8 PALAflTY (It. pa1afltte) 

/Fr. palafittesj Eng. palafittes; Ger. Palafitten; 

Pol. palafi ty; Ukr. palafi ty./ 
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Prehistoric dwellings, built on piles near water (J). 

KAP:It; PET:It, 

TOMM; GRZ. 

Migliorini (Storia). Hope (II, 448). 

Ital. palafitta {sing.) dates from the 14th cent. in its 

basic sense of 'a bank of stakes, forming a rampart or 

foundations'. In 1864 L. Pigorini and L. Strobe! used 

palafitte in reference to the neolitic lake-dwelling in 

the North of Italy; a year later, an architect, Delsor, 

speaking of the prehistoric houses, recently discovered 

in Switzerland, employed the term in French. German formed 

a calque Pfahlbau {~ corresponds to I tal. palo, 'a stick', 

and Bau, literally 'a construction' stands for Ital, ~. 

past part. of figgere, 'to fix'), but in his Archeologische 

Encyclopedie of 1962, Arends already uses Palafi tte. Rus

sian palafity and Ukr. palafiti are 20th cent. Italian bor

rowings, Polish palafi ty is, according to Polska Akademia, 

a Gallicism, and Czech dictionaries still do not record the 

loan (cf. Cz. kolov~ stavba in this sense). Ref.: Prati, 

Hope, BATT-ALES, Duden. 

, 
F1,9 PERGOLA (It. pergola) 

/Fr. pergola; Sp. p{rgola; Eng. pergola; Ger. 

Pergola; Pol. pergola; Cz. pergola; Serbocr. 

pergola./ 

Arbour formed of growing plants, trained over .posts (J). 
V 

BUR-MIX:It<Lat; DUB1:It; CUD:It; PET6:It. BRK-EFR. 

Fl.OR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; BROG; TOMM; GRZ. 

Jernej; Praz. 

Ital. pergola, dating from the Niddle Ages, is of Latin 

origin pergula ('a vine arbour'). The word entered usage 

of European languages as a term of archi tect~e. Pergola 
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occurred ih English as early as 1654, and is still frequent 

in the contemporary language. Bloch and Dauza.t list pergola 

as a recent Italian loan (1907) in French; Larousse records 

the Gallicized form pergole. The form Per~el is common in 

the South of Germany and in Austria, Pol. and Cz. per8ola 

are direct Italianisms; Serbocr. pergola was borrowed.direct

ly from Italian and indirectly via Austrian German in the 
/ 19th cent. Russian pergola was taken from Italian, possibly 

during the 18th cent. with other archi t.ectural terms. The 

loan was current in the past; today, pirgola is frequently 

replaced by besedka (iz vinogradnyx loz), aleja, and other 

expressions. Ref.: BA'IT-ALES, Jernej, Grimm, Csl. Akademie, 

Polska Akademia. 

F1.10 TERRAMARA (It. terramara) 

/Fr. terramare; En g. terramara; Ger. Terramare; 

Pol. osada nawodna; Cz. terramara./ 

Ammoniacal earthy deposit found in prehistoric lake-dwellings 

in Italy ( 1). 

PET6tit. BRK-EFR. 

TOMM; GRZ ; Doria. 

~Iigliorini (Storia); Praz. 

Ital. terramara, dating from 1822, is a dialectic. corruption 

of terra mala ( • bad earth •) (cf. topon. Terramara, a place in 

Milan, attested as Terramala). The archeological deposits 
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were also called terra cimiteriale ('cemetary earth') because 

of human remains found in it. French anthropologists use the 

Italianism since the middle of the 19th cent. English documents 

both, the Italian loan terramara (since 1866) and the Gallicism 

terramare. Russian dictionaries record the Italianism from 1901 

(BRK-EFR); Polish still uses its own equivalent. The loan is 

current in the above languages in the plural. Ref.: Prati, OXF. 



F:1. 11 §Ell! (It. s blrro) 

/Fr. sbire; Eng. sbirro; Ger. Sb1rre; Pol. ~~ 

Cz. sbir./ 

Italian police officer, named so until the 19th cent. (3). 

BUR-l1IX:It,Sp; DUB:It; bUD:It; KAP:Fr<.:::It; PET:Fr~It. 
USK:It; ANS:It. JAN:It; BRK-EFR. 

FLOR; CRUS; DIZ; PANL; FANF; 

Miklosich .· ( 137) ; Sarauw ( 36) ; 

Praz. 

BROG; TOMM; BATT; GRZ I 

Wind (141); Hope (I, 221). 

16th cent. Ital. (s)birro is a derivative from Med.Latin 

birrus ('red') in association to red collars and capes, 

worn by Italian policemen of the time. In present-day Italian, 

sbirro carries a derogatory overtone (cf. slang bobby in Bri

tish English). The Ital. loan occurred in French in the form 

sbire as early as 1.546 (Rabelais). English sbirro is docu

mented from the 17th cent. as a direct Italianism. Czech uses 

sbir since J. Vrchlick§ (1853-1912); b~ic is a Czech adapta

tion of the Italian word. Russian documents both forms, the 

!tal. sbirro and the French sbir; the word was probably bor

rowed in the late 18th cent. , sinc.e its lexicographical docu

mentation dates from JAN of 1806. European languages employ 

the loan as a historicism in reference to Italy. Ref.: Prati, 
y 

Wind, Csl. Akademie, ANS. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Leonardo Fioravanti (1518-88), a medical practitioner in 
Rome, Venice, Bologna and other Italian cities, distinguished himself 
as an inventor of a famous balsam, obtained by distillation from nu
merous aromatic plants and used for the arsenic poisoning. He is an 
author of books on general medicine, surgery, physics and alchemy. 

2 In· popular Russian speech the disease was called sypi¥ka. 

212 

3 Horace Walpole (1717-97), English letter writer and historian; 
was touring in Italy with the poet Thomas Grey, when the country was hit 
by the malarial infection in 1740. 

4 
The Russian term petexli and its foreign equivalents are 

current in the plural, except for Polish petechia (sing.). 

5 For more details consult Giovanni Alessio' s "Petecchia," 
Lingua nostra, III (1941), p. 128, and Carlo Battisti and Giovanni 
Alessio' s Dizionario etimologico i taliano (Florence, 19.50-.57), vol. 4, 
P• 2879. 

Sa Hario Praz, "The Italian Element in English." Essays and · 
Studies by l1embers of the English Association, XV ( 1929), p •. 58. 

6 Diez derives Italian facchino from French faquin of ultimate 
Dutch origin. Gamillscheg, 1'1eyer-L~bke, Wartburg and others accept Baist' s . 
hypothesis that French faguin is a derivation from facgue ('a sack') of 
the Dutch and Flemish source vak ('a sack'). Both Italian facchino and 
French faquin are considered ~be 16th century words; however, Prati's 
investigations (Lingua nostra, I, 1939, p. 111) indicate that the Ital-
ian word was documented as a Gallicism in Florentine ambassadorial re
ports from France as early as 1461. More detailed analysis on the. term 

. is given by Tagliavini in his short article "Facchino" {Ling'!la nostra, 
I, 1939, p. 1.5), Hope, op. cl t., vol. 1, p. 99, and by others. 

7 Nartin Sanudo ( 1466-1.536), a Venetian chronicler, distinguish
ed himself as a researcher of great.accuracy. He collected letters and 



other documents, describing life incidents of Venice, state affairs, 
traveller's impressions, and other particularities of historical events 
in Italy, which were published posthumously as Diari in 58 volumes. 

8 T.E. Hope, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 288. For more details, 
see also A. Prati's Vocabolario etimologico italiano (Nilan, 1979), 
P• 486. 

9 Praz, op. cit., p. 24. 

10 llli· 

11 The Italian singular guelfo is also the name of a coin, 
minted in Florence about 1317~ 

12 . 
The Italian revolutionary society of Carbonari was close 

in its objectives to the members of the Russian Decembrist revolt of 
182,5. P.I. Pestel', !1.P. Orlov and several other Decembrists adherents 
participated in Carbonari's activities in Italy. In some instance, the 
term itself was employed by Russian progressists in slogans such as 
"VperE;d, bol'~oj karbonarij!" in reference to the Decembrists: the word 
was pronounced with disdain and fear in aristocratic salons. 

13Hope, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 447. 

14 G. Rizzotto's play I mafiosi della Vicaria of 1863 facili
ted the spread of the word (Hope, op. cit., vol. 2, p. 447). 

15 . 
F.rancesco Serdonati (1540-1602) wrote some books on 

Roman history, and one study, dealing with the war environment. His 
contribution to the field of history is regarded as of a compiler 
rather than of a historian. He also collected some Italian proverbs, 
which were published in 1870 in Padova. 

16 Christine Sarauw, Die Italianismen in der franzBsischen 
Sprache des 16. Jahrhunderts (Leipzig, 1920), p. 37. 

17 
Italian frequently uses this term in the expression 

lettera d'avviso of the identical meaning. Similarly, English has 
letter of advice, and Russian aviznoe pis'mo already documented in 
JAN of 1803. 
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18 V ,y Russian laz, Polish la~a and Czech laze are formed on 
Italian l'~io (the definite article P.lus the term itself). Vasmer 
and Preobr~enskij consider Russian laz a Gallicism, probably because 
of the absence of the final vowel. French, however, uses the Italian 
form l'egio, pronounced with 2 at the end. According to Preobr~enskij, 
la~ las in vogue during Speranskij, who himself preferred t~s variant 
to cG:io. 

19 Franco di ;porto is distinct from present-day P2rto franco 
in the sense of 'a harbour free of custom charges' (Hope, op. cit., 
vol.2, p. 362). 

20 
The term inkvart~ta should not be confused with English 

guarte (carte), German Quart, Polish kwarta or Czech kvart(a), the 
fourth regular movement in fencing, which correspond to Russian kvarta 
of Latin origin. 

21 Benedetto Varchi (1503-65), at the request of Cosimo I dei 
l1edici, wrote a history of Florence, covering the period of eleven 
years (1527-JB). In addition, he is the author of a comedy, several 
lyrics and a dialogue, Ercolano, in which he defends Florentine to 
become the literary language of Italy. 

22 
As Praz states (op. cit., p. 42): "In the eighteenth century 

there began the fashion for picturesque views of Italy, With Italian 
peasants dancing the tarantella in front of the ruins of some antique 
temple, in.a Neapolitan landscape with umbrella-pines and possibly, in 
the foreground, a group of lazzaroni playing at morra, or of banditti 
dividing their booty." 

Z3 Giovanni Villani (1275?-1348), a Florentine merchant, was 
one of the most important mediaeval chroniclers in Europe. In his 
Cronica Universale, Villani gives the history of Florence from her 
origins until 1)46. He describes Florence of his own time·as one of 
the most prospering commercial centers of Europe. 

24 The baroque style, which flourished in Western Europe 
between the second half of the 16th and the early 18th centuries, 
found its expression first in architecture, then in sculpture, paint
ing, literature, and finally in music. 

25 A comprehensive history on Italian barocco is given in 
B. Migliorini's Profili di parole (Flo~ence, 1970), pp. 21-)4. 
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26 Italian barocco covers a large semantic field; it expresses 
an idea in architecture, philosophy and commerce. 

27 The source of French galerie is not clarified yet; as Hope 
states (op. cit., vol. 1, p. 40) "we have to accept the majority opinion 
that Fr. galerie is an Itallanism at least until the ultimate etymon 
(possibly galilea,'galilee' in a church) is established and the history 
of LowLat. galeria (9th cent.) is known with certainty." 

28 Agnolo Firenzuola (149)-c. 1548), founded the Accademia 
dell' Addiaccio at Prato, and wrote several books in which he embodied 
Renaissance ideals of feminine beauty. He also participated in the 
controversies over the Italian language, favouring the Tuscan dialect. 

29 Matteo Villani was a brother of Giovanni Villani (see foot
note 23 in this chapter) who, after his brother's death in 1)48, continued 
the Cronica Universale up to 1.364. 

JO Filippo Baldinucci (1624-96), a member of the Academy of 
the Crusca since 1681, was an important collector of paintings for the 
Uffizi Gallery in Florence •. His study of the life and works o.f artists 
was published in Notizie dei professori del disegno da Cimabue in gua, 
covering the period from 1260 to 1670. 

Jl Benvenuto Cellini (1500-71), a Florentine sculptor and 
·goldsmith, is primarily known for his autobiography Vita di Benvenuto 
Cellini, in which he gives a colourful picture of the turbulent life . 
of his time, and valuable information on the goldsmith craft • 

.32 Vincenzo Scamozzi (1552-1616) was a Venetian architect, 
engineer and writer. Among his numerous writings of an architectural 
nature, the most notable is L'Idea dell'architettura Universale, re

. fleeting his taste for the classical archi tectonic style • 

.3.3 The word karikatura in the sense of 'utirovannoe komi~eskoe 
izobra~enie kogo-, ~ego-libo' applies to cinema, literature, style of 
artistic work, and so forth. In such contexts, it is usually emplored 
in the expression vpadat' v karikaturu (Arkad'eva, op. cit., p. 68). 
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35 Italian schools, particularly Venetian, were the most 
prominent in the technique of colouring during the Renaissance. This 
art was initiated by Delacroix in France, and from there diffused into 
many European countries. 
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J6 Russian lexicographical sources (KAP, PET, ANS and others) 
consider marin!st an Italianism or a Gallicism. Marinfsta in the sense 
of 'a painter of seascapes', however, appeared in Italian in the present 
century only; the term should not be confused with 19th century Italian 
marinfsta, denoting a follower or an imitator of Marino's literary . 
style of ornateness and affectation. Mariniste, an obsolete term, was 
little used in 18-19th century French. The current words in both Italian 
and French are pittore di marina and peintre de marine respectively. 
Russian marinfst, documented since 1863 (the third edition of REJ), is 
a Russian derivation from marina by analogy with pejza~!st, akvarel!st, 
Eortret!st; before this word became common, morskoJ pejzaiist and nvo
Efsec morskix vidov were in use (V.N. Sergeev, "K etimologii slova 
marinist." ilitimologi~eskie issledovanija J20 russkomu jazyku, 1963, pp. 
129-3.5). 

37 I.A. Selivanov, who lived in the late part of the 18th and 
early in the 19th centuries, was the greatest Russian master in this 
technique. 

J8 The relationship between French miniature and mignon is 
explained in Hope, OJ2• cit., vol. 1, pp. 292-J, 

39 Luigi Pulci ( 1432-84), a protege of Lorenzo dei Nedici, 
was a 15th century master of Italian burlesque verse. His lively and 
witty epic poem Il Morgante maggiore was partially translated into 
English by Pule!' s admirer, Byron, in 1820. 

40 Hope, OJ2• cit., vol. 1, p. 305. 

41 The form aes brundisium is documented in Pliny' ~ famous 
Historia Natura1is of an encyclopaedic character, which appeared in 
77 A. D. in 37 books, and is his only surviving work. 

42 Lorenzo Magalotti ( 1637-1712), was, aside from his public 
services, an active member of learned institutions, including the 
Accademia della Crusca. His famous work Saggi di natural! es12erienze, 
a comprehensive study on scientific experiments of his time, came · 
into print in Florence in 1667. 



43 The term is absent from many English lexicographical 
sources. English cardan, found in The Concise Oxford Dictionary 
of Cur.rent Eneallsh of 1976, is recorded only as an adjective. 
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44 Giovanvettorio Soderini (1526-97), a member of a prominent 
Florentine family, served the Medici. He published an important work 
on agriculture. 

45 Russian borrowed tomit from French tomate of ultimate 
Aztec origin tomatl. Czech also uses this loan, but with certain 
r~strictions; it is known in/the plural forms ~om~ty, tomaty, to-
mata, tomata, and in tomatoyY protlak as an adjective (•tomato puree'). 

46 Russian sardel' is an indirect Italian loan, borrowed 
through Polish, and probably also through English, since England 
exported the product to Russia. 

47 Pierandrea Mattioli (1500-77) was named a physician of 
the Emperors Ferdinando and Massimillano II. After a number of years 
of medical practice at.the court, he devoted his life to natural 
sciences, in particular to botany. Mattioli, who coordinated and 
unified botanical knowledge in his famous Commentar1 al Dioscuride, 
is considered to be one of the greatest experts of his time in 
botany. 

48 . \1/ Vt 
Russian documents duecento and trecento since the late 

~950's~ Both terms, however, are less known than kvatro~ento and 
cinkvecento. 
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CHAPT'~R III 

ADDENDA TO THE LEXICON 

The Lexicon deals primarily with direct Italian loans in Russian 
. 1 

from the late 17th century until the 1960's. In attempts to illustrate 

the history of borrowings in its entirety, the.present chapter supplies 

information on pre-Petrine loan-words, and on Italianisms from Peter 

the Great predominantly of an indirect entrance. 

a) Italianisms in Russian before Peter the Great 

Professor H. Leeming published a comprehensive study "Italian 

words in prepetrine sources" (Annali, IX, 19661 pp. 197-20?), dealing 

with both obsolete and active loans. The author supports the thesis 

that many Italian words entered the language through Polish transla-

tions, as there were no direct Russian translations from Italian dur

ing this period. His lexical investigations are based on the surviving 

Russian manuscript, translated from Relatiae powszechne and Theatrum 

wszytkiego swiata, .Polish versions of G. Botero's geographical work 

Relation! universali (Venice, 1608), on ambassadorial reports and other 

documents. Leeming divides the loan-words of the Russian manuscript into 

five semantic categories' 1) The names of unfamiliar zoological and 

botanical species; 2) Commercial terms, installations, products; 
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.J) Military and naval terms; 4) Geographical terms; 5) Architec-

ture, monuments. These groups include approximately thirty five 

words and expressions, which may be classified into: a.) words. 

which have not survived to the present: grifa.lkove ('gerfalcons'), 

benzujev ( • of gum benja.min • ) , miner a ( 'mines' ) : b) words which 

do exist in contemporary Russian, but were borrowed from various 

sources and are not regarded a.s Italia.nisms via. Polish: .tropiki 

('tropics'), golfo {'gulf') {cf. present-day Gol'fstrem); c) words 

still in use, and considered Italian loan-words via Polish: fabrika 

{'a factory'), konf~kt ('a comfit'). 

To our interest are fabrika, b~tnja, and other surviving loans 

of Leeming' s paper. The Italian word fabbrica was borrowed through 

Polish intermediary in the sense of ' building, a. construction' , espe-

cia.lly in reference to a church. Early in the 18th century, Russian 

f~brika denoted a process of working (delo, rabota); the modern sense 

of 'a manufacture' wa.s acquired with the industrialization of Russia, 

and, furthermore, influenced by German and French. Czech fabrika is 

a slang word taken from German Fabrik; the literarY language uses 

tov~na of Turkish origin tavar, meaning initially 'cattle', later 

( 
· ) IV 'goods' cf. Russ.; Ukr., Slov. ~ • The loan basnja is attested 

since 1439 in the form B~ta, an Italian place-name (Bastiahin doe-

uments of a. Russian delegation to Florence, Vasmer, Cyganenko, Machek, 

and other Slavic etymologists consider b£~nja a loan from Czech basta 

{'a fortification'), of Italian origin bastla ('a fort, fortification), 
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borrowed through Polish baszta o£ the same meaning. Leeming, however, 

suggests that b~nja was introduced orally by Italian architects and 

builders; he rightly assumes that the suf£ix-nja was added to the 

stem bast- by analogy With ~as6vnja. kUxnja and other Russian words, 

describing buildings and their parts (the absence of the sound-!-

between sibilant and nasal consonants is a common feature of oral 

borrowing. since it is typical in the Russian pronunciation; c£. Russ. 

mestn;yj, also Cz. ndstn!, ustni). 

Loans denoting Italian realia occurred principally in ambassado-

rial reports. Leeming' s study contains nine Italianisms from the pre-
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Petrine reports. ranging from very general words ( ~katula, • a box') to 

more specific loans (g6ndola). Among £ood products and drinks, attested 

in the ambassadorial documents, mal'vc(zija is a surviving word. Italians 

named this sweet wine after Na;eoli di ~lalvasla, an island in Pelopon-

·nesus where the product was originally made, and Venetian merchants 

exported it into many countries. The name of the wine also occurred in 

the book of home cures Proxl~j Vertograd (Hoscow, 1672) in the form 

malmazeja {c£. Eng. malmsey), and in Russian sources translated from 

French in the variant mal' vuazi (cf. Fr. mal voisie). Russian ambas-

I 
sadors in Italy re£ erred to a cart o£ transport as kareta, despite 

having their own names teles;a, povozka, kolj~ka, 2 and others. The 

form kor6ta appeared in 1612 through Polish intermediary;, Byelorussian 

documents it since 1.589. From the mill tary terminology, the ambassado

rial reports include kavalE:~r and gvardija. Kochman also finds an example 
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of kavaler in a translation of 16)4 from Polish: "S korolevskoj de 

storony byli getmana Radivilla brat pan Radivill kavaler da pan Abra

movi~ ... 3 In his Kandidat thesis nslovarny j sostav povestej petrovskogo 

vremeni" (Moscow, 1956), B.A. f1agarjan states that kaval6'r was intro-

duced orally by Italian military specialists in Russia as early as the 

beginning of the 15th century. Preobra~enskij, Cyganenko, ~anskij and 

other etymologists of Russian consider the word only an 18th century 

loan through German and French intermediaries. Similarly, kavalerija 

is a pre-Petrine borrowing, diffused directly from Italian cavallerla 

and through Polish kawalexyja. Gvardija occurred in 1667 in a diplomatic 

report from France, and in a translation of the same time from Polish. 

As a direct Italianism, gyardija is recorded by P.A. Tol:stoj in his 

diary of 1697-99 from Italy. 

The borrowed pre-Petrine military terminology is noteworthy from 

Polish sources, rather than from ambassadorial reports. For instance, 

Italian sold~to ('a soldier') occurred in 1652 in the Polish form ~el-

/ ' 

dak; the present variant soldat is recorded by Sorokoletov as a German 

4 
~oan from 16)2. Leeming' s list includes the firearms arkobuz, bande-

ler, karabin, m~et, :Qistolet, and the artillery and explosive terms 

artilleriist, granat, in~ener, pinard and volkonet. Of these, arkobuz 

has the earliest documentation met in a Russian text of 1569. In 1589 

the musket was mentioned among the firearms of Boris Godunov. In the 

17th century appears arkebuz under the influence of German Arkebuse; 

/ . V I 

the variant arkebuza shows again Polish intermediary. ~' missing 
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in Leeming's article, is found in Avvakum's Zitie of 1672-75 as a 

Polonism (cf. 16th cent. Pol. szp~a), and in P.A. Tolstoj's letter 

from Naples as a direct Italianism: "I te studenty zelo menja udivili, 

kak bills' na MJ?8B:ax 1 znamenem igrali. • • "5 (cf. Ital. spMa). The 

word, however, already occurred in the 16th century or earlier, pos-

~ V I sibly as a Greek loan. P.Ja. uernyx mentions ~ among assimilated 

foreign words in Russian by the 164o's; 6 his opinion should be viewed 

carefully, since the word was in a process of phonetical and morpho-

logical changes until the 18th century. The loan is known in other 

( 
\,// Y V . V 

European languages cf. Cz. spada.; Slov. spa.da, sp~a1 Li th. spoda, 

spada; Sp. and Port. espada). 

Among pre-Petrine naval terms, Leeming finds gbndola and barka 

in diplomatic reports f:rom It~, galerain the Russian version of 

Relatiae powszechne, and the names of winds in a translation from 

·Polish of Radziwill's pilgrimage to the Holy Land with a Mediter-

ranean background. The name of a little, narrow Venetian boat appeared 

as gundula in ~emoda.nov's account of a Russian embassy to Venice in 

165?.7 In the 17-18th centuries, the loan is documented in various 

forms, indicating the intermediary of several European languages; 

sundal (1697), gundala (1697), gondola (1707), gondula (1707, cf. 

sondula in Latin of Venice, Genoa and Pisa), gundola (1717), gondol 

(1?34), gondolja (1795), gondulja (1799). This Italianism is an 

international word, referring to the Venetian scene, but some .lan-

guages also employ it metaphoricallY (cf. a railways term in Russian, 
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a term in Russian and English aeronautics). Gondol'er, a man rowing 

the boat, is a direct Italian loan in late 18th century Russian. 
/ , . 

Ba.rka and galera were introduced to Old _Russia by Venetian and 

Genoese merchants and seamen as early as the Middle Ages (galera 

was known in the 12th century as galeja). The names of both vessels 

are mentioned in the Novgorod and Ipat~v chronicles. 8 In 16.56 ba.rka 

occurred in an ambassadorial report from Venice, and in the 18th centu

ry additional exalllples are found from Italian and other languages (cf. 

bark from French barque). Russian dictionaries record b~ka since 1771 

(GELT). 12th century galeja, a phonetical adaptation of Italian gal~a, 

was in use along with a Greek loan k~ta.rga until the 14th century, 

when salera became common. 9 Levante, ponente maestro, sirokko, lli-

montana and other names of winds, originally associated with the Sea 

of Azov, have a long existence as direct oral Italian loans. In his 

account on lazarets and contagious diseases, penetrating to the Mediter-

ranean region from the Orient, P.A. Tolstoj uses Levant in the sense of 
I . 

Russian Vostok. Russian ~irokko is the adaptation of the Italian form 
\ . . 

scirocco, predominating since the 16th century, while the surviving 

variant sirokko manifest phonetical features of earlier Italian sirocco. 

The name of this wind, known in many languages a~ a term of navigation., 
. 10 , 

is occasionally employed figuratively. Tramontana, the name of a 

cold and blighting wind in the Mediterranean ·and Adriatic, is a direct 

oral Italian loan, documented through Polish intermediary in Radziwitl' s 

pilgrimage, and in the form tramontan through French in .Si~kov· of 1795. 
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Arsenal, the name of a naval dockyard, is absent from· Leeming's study. 

The word is found in Kosniografija of 1670 as an Italianism; Kochman 

gives an example in the Russian translation of 1678 from Polish 

Dworu cesarza tureckiego. Additional examples from Italian are found 

in the late 17th century in P.A. Tolstoj's diary; he uses arsinal and 

arsenal in reference to the Venetian dockyard. Tolstoj, an attentive 

observer of nautical affairs, recorded a number of terms, but many of 

them were little used (cf. boats fusta, filjyga; winds bonada, bonacija, 

fortuna). 

The last semantic field, explored by Professor Leeming, is the 

terminology of music. He analyses Hikol:aj Dilecki' s manuscript Idea 

grammatikii musikijskoj, translated in 1679 from Polish into Russian 

Church Slavonic. The translation was the first text-book for students 

of polyphonic music, which was introduced into Muscovy during the 17th 

century from the West through Poland. The musical vocabulary of the 

manuscript, quite unique in its entirety, incorporates a number of 

terms of Latin and Italian sources (cf. al' to:y;x:j, basso:y;x:j, tenoroyyj 
\ . , 

from Italian alto, basso, tenore; strament as an adaptation of pre-

17th century Italian stromento with akan'e in the pretonic syllable), 

Analysing musical terms in pre-Petrine sources, Leeming observed that: 

While the permanence of these musical terms in the 
Russian vocabulary has depended to some extent upon 
their fate in the international vocabulary it may 
still be said that the contribution of Latin and 
Italian to the Russian terminology of music made 
during the 17th century with the help of Polish and 
Ruthenian teachers is among the most stable catego
ries of loanwords in Russian. 11 
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Polish translations inti tiated the entrance of Italian· musical 

terminology into Russian, and the presence of Italian artists at the 

St, Petersburg court in the 18th century furthered this process until 

its expansion on the level of the international musical vocabulary, A 

similar trend may be observed in Italian loans, which originally entered 

Russian through Polish, yet stabilized only under the later influence 

of Italian and other Western European languages, 

In his study Leeming does not examine pre-Petrine Italian print-

ing terms, which were diffused into many languages by Venetians, the 

great masters of the printing industry in the Middle Ages. 16th centu

ry Russian documents maca, marzan, punson, tered6rs~ik, bat;ir~~ik, 

~tanba and other priting terminology, borrowed through German interme

diary. 12 ~tanba appeared in the 18th century as ~tamp (cf. a F.rench 

loan estamp in the sense of 'a picture printed from a copper or steel, 

·etching on a paper'). 

b) Petrine and P2St-Petrine Indirect Italian Borrowings 

This section deals briefly with current technical and non-technical 

Italian loan-words from the Petrine period, borrowed through intermedi-

aries of other European languages. Some of these borrowings are also 

attested in Italian forms. 

The most coherent of this division is the terminology of fine.arts, 
I , 

diffused primarily through F.rench intermediary. Arxivol't, bjust, ci-
, I 
~. korridor and other terms entered Russian in Peter's era either 
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through direct contacts of French architects, builders and craftsmen 

with Russian specialists, or from translations. Citadel', borrowed as 

a term of mill tary archi tectu.re in the sense of 'a fortress connected 

/ I , ' 13 to a city', semantically corresponds to kre;eost'-forteciJa-zamok. 

The French forms sitadel', sitodel', sitade show also some Dutch and 

English influences; the Italian and Polish endings in ci tadella and . 

citadelja disappeared by the 1720's, and the word finally stabilized 

/ ' ' as citadel' under the influence of German Zitadelle. Korridor, bo~owed 

initially as a term of fortif~cation from French corridore, and possib-

ly German Korridor, documents the architectural meaning since 1777. Or

namental decorations of buildings, such as modil'on, list~l' and maska

ron are highly technical terms, adapted from French modillon, listel 

and mascaron in the late 18th century. Because of the palatalized -~·-, 

modil'on was also influenced directly by Italian modigllone. The ini

tial sibilant ~- in ~tukatu.rka displays the German influence; the forms 

stukatura, stuka.turka, demonstrating the influence of the Romance lan

guages (cf. I tal. stucco, Fr. ~), were common until the 19th century. 

Akvar~l' , guc(~1, past~l' , ba.mbo~Ma and other painting terms of I tall an 

14 origin were borrowed through French in the 18th and 19th centuries. 

Akvarel' and pastel' were easily adapted in the morphological system 

of Russian; ~~ and bambo'S'ida, exposed to both Italian and French 

influences, underwent several phonetical changes before their final 

stabilization: ~ ( 1845), guacco ( 1866), ~ ( 1880), bambokada 

(180J), bambo~~iada (1891), bambo~iata (1894). These names of paint-
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ing material and accessories, and of genres of scenes are current in 

European languages (cf. Eng. aguarelle, Ger. Pastell, Cz. gouache, 

Pol. bambocjada) • 

The terminology of theatre is known in Russiansince the 1730's 

through performances of Italian and French actors. Aside from the 

names of characters of the Commedia dell'arte, which are frequently 

documented in both Italian and French forms (cf. Pul'~in~lla and 

Poli~in61' respectively), Russian borrowed fant6~, travest! and sev-
15 . 

eral other terms. Fanto¥, the name of a marionette, is a phonetical 

adaptation of French fantoche; fantocini is an adapted form of the 

Italian plural fantoccini, taken from Italian or through French (cf. 

Fr. fantoccini, documented from 1815). Russian travesti, a disguise 

of an actress playing a male role, is a Gallicism, borrowed itself 

from Italian travestire ('to disguise') in the 16th century. In con-

temporary Russian, the term has connotations in 11 terature ('a ridic

. ulous misrepresentation close to a parody') and other fields. 

As regards literature, Russian borrowed several Italian terms 

through French intermediary; burlesk, pa:'skvil', sonet, st~s . and 

triolet are the most current. Burl~sk, dating from the 19th century, 

displays no direct Italian variants. On the other hand p~kvil', de-

noting a satyrical lampoon, was exposed to influences of several lan-

guages. Its origin goes back to the Italian personal name Pasguino, 

given in the early 16th century to a statue in Rome, on which de-

famatory Latin verses were posted. The word soon entered usage of 
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Western European languages, initially referring to the statue, then 

acquiring the meaning of 'satirical writing' in general (cf. Fr. 
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pasg,uil, pasguin; Ger. Pasquill; Eng. pasg,uil). Paskvil' appeared in 

Russian in Peter's time as a French and German loan; the variant p~kvil' , 

influenced by Polish paszkwil, was common until the end of the century, 

despite the fact that the form with -s- prevailed from the 1730's. The 

terms sonet and stans, pertaining to poetry, were attested in the 1750's 

as French loans; the variant stansa was taken from Italian stanza. Sonet 

is also a direct Italianism, which entered Russian through translations 

of Francesco Petrarca, the poet who perfected this form of verses. French 

triol6t, a derivation from Italian trio ('music in three parts'), entered 

Russian usage in the late 18th century to denote a poem of eight lines 

with two rhymes, arranged abaaabab. 

A number of Italian words, relating to material culture, reached 

Russian through French intermediary. They may be divided into: a) 

Clothing accessories; b) Household objects; c) Items of social 

leisure. 

The clothing accessories category includes fabrics, such as brokat, 

grata, kani tel' , levantin, and the garments kal' s6ny, pantalony, parik. 

The fabrics brokat and levant{n, were exported from France in the. 18th 

and 19th centuries. The word brokat, attested in HorskoJ ustav of 1724, 

was also influenced by Polish and German Brokat. TodaJT' s Russian re

places brokat with francU'zskaja par~a (in Czech and other languages, 

brokat is still current). Kanitel', a gold or silver metallic thread 
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used for embroidery, is an 18th century adaptation.of French cannetille, 

while gre~a, a silk material, is a direct Italianism from seta gregg:ia 

(literally 1 crude silk 1 
) : the form gre~ is from French grege. Kal' s6ny 

/ 
and pantalony are the 18th century Russian adaptations of French cale-

16 . 
gons and pantalons. The fashion of wearing a wig was introduced in 

Italy from France about 1670, and flourished throughout the 18th centu-

ry, French and Italian styles of wig appeared in Russia in the Petrine 

era, but the vogue reached its peak during the reigns of the three 

Empresses. The French word perrugue was initially borrowed in the Mid

dle Ages from Italian parrucca in the basic sense of 'a head of hair', 

and the meaning of • a wig' was acquired in 17th century French, which 

diffused it with the style to Italian and other languages, including 

Russian. In the early 18th century, Russian also documents the forms 

paruka and peruka, borrowed from Italian, and through German Per~cke 

and Polish peruka. 

The category of household objects includes bok~l, ¥tora, girlj.inda. 

French bocal,. denoting a small flask, appeared in Russian in 1732 as 

bokal; the variant pokal is a Petrine loan from German ~· ~t6ra, 

a window-curtain, is considered by Russian etymologists a Gallicism 

of 1707. The word was also introduced by Italian decorators, working 

in Russia; it shows more phonetical affinities with Italian stora than 

with French store. The German form ¥tor, which influenced permanently 

the pronunciation of the initial sibilant, is documented since the 

second half of the 18th century. Girlj~da, denoting a wreath of flow-
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ers, was current in the French form girland since 1780 until the 1830's, 

when the I.talian variant girlanda appeared (later with the iotized -±-). 
The last group, comprising items of social leisure, contains names 

of balls, riotous festivities, disguise accessories,. games and gambling& 

I / / / .1' ·' , maskara.d, karnaval, maska, domino, gamb1. t, kazino, Russian maskarad, 

. karnavAl and mrlska are 18th century Galllcisms, which were exposed to 

other foreign influences, particularly of Polish and German. M~ara, 

a variation of maska, borrowed about 1698 from Polish maszkara via 

Byelorussian and Ukrainian matkara, appeared in 1736 in the Italian 

form maskera, soon replaced by the present Gallicism maskara. The word 

is frequently employed pejoratively (cf. Czech ma~kara in the sense of 

'a ridiculously dressed person'). Dominb, denoting a game as well as 

a cloak with a half-mask, and kazin6, a gambling room, are 18th centu-

ry Gallicisms, possibly also borrowed directly from Italian; they both 

show great stability throughout their historical development. The simi-
; 

lar observation applies to gambit, a 19th century Gallicism for a chess-

game. 

Other Gallicisms of Italian origin are represented in Russian 
I / I sporadically. Kaval'kada, kar'er and~' dating from the 18th centu-

. y 
ry, are semantically connected with horseriding. Birzakova considers 

/ kaval'kiuia a French loan of the Spanish source cava.lcade; the French 

word, however, comes from Italian cavalcata (the French suffix -ada 

is influenced by the Piemontese pronunciation [idsl of Italian ~tsl). 

Kar'~r denotes the most rapid movement of a horse; the Italian variant 
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kar'era, attested in 1765 as kariera, belongs to an entirely different 

semantic field With its meaning of 'a personal advancement and success 

in life' (cf. Eng. career). V6l't is taken from French volte, which in 

turn is a Middle Ages Italianism from vtlta ('an act of turning'); hence, 

there is no relation to v6l't, a term in physics (see v6l't, E1.8). An

other equestrian term of Italian origin, val' tr~p, entered Russian only· 

through German Waltrappe (cf. !tal. gt;Ialdr~ppa, but French housse de 

cheval). 

FUrthermore, we find two terms of navigation, bussdl' and portu

lan, showing the influence of French. Bussol', a magnetic compass, was 

developed by Italians in the Hiddle Ages, and 122rtulan was used in the 

same epoch by Italian sailors as a guide of ships. Both instruments 

were adopted by Western European countries in the 16-17th centuries. 

Russian documents these terms from the last century only; the instrument 
I I 

bussol' is known in Russia since Peter the Great under the name kompas, 

borrowed directly from Italian compttsso and through German Kompass. 

\ , / /(. ) I ' / / Estafeta, gabion, kantalup ka , kaskad, model, muflon, pedant, 

~arlat~, sutana and a few other Italianisms, which entered Russian 

via French, may be classified under miscellaneous. They all bear an 

international character, and appeared in Russian between the 18th and 

19th centuries (cf. Eng. estafette, gabion, cantaloup, cascade, model, 

mouflon,. pedant, charlatan, sout~. Of these, estafeta in the sense of 

'a messenger', borrowed in the Petrine era from Italian in the form 

stafeta, and through Polish and German as ~tafeta and ttafet respective-
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ly, is documented as a Gallicism since 1735. As a term of sport, esta

feta .is known from the present century. 

Italian exerted a strong influence on the 16-17th century French 

military vocabulary, which was afterwards partially diffused into Ger-

man. In the Petrine era, German acted as an intermediary in transmit-

ting military terms of Italian origin into Russian. Among them we find · 

kampanija, kanonir, kazem.it, _Earapet, sapa, ~palera. In some instances, 
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these loan-words were influenced by Polish. A parallel trend is observed 

in baldax!n (a kind of rich brocade of gold and silk, originally export

ed by Italians from Bagdad), and cukc(t (a name of a candied fruit). 

I I · 
Gr~t, an igneous rock, and morel', a cherry tree, are 18th centu-

ry Italian loans, borrowed through German, French and Polish intermedi-

17 · I / aries. The Italianisms diletant and ~ are International words of 

a high frequency; they entered Russian in the 19th century via German 

and French. A small group of Italian loans shows no other intermediary, 

except German; here belong fint, gruppa, marcipan, salfetka (cf. Ger. 

Fint, Gruppe, Harzipan, Salvette). 

The Italian terminology of commerce and finances was diffused into 

Western European languages in the Middle Ages. Russian documents several 

commercial terms from Peter the Great, borrowed through the intermediary 

of German (~, ba.nk!r, bankrbt, marki t~t, trassa:t, trassant), oc

casionally French (bank), Polish (markitant) and Dutch (bankr6t). Two 
. / 
German loans, karat and kartel', underwent semantic changes. Italian 

carhto, dating from the 13th century, was attested in earlier examples 
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as a term of trade and financial transactions. German borrowed it 

from 16th century French in the sense of 'a measure for precious 

stones'; this meaning is documented in today's Russian karat. In 

1703 Peter used kartel' in the sense of 'an agreement between hostile 

countries, concerning the exchange of prisoners'; in the 19th century 

the word acquired a commercial connotation of 'an agreement of prices'.· 

The transmission of Italian borrowings into the Russian vocabu

lary through intermediaries of other languages than the specified 

in the "Lexicon" and "Addenda .. has not been observed. 
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FOOTNOTES 

· 1 The classification into direct and indirect Italian bor
rowings must be viewed with certain restrictions. During their histor
ical penetration into Russian, a very small number of loans entered 
the vocabulary only from Italian, or through an intermediary of one 
single language. Our criteria of dividing loan material into the 
"Lexicon" and "Addenda" have been determined, as a rule, by surviving 
forms in tod~'s Russian; there are, however, a few exceptions to 
this pattern (cf. prestidi~itator, terc). 
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2 Russian koljaska is an Italian loan, which shows the fol
lowing route of entrance: Slavic koleso penetrated through Czech kolesa 
into German. German Kalesche was documented in 1656 in French in the 
form caleche; later this Gallicism entered Italian usage as calesse, 
which finally appeared in Russian with significant phonemic substitution. 

3 Stanislaw Kochman, Polsko-ros 'skie kontakt · z kowe w 
zakresie slownictwa w XVII wieku Warsaw: Zak.l'ad Narodowy im. Ossoliil
skich, 1967), p. 114. 

4 F.P. Sorokoletov, Istorija voennoj leksiki v russkom 
jazyke XI-XVII vv. (Leningrad: Nauka, 1970), P• 275. 

5 "Pute¥estvie stol' nika P.A. Tolstago v Italiju v 1697-1699gg." 
Russkij arxiv {Moscow: Tip. M.G. Volcanikova, kn. II, No 5-8, 1888), 
P• 47. 

6 P.Ja. ~ernyx, O~erk russkoj istori<Seskoj leksikologii 
(Moscowc MGU, 1956), P• 2j6. 

7 This information is found in N. I. Novikov' s Drevnjaja 
rossijskija vivliofika (Moscow, 1788-91), vol. 4, pp. 142-339. 

8 Aristov, op. cit., p. 98. 

9 Katar~a, a large vessel of some 300 oars, was rowed by 
slaves or ~onvicts;whence 18th century Russian soslat' na katorgi, or 
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soslat' na fale;y, which later gave katorga in the sense of •a penal 
servitude' cf. Cz. galeje, Eng. galley-slave). 

10 In this respect Praz (op. cit., p. 26) quotes Milton's 
Paradise Lost (Books X): 

Forth rush the Levant and the Ponent Winds.,. 
Sirocco and Libecchio. 

11 H. Leeming, "Italian words in prepetrine sources.'' Annali 
dell'Istituto Universitario (Sezione Slava, IX, 1966), p. 207. 

12 Vinogradov, op. cit., P• 55. 

13 Arkad' eva, op. ci t . ., P• 11. 

14 V/ • ( Bambosada, formed upon the sobriquet Bambocc~o literally 
'a doll, marionette') of the 17th century Dutch painter Pieter van 
Laer, who was of a grotesquely short figure, referred to humorous 
scenes of painting popularized in Italy by van Laer. The method of 
gu/~f painting was introduced in Russia at the Vystavka Akademii 
xu estv early in the 19th century. 

l5 The buffoon Arlekin and other dzanni of the Italian comedy 
.were known in Russia before the arrival of the Commedia dell'arte in 
St. Petersburg in the 18th century due to its successful tournees in 
France, Spain, England and other countries of Europe. Aside from the 
valet Arlek!n, Russian spectators admired his beloved Kolomb!na, his 
master Pantalone, and the boastful fellow SkaramuC'~io. The farcical 
gestures licci were also popular on the Russian theatrical stage of 
the 18th century. · 

16 The word pantalons was derived in 18th century French 
from the Venetian character of the Commedia dell' arte, Pantalone, 
wearing typical bag-trousers. Early in the 19th century the French 
word returned as a semantic loan to Italian in the form pantal6ni. 

17 The cherry tree morel' is documented in the form morela 
throUgh Polish intermediary; another variant amarel' is possibly of 
a direct entrance from I tall an amarella. 
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CHAPTER IV 

OBSERVATIONS ON ITALIAN LOAN-WORDS IN RUSSIAN 

It is beyond our scope to analyse meticulously the adaptation 

of Italianisms into Russian and, therefore, the contribution to this 

particular field of scholarship is limited to some basic principles 

of a lexical, phonetical, morphological and semantic nature, observed 

from our investigated material, in order to clarify the process of 

assimilation of Italian loan-words. 

a) Lexical Observations 

It is a common knowledge among specialists of the Slavonic lan-

guages that modern Russian is highly receptive to lexical borrowings. 

The nationalistic tendencies of Admiral ~i~kov (1754-1841) and his 

followers in the past, as well as the efforts of some Soviet leaders 

in the present, to purge the language of foreign lexical intruders 

have not been very successful, since the contemporary Russian liter

ary vocabulary contains almost 2.5% of foreign elements. 1 Among these, 

Italian loans form a small group; their number would slightly exceed 

one thousand, provided that musical terms, obsolete .words (weights 

and measures), and indirect Italianisms are taken into consideration. 

There are some three hundred fifty Italian words active in today's 
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Russian, which are treated in the iiLexicon" and "Addenda to the Lexi

con .. of the presentwork. All lexical material initially gathered has 

been carefully sifted before its inclusion into the Chapter II and III. 

Eliminated are the following: 

1) Uniform Italian musical terminology, which has conquered 

many languages of the world (ad~iio, alleego, and.:fute, d6P

~e, kantante, l~go, m6l'to, nokt6rno, p'j.:fuo, skerco); 

2) Italian words and expressions unassimilated in Russian and 

written in the Latin script (subito, dolce vita, eppur si 

muove: finita la commedia, tutti frutti); so-called Fremd

~rter by German linguists; 

J) Ancient and modern Italian monetary units ( darini, denajo, · 

kaboletto, kasetto, liracca, pikkiolo, duk~t, lira); 

4) Obsolete Italian weights and measures (kantarello, provenda, 

brenta, kampo, metadella, pertika); 

5) Rare Italian loan-words which have completely disappeared 

from Russian (abra~io, 'a coarse fabric'; bardil'o, 'a sort 

of marble'; skerlievo, 'a kind of veneral disease'); cf. so

called Kurakinisms, p. 44. 

6) Italian toponymic and anthroponymic names and their deriva

tions (Rim, Dante, karrarskij mramor); 

7) Recent Italianisms which have not been yet recorded by Rus

sian dictionaries of foreign words ( spagetti, mortadella); 
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8) Italian borrowings on which very little information is 

available in contemporary Russian ( cSom~i, fiuma'.ry); 

9) Words of doubtful Italian origin (pomello, benz!n). 

By the uniform Italian terminology of music we understand any 

musical term, which has acquired an international character. The 

complexity of this category constitutes one of the major criteria 

for its omission from the present study. The group of musical no-

menclature would be better investigated by employing a fundamentaly 
I\ 

different approach from the one, adopted in our Lexicon." Some mu-

sical words would require an etymological clarification .and establish-

ment of their historical import into Russian, but the main emphasis 

should be on their development in the receiver-language, such as 

classification by specific affinities, polysemy, semantic extension 

and shifting, series of synonyms, and so forth. This task has been 

partially accomplished by the Soviet students ~.A. Samu§ia, Z.A. 
Nazarova and ~.V. Arkad'eva, who have written their Kandidat theses 

on the topic of musical terminology in Russian (see "Bibliography"). 

While Sam~ia pays little attention to musical terms from the view-

point of borrowing• Nazarova gives a comprehensive history of the 

penetration of Italian, French and German musical instruments nomen-

clature into Russian, and Arkad • eva explores the semantic aspect of 

general Russian musical terminology, borrowed from Italian. 

In the course of the 18th and 19th centuries, a majority of 
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musical words and expressions were known in their Italian model forms 

(animato, destra, discreto, doloroso, martellato, tremando, abbassa

mento di mano, con brio, meno forte); later, however, most of them 

underwent graphical and morphological changes ( al' t, azi te\to, bari tbn, 

bel' kanto, bele'sta, intermecco, konservatorija, mandollna, re~i tati v, 

violon~el'). Although usage of many borrowed musical terms is limited 

to their specific contexts, a small group of them manifests features 

of an active word-fund in Russian, such as semantic extension (cf. 

diletant, virtu~z, solist) and derivational abilities (6pera,-nrJ; 

diletcint, -stvo; finU, -al' nyj). 

The group of F.remd~rter, which, up to the present day, has not 

been subjected to the graphical and morphological adaptation in Russian, 

consists of a relatively small number of musical expressions (nel 

. tempo, a cappella), and of phrases of a general nature, employed in 

literature, and by individual speakers to flavour their vocabulary 

(se non e vero, e ben trovato, tempi passati). There is, however, a 

tendency to naturalize these loan-words, if they show a high occur

rence (cf. mezza voce and mecca v6~e, feroce and fer&~e). 

Italian monetary units, weights and measures, and other obsolete 

words in contemporary Russian, have not been of any special importance 

to our research and thus, are excluded from the "Lexicon". Many of 

them were recorded by an individual compiler (~udinov) or writer 

(Kurakin), and have never reached a larger audience. They amount to 

some three hundred words, and can be found in 18th and 19th centuries 
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Russian lexicographical sources, such as Culkov' s Slovar' inostr¥!!1YX 

slov (1769), Burdon and Mixel'son's Slovotolkovatel' 30 1000. inostran-
v . 

nyx slov ( 1866, 1880), Cudinov' s Slovar' inostrannyx slov ( 1894), and 

partially also in Smirnov's "Zapadnoe vlijanie na russkij jazyk v 

petrovskuju epoxu'' ( 1910). The main body of the "Lexicon,. lists only 

those obsolete words, archaisms and historicisms, which are recorded 

by the 17 volumes Russian dictionary (ANS), technical glossaries and 

( 
I' ,, 1 r • ' other recent sources cf. skal'ola, ~f fora, komediant, inflJu~nca, 

kamo'rra). 

Names of towns, rivers, mountains and other geographical regions, 

together with personal and family names, belong to the most stable 

elements of a borrowed vocabulary. Italian toponyms and anthroponyms 

are either transll terated into Russian ( Ferrara, Siena, Tintoretto), 

or receive their Russified equivalents (Venecija, Neapol'; cf. Cz. 

BenAtka, Neapola Eng. Venice, Naples). A very few toponymic deriva-

tions are documented; as a rule, these are names of natural material 

(bol6nskij kcfmen', ka:rr~skij mr~or, sh~nskaja ze'mlja), human pro

ducts (kremonskie skrlpki), botahl.cal and zoological species (bolbnka 

in the sense of 'a small lap dog' ) , and of other particularities, 

typical for a given region, such as architectural styles ( toskanskij 

brder) ~ 

The latest Italian loans which have not appeared yet in the 

consulted Russian dictionaries, have not been treated in this paper. 

As already pointed out, contemporary vocabularies are enriched pri-
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marily by scientific and technological terminology of the English 

source: hence, a language of the artistic supremacy like Italian 

offers little today. Nevertheless, there are martini, mortad~lla, 

s12agetti and some other names of the Italian culinary art (including 

aperitives, wines and liquors), which dominate the list of the most 

recent loan-words in Russian and other languages (cf. Eng. <gx Harti

ni; Serbocr. 12armezan, SJ2ageti, chianti; Bulg. mortadella). 

Some relatively recent Italian words have been recorded only by 

Russian dictionaries of foreign words, beginning with the 19J0-40's. 

They concern the science of agriculture in Italy and Russia: ~ompi 

( 'wool carders' ) , 2 fi umal;y ( 'rivers of the Hedi terranean conducting 

· water only in Spring and Fall rainy seasons') and burat ('a mill

machine used in the Soviet Union for cleaning grains'). 

A few words, attributed to an Italian provenance by recognized 

sp~cialists of Russian lexicology (Sanskij, Gal'di, H~ttl-Worth and 

others), have been identified as non-Italian after a careful examina-

tion and, thus, excluded :f'rom the manuscript. These show either se

mantic differences in Italian and Russian (pomello, torec), 3 or an · 

inaccurate determination of their historical penetration into Russian 

(ka12ucfn, benz!n). 4 

In interpreting our investigated material in terms of quantity 

and range of usage, we may conclude that a majority o~ Italianisms 
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does not belong to the nationwide vocabulary of Russian. The highest 
' ' 

number.of borrowings goes to the terminology of music, narrowly spe~ 

cialized with the exception of a few words, which either describe 

concepts publicly known (cf. 6:eera as an artistic entertainment), or 

which have enlarged their meaning beyond the border of the musical 

world (cf. kvartet as a term of sport, and diletcmt in the sense of 

'a superficial amateur'). The next largest group is the sphere of 

fine arts (architecture, sculpture, painting, artistic decoration), 

handicraft (engraving, ceramics) and performing arts (theatre, danc

ing), representing 31% of Italianisms in our "Lexicon". This group 

primarily contains specific, limited in their use trade-words, but 

their number, reaching the man in the street, is higher here than in 

the field of music (cf. bel'veder, galereja, ku:eol, villa, karikatura, 

komediant, sttidija). Universal usage of some of these terms is frequent

ly due to their polysemic character (cf. karikatUz.a, komediant). 

Italian cities {Venice, Genoa, Pisa, Amalfi), holding the supre-

macy in commercial affairs during the Middle Ages, and acting as a 

trading link between the Levant and Europe, disseminated business 

terms of accounting, banking, money exchange, coins, weights, measures, 

custom and tolls all over the world. Consequently, our "Lexicon" re-

fleets the flourishing activities of Italian traders in 10% of the 

total amount of the loanwords. It is not without interest to under-

line that their number would almost double, if all Italian commercial , 

' I ? terms initially gathered for our research, such as a-kbnto, ba.nko, dato, 
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/ / , . 
del'kredere, fusti, kasko, loko, minello, obll5o, retr~tta, ristorno, 

would have been included in the "Lexicon" (see Eliminated Items 3), 4), 

.5) and 8), PP• 237-38 ). 

Borrowed Italian mill ta.ry and naval terms have survived in Russian 

in a. small quantity; on a rating scale of our "Lexicon" they are repre-

sented by 9% only. Their range of usage is strictly technical (maremma, · 

tromb), semi-technical (brigantina, infanterija) or nationwide (mol). 

The total number of pre- and .post- Petrine military and naval Italia-

nisms is represented in Russian by some fifty words, while in other 

languages (French, Modern Greek, Turkish, Egyptian Arabic) arEbundreds,.5 

Highly technical terms in physics, chemistry and geology (nejtrino, 

patina, sol' fatara) reach 9% of borrowings in the "Lexicon". Another 

9% belong to the sphere of biology, comprising scientific nomenclature 

( 
./· ') ( I' "') madrepora, mattiola , as well as very general words pomidor, sard~na. • 

Next ranges the category of political institutions, and collective and 

unlawful behaviour with 8% of a passive word-fund, such as historicisms 

(podesta, sin'orlja., irredenta.) and exoticisms (m~fija). Literary termi

nology in our "Lexicon" is mainly highly specialized (kvatrocento, ter

c!na), while medical, denoting in general diseases widely known (in

fljuenca, ma.ljar{ja, skarla.tina), has a more universal character. Each 

of them carry a load of approximately 3, .5% of Italian borrowings. The 

group of leisure and play, represented by 6%, is of semi-technical 

{ terc, inkvarta:ta) and widespread usage ( tombol.i., scil• to). The remain-

ing 11% of the "Lexicon" include words in nutrition, communication, 
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social status and miscellaneous. Diverse in their semantic nature, 

they are unified (with certain restrictions) by a common feature of 

nationwide usage ( maka.ro'ny, gazeta, ba.ronessa, brcfvo). 

As regards frequency, ten direct and indirect Itallanisms belong 
. . 6 

among the most current four thousand words of contemporary Russian. 

They deal with an everyday life-style of a Soviet citizen (balk6n, 

gazeta, fabrika, konfeta), with artistic aspirations of the Soviet 

society ( balet, cSpera, pian!r10), and with the mill tary protection of 

the country ( solda't, granata, kO'mpas). 

The percent distribution by years of our investigated material 

can be indicated conveniently in a diagram: 
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The occurrence of Italian loans in our "Lexicon" is of a tri

modal distribution with the highest percentage by the 1850's (red 

line), while the estimated occurrence of current direct Italianisms, 

including the terminology of music, gives a bimodal distribution 

with the .peak of entrance in the 18th century (blue line). If we 

consider separately a distribution of direct and indirect Italiani~ms · 

(including musical terms) before, during and after Peter the Great, 

the approximate form would be platykurtic (green line). 

The "Outline of Italo-Russian Cultural Relations" in the Chapter I 

basically reveals the process of entrance of Italianisms into Russian 

in terms of extra-linguistic (cultural) stimuli. Any act of borrowing 

from foreign languages is conditioned by linguistic as well as extra

linguistic factors. The American linguist Charles Hockett discerns 

two motives for borrowing:. 1) prestige, and 2) need-filling. 7 His 

thesis can be applied to our subject with a certain caution because 

of the international character of many Italianisms. Thus, in accordance 

with our lexical observations on Italian components in Russian, we 

distinguish three·major factors of borrowing: 

1) dependence on the international vocabulary {linguistic factor) 

2) need-filling (linguistic factor) 

J) prestige (extra-linguistic factor) 
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We underline the dependence on the international vocabulary .as 

the primary condition of borrowing for the reasons that: 

a) many Italian loan-words were diffused into Russian only 

through the intermediary of another language (kavaler, medll', 

kanonlr, kant6n); 

b) some were subjected to simultaneous Italian and other (Western)· 

European influences, the latter being decisive for their sur

vival and stabilization in Russian ( estafeta, graf{n, ~~ 

mark!z, p'edestal, arxitr~v). 

The terminology of fine arts and sciences is the leading domain, 

the linguistic destiny of which depends on conditions of the external 

(international) lexical fund. Words of a general nature (food products, 

garments, travelling accessories, games, and so on} are much less ex

posed to this borrowing factor. For a better comprehension of this 

conGept, we may compare highly technical and very general Italian loans 

in languages, which represent the so-called international vocabulary, 

for instance, English and French, with the corresponding equivalents 

in the East and West Slavonic groups in order to determine the degree 

of dependence of Italianisms in Russian (and other Slavonic languages) 

on the international vocabulary (see Table 1 and 2 on the next page). 

An analysis of the examples in the tables 1 and 2 reveals two 

trends: 

a) The degree of the linguistic factor of dependence on the inter-
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national vocabulary is very high in the sphere of scientific 

and technical lexical material (our sample shows the depen

dence o:f 100%); 

b) The degree of the dependence on the international vocabulary 

in the sphere o:f everyday usage is minimal (our pattern 

indicates zero). 

Technical usage 

International vocabulary East Slavonic West Slavonic 

English French Russian Polish Czech 

loggia loggia lod~ija loggia lod~ie 

torso tor se tors tors torzo -- -- ~ --
;2atina ,Ea tine p8:tina pat;z:na patina 

Table 1 (Words o:f Italian origin are underlined) 

Everyday usage 

International vocabulary East Slavonic \>lest Slavonic 

English French· Russian Polish Czech 

caress caresser glMit' gl:adzio hladit 

moustache moustache usy WtSY kn:!rek 

umbrella ombrelle z6ntik parasol de~tn!k 

Table 2 (Words of Italian origin are underlined) 
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In neither case is this theory reflected in practice as sche-

matically as our specimens demonstrate. As a matter of fact, the 

element of the dependence on the international vocabulary is cor

related to the need-filling and prestige factors; otherwise, it 

could be assumed, for instance, that all scientific and technical 

Italianisms in English and French are found in Russian, or vice versa, 

that no general English and French words of Italian origin entered 

usage of the Slavonic languages. Yet, we find in English gianetton 

(a military term denoting 'a kind of lance'), spontoon ('a half-pike 

carried by infantry officers' ) , and in French muserole (a term in 

equitation), ormeger ('to moor a ship'), and many other technical 

terms of Italian origin, which have never penetrated into the Slavo

nic languages. 8 Obviously, there was no linguistic need (own equiva

lents for these concepts have already existed), or practical, physical 

'and psychological necessities {objects and concepts have remained un

known to peoples of these cultures) to borrow such words. 

On the other hand, Russian documents apart~ent and other general 

loan-words of Italian origin, bor.r:owed through French intermediary, 

. despite having its own equivalent for the object (cf. Cz. apartm~). 

Hence, the extra-linguistic factor of the prestige (social prestige, 

snobism, and so on) is in operation. As we observe, this type of loan-

words, termed emprunt de luxe or Luxuslehnw6rter by the French scholar, 

Louis Deroy, and by German linguistists, is closely related to our 

factor of the dependence on the international vocabulary. A number of 
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Italian emprunt de luxe entered Russian and other Slavic languages 

through French only after the main influx of Italian upon Eastern 

Europe, France itself was strongly influenced socially (moral, man-

ners, fashions, balls, dinner courses, articles of luxury) and lin-

guistically by Italy in the 16th century. If fashionable Italian 

words had not been assimilated in French (and other Western European 

vocabularies), many of them would not have seen life in the Slavonic 

languages. 

The concept of borrowing Italian words of a general nature by 

the Slavonic languages is a complex one, The study of the examples 

below (table 3) shows that: 

Everyday usage 

West Slavonic East Slavonic International vocabulary 

Czech Polish Russian English French 

chasa chasa c~ljad' servants servantes 

bandur bull: a biilka roll petit pain 
I' 

kufr kufer baul trunk bahut --
Table 3 (Words of Italian origin are underlined) 

a) A nationwide Italian loan may have not been borrowed by 

Western European languages, but only by a closely related 

group of the Slavonic tongues (cf. Czech, Slovak and Polish 

chasa); 
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b) An Italian loan of everyday usage of a non-international 

character 1lla\Y have been borrowed only by a single language 

of the Slavonic group {cf. Cz. bandu:r, a phonetic and morpho

logical adaptation of Ital. pane duro). 

Our chosen examples in the table 3 (Czech and Polish chasa, Czech 

bandur) describe very concrete noti.ons for which each bo:rrowing lan-

guage had its native word~ long before adopting the Italian equivalent 

(cf. Czech ~eladka, ~eled; Polish czeladz; Czech houska). Therefore, 

it may be concluded that here, the law of the linguistic and extra-

linguistic borrowing factors of the dependence on the international 

vocabulary, need-filling and prestige were reduced to minimum and, 

that other stimuli of borrowing were operating (historical, geogra

phical, sociological conditions, and so forth). 9 

The summary of the theories on the borrowing factors applicable 

to Italian loan-words in Russian and other Slavic languages can be 

represented graphically in the following manner: 

Internat.vocabUlary 

need-filling 

prestige 
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Explanation of the symbolst 

A - Technical international Italianisms non-reflected in the 

Slavonic languages 

B - Technical Italianisms in the Slavonic languages, dependent 

on the international vocabulary 

C - Technical Italianisms in the Slavonic languages, non

dependent on the international vocabulary 

D - General international Italianisms non-reflected in the 

Slavonic languages 

E - General Italianisms in the Slavonic languages, dependent 

on the international vocabulary 

F - General Italianisms in the Slavonic languages, non

dependent on the international vocabulary 

. b) Phonetical Observations . 

Observations based on our word-list show that 2.5% of Italian loans 

do not manifest any graphical change in Russian, except for the transli

teration in the Cyrillic (cf. basta, bravo, brut to, lavanda, laguna, 

, / / / / ) . maremma, ~llagra, regata, tratta, sorgo • Phonemes of some of these 

Italian words are interpreted in Russian quite similarly and, therefore, 

the pronunciation of such borrowings is very close to their models (cf. 

Russ. and !tal. banda, bo'ra, flrma, fcSra, lciva, pasta, porto, tara). As 

a matter of fact, the vowel system of standard Italian (based on the 

typical pronunciation of Tuscany), comprising seven sounds [a}, Lii/, 
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fE], {!J, ~~~ f5j7, J.:~, is easily substituted by five Russian vowel 

phonemes [a}, [iJ, L~J, L~, ['lij and their allophones; similarly, 

most Italian consonants easily find their approximate counterparts 

in Russian. Phonemic substitution of Italian sounds does not in-

volve for the Russian speaker such problems as, for instance, do 

some sounds of English and other languages, whose vowel and consonant 

systems are quite different from the Russian ones. 

Italian .! is rendered in Russian orthography as .! (cf. palacco .c 

palazzo, maremmac:= maremma), ~. particularly after ! and ! (cf. 

piljastrac:: pilAstro, maljar:{ja<::. malaria), or is simply left out 

(cf. sp.ir~a<. spar!aio, ktipgl~ctfpola). The omission of.! occurs very 

rarely medially, but often finally; the latter usually displays si-

multaneous influences of French or German (occasionally Polish and 

Dutch). This pattern is also characteristic for the final e and o - -
( 

I I I , ) cf. baul< bati.le, pomidor<..pgmidoro • If the final vowel is preceded 

by a double consonant, the ending is simplified by dropping both. 

the vowel and the last consonant (cf. ~...::: grot ta, soff! t.:;.. soff{ t to) • 

The remaining Italian vowels~' _!, 2_, .!:,; show no graphical difficulties 

in Russian. The final ~ of masculine and felldnine nouns occasionally 

(
. I' :{. / "') changes into .! cf. kampa.zula..::: campan le, kancona...:... canzone , 2_, pos-

sibly under the influence of akan'e, is sometimes written as.! (cf. 

k-ka.c::arco, brigantina..c::: br1(5ant!no, trafaret..( traforetto), and B is 

I I' 

iotized, following tthe palatalized ! and 1 (cf. felJ~a <:.feluca, 

valj~ta.c:;:: valuta, miniatj~a<.: miniatUra). 
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In the Tuscan pronunciation all vowels are sounded clearly even 

10 in unstressed syllables, while most of the Russian vowels are pro-

nounced distinctly only when they are stressed (with the exception of 

~). Thus, for instance, the original unaccented ~q/ in rotonda receives 

in Russian an equivalent of[//} as in palcfcco, or [o} and jjj in pre

tonic and post-tonic syllables are reduced to @} (cf. kolor! t, buta

for, motto). Furthermore, the unstressed Italian {,ij is rendered in 

loan-words almost like [ij (cf. komediant, balerfna), and the stressed 

~~' found between two soft consonants, is closed in the pronunciation 

(cf. bel'veder, ci~isbej). 11 The accented Russian open~, following a 

soft consonant in the position before a hard one, is closer to the 

Italian phoneme jj.J (cf. konfeta - confetto, tarantella - tarantella, 

trafaret - traforetto). 

The Italian diphthongal system differs widely from the Russian one. 

The Russian diphthongs, represented in writing by the vowel letters 

followed by j (.!.h_ I.,j, !.J., iJ, ~. jaj, gj, B.j, juj), receive in pro-

nunciation fifteen possible variations, while the Italian diphthongal 

unit distinguishes three different groups, depending on the combination 

12 of semivowels and vowels. As in English, Italian has two semi-vowels 

[jJ and fi/. Italian /j/, a high front sound, 13 never stressed and 

alwa;ys juxtaposed to a vowel to form a syllable, is quite close to 

Russian [JI (cf. piano - p~arm) • The semi-vowel biJ, a high back sound 14 

somewhat between ~37 and t:.!/, is unknown in Russian and, hence, usually 

rendered as[!/. 
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The first group of the Italian diphthongal unit comprises the 

ascendant diphthongs (i.e., the union of one semi-vowel and one vowel): 

[Jf!l, [ji}, {jy, {j~, [j~J I f ju] and fwy! [w~, (w~J, find f Lwcj], 
Lw~]. Of these the most current in Russian are Italian borrowings with 

the tonic, pre-:,tonic and post-tonic diphthongs L3if, [3o,jjJ, [Jy, 

[wcj/, [w§l, [w:jJ respectively. Original [Ji/ as in fiasco, piano, 

commediante (tonic diphthongs), miniatura (pre-tonic diphthong) and 

malaria, matia, mU'mmia (post-tonic diphtongs) appears in Russian either 

as two distinct vowels (cf. fi.isko, piano, komedieint, miniatj'~a), or 

as the iotized vowel~. preceded in pronunciation by a clear f~, 

which belongs to the penultimate syllable (cf. maljarlja, maf!~. 

· m~ja). Italian words in which ! does not form a diphthong with the 

following vowel, since its function is purely graphical, are rendered 

in Russian as other diphthongal borrowings (cf. Ital. breccia, ldggia 

and Russ. brek~ija, lod~ija instead of *brek6a, l~d~a) • 15 Italian 

{jo, j:J, as in stUdio, scenario, int~sio, vibla, is assimilated as 

a diphthong (cf. scenarij), as!+ iotized .J.s:, each belonging to dif

ferent syllables (cf. st~ja, intarsi~), or is simply left in the 

model pattern, forming in the Russian pronunciation two separate vowels 

(cf. vi6la). Assimilated Italian loan-words, whose model has the diph

thong LJ~ as in condottiere, replace ie with the iotized ~ and, thus, 

palatalize the preceding consonant (cf. kondot' er) • Unassimila ted 

Fremd~rter keep the original orthography, but do not retain the diph

thongal pronunciation (cf. Ital. niello and Russ. niello). We may observe 
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in the abo.ve examples, that the Italian diphthongs {jij, [Jo, jiJ and 

LJ~l lost their value in Russian, but acquired a new function, i.e., 

palatalized their preceding consonant. The Italian ascendant diph

thongs [Wy, {wlj, {wif are replaced in Russian by va, Y!• .!:£ (cf. 

inkvarta'ta< inguartata, Gvel' fy..c:.. Gue!lfi), reduced into one vowel 

{cf. butafo"rc:: buttafuori), or are rendered as two syllables, if the 

previous consonant does not permit a cluster combination with y, such 

as!!!-, a pair of voiceless-voiced consonants fv, and so forth (cf. 

infljuenca.c:: influenza). 

The Italian descending diphthongs, belonging to the second group, 

consist of the vowels ~· ~ • .2. + asyllabic 1 or }!I rai], fj.lfl, {ey, L'i.V. 
[eiJ, fi:Y, [o{j, /?[}. Russian has a few Italian loan-words with the 

descending (tonic, pre-tonic and post-tonic) diphthongs; on a percentage 

scale of the total number of Italianisms they represent approximately 

2.%. The diphthongs were assimilated in various ways in the Russian pho-

netical and graphical systems; the asyllabic }! received the value of 

the semi-vowel j, forming with the preceding vowel a new diphthong (cf. 

nejtrino..:::neutrino), was iotized into~ (cf. baljustr~a..:::balaustrata), 

I or its asyllabic }! was replaced by y in Greek prefixes (cf. avtostrada£ 

autostrada). In other instances the original Italian diphthong remains 

unchanged in Russian writing, but is modified in pronunciation (cf. 

/ ' ) mozaika< mosa.ico • 

The last group of diphthongs, the so-called iati in Italian, is 

formed of'two vowels. Russian borrowed from this category several words 
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ending in /J.y, /ji} (cf. osterfja<osteria, sin' orlja<. signoria, 

ava.'rija< avaria, ~i~isbej<: cicisbeo, kolizejc::.. colosseo). Neither 

these diphthongs show any regular assimilation in Russian, since 

Italian /J.il m~ be replaced by the two-syllabic ija and eja (cf. 

lotere ja< lot teria), and similarly {ei/ may g1 ve the Russian diph

thong ~. two-syllabic eja (cf. kameja..c:. cammeo), and perhaps other 

variants. These different possibilities of the diphthongal adapta-

tion of Italian loan-words in Russian are due to many factors, such 

as the sources from which the loans were . borrowed (translations, 

oral transmission), time of penetration, influence of other languages, 

sphere of usage (general, scientific, technical), and so forth. 

As concerns Italian consonants, some show an inaccurate assimila-

tion in Russian. Q followed by the vowels ~ £, ~. or by a consonant, 

pronounced in Italian like Russian~~. does not generally pose any 

problem {cf. kanc6na, korsar, k~pol, skic), while c + ~' !r close in 

pronunciation to Russian @, shows some deviations (cf. duce, ~it'e-
/ .,_ •./ I) 

rone, but cedrat instead of *cedrat • The regularity may b<:> also ob-

served in ~ + ~. £, ~. consonant, pronounced similarly to Russian L~ 

(cf. gazeta, pe'rgola, get to), but Italian _g + ~. ! 1 phonetically ap

proximated to Russian {ciy, varies (cf. 16'd~ija c:.l6ggia, but sp~i-'~a 

" /V \ , · I v I V ) spara.gio, and ~..c:::: agg:Lo, instead of *spardza, *adzo • The medio-

palatal consonant f~, graphically indicated by the cluster~. is very 

close to the sound of the Russian palatalized ~. but once again, it 

shows variations in Russian (cf. kanil 1 ja, passak~ 1 ja, but in till ja 
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instead of *intAl'ja). The Italian letter-group~ is easily rendered 

as the Russian palatalized!! (cf. sin'or{ja). The Italian voiceless 

L§T, found before a voiceless consonant, in a double consonant and in 

initial positions before a vowel, corresponds to Russian~; it is 

·basically accurately assimilated in Russian (cf. imJ?ost, passakil' ja, 

sofflt). However, s before the voiced consonants], ~. ~· y, ~~ !!• lr 

~· sounding as Russian L~. is written and pronounced correctly only 

in Italian borrowings, ending in -ismo (i.e., in the Russian suffix 

-izm); 16 in other cases only~ is observed (cf. sbir, sgrafffto, smil'

ta instead of *zbir, *zgraff{to, *zmal'ta). Where~ before~. ~· .J.h ~· 

1 changes into .§., Polish or German influences axe evident (cf. stuka

tW:a - ~-tukatfu:a, stilet ... ~tilet, spalery - ~palery, paskvil' - pas:.. 

kvil' , kaskM - ka§k~). The intervocal Italian ~ is pronounced in 

Northern Italy as voiced ["if, in Tuscany as both [if and [iifl, and in 

the rest of the country as ~§7; in Russian it is primarily rendered as 

.! (cf. rizallt, kazcG:-ma, avizo). The group se, followed by !• ~· sounds 

similar to. the Russian fricatives [ii, ¥.i}, but is higher; it is writ

ten and pronounced in Italian borrowings either as ¥i, ¥e, or as sci, 

~(cf. f~lzm and scenkij; also Czech scenat). Italian.§.£+~. Q., 

y, consonant does not cause any·problem in loan-words; it is correctly 

rendered as~~ (cf. skarlat{na, skorconera). The voiceless affricate 

ts and the voiced dz, indicated in Italian orthography by the letter 

.!• are both written and pronounced as the affricate .£ (cf. palcicco .c:.... 

' / ' ) ( palazzo, laccaroni<la!fi'aroni • The graphical device h used in four 
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forms of the verb avere, in some interjections, and after £ and ~ 

before ~, ! to indicate hard pronunciation) rarely occurs in the 

function of the Russian voiceless fricative ~ (cf. petex£i<:petecchie; 

also Cz. petechiae, Pol. petechia). The nasal sounds (~ + ~· ~) as in 

mar€mgo, bkl.ca do not occur in Russian; thus, marengo and bank are 

pronounced w1 th an ordinary ~-sound. The remaining Italian conso-

nants easily find phonetical and graphical substitutin in Russian, 

being frequently subjected to the process of palatalization (cf. ven

di ta, patina, osterf.ja). 17 

The Italian feature of doubling consonants is somewhat retained 

in written Russian. There is no rule for preserving a double consonant 

in a borrowed word. In general, it is observed that older loan-words 

of a high frequency have the tendency to simplify the model double 

consonant (cf. konfeta, skarlatina, gazeta), while technical and scien

tific terms, especially recent ones, preserve them (cf. mal'sekko, 

t / !r.t • .t ' ) h h i /11 erramary, mc:~.r..r..~.Ja • T ere are, owever, many except ons.: nove a, 

ballerina, pala:flty. The typical Italian pronunciation of double .con-

sonants, indicated by prolonging the sound of consonants and by re-

ducing the preceding vowel in lenght, is unknown in borrowings. 

The stress pattern of Italian shows more regularity than that 

of Russian. While in Russian the stress may fall on any syllable, 

most Italian words stress the penultimate, others have the stress on 

the ultimate, antepenult or the fourth syllable from the end. Be

cause of the mobility of the Russian stress, it may be assumed that 
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foreign words will preserve the stress pattern of the model language. 18 

This premise is valid only if the source of loan-words is accurately 

determined. Indeed, 95% of our observed Italianisms are subjected to 

this thesis, since they do carry the original stress. The word-stress 
.I' 

of the remaining 5% either falls on a different syllable (cf. avarija, 

maljar{ja, tombola', improvizacija), or fluctuates between the stressed 

syllable in Italian and the preceding or following ones (cf. baz~'nt, 

bo'ra, konfett!, pa'ti"na, podesta, but.ifo;;_.). Some loans, whose stress 

differs today from the original Italian words, were stressed in the 

past according to their model (cf. maljarlja, initially malj~ija; 

av~ija, :i.ni tially avar{ja as in Italian malaria, avar:la); others 

showed deviations in the past, but have finally retained the model 

word-accent (cf. obsolete stress in majolika, mozafka). 19 Some Ital

ianisms have acquired a new accentuation in popular speech (cf. brav6 

/ 20 I possibly by analogy with ad verbs of the type mirovo, sal' to by analo-

gy with pal' t6, al' pari, gal~ra and ga:lera) • 

c) Morphological Observations 

About 90% of Italian loan-material in Russian consists of 

substantives. Next are adverbs, current especially in the field of 

music (allegro, g;:andiO'zo, maest6so, pianissimo), while other word 

classes demonstrate very low occurrences. The gender pattern of Ital-

ianisms is primarily determined by their endings in Russian. Since 
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endings of ItaJ.ian nouns are vocalic graphically, as well as phoneti

cally in both gend.res in the singular and plural, 21 it can be expected 

that the masculine gender will not be as frequent as in loan-words from 

other foreign languages. 22 Indeed, 48% of Italianisms in Russian are 

feminine, and only 30% are masculine. 14;& of loans are neuter, 41% 

have both masculine and feminine genders (occasionally masculine and 

neuter), and 4% are subjected to depluralization, or are documented 

only in the plural. Our figures differ from Supera.nskaja' s statistics, 

showing that 58% of loan-words in Russian, borrowed from different lan-

guages, adopt the masculine gender, 37% become feminine nouns and 5% 

are neuter. 23 Thus, in regard to gender of the borrowed vocabulary, we 

may conclude that Italian is not well represented due to its particular 

noun vowel-endings. 

Italian masculine nouns ending in -_£ and -~ partially preserved 

their original gender in Russian, and partially split between feminine 

and neuter substantives. 53% nouns, subjected to apocope, stayed mascu-
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line <cf. karda:n~ cardano, travertin..::: travert1no, bersal' er~ bers§!Gliere, 

komediant<:: commediante); 27,5% kept their endings and, therefore, became 
" , 1 • i 

neuter (cf. inkasso, konto, ~rto, sal'do}, and 19,5% fell into a cat-

egory of feminine substantives by altering the endings -,£ and -~ into 

-~ (cf. bronza<brO'nzo, kampanila<-campanlle). A very few masculines, 

ending in Italian in -~ and -~ and denoting living beings, preserved 

their endings without any problem of assimilation {cf. P?dest~ by analo

gy with Russ. st3'.rosta, du~e by analogy with Russ. dru~!S'ce) • Furthermore, 
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irregular Italian masculine nouns, ending in the singular in -! or 

in a consonant (buttafuori, tor, volt), dropped in Russian the final 

vowel or remained unaltered (butafor, tor, vol' t). Feminine Italian 

loan-words are the most rep;ulnr cntflp:ory in r(>p:n.rrl to their modell'.i. 

85,5% of Italian feminine substantives, ending in -~ (or occassionally 

in -~), kept their final -~ (or respectively substituted -~ by -~) and,· 

thus, preserved the gender (cf. belladonna<=bellad6nna, kanco'na< 

canzone); only 14,% became masculines by dropping the final vowel 

(cf. impOst<: impOsta, tromb.ctro~ba}. At present, some ~ of loan-

words still oscillate between two endings and two genders (cf. C'ic.Yer6'n -
·.,· ..! ' , / / . / )24 
cicerone, filigran - filigran', _puccolan - puccolana ; a few nouns do 

not change the ending, but have the faculty of denoting two genders (cf. 

kan~' ja). 

Some loans were subjected to depluralization; borrowed in the !tal-

ian plural, they function as nouns, belonging either to masculines 

(cf. laccardni) or to neuters (cf. ko.nfetti). Like many neuter Italia• 

nisms, they are undeclined in Russian (cf. fak{no, fia'sko, barokko, 
I . ; . 

inkognito, _palacco). Others, having no singular (or being documented 

merely in the plural), replace the Italian plural morphemes -! and -~ 

by the Russian ones (cf. agrUmy, palafit~, pinioly, _petexii). 25 The 

latter group may also be classified under the so-called pluralia tantum, 

typical for words, appearing in pairs (cf. pantalony). 

A further division into singularia tantum can be made among Ital

ian borrowings of all three genders. These include: a) names of metals, 
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minerals, chemical substances, and so on (bronza, gabbro, patina); 

b) names of fabrics (brokAt, marengo); c) names of food products 

( / ~,., ) . pasta, vermisel' ; d) names of diseases and drugs (skarlatina, .~-

la&ra, bellad~nna); e) names of political movements (fa~lzm, sin'o-

rfja}; f) names implying the collective sense {bbra, bonacija); g) 

( v/ V V ) ) abstract concepts kvatrocento, cinkvecento ; h some commercial 

and financial terms (cG'io, tcCra). These singularia tantum are current 

in Italian and other languages; hence, they are not results of the 

adaptation process of borrowing in Russian. 

An unsignificant number of Italian nouns were imported along with 

a preposition or an adjective, which became in Russian a single morpheme 

{cf. al'fresko, mal'sekko, bel'kanto). In other instances, we see a 

change of a word-class (cf. allegri in the function of a noun, or of 

an invariable adjective, from the original verbal imperative). Italian 

interjections, such as basta, br~vo, are unfrequent in Russian, but 
I , 

productive (cf. bastovat', zabastovka). A number of Italian borrowings 
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( / / / , ) have derivational abilities cf. opera - opernyj, buffonada - buffonstvo • 

Hany Italian words, which lose in Russian their final vowel, are 

phonetically influenced by Fr.ench (sometimes by German). The role of 

French and other languages in affecting the gender is notable in in-

direct Italianisms, but is minimal in direct borrowings. 

d) Semantic Observations 

Loan material in the "Lexicon" is classified into semantic groups 
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according to the principal meaning of each word. Only narrow technical 

terms have one meaning, while loan-words of semi-technical and general 

usage may comprise several marginal meanings, Additional meanings may 

have been borrowed with the word itself, or may have developed in the 

receiving language as a result of a.particular usage, or under the 

impact of other languages, and various practical circumstances, 

21% of Italianisms in our Lexiconu have identical meanings with 

their model words. Very specific terms like akvatlnta, gal'vanfzm, 

niello, nejtrino, mal's6kko, tor, fa¥izm, skarlatina are single-meaning 

words in both languages; bergam6t, kameja, passakal' ja, romaneska, and 

others are identically polysemic in I tall an and Russian. 26 The arabic 

numeral ( 1) was assigned to this group of loan-words in the Jrd column 

of each Lexicon word-entry. 19% of loan-words have a similar semantic 

content as their models, but either the Italian word or the borrowing 

in Russian are used in a more general setting. This category, bearing 

the numeral (2), comprises such words as vermi¥el', corresponding to 

\ Italian vermicelli in the culinary sense, but having a metaphorical 

usage in spoken Russian (i.e., 'intricated matters'), and kontrabanda 

indicating in Italian, aside from the main meaning, an illegitimate 

child. Many Italian words are highly polysemic and, thus, are semanti-

cally far superiour to their borrowed counterparts in Russian. These 

loan-words, having in the Jrd column the numeral. ( J), are represented 

in our word-list by 59%. They may have a frequent occurrence in both 

languages, but their sphere of usage is larger in Italian (cf. Russ. 
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gazeta in the sense of 'a daily periodical' with several meanings of 

.. 27 / gazzetta in Italian, Russ. karikatura as a drawing of grotesqueness 

with ~ditional meanings in Italian, such as 'an act of loading', 

'affection expressed in words or behaviour', 'an abstract exaggera-

tion' and so on). Only 1% of borrowings is found to contain more 

meanings in Russian than in Italian (indicated by the numeral 4), or 

to have a delineated semantic volume (expressed by the numeral 5). 28 

It must be borne in mind that in the latter case, there are always 

semantic affinities with the model word. For instance, allegri, stand

ing apart from the word lotereja, belongs in Russian to the semantic 

grouping of masquerade entertainment, but in Italian it is merely 2nd 

person singular of the present tense, or the imperative (polite form) 

of the verb alleg;are. The connection between these two concepts is 

found in the slogan alleg;i: ('cheer up'), which used to be printed 

on a lottery tag in Italy. 

The numerical identification of a semantic volume of Italian 

borrowings and their model words is convenient for a quick reference, 

but is too schematic for a scientific approach. It tells us, for in-

" stance, that opera comprises more meanings in Italian than in Russian, 

however, it does not reveal that. the loan acquired some marginal mean-

ings in Russian unknown to Italian. As a matter of fact, a number of 

Italian borrowings were subjected in the receiving language to semantic 

extension. As a rule, the process begins with abstract and refined 

meanings, growing out of concrete meanings, 29 which later may stand on 
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their own, and have sometimes a higher occurrence than the initial 

technical meaning. Such a course of semantic expansion is labelled 

determinologizacija by Russian linguists (~anskij, Efremov, Akulenko). 

In this respect, Arkad'eva points out: a) filisrln• with several met

aphorical meanings, and its adjective filigrinnyj, in contemporary 

Russian largely employed in the sense of 'over-scrupulous about triv-

ial details' (particularly in the language of actors and other artists); 

b) gal~rka, derived from gal ere ja and denoting ' the highest and . cheap-

est tier of seats in a theatre', as well as 'the auditors occupying 

these seats' (cf. Eng. gallery); c) set phrases speciff~eskaja mi

niatj~a and estradnaja miniatjura, formed as extensions of the ini

tial painting meaning of miniatjura; d) moz~ka, current in figurative 

usage,JO as a synonym of kalejdoskop, and occasionally employed as a 

term of cinema (cf. kinomozatka); 
I 

e) p'edestal in the metaphorical 

sense of 'a high social position or an authority' ;31 f) stlld.i.ja 

frequent as a term denoting radio and T.V. broadcasting rooms and 

cinema buildings, used for shooting (cf. kinostudija); JZ g) trafar~H 

as an instrument used in photography; 
/ . 

h) soff~t frequently employed 

by cinematographers to denote a lighting equipment; i) kuppl, wide

spread in aeronautics, and furthermore current in a phrase kupol neba. JJ 

k group of direct and indirect fine arts Italian borrowings are 

subjects of the so-called in Russian polisemija po smeznosti ('poly

semy by association'). These denote not only material, but also a 

technique and product related to it ( akvarel' , gua§' , maj61ika, pastel' , 
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plastil{n, terrakota and others). Y+ Several terms in architecture and 

building industry contain expressive nuances, or are employed in a 

figurative sense (arka, balko~, baljustr~da, bel'veder, kar.niz, ~

nin, lodzija, kolonna, palicco, rot6nda, villa, cbkol' ) • on the other 

hand, a number of names of painting colours, instruments of decorative 

art, part of architectural structures, and so forth do not display any 

features of semantic extension or change and, hence, remain strictly 

confined to their specific usage (kiaro-skuro, sanglna, sienna, tempera, 

U'mbra, al'fresco, al'sekko, mezzo-ti'nto, niello, sgraffito, alla prima, 

arri~iato, accuro, bu6'n fresko, gal'vano, pittoreski, intilija, intar

sija, akvatinta, rizillt, arxiv6l't, modil'O'n, pilja'str, bazament, 

impost, fust). 

The terminology of music is also subjected to semantic shifting. 

Widely known musical instruments show distinctions of the J25!1isem1ja 

po sme~nosti; the term indicates the instrument and the person playing 

it (fanfara, fagot, flejta, fortep' jaJlO, kontraba:s, mandol:l'na, pianlno, 

V violon~el'). In addition, polisemija po smeznosti is characteristic 
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for voices (al't, bas, bariton, fal'cet, kontral'to, mecco-soprano, 

soprano, tenor). Terms indicating the musical grou~s duet, trio, kvartet, 

kvintet, sikstet reach the man of the street through their figurative 

usage {cf. trio in the sense of 'three 1nsepa.iable friends'), and 

through the language of sport ( cf • kvartet in the sense of 'a col

lective of four sportsmen). Names of artistic performers contain 

ironical implications, if used outside a proper context (cf. ma~stro, 
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primadO'nna, diva). 3.5 

Many common Italian borrowings in all spheres of activities (k~ssa, 

"/' I / ,;. / ) fontan, banda, sardina, final, oratoriJa, opera and so on have a wide 

scale of usage, but it is beyond our intention to present further 

details on their semantic development in Russian. 

c 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 This information is taken from G. Hattl-Worth's article 
"Foreign Borrowings in Russian," The Slavic and East European Journal, 
XVII (19.59), p. 4?. N.M. Sanskij in his Russian Lexicology {New York: 
Pergamon Press, 1969), p. 59, however, states that foreign words in 
Russian amount to "no more than ten per cent of the whole." 

2 ~6mpi is a historicism in Russian used in reference to 
a suppressed revolt of Florentine wool-combers in 1378 against an 
e.xploi tation by their· masters •. 

3 PET4-6 considers pom~llo a loan from Italian pom~llo, but 
the Italian word denotes a spherical object. It is Italian pom~lo, a 
variety of a citrus fruit, which semantically corresponds to Russian 
pomello (cf. Sp. Eommelo in this sense). Sanskij derives Russian 
torec from Italian torso (cf. tors c5.16 in the "Lexicon"), but the 
Italian word has no semantic affinity with torec, an instrument for 
paving streets. ------

4 . 
H~ttl-Worth, Bir~akova and other lexicologists treat Rus-

sian kapucin as an indirect Italian loan through Polish or German 
intermediaries. Both Polish kaEucyn and German Kapuziner are derived 
directly from Latin; hence, there is no relation to Italian. Benzin, 
considered by PET an Italian borrowing, is borrowed from French 
benzine of Lati~ origin. 

5 Naval terms alone number in French 228, in modern Greek 
450, in Turkish 200, and in Arabic of Egypt 70 (B. E. Vidos, "Presti to, 
espansione e migrazione dei termini technici nelle lingue romanze e 
non romanze: problemi, metodo e risultati," Biblioteca dell' Archivum 
Romanicum, Series II, Vol. 31, 1965, pp. 53-.5 • 

6 These data are collected from 4000 naibolee upotrebitel'
!J..YX slov russkoso jazyka, edited by N. ~1. Sanskij (l·loscow: Russkij 
jazykJ 19?8). 

7 Charles F. Hockett, A Course in l1odern Linguistics (New 
York: MacMillan, 19.58), pp. 404-?. 
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8 In this respect we can also name the Italian terminology 
of fine arts and 11 tera ture, missing in some languages of the Balkan 
peninsula and Orient (Rumanian, Albanian, Turkish, Arabic of Egypt 
and others), whose vocabularies have numerous words of Greek origin. 
Vidos (op. cit., p. 57-8) explains £his situation by cultural dif
ferences between the West and the Balkan and Orient countries. Ital
ian artistic terms were also absent from Serbocroatian, but the sit
uation has been changing during the past hundred years (cf. Serbocr. 
arabeska, ga.lerija, freska; also literary terms due~ento, tre~ento). 

9 A comprehensive survey of additional factors of borrowing 
is given by Louis Deroy in his L'emprunt linro:istigue (Paris: Les 
Belles Lettres, 1956), pp. 137-87, and by U. Weinreich (op. cit.), 
PP• 51-61. 

10 . 
In some Italian dialects, particularly of the South, the 
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pronunciation of unstressed vowels is blurred, and is perhaps somewhat 
closer to ·Russian pronouncing of vowels, .rather than the Tuscan standard. 

11 About 15% of Italian loans are subjected to Russian 
akan 'e and ikan 'e. 

12 . . 
The Italian diphthongs may also be divided according to 

the position of the stress (for more details, see Mulja~ic's ~
logia generale e fonologia della lingua italiana, Bologna: 1972, G. 
·aohlfs' Grammatica storica. della lin a italia.na e dei suol,dialetti, 
Turin: 19 , A. Camilli's Pronuncia e grafia dell'italiano, Florence: 
1974, N.F. Onesti's Fonetica e fonologia, Florence: 1974, and others). 

l3 This terminology is that of G. Rohlfs as used in his 
Grammatica storica della lin~ua 1 taliana e dei suoi dialetti, part I., 
Fonetica (Turin: Einaudi, 19 6). 

14 See the previous footnote. 

l5 Of the suggested variants, lod~a was current in the 19th 
century. 

16 . -izm is a Russian suffix used primarily with words of any 
foreign origin (it is occasionally added to a Russian stem; cf. leni
nizm) and, hence, the sound~;! has no relation here to the Italian 

·pronunciation of-~ as [izm£7. 
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~ . . . 
A small percentage of loan-words of a low occurrence have 

the tendency to keep the hard pronunciation of consonants before the 
iotized -!_: /'5i~eronj/, [jod.9stg (cf. {gaz3ti/ in the 19th century). 

18 A. V. St.q>eranskaja, Udarenie v zaimstvov x slovax v 
sovremennom russkom jazyke {Moscow; Nauka, 19 8 , p.10. 

!9 The stress on i in mozalka prevailed during the 19th 
century, especially in poetry {Superanskaja, OE• cit., p. 176). 

20 Superanskaja, OE• cit., p. 250. 
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21 The number of words ending in Italian in a consonant is 
very small. They are as a rule international derivations from Italian 
proper names (tor, volt), or words of foreign origin (bar, film, lapis, 
omnibus, sport~.r:-. · 

22 For instance, the vast majority of English borrowings in 
Russian are masculine since most English words end in a consonant. A 
parallel result ls found in other Slavonic languages; 90% of Anglicisms 
in Czech are masculine, 6t~ are feminine, and 4% are neuter or pluralia 
tantum (the writer's article"Pronikcin! anglickych slov do ~e~tiny, n 

Prominy, 4, 1977, p. 58). Also more Gallicisms and Germanisms than 
Italianisms become masculine in the Slavonic languages, because of the 
final silent -e in French, and a relatively high number of German words 

. ending in a consonant. 

23 A.V. Superanskaja, "Rod zaimstvovannyx su¥~estvitel'nyx v 
sovremennom russkom jazyke ... VoErosy kul'tury i re~i, 6 (1965), p. 47. 

24 Similar variations are found in popular speech (cf. barbk). 

25 / 
The Russian morpheme -z in agrumy is current from the 20th cent. 

26 / Aside from denoting a pear, bergamot is the name of a citrus 
fruit, whose extract is used in perfumery; kameja is a word for a 
precious stone as well as for a broach; passakil'ja and romaneska 
indicate dances and music, typical for these dances. 

27 Italian razzetta, denoting a newspaper, a journal (cf. Eng. 
gazette, Fr. gazette, a sheet of newspaper, acoin, and so forth, is 
frequent in expressions, such as andare per le gazzette ('to be an ob
ject of public gossip', or 'to have a good reputation'). 
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28 Despite our efforts to be as exact as possible, it has not 
been feasible to identify all meanings (particularly metaphorical and 
those typical for spoken Russian) of Italian loan-word material, since 
many of them are still unrecorded in dictionaries. Thus, judging from 
our numerical identification (5), semantic expansion of Italian words 
in Russian seems to be little productive. Basing her investigations on 
semantic shifting of direct and indirect Italianisms in Russian, Arkad'
eva {op. cit.) reveals the contrary. We have summarized her observations 
on pp. 265-'b. 

29 Bloomfield, op. cit., p. 429. 

30 ; . Hozciika is widespread in the sense of 'a complex variety', 
which may apply with or without pejorative nuances to any creative work. 
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The figurative usage is also known in Italian (and other languages), 
particularly in regard to a literary and musical composition, but it may 
have a negative shade of 'a heterogeneous mixture'. 

31 . . The figurative meaning in p'edestal, borrowed through French 
piedestal, was plausibly also taken from French. Another frequent usage 
of Russian p'edestai is in the domain of sport in the sense of •a 
platform for the first three winners'). 

32 This sense of st~dija is current in other languages {cf. 
Eng. studio, Cz. studio). 

33 KUpol as a term of aeronautics was perhaps influenced by 
French coupole, which ~as initially employed in a military context. 

J4 Loans, belonging to this particular category, are frequently 
prolific in derivatives: pastel'nyj, akvarel'nyj, terrakotovyj (made 
from terrak6ta, or having a brown-red colour), and widespread among the 
Russian population. 

35 The ironical meaning is current in other Slavic languages 
(cf. Cz. primad.6na, maestro). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

General linguistic conclusions have been drawn in the Chapter IV 

"Observations on Italian loan-words in Russian," particularly in the 

part dealing with Italianisms from the lexical standpoint, and th~s, 

here is given only a summary of borrowing trends of our studied 

material. 

Italian borrowing in the Russian vocabulary is closely related 

to the history of civilisation of Italy and Russia. It reflects fer

tile activities of Italians in Czarist Russia in the spheres of 

trade, industry, science, and especially arts, whi.ch may be inter

preted in socio-cultural terms, as most of it was accessible to an 

exclusive social group. The 18th century Italian impact upon Russian 

proved to be profound, not only because of Peter's architectural 

projects and innovations in the shipbuilding industry, at which ex

ecution greatly participated Italians, but mainly because of the 

Empresses• interest to invest their wealth in an artistic luxury of 

Italian genius, The Italian element in Russian of the late 18th and of 

19th centuries reflects the social and linguistic domination of France 

over the Empire; not only numerous words of Italian origin were trans

mitted through French intermediary, but also some of them previously 

established in the language received their Gallicised shape. Italian 
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lexical material. of the present century, ranging from the field of 

poll tics to the field of culinary art, has been primarily diffused 

through the modern mass media. 

Several variants of Italian borrowings are explained by 

different routes of their importation, and by influences of various 

European languages. The forms lazzaroni, lazaroni, laczaroni, laca--
!2Q!, laccar6ni, ladzaroni, lazaronl, laccaronl show a direct oral 

and written (through translations) transmission from Italian, as well 

as an impact of other languag~s. As a result of linguistic and extra

linguistic stimuli, and certain phonetical and morphological differences 

between Italian and Russian, the borrowings display deviations in 

their adaptation into the phonetical and morphological structure of 

Russian, despite the tendency to retain features of their model pat-

terns. Semantically, Italian loan-words are dependent on their models, 

but in some instances they have developed new meanings in. Russian 

without any further relation to Italian and, hence, function on their 

own right. 

The Italian borrowing bears an international character. 

The spread of numerous Italianisms into Russian and their survival 

depend on the destiny of Italian loans in the international vocabulary. 

This particularly applies to scientific and technical terms, and to ~ 

lesser degree also to loan-words of everyday usage. The process is 

still active, and it may be expected that further Italian borrowings 

will be incorporated into the Russian vocabulary, due to their present 
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existence in European languages. Thus, the Italianism ca.ntina, which 

is now current in two thirds of languages of the European continent1 

(cf. Eng. canteen, Ger. Kantine, Fr. ca.ntine, Rum. cantina, Pol. kantz

E_, Cz. kantina, Hung. kantin, Carpathian dialects kantyna), will 

probably soon appear in standard Russian through an intermediary of a 

second language. 

In order to establish the language of borrowing, the study 

of loan-words requires thorough linguistic and historical analyses. 

For instance, Russian po~ta, considered by lexicologists for a long 

time to be an indirect Italian loan through Polish ;poczta, has been 

recently identified as a direct Italianism due to the knowledge that 

the Russian word was attested in the 16th century in the forms ]9sta 

and :po~ta, while Polish had at this time only poszta, and its variant 

:poczta, phonetically corresponding to Russian :po~ta, appeared only 

in the 18th century.2 This example supports our view that the topic 

of Italian borrowing in Russian demands a deep insight not only into 

Italian and Russian, but also into other languages, closely connected 

with the topic, such as French, Polish and German. 

* * * 
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FOOTNarES 

. 1 
M. Fogarasi, "Varia Etymologia," Annali (Sezione Slava), 

IV (1961), PP• 60-5. 

2 B.A. f1argarjan, "0 slove w6ta,u YJ.! 2 (1959), PP• 
117-8. V.A. Bogorodickij (op. cit., pp. 342-3) is of the opinion 
that Polish poczta is an 18th century borrowing from Russian. 

2?5 
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INDEX OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT ITALIAN LOAN-WORDS IN RUSSIAN 

abako, 39 
abbat, 73-4 
abbassamento di mano 239 
abbreviatUra, 118-19 
a bene placita, 24 
abra~io, · 237 
a cappella, 239 
accilro, 25, 266 
ada~io, 237 
agrUmy, 191-2, 261, 270 
a-konto, 103, 242 
akvarel', 226, 265 
akvarel 'ny j, 271 
akvat!nta, 159-60, 226, 263 
al'fresko, 148, 262, 266 
alla prlma, 25, 266 
allegri, 110, 262, 264 
alle~o, 237, 259 
a(l t Jsekko, 148, 266 
al't(o), 50, 51, 239, 266 
a1 •tovyj, 224 
al'part, 94-5. 259 
amba, 110-11 
amor, 43 
andante, 237 
animate, 239 
apartament, 248 
arabesk(a), 148-9 
arija, 50 
arka, 39, 132-3, 252, 266 
arkM.a, 133 
arkebuza, 35, 221 
arketi, 39 
Arlekfn, 46, 235 
arma, 44 
armata, 44 
arsenal, 224 
arri~iato, 226 
artilleriist, 221 
arx1 tra v, 246 

-312-

arxivol't, 225, 226 
avarija, 171-2, 256, 259 
avar!jnost', 172 
avarijnyj, 172 
avizirovat', 96 
aviznyj, 96 
avizo (naut.), 172, 257 
av!zo (comm.), 95-6 
avtostr~a, 56, 166-7, 255 
azio, 96-7, 262 
a~iotat, 97 
aziot~r. 97 
azitato, 239 
baldax!n, 232 
balerina, 50, 130, 253, 258 
balet, 244 
baljfisy, 1)4 
baljustrada, 133, 255, 266 
balk6n, 244, 266 
bambo~clda, 226, 235 
banda, 88, 251, 267 
bandeler, 221 
bandit, 88 
bcfuk, 232, 258 
bapkir, 232 
b.:inko, 242 
bankr6t, 232 
bardil'o, 237 
bariton, 50, 239, 266 
barka, 223 
bar6k(ko), 134-35, 214, 215, 261, 270 
baronessa, 75, 244 
basnja, 23, 219 
bas(so), 50, 51, 266 
bassovyj, 224 
bclsta, 203-4, 251, 262 
bastovat', 204, 262 
batyr~6ik, 24, 225 
ba61, 204, 249, 252 
bazament, 135, 259, 266 
bel'kanto, 239, 262 
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belladdnna, 64-5, 261, 262 
bel'veder, 135-6, 242, 253, 266 
benzujev, 219 
bergamaska, 131 
bergam6t, 192-3, 263, 270 
bergam6tnyj, 193 
bergamotovyj, 193 
bersal'er, 168-9, 260 
bjtist, 225 
boktil, 229 
bolci'nk.a, 24, 240 
bo16nskij (kamen'), 240 
bonSda, 224 
bonacija, 224, 262 
bora, 3, 37, 173-4, 251, 259, 262 
bra.va'da, 205 
brav:!ssimo, 205 
br~vo (assisin), 88-9, 2. 51 
b~vo (interjection), 204-5, 244, 259, 267 
brekcija, 24, 186, 254 
brenta, 237 
briga.ntina, 174, 243, 252 
brokat, 228, 262 
br6kkoli, 19) 
brOnza, 160-1, 260, 262 
br6tto, 25, 97-8, 251 
buffon, 123 
buffonada, 25, 123-4, 262 
buffoni t' , 124 
buffonskij, 124 
buffonstvo, 124, 262 
buon fresko, 25, 266 
burat, 56, 241 
burlesk, 227 
busso!, 2)1 
butafor, 25, 124-5, 253, 255, 259, 261 
butaforija., 124 
butaforna.ja., 124 
buta.forskij, 124 
cedra, 194 
cedrclt, 19)-4, 256 
telesta, 50, 239 
~embalo, 51 
ci~er6ne, 111-12, 256, 261, 270 
~i~isbej, 53, 112-1), 253, 256 
6inkvecent!sty, 121 
cikve~ento, 121, 217, 262 

citadel', 225, 226 
ei tadinka, 43 
cokol', 39, 136-7, 266 
t6mpi, 238, 241, 268 
con brlo, 239 

/ cukat, 2)2 
Dante, 237 
darini, 237 
dato, 242 
del 'kredere, 24 3 
denajo, 2)7 
destra, 2)9 
diletant, 232, 239, 241 
discreto, 239 
diskont, 103 
diskont~r, 104 
diskont!rovanie, 104 
diskontfrova.t', 104 
disk6ntny j, 1 04 · 
diskontskij, 104 
disperat, 44 
diva, 267 
diza~·io, 97 
dogaressa, 82 
d61'5"e, 237 
dolce vi ta, 2)7 
doloroso, 2)9 
domestika, 44 
domino, 230 
donna., 75-7 
Dottore, 46 
doz, 81-2, 240 
duce, 82-J, 256, 260 
due6ento, 217 
du~t, 50, 266 

/ . 
dukat, 2)7 
eppur si muove, 237 
estafeta, 56, 231-2, 246 
f~brika, 29, 35, 219, 244 
ragot, 62, 266 
faklno, 77, 212, 261 
fal 'cet, 266 
fanfara, 266 
rantoS', 227 
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fas{zm, 26, 56, 8), 257, 262, 
. 263 

fa ta morgana, 174-5 



feljUga, 37, 175-6, 224, 252 
femij, 20, 181 
fer6l}e, 239 
Ferrara, 240 
flasko, 125, 261, 254 
filigr~·. 161, 261, 265 
filigrannyj, 265 
final, 239, 267 
finai•nyj, 239 
fini ta la commedia, 237 
fint, 232 
ffrma, 99, 251 
fiumary, 238, 241 
flejta, 266 
fontan, 137-8, 267 
fora, 125-6, 240, 251 
fortep'jano, 266 
fortuna, 224 
frM.:ko, 100 
fregat, 37, 176-7 
fresko, 148 
furlla.rOla, 186-7 
fust, 138, 266 
fusta, 224 
filsti, 243 
g~bbro, 3, 187, 262 
gabion, 231 
galera, 37, 222, 235, 259, 265 
galereja, 138-9, 242 
galliarda, 131 
gal'vanizacija, 182 
gal'vanizirovat', 182 
gal 'vanizm, 181-2, 263 
gal I VanO 1 266 
gambit, 230 
gazeta, 29, 167-8, 244, 256, 258 

264, 270 
gazet~ica, 168 
gazet6ik, 168 
gazetni6at•, 168 
getto, 77-8, 256 
Gibelliny, 85 
gir~j~da, 229-30 
gitara, 51 
golfo, 219 
g6ndola, 220, 222-3 
graffiti, 155 

graff{ to , 154-5 
graffn, 161-2, 246 
granat(a), 221, 244 
grandi6zny j, 25 
grandio'zo, 259 
granit, 232 
gre~a, 228, 229 
grifalkove, 219 
grot, 3. 187-8, 252 
gr{ippa, 232 
gua§•, 226, 235, 265 
gvardija, 220, 221 
Gvel'fy, 85-6, 255 
imposkapo, 39 
impOst, 139-40, 257, 261, 266 
impressario, 3, -126 
improviz~cija, 119-20, 259 
inamorat, 4 3 

. infanterija, 169-70, 243 
inflju~nca, 65-6, 240, 243, 255 
inkassa:tor, 101 
inkassitovat•, 101 
inkasso, 55, 100, 260 
inkognito, 89-90, 261 
inkvartata, 113, 214, 243, 255 
intalija, 162-3, 256, 266 
int~rsija, 149-50, 254, 266 
intermecco, 239 
in~ener, 221 
irredenta, 86-7, 243 
kaboletto, 237 
kal's6ny, 228, 229 
kambiatura, 44 
kambio, 55, 101-2 
kamblst, 102 
kameja, 163, 256, 263, 270 
kamerlstka, 78-9 
kamdrra, 90, 240 
kampanija, 232 
kampanila, 140, 252, 260 
kampo, 237 
kanil'ja, 25, 205-6, 256, 261 
kanc6na, 120, 252, 256, 261 
kani tel' , 228-9 
kanonir, 232, 246 
kantalup(ka), 231 
kantAn.te, 237 
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kanta ta., 50 
ka.nta.rello, 237 
ka.nt6n, 246 
ka.ra.bin, 221 
ka.r<H, 232-3 
ka.rbonarii, 87, 213 
ka.rdan, 260 
ka.r'er, 230-1 
ka.r'e'ra., 231 
ka.rika.tUra., 150-1, 215, 242, 264 
ka.rnvU, 230 
karniz, 140-1, 266 
ka.rrarskij (mra.mor), 237, 240 
ka.rtel' , 232-3 
ka'ssa, 102, 267 
ka.setto, 237 
kassir, 102 
ka.ssir'§a., 103 
ka.ss!rova.t'(sja.), 103 
ka.ssfrskij, 103 
ka.skM, 231, 2Sl 
kasko, 243 
kata.fill, 206-7 
ka takomba., 207-8 
kava.ler, 220-1, 246 
kavalerija, 221 
kava.l'kMa, 230 
kaz~rma, 170-1, 257 
ka.zenuit, 232 
ka.zino, 230 
kiciro-skUro, 266 
kola.rino, 39 
kolizej, 141, 256 
koljaska, 220, 2)4 
Kolomb!na., 46, 235 
kolonna., 266 
kolor!t, 151-2, 253 
komediant, 25, 126-7, 240, 242, 253, 

254, 260 
" kompa.s, 231, 244 

kondot'er, 171, 254 
konfeta., 9, 70-1, 219, 244, 253, 2.58 
konfetti, 113-4, 259, 261 
konservatbrija., 239 
konto, 260 
konto (korrent), 103 
konto-loro, 103 

konto-meto, 103 
konto-mio, 103 
konto-n6stro, 103 
konto-separato, 103 
konto-suo, 103 
kontra.Mnda., 90-1, 263 . 
kontra.ba.nd!r, 91 
kontraba.ndist, 91 
kontra.bandnyj, 91 
kontrabis, 266 
kontral'to, 50, 226 
koreta., 220 
korrid6r, 225, 226 
kors~, 91-2, 256 
kremonskie (skrlpki), 240 
ktipol, 142, 242, 252, 256, 265, 

271 
kvartet, 50, 242, 266 
kva.trocent!sty, 121 
kva.troce'nto, 121, 217, 243, 262 
kvintet, 266 
la.ccarOni, 79-80, 257, 261 
la'cci, 235 
lagUna, 177-8, 251 
largo, 237 
lava, 188, 251 
lavanda, 194-5, 251 
la~, 97, 214 
levant, 37, 223 
leva.ntfn, 221 · 
libretto, 24 
lfdo, 178 
lira., 237 
lira.cca., 237 
listel', 226 
lodzija, 142-3, 247, 254, 256, 

' 266, 269 
loko, 243 
lotereja., 256, 264 

/ 

ma.ca, 225 
madonna, 76-7 
madrepcira, 195-6, 243 
ma.dreporit, 196 
ma.dreporovidny j, 196 
ma.dreperovyj, 196 
maest6zo, 259 
maestro (wind), 37 
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ma~stro (mus.), 50, 266 
mafija, 92-3, 243, 254 
majolika, 163-4, 259, 265 
makar6ny, 71-2, 244 
makkija, 196-7, 2.58 
maljar.!ja, 25, 66-7, 243, 252, 254, 

259 
malkontent, 44 
mal'sekko, 20, 197, 2.58, 262, 263 
mal • W:zi ja 1 220 
mandolina, 239, 266 
mandola, 50 
~o, 104 
maraskin, 55 
marcipan, 55. 232 
maremma, 178-9, 243, 251, 252 
marengo, 55. 208, 2.58, 262 
marina, 152 
marinista, 24, 216 

/' 
marki ta.nt, 232 
markiz, 246 
mamer, 39 
martellato, 2)9 
martini, 242 
marzan' 22 5 
maska, 230 
maska.rid, 230 
maskar6n, 226 
mattioia, 197, 243 
mecca v6~e. 239 
mecco soprino, 50, 266 
mecco-tinto, 152-J, 266 
memorija, 4J 
meno forte, 239 
metadella, 237 
mezon!n, 14), 266 
minello, 24) 
minera, 219 
miniatj~, 153, 252, 254, 265 
mizura, 44 
model' t 2)1 
modil'bn, 226, 266 
mql, 179, 243 
m6l'to, 237 
morel, 232, 235 
morta.della, 237, 241 

motto, 121-2, 253 
moz~ika, 154, 255, 259, 265, 271 
muflon, 231 
m6mija, 254 
mu~et, 221 
Neap61' , 240 
nejtrino, 56, 183, 24), 255, 263 
nel tempo, 239 
n~tto, 98 
niello, 164-5, 254, 263, 266 
noktU.rno, 237 
novella, 122, 2.58 
noveletta., 122 
novelist, 122 
obllgo, 243 
okarlna, 50 
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opera, 29, 50, 2]9, 242, 244, 262, 
264, 267 

6peretta., 50 
6pernyj, 25, 2]9, 262 
oratorija, 50, 267 
osterfja, 114-5, 256, 2.58 
ostinato, 25 
pajac, 127-8 
paliicco, 144, 252, 253, 257, 261, 

266 
palafity, 208-9, 258, 261 
Pantal6ne, 46, 235 
pantalony, 228, 229, 261 
parapet, 2)2 
pari, 95 
parlk, 228-9. 
pc(skvil', 227-8, 257 
passak~'ja, 1)1, 256, 257, 26], 

270 
pasta, 72-J, 251, 262 
pastel', 226, 265 
pastel'nyj, 271 
~tina, 183-4, 243, 247, 2.58, 259, 

262 
ped<int, 2)1 
p'edes~l, 246, 265, 271 
pellcigm, 67-8, 251, 262 
pergola, 209-10, 256 
perl, 246 
persona, 43 



pertika, 237 
petex!i, 68-9, 212, 258, 261 
pian!no, 244, 266 
pianissimo, 259 
pi~6ikato, 24 
pikkiolo, 237 
piljastr(a), 144-5, 252, 266 
pinard, 221 
pini6ly, 198, 261 
pistolet, 221 
pi ttoreski, 266 
p'j~o, 237, 253, 254 
plastilln, 266 
po~ta. 274 
podesta, 8)-4, 243, 259, 260, 270 
Poli~inel', 128-9, 227 
pomello, 241, 268 
pomid6r, 9, 198-9, 243, 252 
ponente maestro, 37, 223 
pcirto, 104, 251, 260 
portulan, 231 
pr:fma-balerina, 130 
prestidi¥itator, 115, 234 
primad6nna 50, 266 
puccolan(a), 189-90, 261 
puccolanskij, 190 
Pul' 6ine'lla, 227 
punson, 225 
rasa, 232. 
rtlSket, 165 
re~itat!v, 24, 239 
reg~ta, 180, 251 
rekcimbio, 101-2 
resk6ntro, 105 
retril:tta, 243 
Rim, 237 

·rimessa, 105 
risto'mo, 243 
rizalit, 145, 257, 266 
romaneska, 131-2, 263, 270 
rotcinda, 24, 145-6, 253, 266 
sal'do, 106-7, 260 
salfetka, 232 
sal'~o (mortile), 116, 243 
sangina, 266 
sardel' , 217 
saDd!na, 55, 199-200, 243, 267 

sar la tan' 231. 
s.:(:pa, 232 
sbir, 211, 257 
scenarij, 129-30, 254, 257 
scenarfst, 130 
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se non e vero, e ben trovato, 239 
senza replica, 25 
sgrafffto, 154-5, 257, 266 
Siena, 240 
sienna, 266 
sikstet, 266 
sin 'br, 81 
sin •o'ra, 43, 81 
sin'or!ja, 84-5, 243, 254, 257, 

262 
sin' or!na, 81 
sirokko, 223 
skal'6la, 146, 240 
SkaramU'c~io, 46, 235 
skarlat!na, 69-70, 243, 257, 258, 

262, 263 
~katula, 220 
skerco, 237 
skerlievo, 237 
skic, 155, 256 
skorconera, 200, 257 
smal 'ta, 156, 257 
soffit, 146-7, 252, 257, 265 
soldat, 221, 244 
sol'fat~a, 190, 243 
solist, 50, 239 
somita, 50 
sonet, 227, 228 
s6rgo, 200-1, 251 
sopr~o, 50, 266 
spaga, 35. 221-2 
spagetti, 237, 241 
~palera, 232, 257 
sp£r~a, 201-2, 252, 256 
stamp, 225 
§tanba, 225 

/ stans, 227, 228 
steka, 156-7 
stilet, 93, 257 
stop!n, 184 
~t6ra, 229 
strament, 224 



stUdija, 157, 242, 254, 265, 271 
~tukatur(k)a, 226, 257 
subito, 237 
sutana, 231 
tacet, 202 
taxa, 107, 251, 262 
tarantella, 50, 132, 253 
tarantul, 2o2-3 
taverna, 116-7 
tempera, 157-8, 266 
tempi passati, 239 
tenor, 50, 266 
tenorovyj, 224 
terc, 117-8, 234, 243 
terc!na, 122-3, 243 
teredor~gik, 24, 225 
terrak6ta, 165-6, 266, 271 
terrak6tovyj, 166, 271 
terramara, 210, 258 
tessittira., 24 
Tintoretto, 240 
tombola, 118, 243, 259 
tor, 20, 185, 261, 263 
tors, 158, 247 
toskanskij (6rder), 240 
trafaret, 158-9, 252, 253, 265 
tramontana, 223 
trass~nt, 55, 232 
trassat, 55, 232 
tr~tta, 55, 107-8, 251 
travertin, 190-1, 260 
travest:!, 227 
trec'ento, 217 
tremando, 239 
trio, 50, 266 
triolet, 227, 228 
tromb, 180-1, 243, 261 
trompet, 62 
tropiki, 219 
tutti frutti, 237 
Umbra, 266 
Valerio, 46 
valjuta, to8-9, 252 
valjutirovanie, 109 
valjutnyj, 109 
va1 'tdp, 231 

vendetta, 94 
vendita, 87, 258 
Venecija, 240 
vermi~el', 73, 262, 263 
vesta di kamera, 44 
villa, 147, 242, 266 
v161a da gamba, 50 
violoncel' , 51 , 239, 266 
v1rtu6z, 50, 239 
volkonet, 221 
vol't (physics), 185, 231, 261 
vol't (horsemanship), 230-1 
voluta, 39 
zabastovci t' , 204 
zabast6vka, 24, 204, 262 
~eldak, 221 
~1r6.t, 110 
zirant, 110 
zir! rovat', 110 
~iro, 55, 109-10. 
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